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Abstract

,This study employs cbatemporary bureaucratic and organization 
theory in an analysis of the 4ecision-making and communications pro-,

' cesses and characteristic attitudes and values of- the Administration 
in Colonial Kenya, and the effect of these factors'on its relationship 
to the larger political systCT and the processes of socio-economic “*
development in the colony.

The Kenya Administration was ah integrated prefecfbrai.organl- • 
zatlon characterized by conservatism, resistance to change and inno- ‘ 
vation, and a preoccupation with tdie maintenance of law and order. Th^ 

^decision process was protracted, the policy focus fragmented and shortr 
* ruhi' and critical decisions could be made only with extreme difficulty. 
The COTtral Secretariat. was preoccupied with the affairs Of the Euro
pean and Aslan immigrants and'the Provincial Administration largely left 
on its own to deal with the Africans Although largely of middle-class 
origin, administrators possessed the attitudes and values of aristocra
tic, organlcist conservatism. They were ambivalent about both African 
society and the development of bourgeois industrial society in Britain.

Colonial. Kenya had a dual political system. In the European 
arena the white settlers gained a dominant influence over Important 
policy areas, but were blocked by the Administration and London author
ities from achieving self-govemmeiit. This led to a stalemate over the 
direction of the political and economic development of the colony. In 

r the Mrican arena the Provincial Administration acted as an authoritarian 
and paternalistic guardian. African political activity was dealt with 
through a combination of cooptation and coercion, and African politicians 
were viewed as corrupt and powerr-hungry exploiters from whom the un- 
sophistihated tribesman had to be protected.

Rapid socio-economic development after 1?39 led to a rising 
level of .conflict between the Africans ^d the Admli^stratlon, as well 
as an internal challenge to the Administration's dominant position in 
the gbvenimeat from emerging functional ministries. An escalating :

' crisis culminated in^the 'Mau Mau' Emergency of 1952 which appeared at 
■first to restore the declining power of the Administration. The poli
tical initiative, however, moved towards the metropolitan authorities 
who’, by 1960, sought an accommodation with the Africans and largely 
ignored both the Administration and the settlers, j „

.- In comparative perspective the processes of the, Kenya Adminis- 
' tration are more typical of British’cbloniaiLism than the mythical image - 

of 'indirect rule' and similar to those of French colonial rule. Colon-- 
lai adriiihlstratioh was an expression of traditional conservatism, not 
bourgeois capitalism and is different from imperialism. The decoloni- 
zatioh process in Africa represented the end of colonialism, .but not 
necessarily the end of imperialism.
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fixes ^A' CKepya Natiprial-Archives) jpKGL (Kenyh .Goyemmenf Library) 

and'PRO (Public-Record Office,. London)^-. The iriterviews are 'identi-, ' 

fled by number .and a lettered suffix. For administrators' there is 

a three digit number, the first digit indicating the ran'k of the

■ pV
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'officer: 1 for junior officers, 2 for senior officers (Provincial 

Commissioners or Under Secretaries and over in the Secretariat).

The suffix-■•indicates the primary-area of .service’ in Kenya;' field ' 

(F) Or Secretariat (sV» or both (FS). Technical officers are 

indicated by a two digit number and the suffix T.'Political figures 

are indicated by a iwo digit number .and J^he suffix P with either A 

XAffipan),_B (British) or S (Settler). .'
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Over forms of Govertunent, let fools contest

What ere Is best administered Is best

Alexander Pope, Essay"bn Man
V

6.
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Why do you stand there amazed? I

I did not know this would come to be;- '"i

But you saw the signs? 

No. 1 didn't.

: I
4

You did

I didn't>•

But-
+«

1 tell you we didn't. We tried our best

He walked away, stamping-his feet angrily on the 
■ground.

'And to think of all we did'for them,' he said
%

James Ngugi, Weep Kot, Child
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CHAPTER ONE

JMPERIALISM, COLONIALISM. AND BUREAUCRACY 5^'

i

I.
. - For almost .a century the European,colonial occupation of

Africa has been an inexhaustible source of scholarly debate and poie- 

niical attack. A substantial part of this intellectual interest has 

focused on the economic theories of imperialism provided by Hobson 

' writing out; of the liberal traction, and Lenin and, to a.lesser ex-

■ y

.•
»

.-i.

tent, Luxemburg, working from the’Marxist perspective. In, the on- .

• going debate between Marxists mid anti-Marxists over the origins and 

• • consequences-of European expansion into Africa, scholarship and '

polemic-have often been inextricably intertwined. In addition, a sub

stantial body of research, frequently.connected only peripherally to 

the theoretical issues of economic imperialism, has*emerged with re

ference to the colonial history of Europeans in Africa. The end of 

formal political control by European powers has stimulated a surge of 

renewed "interest in the -colonial era as archives in the metropoles and 

in the former colonies have been opened to piilic inspection, and his- 

. torians have in-vestigated in impressive, detail the motives, .methods, 

and policies of the rulers, as well as the African reaction to them 

and. their impact on African societies. Nevertheless, there is an in- 

tellectual narrowness, theoretically-and empirically, in both,of these 

bodies of research that has inhibited the fuller imderstanding of the 

• colonial experience th^pugh a. linkage of theoretical analysis and de

tailed historical description.

‘The principal limitation of Marxist theories of imperial- 

•ism has been theirunrelieved Eurbcentrlc focus, as indicated by the

7
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full title of Lenin's pamphlet..Imperialism; The Highest Stage of 

... -Capitalism,^ Within this perspective imperialism has been vinderstood 

as-a consequehce'of the pattern of development of monopoly capital

ism in the metropori.tah countries, and thus research has tended to ' 

focus narrowly upon the analysis of economic factors relating to 

fallfifg'rates of profit and the accumulation of excess .s'tocIsB- of 
capital that led to a search for profitable Investment possibili^^ 

abroad. The extentibn of colonial control over most of Africa has 

generally been sden as the result of cbn^etition among the imperial-
■ ■ ■ , ■ i cir

ist powers for protected markets, fields of investment, and access 

to valuable raw materials. Although the critical thrust of both 

liberal and Marxist theories of economic imperialism has given rise 

to a.bodjr of muck-raking literature on the misdeeds and inequities of 

. v'„. European rule in'Africa,^ internal processes within the colonies, es

pecially the.operation of the political infrastructure of colonial 

rule and the consequences of imperialism for subject peoples have been 

treated as of distinctly secondary import^ce. 'The primary objective 

of. the'attacks oh the theories of economic imperialism has been to . ‘ 

demonstrate the salience of■non-economic motives behind European 

expansion,‘especially-In'the 1870-1914 era, and has emphasized the 

importance of socio-political factors',, notably nationalism, the 

.-.diplomatic rivalries among the metropolitan :powers, and internal 

; cleOT as explanatory variables.^ The-greater^pprtion of this 

"debate has naturally Seeh concerned .with the 'scramble' for African 

colonies, jftere attention'has focused on the period of established 

colonial rule after World War. One,“ the'main issue in the debate has 

V been whether or not -the European power actually, placed the anticipat- " '

'5
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ed volume of investment in and derive^, substantial profits from their 

African colonies. • Recently, the process of decolonization has - 

■shifted contemporary theoretical concern to problems of neb-colonial

ism and dependency with an increasing interest in the impact of ex

ternal linkages upon the internal.patterns of development in African 

states, ae primary concern, however, of Marxist and neo-Marxist 

theorists contihues_,to'be narrowly, defined in terms of the ecoribmi^...; ■

• causes; and.consequences of neo-colonial dependency.
: . ' ' V " .. .;v ■ ■ ■

The large andcrapidly growing corpus of historical re

search on the colonial experience within Africa has expanded beyond 

a concern!.with the. period, of ImperiaLlrivalry before 1914 to an in- . 

creasing focus upon the detailed description and interpretation of 

• the patterns and consequences of colonial rule itselfI^

: V ■

pr

p-..-.

✓-
«■

i®

.V- :■

5. • .

t-
.7-

The ground

work for the develbpment of .the increasingly specialized field of 

colonial: histoi^ was laid itf the 1920's and SO's through tie magis- , 

serial s.tudies.^of European colonial rule by Buell and Hal ley, as well ' 

as the pioneering research of .British and French anthropologists on

S!?

5:'

fe
traditional African societies and the memoirs and other writings of• 

"bolonial officials. Ah initial preoccupation of this research with

the perspectives,.policies, and methods of the colonial rulers has 

been recently moderated by growing attention to the realities of the 

African reaction to ^colonial control, and colonial history has be-- 

come.a subpfleld withinathe'-;deve!oping discipline of African history. .. . : - , 

^ile this historical research has impressively documented the ' 

actions of colonial officials and has shown a fair amount of inter- 

•;es t in/comparing Idle siktlari ties and'differences between -the

I

I
I

I
I;
I

patterris of colonial rule by thb European powers, particularly Britain g:
■Vi-

I■C' ■ ■, :
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and France, historians have failed to provide any rigorous analysis 

of the bureaucratic infrastructure of colonialism and consequently, 

-have neglected the possible extent to which the methods and policies

of colonial administration have been shaped by the organizational
' • • 7characteristics of colonial administrative systems.

'of the development of British and French colonial administrative

seihri-ces by .Heusslef and Cohen, have- provided valu^le knowledg^qf^

the patterns of.recruitment and training of colonial officials,'^

well as.the general patterns of bureaucratic behavior, but have dealt
... . CX/

broadly with British 'or French Africa as a whole and stopped short of 

analysing- the performance of colonial officials within the socio

economic and political context of any particular colony.,®

^ Neither the theorists of imperialism nor colonial histor-

Ians have thus pro-vlded a-rigorops, theoretically informed analysis
d

of the bureaucratic dimension of European rule in Africa.

, for such an analysis is, however, very real, for colpuial political 

systems, in Africa present us with unusually pure examples of the 

admiimstrative state: .In the colonial setting political and a^nls- 

trative -institutions were combined within the organizational frame

work of the colonial bureaucracy which provided both the fundamental 

means of control o-ver the subject population and the* critical con- — 

necting link between the colony and^the metropole. As J.M. Ijee has' • 

pointed outj "within the dependent territories of the British Crown 

■ the conception of the'state meant .little more than the body of Colon

ial Sefvipe'officers who represented the sovereignty of the monarch. 

For subject peoples colonialism meant subjugation not only to an 

alien culture and capitalist economic system, but also to a form of

^cent studies

The need
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political organization and control unprecedented in. their previous ex- ■ 

perience. Colonial' administrations provided the institutional frame- 

work shaping the relations between ruler and ruled and the manner of 

the latter's'incorporation, into the economic system-.of the metropo

litan power. . p
The policies ^d patterns of action of colonial admlnls- 

trative^rganizations cannot he explained simply by reference toX^- 

^'structures of domination' or to the inherently repressive qualities , , v

of colonial rule. Weber pointed out long ago that bureaucracy has 

. ' become the characteristic 'structure of domination’ in the twentieth 

century,and such phrases consequently define rather than resolve

Furthermore, to treat the issue through .the use of such 

a concept as 'the colonial situation' emphasizes the particularity of 

colonialism and tends to obscure the possibility that the variables 

shaping the character of colonial rule may be common to a widej: 

variety of seemingly different political systems and, as-'such, of 

broader theoretical import. The fo.cus on^the idiosyncracies of colon

ial society thus makes it difficult to relate the character of,colon

ialism to socio-economic and political aspects of the metropolitan

. ;
■ -S'

the. problem.

societies and therefore inhibits dealing with ,tiie large-scale issues -

In short, the task is to get ins’lde- - of the theoi^ of imperialism.

of 'structures of domination' iid analyse more rigorously and pre-^

cisely the bureaucratic inputs with regard to the extent that* they 

lexplain. .the alfeady extensively described outputs of colonial rule-

. and illuminate.the relationships.between ruler, and ruled within the

- colony and between the colony and the metropole.
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I. ■ Colonial Administration in.Kenya-; ,The Scope and JMethbd .of. the ' 
' ■ Study - ...

The fundamental'motive for the study presentd'd here is 

to provide a theoretically informed analysis, of the operational 

reality of a colonial political system through an examination of 

the politics of colonial n^nlstrhtion in Kenya, with'special,refer- 

.ence to the critical years between 1940 and,1960, The starting point 
for the study is the'Kenya Administration, the. organization of ^g^

- eralist administrators who .staffed the field organlzatipn;.of-the • 

ProTTincial Administration' and-" the central administration' or Secret

ariat in Nairobi. This was a small and clearly defined organization

— within-^the total-structure of the Kenya Government, rarely, comprising 

moire than IQO to'150 men, and, except for the earliest days of British 

rule, never const!tuting'.mofe than a small fraction of the number of 

British officials in the colony. However, in Kenya, as in all of the

. other territories under the control of the Colonial Office in London, 

the Administration was the primary agent of imperial control and is 

■ therefore the necessary subject of a.study of the politics of colon

ialism. .

'^1-
!"
I

i.

t
i

-■!

i.

I

i

The framework of the analysis is. drOTn from the body of 

bureaucratic theory developed in contemporary political science'and , 

sociology. I have attempted to make this study both analytic arid 

historical in focus by using the framework-of abstract and general 

propositions.to explain particular and some Instances imique con

figurations of IllstOrical events. ^ This is thus basically a 'part- 

icularizirigi study rather than liie 'generalizing' study 

contemporary piolitical science. As Upset, Trow, and Colen^ point

/

c
• f

{•

i.
■(

common in
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•r • . out^ particularizing analysfs .''tKes general laws or regularities in '

^ order to carry out an^ysis of the particular case...it uses' previous- 

Ijrknowh generalizations^ in order to help make particular statements 

...in [generalizing analysis] the particular statements are used to 

As with most methodological prescriptions-, this,.12
develop the law.

distinction is not unambiguous, it does, however, illuminate one ' 

very important point; this research does not constitute an explicit-^- '

, /

' : .test of the various propositions employed in the ahalysis. The s'tudy 

of a single case,' especially, of^the sort that relies upoAjiistorical 

sources, does not permit the controlled comparisons necessary for 

testing the'relationships between the major variables stipulated in 

the hypotheses. Moreover, since there-is apparently no unambiguous, 

way in which theoretical propositions can be linked to observable data, 

a single qase caiinot in any event stand as a critical test of pro- 

" babilistic theory.. ,
. ■ ■■ ■ .__________

'While particularizing analysis cannot test the theory

employed as a set of guiding assumptions, t.t obviously nShst-begln by 

establishing whether or not the relationships stipulated in the theory 

are actually .present in the case at hand. From each of the abstract - -

. propositions employed in this study I derived a series of empirical 

generalizations and. low-level hypotheses describirig''&ie Kenya Admi- 

nistratlon and its external environment and tested them against the 

data,gathered in the field. This, however, was only a starting 

point. Particularizing analysis involves a primary concern with the 

- suhsequent problem of what specific form the theoretically defined-"

relationships take and what.difference did, they mate in ^e particular

to what extent do those relationships explain\c^e;undej: stu<ty,' i.e^ .
. ...lUJ

■ /
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-something else about empirical reality. For example, a basic^propoSi^ - 

tion emerging out of many studies of bureaucracy is' that the influence 

of*-individuals md groups on the decision-making process in'bureau

cratic organizations..is correlated with the control of the Information 

or expertise that form the premises of decision. My Concern in this .

- study is not only to see whether this relationship did. in fact^exist 

within the Kenya Administration, but also to analyse.the specific^con- 

sequences of that relationship for the image of external reality at 

• •- different points within the organizalion, the actual decisi&ns made by

the Administration, Md. the patterns of action, that resulted from these ' '

decisions.

'. The limitations, of a particularizing case study in, testing
■ .•?

theoretical propositions does not mean, however, that it cannot make 

- a substantive contribution to the development of theory. ,On the 

- simplest level, a case study can reflect upon the degree of confidence 

we have in the viability of the hypotheses employed and thus consti- 

tute an implicit test by its effect upon the subjective probabilities 

attached to them. Parricul'arizing analysis can also contribute to ’ 

the critical analysis and refinement of existing theory. Ihus, on the 

one hand, where the relationship predicted by a hypothesis exists in 

a particular case but is of only limited explanatory value,, the case . 

study suggests that the hypothesis may be-valid but trivial; while, 

on the other hand, where the predicted relationship does npt obtain in 

a particular case, this can suggest the operation of intervening var

iables, that, may define the limits-.within which the hypothesis holds.

T . E-ven more important,-analytically rigorous, and theoretically sb'phis-
...

vticat^ii^ase studies usin to explain other aspects
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of political and social life can suggest new linkages between phenp- 

and thus directly contribute to the creation of new theories, as, 

well as provide a systematic base for the elaboration of syffEhetic and 

compar:ative studies. In fact, many of the propositions employed in

this. .study were Initially generated by intensive case studies .of part-
13 ' ...

icular organizations.-

The adoption of particularizing case study annlysis as^^e- 

search strategy also raises, certain problems involved in doing the 

historian's traditional job w:^h the tools of the social^scientist. 

Philip, Selznick has perceptively defined the problem in 1iis .^classic

.
amena

'i’

II■15

^3

-m ■ s

3
1study of the Tennessee-yjalley Authority;

Theoretical inquiry, when it is centered upon a 
particular historical structure or event, is always 
hazardous. This is due to the continuous tension 
between concern for a full grasp and interpretation 
of the materials under investigation as history, . 
and special concern for the induction pf abstract 
and generq! relations. Abstractions deal harshly 
with 'the fact-', choosing such emphases and high- 

............. Ugh'ting such characteristics as-may seem facti
tious, or at least distorted, to those who. have a 

— ■....................... stake in. an historically well-grounded apprehension
. „.of the-, events themsel-veS.l^

In other words, we confront another dimension of the famiUar tension

between methodological rigor and si&stantive significance, compUcated"

by the va.rying perspectives of different discipUnes. T!o what extent.

can jje generaUze; about characteristic patterns within the inumerable

' . ■ individual events in a particular case before we lose sight of the

“ complexity and riA^ of human experience and move the historian •

to coiiq)laia,"Hbw. can .yoh say colonial officials did such and such ■

■3-•■i

iffe11-
i.

..ss
IK

. V

II

' r

: r

when Provincial Commissioner X and Qiief Secretary Y did something
....................................................................................................................... . ' " * ■ ■

quite di.fferent?|' At the s^e time, with .'what detail and sense of-.
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subtle variation'can we treat-the case before the social scientist 

complains that''liie regularities are .smothered in a mass of detail as 

.^we have lost sight of tlie forest for the beauty of the trees. An

attempt to provide a happy medium^of generalization and detail is mpre . 

likely to disappoint than satisfy both the historian and the social p 

scientisti Biere is no ,easy, resolution to this dilemma. I point .it 
here .to. indicate that this study has been pjipued'with an'^^ute

awarehess of the pitfalls involved and the risks have, been consciously
... ■ . '' ' •

accepted in the light of the (.potential interest arid importance of the
• •- •'*

. results.

.

- Cfa a more's'pecific level, any case study is open to the ob- 

jectipn'that the case selected, while interesting in itself, is 

idiosyncratic and cannot therefore serve as a basis.for generaliza- .

. .tlpri;. , Ihe. hmme^^^ answer to .this objection is that social'scientists 

place great emph'asis on the idea, that * good' theory must be capable S. 

- of explaining both the similarities and differences between examples 

of a particuiar phenpnieriori, and a particularizing study' employing . 

theoretical propositions to explain a specific cas.e must necessarily ■ ' 

discriminate between the effects of general and idiosyncratic factors,, 

thereby more precisely, defining its distinctive characterls.tics.

Usually, however, the argument of idlosyncracy. involves the often im^ 

plicit. assertion that the idiosyncratic factors are-not'only present,

determine mora^about the actual courae : 

of events,, than any abstract general factors. With regard.to Kenya, 

"'theTohjection can be raised that the presence pf a substantial white 

settler population made it atypical with regard, to most of the British

.». '•

cpioriies of black MricSv This objection is frequently based on the
.C:-

I
...... . - ■
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untested assumption,..especially conmon among orthodox Marxist an-

that the KenyaJidministration was necS'sarily the willing .alysts,

and pliant servant of settler interests and was,for all intents and

I purposes, inseparable from the settler community. The adoption of
• ■

this assumption, however, leaves us incapable of adequately account-, ' 

ing for the frequent and often bitter conflicts that marked'the irer

communi^^:^rior

to 1939." It is;...equally plausible to assume that such conflicts serve 

to reveal the social forces and implicit motives and interests that 

distinguish colonial officials from settlers, and it is a major theme 

of this study that -the conflicts with the settler community served to 

..intensify the basic characteristics of the Kenya Administration and 

thus highlighted some of the general characteristics, of colonial admi.- 

nlstratiSn that were less visible in colonies where the powerful 

challenge of a settler community did ndf'force the local administra

tion to more clearly articulate its Interests and commitments.

-t. ■-
■ ■.

KI y

latioi^hip between the Administration and the settler

r-

. A. The Three Major .Questions of the Study ; ' ' , .

/ - From the perspective of the general phenomenon of European

colonialism .in'Africa this study Involves a microanalysis of colonial'.

-rule within one colony., Taken from the perspective of Kenya, however, 

i.t. involves both-micro- and macrdanalytlc dimensions. As James Fesler 

has pointed out, studies of pt*lic administration have generally'suffer- . 

;. ed.from "failure to take account of the total political system (and,

■ by extensi.on, of the total sCrSial and'economic system).'-To focus 

' : on -the analysis of the Kenya.Admihistratidn..as'a bureau- 7

?•

^ organization would .leave, the- most important questions about

!
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colonialism unanswered. Hiis is, therefore, not a study in public ■ 

administration narrowly.conceived. Rather, it begins with a micro- 

.analysis of the Kenya Administration and then uses this as a basis 

for the'larger macroanalysis of tie wider political system of which 

the Administration was a critical, even'.dominant, part and the total 

socio-economic system of the colony in which that political system.

This can be visualized as involving three concen^ic 

, circles, with:;the problems of analysi^becoming more abstract and wider 

■ in scope,as one moves oiit from the center. Each' of thejiiree areas of 

analysis, intimately interconnected in actual historical experience, 

can be analytically-separated and conceptualized in terms of three 

major questions. ' . .

■

was inteded.

I

.First, what.internal structural and cognitive factors shaped 

the character of the Kenya Administration as a bureaucratic organiza

tion, and what consequences did these factors have upon its typical

patterns of decision-making and action? In answering this question 

can explain how and by whom corlonial policy in Kenya was formulated 

and implemented. Two other i^ortant ques'tiqns also arise in this 

context.' How did the organizational characteristics of the Adminis- 

'tration shape the way in which administrative personnel perceived the , 

'role of the organization and understood the nature of the.extemal - 

environment .with which they had to deal? Specifically, this involves ■ 

administrators’ images of the subject African population and their 

epneeptiohaof .^the role of the Administration in-relatioir to it. Final

ly..-.what was the effect .on the internal processes of the Administration 

.of the external socio-economic and politic^ environment, notably the 

powerfui settler community'and the'fundamental duality of the colonial

one

•--i.

'■» •

.v-
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society and econon^r produced by its presence?

Second, what was the role of'the Kenya Administration in the 

•larger political system of the colony, and how-was this role shaped by 

both its intern^ organizational diaracteristics and the external en-" 

vironment? Here one confronts the critical issue of the position of . 0 

the-.Administration in'the colonial a<^nls trative state and the-way, in 

which it .acted to define the boundaries of the legitimate politi^..

-■.•

I
i--

ifI

Is

. . arena. This-also, involves the. analysis of the.patterns of Interaction 

. between the Administration and^ groups in the external environment, 

especially the settlers and the Africans; the socio-economic cleavages 

and conflicts t±at brought the settlers and the Africans into the 

political arena and shaped their demands and grievances; and the re

action of the Administration to conflicts with each of them. Further- 

.more, what constraints upon and commltoents by the Administration...,

, .. emerged from these interactions with groups in. the external environment.-C ' 

7 *rhlrd, what factors shaped the relationship between the Kenya

3

I'.»•
a I4

7'
L;..i

7
73

vv

•I
7-'•f
7.3

■ Administration and processes of socio-economic development in the r:-

colony? How did the Administration.attempt to control or respond to 

these developmental processes, and, conversely,’ what was the in^iact of . 

such development upon the. operations of the Administration itself? In 

, the wider socior-economic and political context, what was the impact 

of development on thejpattems; of cleavage and conflict within the

■’C.-

•- 4.

I-ti

I
I
s
Icolony ^d what relationship did these patterns have to the intensl- 

ficafibn of African .political . activity after. 1945. Finally, .what

. were:the,bases and consequences of the Administration's reaction to I
S;

- Mrican politics?
?:

I
; , , W®s,e- 9ues^ not commit the analysis in advance to a'■' 'V' /••

4
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rigidly deterministic formula and permit one to give full weight to the 

potential contingency of historical experience. Political and socio

economic ^variables on both the micro’and macro levels are treated as 

mutually interdependent within a process of reciprocal caiKality.

, Moreover, recognizing the possibility that.Important events may be 

the unforeseen and unintended consequences of purposive action,

I_ _ slderable attention has been paid to assessing

y

con- ,

the dl^tanea,if-any^

between the-intentions and consequences of administrative action. This 

. analysis requires the intersection of two streams ‘of data.<^ The first.

N.

deals with the internal processes of the Kenya Administration and has 

been drawn from tv?o primaiy sources: the internal .papers of the Kenya-' 

Administration and the Colonial Office, consisting of correspondence, 

memoranda, and minutes; and h series of in-depth interviews with

administrative and technical officers and European and African poll- 

"tic^ figures in Britain and Kenya.
V

The second relates to processes 

of socio-economic change and political conflict in the colony, with

- particular reference to European settler and Africa political activity, 

’and is drawn from both-the primary sources of documents and interviews 

and the extensive body of secondary sources on Kenyan economic and 

political history.

Each of the .sections of this study is organized around 

of the three major questions of the analysis and consists of a brief

one

i

i theoretical intfoduction followed by ch^ters containing the subs- . 

3^^ the Kenyan experience. .Section One, consisting 

of two chap^ deals with the Kenya Administration as a bureaucratic3
,3 ' V-.

organization Section Itoo, also .containing two chapters, analyses the 

colonial political system in Kenya in

.

terms of^its European'and African
• ;•

. ; / :•
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Section Three, comprising three chapters, treats, the pro

cesses. of socio-economic development in Kenya, the attempts of the.Ad- 

j- -^ministration to. respond to and control these

components.

o

'■ processes, and the ensuingI
I political crisis which reached its violent pe^: in the 'Mau Mau' emer

gency and, culminated in the commitment of the British 

rapid process of decoloi^zation.

government to ay'

The sections also follow a general

------:Sk.y°qol°Rical_oxdex»—the-flrat-tHO-fociisin&-on-the-p6riod-hetw^H-the  '

two world wars, while the third deals with the ensuing twenty y 

. particularly the 1945-1960 period.

years.

The concluding chapter attempts to- 

assess the more general significance of colonial Kenya for broader

comparative and theoretical issues.

• f:■
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'5

ed with technical officers from the Legal Department and the Depart
ments of Agriculture and Local Government. Ten interviews involved 
Kenyan-political figures of the colonial,era, six Europeans and 
four Africans, including seven who held seats' on the Legislative or 
Exetutive Councils and men who served as Ministers of Agriculture, 
Finance and Community Development. iWo British politicians,a former 
Secretary of State for the-Colonies, and a Labour M.P. active in . 
colonial affairs, were also interviewed.
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'ia
INTRODUCTIONr*.

•s
$ '■ I.'

In an^ysing the Kenya Administration the concern of this 

study is with those characteristics of the organization that, shaped 

its' relationship with the external environment and can therefore pro

vide a base for the examination of its role in the larger political

system of the colony and in the process of socio-economic develqp-
- . • ' _ .......-- -

ment. . The most Important of these chararieristics are die decision- •

making processes in .the organization, the attitudes and values of ■
<- “

organizational personnel, and internal processes of communication and 

information collection.

3
■J:

a
$
$

,-;5
1 <*•

3
i

ii
I
I

In the simplest terms,' we can immediately classify theI
Kenya Administration as a bureacratic organization of the type known 

as p'refectoral field administration, 

structure and purpose riot only to the other colonies of British Africa

As such it is similar in basic5

. ^and India, but also to a large number of historical and contempprary
s
■->

administrative organizations in both colonial and independent poli

tical systems. Thus, one is actually dealing with variables at four 

separate levels of abstractness and general!ty: (1) universal factors 

■found in all bureaucratic organizations; (2) factors common to pre- 

fectoral. systems of field administration; (3) ■ factors typical of 

colonial .systems of prefectoral administration; (4) factors unique to 

Kenya._ The first three can be treated together when we analyse the ’ 

internal characteristics of the Administration, while the fourth re- 

• quires sd^irate treatment. ^ .

K
Sa
3
I

a

I.; Decision-Making processes: Policy, Discretion, and Control

of decision-making or the formulation'of
•i'
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policy one tends to .lump together processes that deal with a variety 

of organizational problems of differing depth and scope. Anthony Downs 

hag., pointed out the existence of four organizational levels: "Ihe 

shallowest consists of the specific actions t^cen by the bureau, the 

sdcond of the decision-making rules it uses, the third of the insti

tutional structure it uses to make th.ose rules, and the deepest of 
its general purposes.. .change can occur at -any depth without affect- ' 
ing l^ers of .greater depth," though it.will normally affect all shallow- 
er layers." Shallower .layers relate' to deeper layers ^ means to'ends, 

xjith the first three layers bein^g instrumental means in relationship to 
the deepest level of basic organizational goals or purposes, 

moves from the shallowes.t level of specific actions to the deepest 

level of organizational purpose we move from specificity to increasing 

generality and diffuseness. The relationship between the levels is 

, therefore not a rigid one-to-one linkage. Deeper levels define a range 

'within which the shallower levels may vary and tfiis makes for progres

sively greater fl-e-Xibility as one moves from purposes to specific

S
I

.A

.'ti
y

'y

%
V ■

As one ■

actions, i.e., organizational purpose may be pursued through more than • "■
•_ one possible institutional structure, whidi in_ turn is compatible with 

- a number of different decision iniles or methods, while a very large■ 

■number of actions can emerge from a set of decision-rules. As a result,

"it is easier to adjust actions than rules, easier to shift rules than..
/-

change structures, and easier to alter structures that adopt 

- poses", and this leads to ,the characteristic inertia or .resistance to 

change of’bureaucratic organizations.^

^ basis of this typology of organizational levels 

'can discriminate between routine and critical decisionA. Routine 

.deqlslOTS involve changes in fte,action■programs and decision rules 

of ah org^izatipn and work out "the detailed applications of

new pur-

4 one

-r’

esta-

•V?.
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blished canons’." Critical decisions, however, involveI necessary changes 

in the purpose and institutional structure of the organization that
S

'i
d^ine the framework of v^ues and structure within which routine 

3decisions can be made.
5

Routine decisions part of the everydayares
I ^ operations of an organization. Changes in structure and purpose, 

meanwhile, because of their profound implications for the organization

and for vested Interests within it tend to occur only"in the”mohf^i
Vg

'drastic circumstances". Thus, as Crozier points out,..significant change 

in bureaucratic organizations tends to'depend upon the existence of 

crisis conditions to overcome organizational inertia.^ 

sions cluster around these points of crisis in the history of

a
P
•i: Critical deci-

I an orga-
;•
I . nization and shape its 'a3mamic adjustment to changed internal 

- temal conditions.

and ex-

The making of critical decisions is, according to 

Selznick,the defining task of organizational leadership.^

I
as

Critical decisions involve commitments that define the basic 

character of an organization! Such commitments 

and responding that can be changed, if

S
'I

are "ways of acting 

at all, only at the risk of 

severe internal crisis...the emergence of organizational character re-

3
S

a
fleets the irreversible- element in experience and choice. Defininga

- commitments, however, are'only partially'the result of conscious 

choice. ; Critical decisions in themselves
Pi/■

S'
a; can generate implicit com-

..mitments that are the unforeseen and unintended 

posive action.
consequences of pur- 

The most important of these unintended commitments: .

emerge, from the formation xjf individual and group vested Intetusts

within the organization tied to the maintenance of particular action 

programs, methodsj and structures,, 

tion of me^s into ends

aa
I
I

This r^ults in the transforma- 

ahd "the tendency of established relations*--T

il
fi...tr., 5
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and procedures to persist and extend themselves, will create the un

intended consequence of committing the organization to greater in- 

jjolvement than provided for by the initial decision to-act."^ Ihe 

conversion of means’ into ends in themselves is a source of uhexpect- 

ed crisis and can inhibit, or even prevent, the making of explicit 

critical decisions adjusting the purposes’^ and structures of ■ the orga- 

.......-nizatioh-tOTohanged-circums-tancesi— ....

i
i-

V

I

it
t
I■:h

%
I

■ This discussion of-the levels and types of organizational 

decisions; brings us to the consideration of the actual processes of 

action involved in making these decisions.

Ii
a One of the most important 

contributions of modem organizational research has been to reveal thes
•

•I Importance of power and conflict for an understanding of decision- 

m^ing processes in bureaucracies.
1
I This results, on the one hand,

from the necessity in complex organizations for the higher authorities
w" - • • •

. to delegate some degree of discretion in the implementation of policy 

to their subordinates, and, on the other hand, from the fact that all

I

A

organizational personnel have.personal values.and interests that differ 

to some degree from the general purposes of the organizations and the
a
w

t,
intentions of the top leadership.§ The human components,.of the organi

zation are thus not neutral instrumentalities rationally and predict-.■s

i
ably manipulated by the formal leaders, but active subjects 

, Ing to manipulate the actions of the organization to serve thdix own 

needs and purposes. This results in what Downs calls the 'leakage of

attempts'
S;

authority': the modification of policies and orders, by subordinate ;

action programs ectualiy carried out inyolve a'

w ^ ‘=ases , antithetic to the

original dhtentiOiw of the higher authorities.

.is

.'.T

g:.gg 8 .Bureaucratic organi-
:
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zations thus always contain conflicting tendencies 

1^ tralization of discretion and the centralization of 

.most

towards the decen-
s

control. In the

general terms this conflict is expressed in Crozier's 

tiori that incumbents of each role in 

organization fight to preserve and enlarge their

proposi- 

a hierarchically structured , 

area of discretion

L'.;

Wi
II . autonomy, and limit their dependence

upon and responsibility to
f - lhis process-op^tes vertidhlly with^^ri^^other* roles.-

m
ing to maximize their control over their subordinates and the siibor- 

I . dinates struggling to minimize that control and their cogsequent res- 

I ponsibility to their superiors, while maximizing their autononor and 

J discretion in the performance of their duties. It also operates hori

zontally with personnel acting to minimize the degree to which their

actions must be predicated upon and coordinated 

‘1 other roles at the
with the actions of

same organizational level. 

Hie higher-authorities'in an organization almost always possess ■
both.formal and informal sanctions intended to assure the compliance

arid reliability of their subordinates and-overcome the leakage of 
authority. To ' the extent -that, these' sanctions, do give 

effective control and enable them to hold their'subordinates
the leaders'*

account
able for their actions, the latte;r will not exercise discretion, but.
quite the contrary, will avoid acting on their own, shift'the burden • 

decision ori to their superiors.

‘ 1

and assume the 'safe' position of 

or acccsrding to the established rules.

i;-
5.^

acting only under orders
Bie

' ^°“trol that authorities^can exercise 

subject- to lists', however. ,

their subordinates, is always; 

This results from the fact that the

over

sane-

^'^thorities usually have^at. their disposal 

.iriterided to deal'vith what ' *
are commonly

/t are vlewed.as instances of individual de-
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I viance, while the most important ..conflicts within an organization are
. - • . ...I structur^ly defined cleavages between groups or categories of roles

at different levels of authority in the formal organizational hier-
■w

Even if manifested through the actions of particular indi-11archy.

viduals, such structural conflicts yill occur continually, regardless
- - , P

of the employment of sanctions. In these circumstances the constant 

“^invocation-of powers-of-'-transfer, demotion, and dismissal-liy^the ^ 

higher authorities is likely to have serious effects on organizational 

morale and begin to interfere with its effective operation. Further- 

more, structural cleavages contain a potential for collective action 

bn the part of in4ivlduals occupying common role positions to oppose

I
s
I
I
l

<

1
I
?■ 12arid neutralize the sanctions of the authorities.

As a result of the, fundamental conflict between superiors8
S and subordinates over control or discretion arid the limited effective-

I ness of sanctions, decision-making within an organization ten^ to, 

take the form of a complex-bargaining process. This bargaining is1
generally tacitly accepted by members of the organization as inevit

able, although it is _often overtly cloaked as a process of problem

solving or persuasion, with an emphasis on 'getting the facts' to 

solve indecision or differences of judgment, and with a display of

The most in5)ortant charac- .

p;

I
?.

s

13public geniality and official harmony, 

teristic .of this bargaining process is its scope, i.e., the degree 

tQ,which it involves the four organizational levels discussed earlier. 

Tills is determiried-by the degree of discretion exercised by subordin- 

' ate officials, which in turn depends upon the specificity or diffuse

ness of the basic goals of the organization.Where the goals of an 

- organization cm^ narrowly and precisely defined and directly

^3

S
i
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' linked to specific action programs in which the performance of, personnel
i
%
•1

be measured with some precision, the discretion of subordinates can 

be fairly effectively controlled and the bargaining over policy con-

However, the broader and more

can

5;

fined to the levels of routine decision.

diffuse the purposes of the organizatioir, the vaguer and more imprecise 

linkages between those purposes and any particular Institutional -the

o^o^n- -structures, methods, or action programs, and the greater theI

ity for the exercise of discretion by subordinate officials.

explicitly acceptJhe discretion

Where

organizational authorities tacitly 

of their subordinates in relation to methods and specific action prog- ■

or

r^, the policy-bargaining process penetrates to the deepest levels

The discretion-of the organization and involves critical decisions. 

ary control over the means of implementation by subordinates means that 

they can thwart the operation of any basic policy of which they dis

approve, and they must consequently be consulted over the most import

ant decisions. Thus the greater the delegation of discretion in an

¥5

I
r>.

'A
organization,' the more- complex and protracted will be the internal

crucial' issues have to be- referred up. and
*
ft bargaining process, as even 

down the organizational hierarchy.

Furthermore, the wider,.,the, discretion-of subordinate officials, « 

the more they can fuse their own goals and purposes with' those of the,., 

organization. The methods, and .specific prpgrams Hiey carry .pnt, become, 

because ^ role in tWr creation, infused with

: value in and-for themselves, :or, in Selznick's terms, 'institutional-

Hi;

i-- I&
;U?

5"
3

3"

iS
*r-

*
.Whenever individuals become'"attached to an 
p.rganlzation or a way of doing things as persons 

, : rather.as technicians;, the resnlt is .a priz-
^ From the , -

- ft:;:'

m
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standpoint of a coimnitted person, the organi- 
zatioti is changed from an expendible tool into 
a valued source of personal satisfaction.14

This is the dynamic behind the transformation of means into ends and

- the formation of vested interests within an organization.

gation of discretion increases the commitment of personnel to the

organization, but at the price of generating unintended Commitments
: ■ ■ ■ 
Ihe exercise of wide^N^ ■

II
i

The dele's
i. ii
1:Is

rito the preservation of established methods. 

discretion by stibordinates may therefore inpyease resistence to change
I.

and restrict rather than expand the flexibility of the organization.

I Decision-making, discretion, and commitments all take on • 

distinctive coloration within.prefectoral field administration be

cause of the characteristic purpose and structure of the organization.

Pi
?v

'i

!In the European experience, both in the establishment of centralized 

states and in the extension of colonial rule, prefectoral-systems have 

generally been established against a background of political instabi

lity where there were perceived threats to the survival of the esta-

i-'
tii I

i;

i

blfshed regime and the compliance of significant segments of the

The initial purpose and
:

15 I
society with its directives was in doubt.

. defining commitment of prefectoral administration has been the con

servative one of maintaining the existing regime in power and ensur-

^5 'ina

-1f- ing compliance with central directives through the exercise of author- 

’ itarian control. The Prefect, Collector, or District Commissioner in 

^ the.field to be an impressive, even awesome, and omni

potent embodiment of the power of the central government and this 

' promotes authoritarian, values as well as methods in the organization. 

Prefectoral organizations are staffed by an elite cadre of generalist 

I who are expected to be skilled in'the exercise of power.

II
. I.

16-. . Vi.-
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backing up their orders with^the use of force if necessary, and to 

literally 'hold the line' for the regime and maintain the status quo.

The issues of discretion and control arise in particularly i

acute form in prefectoral systems. The wide dispersion of field . 

agents to often distant posts mkk’es considerable delegation of dis- 

Biis is reinforced where communications and

i.
...

I cretion imperative.

„ transportation are ..primitive and the possibility of. frequent di^e^t
V

contact with superior authorities at the center is correspondingly

■l;

%
K '

I i
. -t.j

K limited, and.jwhere the society is extremely heterogeneovg and pre

sents widely varying local circumstances to which policy must be*■

i adjusted. Both of these conditions are typical of the circumstances

of colonial administration. Furthermore, the basic purpose of con-
1

trol and the maintenance of stability is in practice very broad anda .. 1
diffuse — almost any social, economic or political phenomena.can be 

seen as relevant to them'—, and this is reflected'in the traditional 

formula defining the responsibility of.the Administration in British 

colonies as "law and order and-good government". This is propelled by

■|

I

8In the general tendency for government activities to progressively expand
^ The prefectoral field 

officer thus tends to become, responsible for anything and everything . 

that occurs in his area. This is foriaalize.d in 'integrated prefectoral 

' systems' where the generalist field agent is given authority over all 

- other activities being carri^ on in his area by other government 

departments,'or exercises..responsibility for them himself where the 

>0then departments

■ia
into mbfe and more areas of social life.£I

I
&
i

‘1

i

18 ■ iare not prasent.

One xonsequences^^^ the broad responsibilities and

high deigree of discretion exercised by field officers, in prefectoral

s ;•
■!

\•i:
'■

v'V
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systems Is that in m^y instances they will encounter situations not 

dealt with by any existing organizational policies. Over wide areas 

activity their discretion may thus be virtually total with regard 

to formulating appropriate responses,while.the central authorities 

can at best make.only a post-hoc evaluation of the adequacy of their 

performance. Ironically, prefectoral administration which is esta

blished to ensure centralized control of the political system^-pre- 

.sents within its own organization extreme problems of central control- 

in &e face of powerful,centrifugal tendencies. Historically the most 

serious of these control problems was to prevent the field officer 

from identifying with and becoming ah agent of powerful local interests

I:S

p

s- p 5;3't..'n
V ili
li

Is ss
t:

0
r^y. ^ ... • . 

against the center, and a variety of methods were employed to prevent
19 In the modem colonial situation this problem

i u
Is 44

Ithis from happening, 

took a slightly different form.
i

In the li^t of the presumed primi-
1
5a Itlvehess and lack of effective political ■ organization of the siibj ect

i s. peoples, the issue^is not the''capture' of the field officer by local
s
I
i?

interests, but the officer's development of his own interpretation of 

the Interests of the local population, which usually contains a sub

stantial self-serving element, and his defence of those 'interests' 

against outsiders, including the central authorities of his own orga

nization. Jiany of the techniques of inspection and enforcement for 

dealing with this fundamental cehter-periphery cleavage did not 

operate in Mrican colonies. As a result of the chronic shortages 

■ of personnel, the problem was hot to regularly rotate field officers 

so that they would not become attached to local interests, but the 

contrary one of keepjtng officers in a particular post long enou^ to 

; 4 achieve continuity. In British colonial administration there were

II
i

a
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ialso Important cultural inhibitions against using means of checking 

up on the pe,rformance. of field officers since the relations between 

field officers and ceh'tral authorities were also those- of gentlemen.

The wide discretion generally exercised by field officers 

- has a number of important consequences for the internal processes of 

prefectoral systems. First, the policy bargaining process is a long 

and Complicated one in which the field officers must be consxit^dson 

• the .most basic and critical organizational decisions. At the same time,'-' 

mariy issues/are dealt with in the field, without being referred to

t:

■1 f:y

I
I
-3

i the central authorities, and this process of local decision results
|3'

Iin the fragmentation.of policy and often significant variations from

More important, field officers acting onI sone local area to another.
i their own cannot deal effectively with large scale issues common to 

many areas or even the whole society, with the result that "'decision-
r;

S
■r

I • lessness' in the face of urgent problems may be an un^tlcipated con

sequence of the localizing of decision-making power, 

be dealyed on these problems until the emergence of a major crisis

..20 Sk Action may
-f:'

Ri
ii
i
I
i

Sbrings them to the attention of the central authorities.

■ Furthermore, the discretion of field officers permits the

exercise of a high degree.of personalism in the perfonnance of their 

roles and results in the formation of vested interests and..the insti- .. 

■ tutionalizatiori of the established methods discussed earlier. Added

/
‘S

A

Ii I
. to the essentially conservative initial commitment of prefectoral

•;.
ministration, these'vested interests create serious resistance to Kn

a Critical decisions can be made, if at all, only after pro

longed bargaining or in the face of a drastic crisis. Prefectoral 

admnistrationRis thus an org^ can deal flexibly with

dian^

u-

I . 'if:

-ll ft
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I problems of‘fetatic adjustment, but has great difficulty in making- the 

critical decisions,that permit dynamic adjustment of its basic pur- 

T>i-tg is feflecfed in Robert .Heussler's summary analysis of

!. “•

if ■ poses.

British colonial administrations in Africa:

At the start of each colony's- association with'
-England policy was important, for there had to 
be a reason to move^ forward. At the end of the. ■ 
colonial time,'Similarly, there was a rationale 

. of going away. In.between, the landscape was' 
dominated by a system, not a policy.21

•w-' ’ .

Given the limitations on the effectiveness of direct means 

of control iid supervision of fl'eld'offleers, the higher aiii'thorities 

in field administrative organizations frequently resort to indirect-., 

controls thrpu^ either highly selective recruitment or intensive

iiii isi
-s
,T5 /•

I , I
\ ■

s

WM

I
mmindoctrination-of personnel after they have entered the organization,

22 ThiB the central authorities will

•• • i.'V.

or both methods in combination, 

search for men who are already strongly committed to the basic values., 

and general goals of the..regime they are expected to maintain.Where 

the task of the organization can be defined with some specificity and 

precision, and the methods of implementation,.are highly specialized 

and prdfession^ized, selective rec'ruitment and intensive training can 

produce what Fesler.has termed-‘'illusory decentralization' where 

decision-making is actually highly centralized as field agents can be 

relied upon to freely act in cohfpmlty with-the'doctrine of the 
higher authorities without direct supervision.^^ However, inpre- 

: feiitoral systems, the diffuseness of the org^zation's goals and the

■ fifficuit^^ giving them precise operational defini^on limits

control obtained by recruitment and training to the negative level of 

-. .festra^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ from methods and actions embarrassing or

I m
&

I
V.
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i
damaging to the regime, i.e. , ensuring that they tend to use their wide 

discretion within.a range generally acceptable to the central author

ities.i

I In British coloni^ administration highly selective recruit

ment of administrators was combined with 'an emphasis not on indoc

trination through training programs, but rather indoctrination through 

in-service experience. The reliance upon 'learning by doing' reih^ 

forces resistance to change.. Where the situations dealt.with by-the 

organization have no precedent in the experience of new personnel, 

they are forced to rely upon the advice and direction of the more

Si
g-

I
i
I experienced staff who teach them the easting methods and action

programs.- .Given a lack of alternative sources of ideas on methods or 

policy7 such established routines, which constitute the core of the 

vested interests of the field agents, tend to be passed on from one- 

generation .of recruits to another .and become part of an organization

al tradition in which they cease to be seen as pragmatic ways of deal

ing with empirical situations and are reified into -universal and 

unchanging operational principles. While the field agent may still 

possess substantial freedom of action, the folklore and conventional 

- —wisdom of- the'organization pro-vides a general framework for his. acti

vities that he rarely strays beyond.. '

nI

I
i:

I
iI
€

I Administrative Attitudes and Values: Tlie Consequences of' - 
Uniformity

The values and'attitudes of organizational’personnel are of 

“g'rgenef kt'importance'for .understanding the internal processes of bu-.

- -- -reaucfacy. If stfuc factors,, define the basic internal processes

II.

:5;

I
I
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..and-cleavages in bureaucracies, then it is the subjective orientations 

that officials bring to their roles that-shape their particular un- 

derstanding of and response to those problems of operation, and lends 

to an organization its characteristic and often"unique style of 

action.Where subordinate officials exercise wide discretion in

?;■
Si.v;

§ I
k:
p-s

& 0

shaping the mode of the organization's reactions to its external envi-.
• ronment and exercise considerable, influence on the formation of ^aslc 

policy, their attitudes and values are of particular importance.

There is a general teiideney in bureaucracy for t^ growth of ' 

common values and a homogeneous outlook among organizational personnel

i iH-i
a
€-;h ]}

b,.

I
1

ft
Aat is intensified in organizations where subordinates exercise subs

tantial discretion.
ft.g
ftAs was suggested above, the fundamental purpose 

of selective recimitment and indoctrination was to ensure that subor-
1'm
@ ■ dinates possessed a common set of values and-attitudes similar to 

that of the central authorities. It was this homogeneity of outlook 

that provided the latter a general measure of .control over subordinate 

field offleers by promoting a distinctive ethos that intensified the 

commitment of the individual to the organization. As Lewis Coser has 

pointed out:

I'i Im
ft

*1 isi
tSi

I r:

Part of what is meant by the concept of 'group 
consciousness' is the transformation of indi
viduals with their own specific life situations • 
into conscious representatives of tie group.
The In^.vldual will be more Intransigent in his 
representative role because he sees himself as 

- • the bearer of a g;roup mission.27

I? Ptefectoral orgaiizatldns the generation of a common ethos and sense 

r. of .d^^^ generates a- strong esprit de corps which'-generates

;^ T®s^istance to external and helgs to ensure the loyallgr of

However, homogeneity of attitudes and values has

I/

ft

ij;
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L'i several very serious:consequences for an organization.

Ihe homogeneity of outlook among organization personnel is 

antithetic to innovation and change in two distinct ways. First, 

it restricts the range of options considered in the organization.'.

■ Second, homogeneity intensifies the tendencies towards institution

's
£

i
I
i .0'-r"

I alization and the formation of vested organizational interests, that

resis t change.L-J’.

fir-

Even more important, when an organization relies upbn’ se

lective recruitment to bring in personnel with common attitudes and 

values they already possess before entry, rather than providing 

cific indoctrination, there will be a tendency to those orientations 

to remain implicitly understood instead of being consciously articul-‘ 

ated in an organizational doctrine or ideology. In British colonial 

administration organizational doctrine went little beyond a series of 

.vague phrases that elliptically suggested to colonial officials their 

shared, but largely unstated, ethos. It is difficult to conceptual-

*

&

spe-

g
Ii
Is
1

?5

Sia ize middle range policies' dealing with specific problems and relate 

them to such vague values and purposes. Furthermore, when an organi

zation with vague, implicit goals also relies upon in-service train-I ing, officials move' directly, ter involvement in the details of day-to-

day operations without any contact with intervening levels of policy 

. ; -decision’. This leads to a tendency to emphasize, technique 

objectives. In Kenya, as in,other British colonies, this was rein-
I over

. ’’y t^e,perspective of British 'empiricism' ’Which denigrated

-systematic poUcy in favor of-serial, 

immediate Circumstances.

•-T

'pragmatic' responses to 

As a result crucial issues tend not to be 
dealt with trough-explicit policy decisions, but by

I
:*
1 - -i-

5;
a seris of ad
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’jH hoc, short-range adjustments that can be, at different locations in 

space and time, mutuany contradictory. Ihe result is that the or

ganization, drifts without direction,, "exposed to vagrant pressures, 

readily influenced by short-run opportunistic trends."^®

S'i
This is the

real meaning of Heussler's remark that British colonialism was domin-. 

ated by a system, rather than a policy, 

shall see was one of the salient'qualities of colonial adminis tr^lra: 

an extreme lack of leadership and general inability to make critical 

decisions except at points of major crisis.

g&
E;

It also points up what weI
I
55
if:v

I (1

n III, . Ck)mmunication and Information Processes: Uncertainty Absorbtion 
and Bias . ' . '

Organizational' communications and 'informatlon"“processes 

be analytically separated into external and internal

i
can

components, The•

former deal with those factors that determine what aspects of its 

environment an organizatlona definesI as important and systematically' 

scans for information relevant to policy formulation and implementa-I
5'S

tion. The latter deals with the factors that affect-the flow ofI
i information within the'organization and determine what information ■ ■ 

is controlled by what roles. Both dimensionsI are empirically linked

cognitive factors ' ’
5;^

and are also interconnected with the structural andI
I

V:
already discussed.

One of the most iiqjortant contributions of moilem. organiza

tion theory has been the delineation of the relationship between

knowledge and power in bureaucracies.. As Crozler has put it, refer

ring to intra-organlzational

■V

I power: "Its major means of action, flnal- 

or at least the strict 

The control of Information,

Puly be the manipulation of information 

reg^atipn of acdess to5information."^^5'

■i'i
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or more generally, uncertainty allocates power in an organization,

^ and this is in turn due .to the character of information in organiza- 

^tional settings.- March and Simon note .that, "In organizational com

munication evidence is replaced jWith conclusions drawn from that 

evidence, and these conclusions become, the 'facts' on which the rest 

of,the organization acts.

elusions rather than e-yldence 'uncertainty absorbtion', and ^~H?n to - 

^pint" out;

'SE I

i
%

i
I.,30

They term this communication of con-
«I
p:

i
§ ...a great deal of discretion and influence is 

exercised by those persons who are in direct 
^ contact with some part of the 'reality' that is

. . .  of ‘concern to the. organization. Both the amount
and locus of uncertainty absorbtion affect the 
influence structure of the organization.

Whatever may be the position in the organi
zation holding the formal authority to legiti
mize the decision, to a considerable extent 
effective discretion is exercised at the points 
of ..iHicertainty absorb tion. 31

In prefectoral organizations where the field agents exercise general 

control over information about local conditions and their own actions, 

they can interpret this information in ways favorable to themselves 

and use it to defend their effective discretion. Furthermore, while 

the field-agdnts may not-exercise final influence over the policy 

choice of the .higher authorities, their control over the information

al premises of action tends to shape the perceived range of altema-.

■ fives from which the decision is made. -
i---

^e control of the image of external reality by any single 

.. category of officials can'hfever be total however. Uncertainty, ab- 

■sorbtion can be performed to some degree by officials at each level 

of the organizational hierarchy tiirough which the information 

before.lt readies :the top. There is both an Inevitahle loss of detail

i
1
I
%
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I
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and a degree of distortion' of the original message as it is subject 

to successive summarizatlons and Interpretations at different levels
1 ”6f the org^lzatlon. This results in important differences in the 

image of reality at. the center and periphery of an organization.- The 

central authorities receive a mass of highly summarized and inter-
I
I
I

p-
preted information' which they use to construct a general picture of

organizational operations and external conditions. Their pers^ctive

i
I

is ^xas different from the more parochial focus of lower level offic-
*

ials directly surveying only ^a small portion of the en-vdronment. What 

appears as' an urgent problem in the field, for example, can be lost3

I _ or glossed over at the center. In prefectoral systems such differ

ences reinforce the structural cleavage between the field agents and 

the central authorities. The field agents may establish the basic 

parameters of the imge of the local environment, but subsequent

i
it

I
I srtmmarization and distortion can provide abundant bases for conflict 

over the significance of what they see..

' - A variety of techniques are available to the central author

ities in an organization for limiting the effects of the siunmariza-

They can jump over the inter

mediate stages of the communications ladder and receive information 

directly from officials in the field, and they can check that inform^ - 

atlon by developing Independent sources of informationi especially 

. outstde of the prgmization itself. That is important in the present 

, context is thait such techniques were generally either, not used or'

- on the one hand, to the deep-seated cultur-

v^ :Oonstraints' against checking on the information provided by admi-' 

histratiye officers, and, on the other hand, to the relative weakness

i
Si

tion and distortion of information.

'K

I
I
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i'J’ of independent sources of information among the African population of 

the colony.
S'

II
Turning to "the external dimension'of communication and in^ 

formation processes, the attitudes .and value^Toforganizational per

sonnel Introduce systematic biases intd the information collected
I

from the environment and the* specific way in which it is summarized 

and interpreted within the organization. ^ The biases ■characteria.tic 

of a particular organization must be established by empiric^ inves- '

. .t-igation. Generally speaking, however, infor^tion biases result 

from such things, as the sources of information relied upon by organi

zational personn.el, ,tha measuring tools they employ, as .well as more 

diffuse factors relating to their basic, often stereotyped, images of 

the external environment and their orientations towards problems of 

intelligence and analysis. Thus we shall find that in Kenya the 

spcio-cultural orientations of British ’empiricism’ 'produced an anti- 

intellectualism expressed in an antipathy to systematic analysis and ' 

an emphasis on intuition and short-run, direct, and simple answers.

Another critical, often overlooked, source of information 

bias derives from the perceived power of the organization in relation 

to its external environment. As Wilensky points out, when an organi-

i "

Si

a
g-a;
Si

I
I
a
i

sI
1
is-

I
I
-i-

Ization-"has a monopoly of relevant resources, it has'no need for in- 

. formation aboht rivals.
if

..33s: Organiz.atiohs colle'ct information about • 

those, aspects of the environnEnt perceived as ’relevant’ in the sense 

;of.being problematic-and presenting some challenge to the fo«mulation.

p: ;v

J

i.*v

and execution of organizational policy.

to the organization sufficient to Interfere with its 

pperations doep not have to be taken into account.

That which does'hot present

a
'.t*
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Urns, the more
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. -powerful an organization appears to be in relation to its environment,

the less it will Know about the.environment. Crozier notes that "there 
- - •
..^will be a tendency-to escape from reality at the two extremes, when' 

reality is too difficult to copie with and when it no longer presents' 

a challenge.

I
Im
S;

i
I „34

'Knowledge is power.' can be matched with a comple

mentary aphorism, 'Power is ignorance'.

Individuals and groups in the external environment ^--an 

organization find it.difficult to make their demands known ^or other-■ 

wise communicate with it unless they possess sufficient power to com-., 

pel the organization to take account of them. According to Coser:

To make oneself understood and to get others to 
listen is contingent on the possession of power 

, to give force to one's argument. A group that 
is not able to assert its interests will not 
gain consideration of its. claims.35

There is thus a barrier of power around an organization which must be

I
,0/

5?

iI
II
& ■■

S’

S’
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I
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*
, surmounted if an organization is to 'hear' messages from its environ-.

■■ ■ ■

ment. Moreover, organizations .will tend to be. ignorant of changes in 

the environment nnleSs or until these dianges present a challenge to 

established routine operations. •

The most common challenges to admini.strative organizations

indicating problems in the external social environment, are conflicts
36 •

a:

i
I
I

i

i
I with outside individuals and groups,

. fectorai systems which are committed to the authofttarian control of 

tiieir: environment are therefore

Organizations such as pre-

prone to serious infomatidnal prob- 

let^. i^ter has noted an inverse correlation between coercion and

s:

Infomstion in political systems generally.Organization that V.,

s
®“PP,^®ss conflict tend to experience a de terioration in. the scope and' 

accuracy of its information about th.e outside \iorld. Moreover, sup-

! ■

•a;- 'v
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pressive organizations tend to judge information from the outside by 

' the demonstrated loyalty of its source. Since these sources are those
-Cl ■ ,

most likely to be'dependent upon the organization for their own status 

and protection, ttie information they supply tends to be shaped by tiieir 

own interests and their perceptions of what tiie organization wants to 

hear. The result is the creation and persistence of an image of.order 

and stable routine^where'non^ exists, maki

prone to unanticipated crises. The potential for violence directed 

against the organization is highest when officials'can employ coer

cion, involving both the threat'.and actual application of force,

- against the activities of outside groups in a relatively routine

fashion. The use of some degree of coercion in such cases is accept

ed as a normal part‘of organizational operations, and can force ex

ternal individuals and groups to also resort to the threat or actual 

use of force before, they can'breach the communications, barrier and be 

heard by the organization.

i
I
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I
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ng stippressive organizations, .
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IV. External Factors: The Dual Society in Colonial Kenya

■ The mo.st ldios^cratic aspects of the Kenya Administration 

derive from the soclo.-economic and political diaracteristics of its. 

external setting. A consideration of this setting provides a useful 

sketch of the historical background of the organization.

ColonTal Kenya had-its origins in the intricacies of late nine

teenth century imperial diplomacy. Control of the land iying along . 

the route between the East African coast and Uganda was felt ,by 

British authorities to be important to the maintenance of a dominant

i
a

/

SI
3
Si
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si
'^s strategic importance to their position in Egypt and the Sudan and to- 

the protection of linkages to India and the rest of the Empire in 

Asiari The area itself .'with it's scattered and apparently very pri- 

’ rnitive pastoral and agricultural tribes, was otherwise regarded as 

of no intrinsic importance.

In 1887 responsibility for establishing control .of the route 

to Uganda was given to the Imperial British East Mrica Company, in\.. 

return for a concession to control, commerce and. exploit whatever 

sources of profit it "could develop in the area. Failing toj^find the 

expected.profits, the financially hard-pressed company turned 

its operations to the Foreign Office in 1895 and the East African Pro

tectorate was established. Over the next twenty years British control 

was gradually extended throughout the Protectorate, largely through 

small scale punitive expeditions initiated by the administrators 

' Officers on the spot. In 1905 control of the Protector-

Si

SI

I
I

m

* over

SI

I
I ate passed to the Colonial Office and the administrative infrastruc

ture of British rule:Si
was established ,on a regular and permanent basis.' 

By the^outbreak of war in 1914 the pioneer era of colonial rule had
li

I
effectively come to an .and. In 1920 the territory. Including 

mile strip along the coast'that remained a protectorate under the

a ten

'•.•1 .

■formal rule of the Sultan of Zanzibar, was annexed to the Crown asI

I
is
I

• the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya. ‘

Wldi its principal,concerns elsewhere, the Foreign Office

efforts to develop internal administration during 

the decade it, controlled the East African Protectorate. During this

■ two critical decisions were made which were of deep

significaricei for the future politics of the colony. First to securei.'
a ; S'". '.
Si
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the link with Uganda, a railroad was built between 1895 and, 1901 

necting Mombasa on the coast with the Kisumu at the eastern end of 

the^Kavirondo Gulf of take Victoria. In 1902 the Eastern'Province 

of Uganda, including Kisumu, was transfetred to the Protectorate, 

bringing the entire rail line within a single administrative unit. 

The railroad, however, required freight and passenger revenues both 

to cover the cost of operations and to retire the expensive loans^^

* ; con-

¥

a1-;
,y

I
. r
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front the metrc^ole.required-for its construction.. This led to. the 

• second critical decision: the.introduction .of white settlement. Since 

1 the local African tribes looked unpromising as a source of economic ■ 

activity and revenue, and the climate of the interior highlands 

appeared healthy for Europeans, in 1904 the Protectorate Commissioner, 

Sir Charles Eliot, initiated a policy of encouraging white.settlement 

in the territory that was confirmed and extended by subsequent Gov

ernors and Secretaries of State for the Colonies. In addition, a 

second and larger flow of immigration came from India to take up sub

ordinate positions in the developing Protectorate government and 

establish a commercial infrastructure serving both the settlers and .

15i
'■'A

I
I
Ti

Si
5,^

i

i
I
1
a
if the surrounding Africans.

The dual nature of .colonial societies has often been noted. 

In Kenya the presence ol European-and Asian immigrants enormously 

' magnified the dualify between the world of the rulers apd the world 

of the ruled that

I
i:
I ran through the society, economy, and. polity of the 

colony-.^-A vast expanse of the central highlands, including a large

was reserved
I
g
a'

'Proportion .of the best agric^tural land in the colony,

facilitate, the opening of..this Area, the 

■ pastoral Masai were moved between^ and 1912 from.grazing lands-in

..7X1

*

3i,
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iS
Si: the central portion of the Rift Valley to more arid lands to the south, 

and substantial amounts of land were alienated’ from other tribes, es- 

* pecially the Kikuyu iii'the environs of the administrative center of
VVt

Nairobi. The 'settled' districts demarcated within this area, along 

with the major urban areas of Nairobi and Mombasa,’ were the foci of 

the immigrant communities and gave clear spatial referents to the 

dual society.

6'* .II
IS

if
■'A

I The cSaraCter of colonial socio-economic relationships iii"

• ^^^JCeaya was defined principally by the internal* relations betoeen the 

elements of the dual society rather than the external relationship 

with the metropole. ■, With little in the way of exploitable natural 

resources and only a limited market for manufactured goods, Kenya 

was econoniically marginal from the metropolitan perspective and,only 

, began to attract substantial investment from major British corporate 

Interests after 1945. Moreover, the fiscal position of the colony 

before 1939 was often shaky'and required periodic assistance from 

the Treasury in London. The principal mode of investment in the 

colony was the personal, frequently slender, resources of the European 

settlers and Asian immigrants. Colonialism in Kenya was thus essen

tially an internal relationship between the Africans and the' immigrant 

communities, within the over-arching administrative structure of 

British rule.
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^ Kenya was that it was

of white settlement that remained under the control of the 

Unlike Southern- Rhodesia, the white community 

^chie-ved internal self-government with its own locally 
rec:^ted and hivil service. -During most of the colonial

I I
i
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g.-'g.r.'

t:- 39Colonial Office.
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K- . era Kenya was ruled by a bureaucracy in which positions of authority 

were staffed by expatriate officials recruited and appointed fromI
i Br-itain who were formally interchangeable^irith their counterparts in 

the non-settler coloniea of British Africa. The key expressioii' of.. 

■Colonial Office rule was the presence of the Administration as the ■
M

I ,0.

dominant element of government, especially the field organization that 

was the primary agent of imperial control. There was 'thus a fun^-,^ 

mental contradiction' in the structure of colonial society in Kenya 

between an Administration whose basic structure and purpose were 

shaped to the autljpritarian and paternalistic control of a dependent 

, .arid unsophisticated,native population, and 

was neither dependent nor unsophisticated and possessed the 

to address its demands directly to.the central authorities in Nairobi 

and London. .This contraSction lay at the heart of political conflict ' 

-in Kenya;

i
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I
i
I a settler community that
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maintenance of law and order narrowly-defined, i.e. the absence 
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CHABTER THOI
CENTER AND PERIPHERY — PATTERNS OF DEGISION-MAKINGa
AND DISCRETION IN THE KENYA ADMINISTRATION, 1919-1939

I
r

.  The twenty years between the two World Wars marked the 'golden

age' of colonial administration in Kenya.
^ .

This period saw- the culmin

ation of trends originating in the pioneer period of colonial rul^'-b^fore

1914 and the establishment of, norms and patterns of action that wouldI , deeply affect the response of the ^nya Administration to^ccel€rated

processes of change after 1945. In this chapter the analysis will focus 
on thk impact of the internal structural factors that shaped 

periphery relations in the Kenya Administration, as well as how the effect

center—I
of these factors was muted or reinforced by the dual character of colonial . 

society. Since the emphasis is upon general patterns of action,^he data

I is presented in highly summary form and essentially for the purpose of 11- . 

lustrating the main points of the analysis, 

the following chapter is to provide, both

Is
The objective of this andI

Si a necessary over-view of the 

colonial administrative organization, before analysing its role in the

I • larger political system, and a useful base-line for gauging the Impact of 

processes of development and conflict in the post-1939 era.

I.: The Structure and^ocess of Decision-Making •

The British system of colonial administration was marked by the

%=■

.4-

.aI
t

exercise of a high degree of discretion in the formulation and implement-

ation of policy by subordinate officials in the field. This pattern was 

vislbie in. two distinct organizational dimensions. -Hirst, each.of the in- 

the'colonial^plre

siderable autonomy.in relation to the
maintained cbn-

5'I Colonial Office in London. Second, 

exercised a high degree of
5i

witl^ each territory the Meld administration
si
.34!-I ■
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discretion in relation to. the central administration in the colonial
•Y-'

capital.y-'
■ r‘ -

/KA. The Kenya Administration and the Colonial Officet The Ltoits of 
Autonomy

;>■

I "Trust the man on the spot" was the phrase that denoted the con^' 

scious acceptance by British politicians and civil servants of'fe^ relative 

autonomy of a colony in relation to the-„metropolitan authorities. 

phrase expressed a set of traditionally sanctioned pragmatic judgments

long historical experience of the difficulty of controlling the 

actions of distant imperial.agents. The acceptance of colonial autonomy 

- rwas prompted by recognition of three structural and ecological factors 

shaping the relations between center and periphery in the Empire: 1) the 

physical difficulties-of.communication; 2) the enormous scale and diversity 

of the colonies; and 3) the lack of clear lines of authority linking the ^ . 

colonies and the Colonial Office in general, and the Secretary of State

•i.

Tfie
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I based on
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and the.Governors in particular.

In the early twentieth century an exchange of dispatches between 

London and East Africa took approximately six to eight weeks and occasion

ally as long as three months. ’ This had Improved by the inter-war years, 

but Still could- rarely be accomplished in less than a month. Telegraphic 

communications, had been established with London at the turn of the century.

fi-
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u
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f although, as a result of an incessant concern for-economy, "the Colonial
..1

■j-:.

i-;

Office thought twice before using this costly means of communication. t:
C;-'

$■

In practice, the use of telegrams was limited to what were thought to be the

Moreover, officials in

-.V

£ most important issues of-policy or urgent crises.

- ^ act until a full explanatory dispatch had ar

rived by-sea^'i Annoyed with the delays of lengthy correspondence with
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Whitehall or' faced with situations that required Inmediate action, of

ficials in a colony frequently acted on their own discretion and informed 

the Colonial Office after the fact. It was extremely difficult, if not 

impossible, for the metropolitan authorities to reverse such fartes 

accomplls.

I

I
I

a>■

The global scale of the Empire and the incredible diversl^ of

fer peoples and cultures within it appeared to British pfficlals to make it . ■ 

’ virtually impossible, if not foolhardy, to attempt to impose any uniform 

The Colonial Office generally only arficulated vague
*3

pattern of policy.

'principles' that would be flexibly adapted to fit the varied empirical 

circumstances of'individual colonies. Moreover,' the small, staff ofI
ft;
'Si Administrative Class Officials at the Colonial Office, Cfewer than 35 inI

1929 and still less than 50 ten years later) could not be expected to keep

In practice, therefore.if:
track of all policy developments in every colony.

large areas of policy were left .^uncovered by even general policy state-Si
7^

ft-s
m
I

ments from the metropolitan authorities. According to a senior Kenya 

.administrator; "There were very few policy statements from the Colonial 

By and large the local government alone was able to ^.et down 

■ to detail with regard to.the problems."^ What is especially significant 

for this study .is. that, as Margery Perham has pointed put, "the Colonial 

Office rarely promulgated general principles about the form for the structure 
of that part of Government which chiefly affected; the native population.,"^

The pattern of field administration was thus a matter of the Individual 

discretion of the colonial governments.

by the metropolitan authorities of the limits to
f 'ft', R- . ' . ' ■ ^

direct control imposed by the difficulties,of communication and cognition

resulted in no effort being made to erect intervening structures of authority

Office:

I
I
I

. ...m
I
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I

of any permanence or range of responsibility linking the individual'
^ r '

In consequence of the lack of clearly %
^colonies to the Colonial Office, 

articulated administrative linkages, "there was no machinery for enforc

ing a centrally agreed policy."^

I
a
V! Where,the Colonial Office sought to 

ensure the acceptance of even general principles of policy it had to 

negotiate the issue separately with each-local administration'.~S^^e 

relationship between a colony and the Colonial Office generally came down 

to that between its Governor and the Secretary of State, but here too the 

lines of authority were not clearly drawn.^

' The metropolitan authorities did have powers to control the inter-

The Secretary of State could refuse

Si
,0 P;

actual Y:

•.V itLfm
Uin
1 nal administration of a colony. I

■ assent to items of local legislation, disallow ordinances already passed, 

legislate-directly through a Royal Order-in-Council, as well as issue 

direct orders to a Governor and dismiss him if he failed to comply. In 

constitutional terms this authority to intervene was technically unlimited.^ 

However, these controls were extreme and intended for use in exceptional 

circumstances rather than as part of the ordinary administrative process. 

They did not contradict the general autonomy of the local administations, 

but served to indicate that this autonomy was bounded and there were limits 

to the extent that the man on the spot would be trusted. The implication,' ■ 

was that the Colonial Office would intervene only when-something went wrong 

in the administration of a colony.

A. colony was considered‘well administered to the extent that-'its 

; .affairs were not a matter of public controversy in Britain. Where the 

actions of a colonial government or other events i'n a colony became or

y-

Si

l!

:p:.

P
I?

.thrMtened to. become a political issue embanasslng to either the Colonial

or the Government la-power, the LondonQfficej'the Secretary of State,
[ ■'.Si I':

v:-
. i
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authorities were moved to vigorous action. The'embariassing incident or

i
■k
E

I

scandal brought attempts at outside influence on the Colonial Office itself

.- and a rush to prepare urgent answers tp parliamentary questions that dis

rupted the established routines of its officials. 8 :
If they were of suf

ficient seriousness and magnitude such incidents could throw a pall over

the subsequent political career of the Secretary of State or evea.besmirch
. . . . . .

the reputation of the Government as a whole.

,0/

V?

With regard .to fiscal matters, it was an unshakeable element of 

the British concept-of empire that all colonies should meet 'the costs of 

their administration entirely from local revenues.

5i-

§ •• . '.»C ' . 'i

I
The Secretary of State 

could not make grants of additional funds from the metropole without the5?:

explicit authorization of the Treasury. .Where a colony ,fpju^ itself unable 

to meet its o;m expenses, control of its finances passed out of both its 

hands'^and those of the Colonial Office. The Treasury superintended the
EI

budgets of debtor colonies and mercilessly , pruned expenditures until it

was satisfied that all possible' economies had been made.
", ** 
it authorize ‘a grant-in-aid for uncovered

S
£•

Only then would

expenses. Such supervision, con

tinued until a colony could pay its own way and was no longer a charge on

the British*exchequer. .-

The Colonial Office tended, therefore,'to focus its attention

Si

I
i

on those aspects of a'colony’s affairs that were a potential source of 

domestic controversy. Since resort to the sanctions at their disposal would 

in Itself often lead to the situations they sought to avoid, the metropolitan 

authorities found themselves in a position that "made powers of persuasion 

They would generally seek to ex- 

liaust every possibility of persuading the government of a. colony to modify.' 

undesirablecourse of action before confronting what one.Secretary of;

■ i

niore inqjbrtant than: powers of coiimand.

:
an

; .
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10’ State termed the choice of having to "back or sack" the •Governor.^''

Given a corresponding interest on the part of local administrations in
^ - ... -r . - -

avoiding direct Colonial Office intervention, the result was a delicate, 

complex, and often protracted process of bargaining and negotiation- 

Under the circumstances, the governments of the colonies frequently exerted 

substantial influence on the vague 'principles' of policy articulated by

S:.

I
■;:v

5;-.

a

, the Colonial Office itself.I'l.

sJ-
The success of the process depended upon the mutual understanding

I by the participants of the boundaries within which they could operate and

“th'e'irrtacit-acceptance of the rules of the game. The primary architects ■ •

- - and-defenders_of...the..prpces,s of interaction between center and periphery

in the^pire were the permanent officials in London and the colonial 

capitals. With the office changing hands 22 times between 1909 and 1945, 

few Secretaries of State had sufficient background in colonial affairs 

.or held the office long enough to develop'any real expertise in the de-' - 

tailed problems of individual colonies. They thus found it imperative 

to rely upon the advice of.their officials who, especially with regard to 

, the African colonies, had"developed settled ways of dealing with certain 

issues from which most Colonial-Secretaries would find it hard to depart.

As the result of the presence of both the settlers and an Admin- '

I
w:

I

istratipn formally responsible to the Colonial Officej Kenya provoked

controversy in the British political arena than any other colony in 

Africa, Tt was not only a major focus of parliamentary interest in 

- - colonial affairs,'

more

■abut also, excited the interest of a small but Important 

and'articulate segment of-the British public.1 Tbe frequency and intensity
:

into British politics worked to circumscribe the: dis-
I

cretion exercised by its central administration within narrower limitssii
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than those enjoyed by less controversial colonies. The Colonial Office 

subjected local policy,jto .closer and more continuous scrutiny and the 

'*■ Secretary of State intervened more frequently and directly than in the

affairs of other territories. This is reflected in*the difficult position 

of the Governors of Kenya. Eliminating two men who died in office, we 

—_find-that four of the jemaining nine Commissioners or Govemorsjibemeen 

1895 and 1939 did not serve full terms of office: one was summarily di^s- 

missed by the Secretary of State, two resigned after major coi^^cts with_
tLi

the metropolitan authorities, and the fourth was transferred and demoted.

(See Table ifl) Moreover, while by 1926 four out of five Governors in the
13

-rEmpIre were drawn from the ranks of the career Colonial. Service, only 

one of Kenya's Governors between 1919.and 1939 can be classified as a 

career colonial official, and he died in 1924 after less than two years 

-in office. Of the other four, one', Sir Edward Grigg, was a politician 

and journalist, while the other three were professional soldiers, two of 

whom had.no previous experience in colonial administration.

The autonomy of the Kenya- Government was further circumscribed by 

the fact that no colony was a greater charge on the British exchequer. “ 

This began with a loan of 5.5 million pounds for the construction-of the 

Uganda Railway in 1895 and continued with annual budgetary grants that 

ceased in 1912,. only to have to be resumed again during the depression 

years of 1921-22 and 1932-36. Sir George Flddes, the Permanent Under 

Secretary at the Colonial Office during the early 1920's, noted in 1926

m
X'.

5a

1

r.'-v

i
II
Ia?:

f
a’-':

I

i
as

I
1

S;-i
"East Africa is oply kept solvent, under present conditions, by the

S a-'
exercise of a'severe econony which involves the starving of necessary

I "SII
.I ■f.'

•; as
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KB. The Provincial Administration and the Nairobi Sercretariat-; Duality 
and Discretion if

~ The Provincial Administration of Kenya enjoyed an unusually high"'i-
;!■

degree of autonomy in relation to the central government in Nairobi. In 1®

Ipart this autonomy was based upon problems of control common to systems

*3of field administration, but it was powerfully reinforced by the duality

of colonial society in Kenya that was reflected in the AdmlnistratioSvand 

turned the focus of the central administration in a very different direction 

from that of the field branch of the organization.

In_contrast to the vague links between the colonies and the metrg- 

pole, the Kenya Administration was a unified organization with clearly 

specified lines of formal authority. In general structure it conformed 

to the common pattern of the Crown Colony system. 

as a whole was a relatively small organization, numbering only 145 officers 

at its peak in 1921, _and was periodically reduced by depression economies 

, and the demands of war- to a low of 114 in 1939 (see Table #2). The formal ' 

hierarchy of authority established a clear chain of command from the Govern-

i
!

I
I
I

Ss:

1
'■3

_

The Administration

I

Ii
a1

g-'V

. or to the Colonial Secretary and thence to the Provincial and District Com

missioners' giving the central authorities direct control over the field ” 

officers.
J

In practice; however, the relationship between the Provincial 

Administration and the Secretariat was also governed by the concept of 

''trust the man on the spot".

Si

The.isolation of field administrators from 

Immediate contact with their superiors; the slowness'of communications, 

-exasherbated by, financial restrictions on the use of such telephone and 

:: telegraph links as exist^^ the diversity of conditions in the various 

; : make detailed control of administration from the

-

Sr

; ■; 

‘ga

'F ; centet undesirable and unworkable Under the circumstances, field officers
-V- i

i
V f'
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TABLE n

STAFF OF THE KENYA ADMINISTRATION 1919-1939

1919 1921 1928 1931 1933 1935 1939

Provincial Admin
istration, ’■

a
123 143 121 133 123 113 1Q6

Central-Government
(Secretariat)I 4 2 6 7 7 ■ 5 8

Total 127 145 127 140 130 118 114&

i d/

i were givea a wide brlef-and expected to work out the implementation of 

policy ip the light of local conditions. The communications from the 

Secretariat "were guidelines and suggestions, more than definite instruc- 
. tlons".^^

any

S;m
Si
i
I The discretion accorded field officers in the Implementation of 

policy also gave them considerable influence over its formulation. The 

opportunities administrators in the field had’to modify, delay, ignore, 

, generally thwart the Implementation of a policy they disliked made

&

I
the position of the central administration, as that of the Colonial Office, 

one of persuasion rather than command, 

by the central authorities,were Intended 

recalcitrance rather- than structuraL cleavages.

I
Moreover, the sanctions possessed, 

to deal with cases of individuali: /

In consequence, the

. Governor and his senior officials would,seek to gain the general agreement 

of the Pro'Hnclal Administration before issuing 

' particular subject: ’^Ihe IJisttict Commissioner

g:ger-

Si

a statement of "policy on a&■'

i
or .the Provincial Commission- . 

was perfectly entitled to object to any particular policy being adopted.

The Concerted opposition of the field

li'

His -views were-sought as. a rule • 4'.

gSdStnlrtfStion expressed by the Provincial Commissioners at their periodic 
meetings in Nairobi, was sufficient '.to kill

SI 9:

Wim
a policy proposed by the central.
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authorities. Conversely, the concurrence of the central authorities was 

required for policy proposals emanating from the field, especially where 

they involved additional expenditure. „ '

With both field and the center able, to exercise some veto power 

oyer policy proposals, -the decision-making process in the Kenya Admin-

i&tra-felon~tended~-to~itake—the—form—of—-a—protracted—process—of—bargainings-__

and negotiation. Even wlthbuf determined opposition at any level, the 

process was enormously time consianing and major issues could circulate be-
. -r di/

tween Nairobi and the field for years before any decision was made*
_ _ _ _

process went on unt^ general*consensus was achieved, and the responsi-

I
I
3

3m
3
3
s

The3
.e.

%

I bility of any particular -official group of offlciais for the final policy 

is often difficult to determine. Matter's were frequently dropped without 

any decision being taken because of a lack of consensus or because dis-I
. - r

3If cusslons had gone on for so long that the issue had lost its salience in 

the light of later developments.
33
3s
i
I

Moreover, while discussions wore on, field 

officers often lost patience and aefed on their own without waiting, for any

agreement on the central framework of policy.^®

Once a policy decision was-finally made it was still subject to

the discretion of the fi'eld,of fleers'as to what form it would take and how 

• vigorously it would be impiemented in their 

differences in the' patterns -of administrative

/ 3
&

There were significantareas.

3: action from,district to

I
district and within a specific district from the tenure of 
other

one D.C. to an-

Such variations.were visible in such important areas of administra-

tion as the methods of recruiting local African officials and headmen. and

the-^Qompositi^n^ methods of Selecting members, and procedures of-the Local 

^tive.f:ouncil3:in the districts.- The system permitted the exercise of'
3- >• -
3

.1 3O-i
-Li

i'L’.L.-. ■/V
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I a high degree of personalism, especially by the District Commissioners, who 

^ worked with a considerable degree of independence from their immediate 

superior, the Provincial Commissioner, and were able to administer their 

districts in ways that reflected the idiosyncracies of personal style- 

Thls discretion was jealously guarded:

M
tS

Ia y

■M
Each-District -Commissioner "had his ovm way of runnih^^ 
[his district] and the Provincial Commissioner did not^^

IIi
. order’ or direct them.' He iame to visit and support thaa ' 

sot District Commissioners. . . of considerable cali
bre and age and they ail had their own ways of running 
.things and I don't think anyone really bent them in any 
way. 20

. The Provincial Commissioner, even though he had wide formal au- 

thority as the executive head of the province, would set policy for the

1I
I

province only after close consultation with his District Commissioners 

and with considerable’deference to their views.

O-

i-s:

Even more Important, the 

Provincial Commissioner viewed himself primarily as a field officer, identi-

i J£)^ing with his District Commissioners and .acting as a spokesman for the 

; • yiaws of the field administration in his {province to the Secretariat.I
■ Instead of being a connecting link-between the center and the field, the 

actual role of the P.C. was "to cope with headquarters, with the Secretariat 

’ or whoever -if there was a quer^ complalnt."^^ ’

The cleavage between the Provincial Administration-and the Secre- 

, more than being simply a structurally defined organizational

v'F:
S:

.’y.

. tariat con-

and periphery, also expressed very real differences 

perspective' and experience! From a district station in the bush, Nairobi

an^-its concerns’seemed distant^ alien from the ’ real'■ work of adminis- ■ 

iratibn. Secretariat officlals appeared to spend their time writing minutes 

§J\4;memqranda. remote from the real world in the .districts.* "Pushing the

i!'
m »■
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'• A. -
bumph around" was the contemtuous phrase used to describe the work of 

^the Secretariat by field officers who felt^that only they really under

stood the grassroots conditions and problems of the colony.i
P
I
£

The Secre-

tarlat^offlclal, however, "felt that he could take a wider view of the 

whole colony-wide situation and felt he was probably better Informed about 

why there was the.need for this, that, or, the other change or'd^^lon."^^
iS

Even more Important that the Issue of^ parochial or cosmopolitan 

perspective was the fact that the content of the policy Issues.and the 

arenas of action that engrossed the attention of the Secretariat 

essentially different from the concerns of the field administration dealing 

directly with the African population of the colony. The world of the 

Governor, the Colonial Secretary, and other officials of the central ad-- 

ministration was oriented around the active political arena In Nairobi

I
8
I were

.

1s
»

I
created by the presence of politically articulate European and Aslan 

munltles agresslvely pressing their respective Interests against each 

.other.and against the government.

com—

58
8? The attention of the central authorities 

was monopolized by heated controversies In which they were alternately 

■ . participan Moreover.,- It was the linkages of the immigrant
iI
52

i

i

t
P
P

eP“®unlties., especially the European.settlers, with important political and ' 

financial interests in:the metropole that made it difficult 

filets within, the colony and caused them to spill

to contain con-

over so frequently into 

the British political arena; and'the task of dealing with the "London authorl- ’

ties fell exclusively on the shoulders of the central administration. The 

double burden of contending with Nairobi politics and the Colonial Office

pulled the Governor-and the Secretariat far away from the world of the 

?E^ncial; Admljaistration and gave themn a larger area of common “concern witht-
.5. Hiill
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I officials In London than with a D.C. and his staff less than fifty miles

The minutes of the Executive Council, officially the chief advisory 

body on public policy, during the two decades between the World Warg 

notable for their paucity of reference to.African affairs and their 

occupation with matters of concern to the immigrant communities.

Ia
'••.V,-.

are
V

pre-
.0
y

Ia The divergence of focus between the .field and central admiidstra- 

tion resulting from the duality of colonial society in Kenya
ssi

I
IIa

was recog

nized by many administrators and for ten years, 1919 to 1929, an attempt
e;

was made to officially segregate the affairs of the immigrant communities 

from those of the Africans through a system of 'Dual Administration'. 

Nairobi and the so-called 'settled districts' of the Highlands, seven in 

number, were established as extra-provincial districts under the control 

of District-Commissloners-cum-Resident Magistrates.directly responsible to 

the. Colonial Secretary. The Provincial Administration proper was confined 

to operating in the mainly African districts which remained grouped into

i
Ii

I provinces and was placed under the executive control, of a newly created 

office of Chief Native Commissioner who headed

I
a new Native Affairs.Depart- 

- — ® of separate„adMnistration of- European and African- -ment.

areas foundered on both internal organizational conflicts and the opposi

tion of the settlers who were attempting to gain control pf the. government

pf the entire colony,_and the unitary system of^Provincial Administration 

was restored.

1

%
At the same time, however, the settled districts were given, 

powere of local self-government Which reduced the scope of 

the Provincial Administration's authority and responsibilities in these

African districts.^® ‘

;;.-cr^^-.;The creation-of the post of Chief Native Commissibrier brought ke

%
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•' cleavage between the center and the field right into the structure of 

the Secretariat, and the history of this position is a significant indi

cator of the depths of the split between the two worlds of the Kenya Ad-

i
:

1

I
f

•>:

‘

!■ministration. Tl\e appointment of the C.N.C. j^as originally contemplated
■ P'

by officials in Nairobi and London as a means of muting a rising tide of 

criticism from humanitarian circles in Britain ovet,. the neglec£''-qf African 

interests by bringing into the central government an officer speaking with 

. the voice of the field administration and dedicated to the protection of • 

African interests. With the introduction of the system of dual admin

istration the C.N.C., acquited executive authority over the Provincial 

Administration. This authority overlapped, however, with that of the 

Colonial Secretary and created an ambiguous situation in which the admln- 

istrative p^amid had two peaks. Furthermore, settler politicians opposed 

the presence of a powerful spokesman for the Africans with a seat on the 

Executive Council and direct access tp the Governor. On two occasions,

1922 and 1928, Governors sympathetic to settler Interests attempted, with 

the concurrence of their Colonial Secretaries, to abolish the post on the 

ostensible grounds of administrative conv.enience. ,The Colonial Office, 

however.;, refused to agree to the elimination of the position out of concern • •

...... O'?*'
for the adverse reaction such a move would cause in Britain*
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I When the

, system of dual administration came to an end, the continued division of
' ' ■ ' . - ... . '

authority between the Colonial Secretary and the Chief Native Commissioner

In tile early 1930’s unitary control of the

51

"ir

I i
was completely untenable.

Provincial Administration under the Colonial Secretary was restored and

. the C.NiC. was reduced to the relatively powerless'role of chief adviser 

active affairs,- Although' he retained his seat on thd"-Executive Council, i555-^
;5:5?

on.
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the C.N.C. had become, in the popular local epithets, 'the fifth wheel 

of the coach' arid 'the friend at court’ of the Provincial Admimstration. 

The status of* the Chief Native Commissioner continued to decline _during 

the 30's and bynOAO lord Hailey judged .that "his effective prestige is

5.1S;
IP

lir?ii
BP

■",,28
probably inferior to the Heads of the principal government departments.

central a^lnistratidn with' dM'ling with

■ i
J

@5! The preoccupation of the 

the Immigrant communities and the Colonial Office circumscribed the degree 

of control it could exercise over the Provincial Administration.

i
fp-'i

8 This is
illy

a crucial and unique paradox of the Kenyan situation: the sai^e factors

that acted in one direction to decrease the freedom of action of the

central authorities, also worked in another direction to reinforce the

discretion of the field administration. The Secretariat lacked the re- 
. ' .> ... 

sources of both time and personnel to carefully keep track of the activities

of the Provincial ^^dministration in African areas. Furthermore, the points 

at which settler and African interests intersected tended to generate the 

types of conflicts that brought intense pressures from the settlers on the 

Secretariat and spilled- over into the-London arena to stimulate the inter

vention of the metropolitan authorities. Reluctant to confront these situ

ations, ’Secretariat officials made no attempt to formulate any basic native

S;

m • ' i
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:5iI i'Spolicy to guide the Provincial Administration since such a policy would 

implicitly have to deal with the patterns,of development and the.xelations ,

There was thus a

-
■1

Bi 51
85
I:; between the two worlds of colonial society in Kenya, 

hiatus between the vague principles of policy annunciated by the Colonial 

Office and the concrete action programs carried out by field officers.

Over wide areas of native administration field officers were left free to 

./ .i^declde -both the goals; of policy as well as the means of implementation. ■ •
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Lord Hailey noted that in Kenya:
4ti-i No manual has been provided, for the guidance of admin

istrative officers, who are left to deal with the native 
authorities in the light of their own knowledge and 
experience, with no assistance save that afforded by 
occasional circulars. The result' has been a diversity 
in practice which militates against the orderly develop
ment of the system as, a whole. 30 .

The reluctance of the central administration to articulat^the

—goals .o£_native-.polioy restricted the scope of the policy bargaining pro-

• cess within narrower limits than in other colonies. The Jssues that

iformed the content of discussions between the Secretariat and the Pro-

m
M
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5:is
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vinciai Adminlstratiori'^fendedgtonBefttfeated"serially with little effort, 

to coordinate them in relation to a general framework of policy objectives. 

The field officer "had to be ready to use his own initiative and his

I
ft'-

i
.,31own judgment in the vast majority of cases. The narrow scope of the 

policy process in-the Administration limited the degree of interaction 

between the Secretariat and the Provincial Administration, and thus tended

c'-

■'to obscure the basic unwleldlness of decision-making and the degree of 

cleavage between the perspectives of the two branches of the organization.

Field officers in Kenya were given in practice extremely broad 

and ill-rdefined responsibilities for all government activities and for the 

general welfare and ladyancement of the population of the African districts, 

'Except for Occasional professional advice from officers of the various 

technical depart^^ants, the District Commissioner was largely on his own 

;V-it^ socio-economic development of his

nofted;: /

I
gs
3

.

i
iV-

.'ft ; area. One administrator
K6

no development policy, except that was. initiated 
ft „ the District Comnissipner, because it was virtually nonr- .

Schemes were Initiated at district
this or that, or else you

just did it;-and took no notice of what went on higher up. 32
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..Lacking any guidance from the center, the Provincial Administra

tion was left to its own resources in a manner that emphasized its essenti

ally conservative rationale. In common with other prefectoral systems.

the field organization of colonial administration was established to main-

i 0tain political control in areas where compliance with central authority 

was frequently in doubt. ' The only (fefinlte responsibilities of-,the field 

adStnistfatldh that drew the careful surveillance of the Secretarisit^in

ma

Nairobi were the maintenance of law and order and the collection of taxes. 

It was on these activities that the higher authorities jucfged the successis
or failure of an adrainistrative officer; all other activities were pf 

secondary importance.

A.'; i
II
is

Given the lack of any civil institutions in the 

African aifeas outside of the, colonial bureaucracy, the Provincial Admin

istration was committed to the maintenance of a status quo in which the.

continuity arid survival of its own power were central,elements. This 

commitment, combined with the wide discretion of field administrators to ■' 

control their districts in their own way and their ability to defend their 

established routines of action, made it exceptionally difficult for the 

Provincial Administration to deal with Internal or external change except

rt
&

pis
I
p
p

through marginal incremental modifications of existing policy that did 

not threaten, the- essential requirement of control. The position of the 

Provincial Administration was thus one that made criteria of short-run

;v- .

expedience more.important than consideration of long-tenri consequences.

m
■

c. ■■ The Administration and the Technical Departments: Generalists 
Specialists'

vs.

The Kenya Administration, including both the Secretariat and the 

Provincial Administration, comprised only a fraction of the British'civil

i
p-
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servants in the colony, more than ninety percent of whom were employed 

by^ various technical and specialist departments. (See Table #31 

relations between the Administration and these departments displayed the 

classical bureaucratic confrontation between the administrative generalist 

and technical;specialist, but was shaped and given specific content by 

the characteristics of British colonial administration in general^and the 

•Kenya Government in particular.

In the British concept of colonial government the Administration 

was viewed as providing the necessary framework of organization and policy 

to which the activities of all other departments of government were sub

ordinated. The paramount authority of the Administration in a colony

derived from the belief that;

The ■

i
0

>■

I ;

1
I

Administration is a synthesis of all knowledge designed 
for practical application.V

Its concern is with the co
ordination of the activities of all the specialist depart
ments and, above all, in Africa, with feeling the pulse of 
African thought and sentiment to ensure the utmost possible 
good will and understanding. It follows thatI - - any sub
ordination of Administration, either in the direction of 
subduing it to the prestige or outlook of a Department 
which by its very nature is a specialism, or in the direction 
of imposing a specialist outlook or training on its per— 
sonnel, is equally dangerous. 33

Administrators in London and the colonies saw the role of the technical 

specialist as advising the Administration on the technical feasibility of
■>

various projects and then carrying out the alternative they themselves 

The administrator’s perception, of what could be done took 

cedence over the technician's judgment of what should be done.

r-:.

selected
preT-^

i.e., the 

activities would fit the 

then, the Administration was an Integrated 

structure that directed the activity of other departments, at

i-:
1’- -.V

:®®?.®^^^^.®*^-A.ecided "whether proposed specialist 
fj^^ework."^'*^- In theoryif

ia
:'iS v-all levelsi -• ••
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TABLE #3
;w (OTROPEAN) STAFF OF THE KENYA GOVERNMENT, 

1919-1939
4

^5

i Department 1919 1921 1928 1931 1933 1935 1939

FAdministration 127 145 127 140 130 118 114

37 47 94 161 138 140\^ i38Education

Police 54 82 113 138 102 .104 125.

Medical 65 89 158 200 159 154 160
-t

-.5^
Agriculture••VJ 17 28 79 ,7350 63 90

^3
Veterinary 54 56 61 69 67 61 67

1 . Forestry 26 29 2523 27 24 25

Public Works 49 61 116 207 97 86 87

I
I

, Railroad 58 59 99 117 80 83 92

Posts & Telegraph 

Other

30 104 104 120 145 141 l77

139 211 231 271 249 278 323

Total 703 909 1179 1531 1265 1252 1398

Si

The.position of the Administration represented in part the repli

cation of certain aspects b'f British class 

Administrators occupied

5?
& structure within the bureaucracy.- 

a status similar to that of the traditional.ruling 

class and. considered themselves above the technicians who

I
occupied a middle

■ i,
rank in the hierarchy. This was reflected, as we shall seO in the next 

•* chapter, in differential patterns of recruitment for administrative and 
technical officers, as well as In relatively higher salaries for adm■^n^a- 

„trator.Sv .and^^ to^ they received in-the distribution of the

.. The Administration also took precedence
IF »
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in the elaborate ceremonial that cloaked the 

The aloofness- and privileges of the Administration

operati'oris of goverfiment. 

were resented by the 

other departments and this discontent over status differences' reinforced 

the basic structural cleavage between specialist

i:

I
and generalist. 

At the central level in Nairobi the Heads of the various
p

I special

ist departments were directly responsible to the Colonial Secretar^nd,
iI through-him, to the Governor. The system was thus strongly centralized at

the top, with all departments being funnelled to a.single peak, 

more, the technical departments could
Further-

5# communicate with the Governor or

*

I
with each other oidy throtigh the Colonial Secretary 

Beneath the center the departments extended down into the field 

ate water-tight compartments, 

between the Administration and the other

and the Secretariat.

as separ-

There were no formal horizontal linkages

government departments that would 
facilitate regular contact * and the integration of the activities

I
a:

ft
t

on Inter-

Articulatipn of the relationship between admin- 

was confined to verbal .statements reaffirming

over the activity of all govem-

mediate and lower levels, 

istrators and technicians 

the general authority of the Administration 

ment departments that 

the central authorities;^^

1
■a

were issued when a conflict came to the attention of

Ii
ia

I
a

Given the lack of institutional linkages 
through xfhich to bring this relationship into effect.

field officers were 
essentially left on their own to work out a modus vivendi-on vtrtn'any a

one-to-one basis with the technicians.

:: . v administrators and tecTinicians

however', were ambiguous
in the field, 

explicit development 

Ad-

activities of the'departments and no focus

9
as a result of the lack of an

V • .c.'.'

policy.- There
goals towards which the Provincial

could coordinate the

i
■i;
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around which their interrelations could be ordered. 

a'Etivities
Since development

were at the discretion of the District Commissioner, field 

officers of the technical departments had to deal with each D.C. separately' 

in terms of what the latter thought should be done in his district. The?
I
1
I discretion of the D.C.s in this area was "guarded . .. very jealously"; 

officers of other departments could not work in African district^"I without

and if they failed^ to inform him of ■ their activi- 

was a tremendous row*?'.^^

; the permission of the D.C.

• ties, and receive his approval "thereI Tensions

were most acute with departtoents whose responsibilities 

with the Provincial Administration, 

with subjects of particular interest 

culture Department.’ In fact, for 

of the unitary administrative

either overlapped 

as with the Kenya Police, or dealt
i
•j:- to administrators, as with the Agri- 

some twenty years after the restorationI
si

system in 1929, the Kenya Police confined 
their routine operations to the towns atd settled districts, 

policing of the African areas 

/.by the District Commissioners.

...i while normal " 

was handled by local Tribal Police controlled
W
a

I . The task of sorting out' conflicts between administrators and 

technicians in the field fell principally 

- Commissioners.
Mi on the shoulders of the Provincial 

They dealt with the relations between their 'i subordinatesi and the departmental officers in a similar manner to the 

protected the discretion of the 

the Secretariat.

le way in which they 's
i

Provincial Administration inCdealing with 

The task was facilitated by the junior rank of the de-

partmental officers posted in the field which 

; in; fahk,and status to the P
made them clearly Inferior

C. ■
f

On:the-whole, however, relations between administrators 

appear to have been a major problem in the
and fech-

MntctahS^^ii'iipt
Kenya Governmentsai

fr-:
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before 1939. The cleavage was muted,by the same duality of focus that 

s^arated the 'Secretariat and the Provincial Administration. As Sorren- 

son-points out: ■

For many years there had been what amounted to two 
administrations in Kenya - one, composed of the Chief 
Native Commissioner and his assistants, and the pro
vincial administration working.in the African Reserves, 
catering largely for Africans; the other,, consisting 
largely of technical departments ... catering largely 
for the European settlers. 37.

' The-major impetus for the development of the technical departments was 

the social and technical services demanded by the settlers in the towns

•c;
f

'p
ss
i

i
&
3 and settled districts,' of the White Highlands. The activities of the

I technical departments were thus concentrated in the areas in which the 

authority of the Provincial Administration was most limited. The number

i of-specialist officers posted to the African districts remained extremely 

small; the combined total of the field staffs of the five most important.' 

departments only equalled the number of field administrators in 1935 

after the latter had been reduced in numbers by•depression cut-backs, 

and did not reach ioo until 1943. (See Table i4) An agricultural or 

veterinary officer often found himself responsible for two entire districts. 

They were so over-burdened that they could give little detailed attention 

_ to any particular probl'em and often could do lltt?le more than ad-vise the 

D.C. and'leave both the selection and implementation of policy entirely

in his hands^_ In many outlying districts technical officers appeared in-

r i. frequently,; if at all. Conflict between specialist and generalist was 

; muted by sheer'^ack of contact;

■'-•s

■V"

•-ur;'

I
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II.._Cbmmunlcations Processes , Decision-Making, and Discretion

The discretion exercised in the formulation and implementation Of-asat
-II a''-';
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TABLE iii

FIELD STAFF IN AFRICAN DISTRICTS, 
1919-1939

IK.

i
i
I
i

.

IDepartment 1919 1921 1928 1931 1933 1935 1939 K

I
II

I
I1. Provincial

. :_ _ Administration .
(Total Field.Officers 
approx. 20 in settled 
districts)

'A.
89 . .^109_ _ 92 109 99 82 70

h-
I I

I2. Police 0 13 18 24Si 22 19 23as IT': 72 3. Medical ■ ,4 . 9 19 33 26 29 20a
I
I
I

4. •Educationft 0 0 0 • 12 18 15 12
s5. Agriculture

6. Veterinary Svs.

0 0 5 8 7 15 19 Sa
E9 7 8 1712 14 15

vS

Total; 2 through 6 13 16 50 89 87 95I 89

I
I policy by the Provincial Admihistration

in relation to the Secretariat
a and by the latter in relation to the Colonial Office 

the degree to which they controlledI was correlated with 

information vdiich shaped 

external reality by the higher authorities and defined

.Where this control of inform-

the flow of 7;72 %
the perception of 

, ^the range of policy options 

ation by field

I
I open to choice.

agents at the periphery was relatively unchallenged, 

ag^ts.perfprmed thd function of uncertainty absorbtion 

Raiazational premises of decision

Pthese

and shaped the or- 

to a degree’that permitted them to
I

exercise

However, where this control was challenged 

the brganization or by the existence of

dominant influence over policy.a

fa; ffactors within ei7". .

/
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salternative sources of information, the Influence of the field agents 

was corfespbndingly diminished and supplanted by that of the higher 

thorities or external individuals and groups.

The discretion exercisfe^ by subordinate officals in the colonial

>1,

i
au-

sI
i r

Iadministrative structure in Kenya was defended by a claim to,unique know-

This claim was generally accepted by higher
&
%

I
-•:'r

I
I

ledge of local conditions, 

authorities and was built into the formal lines of communication within
i
K

. the Kenya Administration and between it and'the Colonial Office, 

acceptance of the control of basic information by subordinates in the 

field was. based on a corollary of the concept of 'trust the man on the 

spot' which indicated he was to be trusted because he alone really knew 

the local circumstances to which policy had to be adjusted. This belief 

was particularly marked with regard to the field administrator's supposed 

knowledge of the African. A former Secretary of State remarked that "on 

whole, the District Officer was very popular with the African and they 

knew in those days what was going on, which no one else did".^®

This
S'

-vS

i'-i

%,'--1

1
.■'•g

s.'is

a Although all of the' various departments of the Kenya Government 

collected information relating to their activities, the information upon'
ij;which policy^ relating to the African population was based came essentially 

from the Provincial Administration. ;;
5; This position was occasionally chal

lenged by the assertion of field officers from the technical departments

that they were in closer and more friendly'contact with Africans and thus
■a

detailed, and accurate information than administrators, 

jathough: a :;f ew -senior administrators were Inclined to accept this criticism^®, 

the stkpng tendency of the Secretariat to givea- r

priority:::^prlnformqt±on emanating from the Provincial Administration.

■g'-'V'-'
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First, the limited field services of the technical departments before

the Second World War left the Provincial Administration as the only
S'* ■ ■ ' ■

branch of government with a continuously operating field organization in 

all of the, districts of the colony. In many instances the administrator 

was simply the only man- on.the spot.

cation linked the-Secretariat directly to the-field-adm±nlBtratton'±n-al-l

SAm

I
Second, the formal linea^ of communi—

s
of the provinces, but only indirectly, through the “Heads of departments; 

to the technical officers in the"field.

Administration dominated in sheer quantity and detail.

Information from the Provincial 

Third, the or

ganizational and socialxCleavages between administrators and', technicians
i
if
i
IM

led the former to accord priority to information emanating from their 

ranks and reduced the contacts between departments to a level that inhibited 

the, flow' of detailed information.

own

Fourth, the fact that before 1939 almost 

all Secretariat posts were filled by administrators with previous field •'I
i service who were linked to the Provincial Administration by numerous ties 

of personal contact and friendship, meant that the formal lines of 

munication were reinforced by Informal communications channels within 

the organization. ..

com-

Is

i
On the level of colony - metropole relations, the single line ofa

I . formal communications led from the Governor and the Secretariat to the 

Colonial Office.i
The Administration of a colony was officially the Colonial 

source of informafion about conditions in the territory, and 

all conanunications with the metropole was supposed to flow through this 

channel. This applied ev^Sto individuals and groups in the colony

informatioh to

The Administration therefore had

Office's sole■K

.-jiiM
S"
s; i> out-

Si
coul^only officially address 

the Colonial Office through the Governor.

Is a:I?:
U
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ample opportunity to ensure that the information reaching the Colonial 

Office depicted its actions in. the most favorable light and filtered out 

Information that was potentially damaging or might have metropolitan 

political implications. Furthermore, informal lines of communication be—p 

tween officials served to reinforce the reliance of the London authori- 

ties on information from the central administration df the colony.

*

The,•

Governor and senior administrators took regular leave in Britain which 

• permitted them to consult personally-with the Secretary of 'State and the 

. of the Colonial Office.

1
■■■■;-

A
ii

I The deference in official channels of communication to the 

ported expertise of the men on the spot was also reinforced by a widely 

accepted and strongly held norm that one could not and did not question 

the word of a fellow officer and gentleman.

pur-

A
0

In the Kenya Administration 

this resulted in the lack of any regular efforts-to check the accuracy of-. ■
5K
i
S' information supplied by the Provincial Administration through the establish

ment of alternative channels of commimication within the organization.

There were thus strong inhibitions against a Provincial Commissioner, for 

example, touring one of the districts of his province without the DiC. 

collecting informaWpn about local conditions on his own.*°

I’

iI
A

and

If the Secre-

tarlat wished to verify some of the information it received from 

the only official action they could take would be

tq ..gie BTistrict Conimlssloner .^^ ^Thls norm also prevented the Colonial 

Office from establishing any continuous and open alternative 

information comparable to the Corps of Colonial 

African colonies .'

a district, 

to refer -the matter back
:•

A

..4 L.:

source off-
i Inspectors In the French

Sir Cosino Parkinson, the-.Permanent Under Secretary at 

—Tice between 1937 and 1942, bluntly summed up the British . '
1

i
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I
S4- The whole idea of such an inspectorate is alien to 

whole tradition and thought. It smacks of bureaucratic 
control; and worse still the element of espionage at 
once comes, in to poison the atmosphere, and if in fact 
it were not there, I do not know h'ow Governors and their 
colonies could be persuaded to believe that it was not. 42

As was suggested above, the control over information possBs.sed

—by_subordlnate-off-ielals~±n-the-f4eld—through "the “formal-chahneis-of“coin^ ~

munlcations, while very strong, was by no means absolute. In certain key

policy areas the principal sources of information rested in other hands

than those of.the ProyinciaT Administration or the Secretariat. The

V'.-

s
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I
.factors counteracting -administrative control of information were -both or

ganizational, deriving from the internal dynamics of the Administration; 

and political, emerging.frpni the activities of unofficial individuals and- 

groups in Britain and Kenya.

As information from.the field flowed upward through the successive 

levels of the administrative hierarchy it was subject to a process of

Si
I i •

sS-
S3

::

increasing sumiarization and Interpretation at each level. Reports from 

the District Commissioners went to the Provincial Commissioners and through 

him to the Secretariat and the Colonial Secretary, from the latter to the 

Governor, and from the Governor to the Colonial' Office. By the time it 

reached-the top levels in Nairobi the-information had suffered a signifi

cant-loss of detail and'intensity. A settler politician with long politi

cal e:g)erience both inside and outside of the l^nya Government noted, that:

in the general process of movement up from a small 
^4^®trlct 300 miles away, from Nairobi the whole picture 
/got. tremendously dimmed and its vivacity , the-vivacity .

. -the..problem diminished .... The whole process of the^
- tranSmissioh of hews, which probably, took three.months .

/-5^- ;=froir the initiation iip to Nairobi, tended to-.take off 
the Highlights and present a fairly flat surface. 43
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While the central authorities did derive their basic image of reality in 

tl^e African areas from the Provincial Administration, this image tended 

to reach them in a highly simplified and, to a degree-, caricatured form. 

The transformation of information as -it worked its way upward through the 

organization was another important factor behind the difference of per

spective between the field and the central administration and iMde,^cpn- 

flicfs dvfr the tntMpretatibn ofaSTntYihsic^eXem^'^^ — 

the policy bargaining process.

. ... The Administration as a whole dealt primarily with information 

about people rather than things, and wherever individuals and groups in 

• the external environment were sufficiently articulate and organized to 

speak for themselves, they constituted alternative, unofficial

I
I
SI

y .
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sources

of information that challenged control of communications by the prganiza- 

In Kenya there could be^no pretense of the Administration speaking 

for the immigrant comnrunlties.

tion.

Both, the Europeans and the Aslans formed

numerous associations that pressed their views directly on the Secretari

at, by-passing the Provincial.Administration, and kept 

barrage of comment and criticism.

up a constant
.-ir

I
I
-

The settlers.also often possessed 

personal ties with various officials, and such 'old-boy networks' could

. for private communications away from the public arena.

both the Europeans and the Asians hid personal and organizational links

Moreover,

►.■i

Si with Individuals and grouppi’in Britain who pressed their respective views 

directly to Parliament and the-Colonial Office andS; served as alternative,, 

unofficial sources of information for the metropolitan authorities.^^

Control of information by the Provincial Administration 

regard to the African population^
was most

■ iS It was-assumed at all
-rVfe-

m
1
m j,:
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i:s' levels of the admiiilstratlve system that the field administrators spoke 

for rte Africans, and in fact, in the majority of African districts during 

the inter-war period, the local-population's possessed neither the ergan- 

izational resources nor sufficient understanding of the colonial system 

to press their views at a higher level than the District or Provincial

ii
Pi

M
^2

i I
Commissioner. It was up to the Provincial Administration whether ana\in

5- - what form such information would be passed on to the higher authorities 

Even here, however, the administrative monopoly of in- 

foinnatibn was sporadically broken by Informal sources, 

be European missionaries in African areas who were critical of. government 

actions, or, on occasion, even field administrators dlsruntled with of—

m S';

at the center.
ISm

I
:

SiThese tended to

--■I

if
ficial policy, who would communicate their views privately outside of 

oiflcial channels.
i

■SSSfIn most cases such information would be addressed
_

■ 1}

either directly to the Colonial Office or to individuals and groups active 

in the native rights lobby' in Britain,-:Such Informal sources tended to 

focusron specific abuses of power and on such contentious issues as the

If

i f;'l
i

S PI•-11:-_

i
i ■■ ’

exploitation of African labor and the alienation of African land to European 

settlers.

IPgff-

The instances in which the metropolitan authorities were moved to 

active intervention into Kenyan affairs were strongly related to the exist-Ip II

it
--

if

I
ence of these Informal, non-official sources of information which brought 

to their attention situations of potential domeetic-political import, 

ito'the tacit establishment of 

. tween the Colonial Office and individuals and 

communication with the colony.

3
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contacts be-
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groups xd.th private lines of
r '-t

The Colonial Office thus possessed pisome

*

t
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m 5~?®5“?*^>:although hardiy comprehensive, sources of information abOut i!M - ..i*
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Even more important, it was generally only where such unoffical 

sources of information indicated the existence of an 'embarrassing in

cident' or brought a local conflict into the metropolitan political arena 

that the London authorities would he moved 'to establish official sources

StKenya.
3

5:-;
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S
I
g

Sir"
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y

Theseof.information independent of the normal administrative line.

^ usually took the form of JnvesWgating cqnmissions _comppse.d_,oi-Memberaii,^—

of Parliament and other British-public figures, or, occasionally, a
- ' 47

. single noted expert in a particular field.

These commissions were specifically intended to take.the control

of information about, important and controversial issues out of the hands

of the local governments and interested private parties and place it in

51:
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53 those of an ostensibly impartial panel. Brett has asserted that.these 

connnissions were sufficiently frequent during the inter-war period to be 
considered a permanent part of the administrative machine,^® thus con

stituting precisely the sort of inspectorate that the Colonial Office 

otherwise refused to contemplate. On closer examination, however, we find 

that these commissions did not counteract the Kenya Administration's con- 

trol- of .thd official channels of conmunication in any continuous fashion. 

The commissions operated periodically and then only in what were generally 

recognized as exceptional situations, and were limited by their terms of 

reference to the investigation of specific and often narrowly defined 

- problems. Furthermore, in carrying out their investigations tlie members 

Pi .a .commission were largely dependent on the aid and-'cooperation of the
■ -"-r......... ■ • ' .■5.,'

Kenya Admit^stfation.^® Finally, there are also reasonable doubts that can 

he entertained.about the

■3
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Normally the commissioner goes and sees the relevant chap 
in the Colonial Office and says, 'well, you appointed me 
to go into this, what sort of answer are you seeking'.
And'^here is a vague policy line given him and he finds 
in accordance with this, otherwise he^doesn't get put on 
any. more commissions. 50 "

The extent to which administrators recognized that their effective 

. discretion depended on their control of communications .was expressed in
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j_,j:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ :- - - - - ^—-- - - —- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - “

their attempts to defend themselves against the informal sources of inform

ation discussed above. This showed generally in a hostility to outside . 

criticism. More specifically, the Secretariat dealt swiftly and severely 

5 with administrators who communicated with outside individuals and 

i or directly ^with the Colonial Office outside of formal' channels and

It
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;lv; groups

com-

mitted the cardinal sin of washing dirty organizational linen in public. 

They also acted to prevent outsiders, especially those critical of the '
i.a.

government, from seeking information directly from administrators. In 

1930, for examplei Governor Grigg wrote'to the Secretary of State complain^ 

ing of attempts by Interested parties in Britain to obtain unauthorized 

information from admlnis.trative officers.^^

The Administration attempted to ,limit the Impact of information 

emanating from unoffleal indi-viduals and groups in the colony,' usually by 

- attempting to discredit the source by ascribing to it a flagrantly seif- 

interested bias. This was not particularly effective when

■•ft

^’35.;

S';
as was the case . . 

with the settlers, the outside groups had potent connections in Britain

, effective, however, in dealing with

, especially the political associations that emerged 

to attempt to articulate African demands and grlev-

»
If

1'
i:i1 v ■: the African population, 

I in the 1920's and began
II i

IItii
■“^irc'es see in^Chapter Four, field.administrators were able to1iI/::
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£ wm generalize a negative image of African political organizations throughout, 

jthe colonial authority structure in a way that effectiyely destroyed their 

credibility as genuine expressions of African opinion. Furthermore, the 

coersive powers of administrators to maintain law and order permitted 

them to directly suppress information from Africans at the source where 

It was felt to be a potential threat to the position of the Pro^^cial
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:s|a Administration^'
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I 1. Sir 'Cosmo Parkinson, The Colonial Office from Within, 

1909-1945. Faber and Fabery London, page 31.
In.19Q9-10 the Colonial Office budget provided'only LI,000 

for telegraph communication with the entire Empire. jBy. 1939-40 this had 
increased to only a scant L10,000. (Ibid., page 53.)

2. Ibid., page 55.

3. Interview 2215.

4. Margery Perham, "Introduction" to V. Harlow, et.al-.^, eds 
History of East Africa, vol. II, Oxford University Press,.-London 19'65
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5. J..M. Lee, Colonial Development and Good Government, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1967, page 12.

6. The lack of clarity in the relationship between the 
Secretary of State and the..Governor is evident in the confused efforts 
to define.their .respective spheres of formal authority in Parkinson, 
op.cit.. pages 62-3 and 137; and Sir George Flddes, The Dominion and 
the Colonial Office. G.P. Putnam, London and New York, 1926, pages 45 
and 49.
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"...it is well understood that the Secretary of State 
is entitled to intervene in any matter of administration 
within a Governor's authority, whether legal powers are 
involved or not."
Sir ifenneth Roberts-Wray, Commonwealth and Colonial Law. 

Praeger, New York, 1966, page 339.

8. Fiddes, op.cit., page 19.

9. Lee, op.cit'.. page 54. ' '

.10. Oliver Lyttleton (Viscount Chandos), The Memoirs of Lord 
• Chandos. The Bodley Head, London, 1962, page 419.

Perham, "Introduction", loc.cit.-. page xxvii.
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12. Kenya was the subject;..of no less than 325 questions in 
the House of Commons between 1925 and 1929 alone. (Figures from E.A. 
Brett, "Development Policy in East Africa Between the Wars", unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation. University of London, 1966, page 10, note 1.)

Fiddes, op.cit.. page 61. "
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rSS IS title will be used in this context) who was the executive head of the 
Administration as well as head of the entire civil service in the colony. 
The. Chief Secretary was assisted by a small Secretariat, staffed by a 
few a^nistrative officers, and he and this small office comprised 
the central . organization of the Administration. Beneath the central 
administration the field organization of the Provincial Administration 
was organized into 4-6 provinces and approximately 35 districts headed 
by Provincial and District Commissioners’respectively, with the latter 
usually assisted by one or more junior District-Officers. The numbers ' 
of provinces and districts varied due to periodic reorganization. The, 
four main provinces were Coast, Central, Rift Valley and Nyanzavv In

' the north the'Northern Frontier District and Turkana, Districts-were^.-.. . -
administered separately from the rest of the Provincial Administration . 
and were eventually .combined into' the Northern Province 1. The two Masai 
districts were also sep'^ately administered as^ in effect, another 
Province-under an OffIcer-in-Charge, Masai, who had similar salary and 
status to the P.C.'s.
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16. Interview.20IFS.

17. Interview 201FS.

18. A Classic example -was .the issue of establishing Pro
vincial Native Councils which was discussed and debated for almost a 
decade, 1938-47, before being dropped. During that period the field •

' administration in Central and Nyanza Provinces went ahead and experi
mented with informal versions of the councils on their own initiative, 
while the administration in other areas rejected them as premature.

■ (Kenya National Archives, Nairobi, (Hereafter KNA); various papers in 
Ministry of African Affairs 7/575 and also "Minutes, of the Provincial 
Commissioners'.'Meeting of October 24-26, 1946, DC/MKS15/3.)

19- Kenya Government Library (hereafter KGL), "Kenya; Report 
by Urd Hailey following'his Inquiries in April, 1940", pages 9-15.

• 20. interview 219F.

21. interview 214F.

22. As one administrator put it: "In those happy days nobody • 
wanted to go into.^he Secretariat. It was a marvellous life outside.
Yqu felt you were working with the people, bettering their lot.... This 
you didn't find in the Secretariat where you were churning papers. 
Interview 116F-,
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I 23. Interview 217F.

Puhlic Record Office, London (Hereafter PRO) CO/544 Kenya
Executive Council Minutes, various volumes, passim. .

nre-V^t majorffl^f^he population of a 'settled' district 
was.=also^AfricanV ' The differences were that a significant jjroportion of
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the African population lived and worked as laborers on the European 
farms which occupied a large part of the area ^jf the district and that 
the district contained at least one town with a sizeable Coften no 
myre than a few hundred) European and Asian population. In 'African'

- districts the Africans lived and worked on their own tribal lands and 
within the context of their own tribal institutions, 
like Klambu and Nyerl combined both sets of characteristics.

26. The recommendations for the restoration of the unitary 
system of Administration and the development of local government in 
the settled districts emerged from the work of the Feetham Commission ' 
on Local Government. See Report of the Local Govempient

~ volTiv Crown AgBntST-'LondonvMLgWT------------------------------ -------------------

27. For example, in 1922 an official of.the East African
Department of the Colonial Office commented:

"We have taken credit to ourselves for the creation 
of the post of C.W.C. as likely to ensure that native 
interests are carefully looked after, and we may find 
ourselves exposed to criticism in Parliament and else^- 
where if we agree hurriedly to a change of policy 
which may be fep'fesented fend correctly) as lowering' 
the status of the officer charged with responsibility 
for the welfare of the natives."

Bottomley, Minutes of 16 October, 
Other papers on the attempts to abolish the C.N.C. are found in 

that volume and also in tRO/CO 533/382/15406.

KGL, "Kenya; Report by Lord Hailey...", pagh 31.

29. Ibid., page 40.

n Hailey, "Native Administration and African Politi-
page^eF^”^”^”*^ . CConfidential Report to the Secretary of State, 1941),

m

i is: A few districts
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28.

. 30.

31.’ Interview 201FS.:•

32. Interview 227FS.

and towman, African- Local- Government id British East
• 4 (Sprint Seriis of the University of
in Southern Howman was the Native Commissioner ‘ ..-Ih igsSsI the-other East African colonies
a sHiis of Government.and prepare

r originally published in 1952-53.SSi and position of the Sdministratxon xn
sharp distinction to its position in
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I
34. Robert Heussler, Yesterday's Rulers; The Making of the 

British Colonial Service. Oxford University Press, London, 1963, page
i'-' 11•■■1

54.
c

35. For example a 1926 circular on the "Position and Re
sponsibilities of Administrative- Officers in Native Areas and their 
Relationship with Departmental Officers" stated:

I

a,0 •
"In order to avoid division of authority in the 
control of native populations and action by Depart
mental Officers^not in conformity with the general —, 
policy of the district, it is essential"that Depart- ^

. . . . . . . . . . .mental-Of-f-icers-should-acf-not-birly-^in^cloiBe^con-
sultation with, but under the general direction of, 
the District Commissioner."'
"The Senior Commissioner [Provincial Commissioner 
under the dual .administration, system] is, within' 
the limits of his province, the principal executive 
officer o£ Government, anS is'personally and directly 
.responsible te the Governor for the peace and good 
order of his province and for the efficient conduct 
of all public business therein. It is, his duty to 
supervise not only the work of his administrative 
staff, but that which is done in his province by all

. .  Departmental Officers."
"Any matters which are susceptible of settlement by 
direct communication between the Senior Commissioner 
and local Departmental Officers should be so adjusted 

■" without prior reference to headquarters...;"

KNA/PC/NZA 2/555, Secretariat Circular No.66, 11 October, 1926.
The circular left open the question of how the relation 

. between a departmental officer and his department head in Nairobi and 
how he was to deal with the divided authority over him between the P.C.. 
and the. former. Similar circulars were Issued in 1927 and 1935.
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I36.- Interview 219F.

M.P.K. Sorrenson. Land Reform in the Kikuyu Country. 
E.A.I.S.R.—Oxford University Press, Nairobi and London, 1967, page 69.

38. Viscount Chandos (Oliver Lyttelton), Interview, December
li, 1969. . .. ■■

39. raiA/MAA 10/64, C.N.C., E.B. HoskiSg, "Memoraiidum" to Chief 
Secretary, Gilbert Rennie, July, 1940.

40. Interview 201FS.

41. ENA/MAA 10/64, Hosking to Rennie, July, 1940. _ _ _ ^
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43. Interview OIPS.

u pattern of these linkages and,their effect on metro
politan politics is clearly illustrated in the 1922-23 conflict between

Africa, Unlyei^sity of Caifornla Press, Berkel^"and Los Angeles 
pages 5-45, * & > 1962,

45. For example, in 1923, Archdeacon W.E. Owen, an Anglican 
missionary in Ityanza Province and a prominent critic of the Administration- 
complained to the Colonial Office and the British ptes s'about the use^'-’ ’

533/368/15612). In 1921-22 a Dlstrlct Officer, S.V. Cooke, wrote
directly to the Colonial Office in. an attempt to thwart clandestine 

• ^ °f-the Samburu tribe near,Maralal.
(S.V. Cooke, Interview, May 13, 1969.) ^

..ttler.,*., h.<l b..„ forc.d to totlt. By

- p V 4-c ' co^sslons investigating problems: East Africa as a whole between 1919 and 1939 weL: in Kenya or

_^.^25~^e^ast Africa Commission (Ormsby-Gore)
1929— The Commission on Closer Union of the Dependencies 

' roon Eastern and Central Africa (Hilton Young)
1930- 31—Joint Parliamentary,Committee

East Africa
1932~Inve8tlgation by the Financial Commissioner 
1000 °° Certain Questions in Kenya

Kenya Land Commission' (Carter)
1934—Commission of Inquiry into the Administration of ... . 

(BSer"^” T®“Saniyite Territory.
1936—Cpnmisslon on.the Financial Position 

Taxation in Kenya (Sir Alan Pirn)

those:of“the chairman“or sole member of

on Closer Union in

(Lord

and System of

(^e-names-ln-parentheses-are-t 
-the commission.)

1966,

was y.., l-and Commission,- S.H Kazanan experlenced,admini8tratlve officerawho had cor.fliu-hn;r»,i g^., ’

■
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• government report on Kikuyu land tenure, and he exercised considerable 
. influence on the agenda and timetable of the testimony taken in' Kenya 

by the Commissioners. He also intervened on a number of occasions to 
^ cross-examine witnesses and supplied the Commissioners with lengthy 

memoranda on economic and social conditions, , j ^ , among the Kikuyu. See
Kenya Land Commission, Evidence. Government Printer, Nairobi, 1934 
passim, especially vol. I. ’

50. Interview 230T.

51. In 1917 Mervyn Beech, an^-experlenced D.C. with a-,flair 
for ethnography, wrote ,an article on Kikuyu land tenure ("KiW^ System
of Land Tenure", Journal of the Royal African Society. voT. 7, lo^y" _
pages 46-59^ that contradicted the official position of the Kenya ' 
Government^ by claiming that the Kikuyu possessed a. fom of Individual 
rights in land. To compound the transgression. Beech circulated reprints 
of the article among his fellow officers:-, The Executive Council re- 
spon e by ordering the issue of an official circular denouncing Beech's 

. the Secretary of State consider issuing an
. f^tclal_dj.aclalmer to the Royal African Society. It recoimnended that 
Beech also be severely censured. A short time, later he was forced to

the Executive Council Meeting of 22 
October, 1918). Cooke-(see above) was rewarded for his letter to the ' 
Colonial Office with a severe rebuke from the Chief Native Commissioner 
tor going outside of proper channels of communication. Further in- 

■ • ’^^sulted in his transfer to the Tanganyika Administration
request of the Kenya Government. (S.V. Cooke, Interview, May 13, 

in many ways a classic organizational maverick, continued 
o cause trouble In Tanganyika and was forced to retire in 1937. He '
iSufconr?!^? Kenya ..and,entered politics, being elected to the Legls-. 
latlve Council in 1938 and serving Antll 1961.

under 628/11® 26340. -The original dispatch was destroyed
« SetbUc Ke»rL
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CHAPTER THREE

ARISTOCRATIC CONSERVATISM — ADMINISTRATIVE ATTITUDES.

RECRUITMENT AND INFORMATION PROCESSES. 1919 to 1939

In an organization where subordinate officials in the. field
a

exercised great discretion, the personal attitudes and values of indi

vidual officers played a major role in determining the behaviour^f..^

- the organization in relation to its external environment.. The nc-' 

cessary corollary of the concept of 'trust the man on the^spot' was 

that he must be a 'good man' worthy of the trust placed in him, i.e., 

'he must'act in ways: acceptable to the higher authorities where they 

could not effectively exercise direct control over him.
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To ensure that

the actions of field officers conformed to their expectations, the 

higher authorities in the British system of colonial administration re- 

lied upon Internalized normative restraints based upon shared premises 

of action; '

...the members of this increasing corps must share 
the same standards of conduct and manners sufficiently 
to- allow them' to understand'one another. They mtist

, . .act when dispersed over wide and testing regions upon 
similar principles and in pursuit of the same almost 
unspoken purposes.1-

As a matter of d.eliberate policy, the Colonial Office maintained firm

control over the. recruitment of administrative officers to ensure tfet 

^ . "they ^shesse(i a common background of belief and experience permitting 

^hem to communicate easily with each other and with the metropolitan '

authorities, and to act with. an acceptable degree of consistency and
*.

predictability. • :

;I,,.Irom=.iGowpunchers' to Gentlemen; Recruitment arid Training in the ‘ 
;Kenya Administration

i...'
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.The pattern of attitudes and values sought in colonial admi- 

nistrators was that of the traditional aristocratic ethos of the 

British ruling class, especially the easy 'habit of authority’ and 

sense of public service and obligation to.the ruled. The code of the 

colonial administrator demanded "that in every circumstance and under 

all conditions he shall, act in accordance with the traditions of an
• ■ 2 ‘ "X
English gentleman." Tlie attributes sought by the metropolitan author- 

rities were clearly spelled out in the confidential Colonial Office 

Appointments Handbook;
■ ■

Ainan!s natural qualities ... derive partly from 
inheritance.and home environment, and partly from 
school or academical training, 
stock that has proved its worth, generation by 
generation. In the professions or in public 
vice, if he has been reared in the faith that 
duty and chivalry are of more account than 
ambition and self-seeking, if his education has 
broadened his mind in that faith and taught him > 
the meaning of that responsibility 
... many- of the qualities for which you are look
ing. The truth of this is incontestible...3

These qualities corresponded to such widely and deeply .held 

beliefs in British civil Service and political

If he comes from

ser-

then he has• • •

circles that their 

elitist and aristocratic bias was largely taken for granted. Thus/in 

1929 the methods ,.of -recruiting colonial’ administrators 

dorsed both by a committee investigating the organization.

was warmly en-

recruit-

ment, and te^ pf. service of the various branches of the Colonial
O

Service, headed by Sir Warren Fisher, the Permanent Under Secret^ ' 

of the.Treasury, arid by the then Secretary of State,

* noted theorist of Fabian socialism.^

Qualifications for appointment

Lord Passfield

as- a colonial admi- 

The Colonial Office 

not exclusively, for the sons of the 'old'

. .family background and educAtion.

: locked principally , although
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niddle class whose families had been active In the Chnrch, the armed 

forces, the civil service, or the learned professions where the ethos 

^ of public service was supposed to prevail. Even more Important, how-

H
#

■ •-

Im '■•r

ever, was attendance at a public school and, to a lesser extent,

Oxford or Cambridge. The public schools had become through the course 

of the nineteenth century the principal route through which the sons 

class were prepared for entry Into the rutUng’'circles
" - . . . . . . ■ “'■'L"

of Great Britain. It was there that the sons of both the old profe-. 

ssional class and the 'hew' middle class of commercial and Industrial 

entrepreneurs*were Indoctrinated In the aristocratic tradition of 

■ service. As EupertWilkinson points out, the public schools "perpet

uated the political supremacy of the landed classes by 'capturing' 

talent from the rising bourgeoisie and moulding that talent Into 'syn- 

' ■ thetlc'-gentlemen."^ ■ •

From 1919 to 1948 the recruitment of colonial administrators
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i
S was largely controlled by one man ^t the Colonial Office, Sir Ralph 

Furse. As a graduate of Eton and BalUol and a former cavalry officer 

during the First World War, Furse was himself a. perfect example of the 

type of man sought for colonial administration and an open and unashamed 

advocate of-the aristocratic tradition.^ Applicants were selected by 

personal references and inter\HLews rather than competitive examination. 

This pemltted Furse and his staff to place primary emphasis on the 

factors of background, breeding, and mann^-they considered indicative 

of the qualities necessary for colonial administration. While special- 

i.L„lst_boards screened,the-candidates for the technical services, Furse 

and his staff personally interviewed the candidates for administrative 

■^.,PJ|.t9 informal“and largely intuitive; Purse himself -
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admits that "trial and error was the basis of our system in all its 
.-,7lit What they were looking for'; be^d the proper social and 

^ the relaxed air of command and the

of noblesse oblige cherished by the British ruling class.

To encourage the steady flow of the proper sort of applicants 

for the Administrative Service, Furse maintained personal contacts at 

the leading public schools and'at Oxford and Cambridge. The hTyi'l-tan^

aspects.g
sense 4:: I■g-;:
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IE,
or markedly intellectual student, the introspective man who might tend 

to question received values, was consciously avoided. The Colonial
^ tu

• Office looked for modest 'intellectual distinction, demonstrated 

athletic prowess, a taste for-outdoor life, and, implicitly,

. " questioning accept^ce of the aristocratic ethos and the ideals of 

Imperialism. As Cashmore noted of the pattern of recruitment for the 

Kenya Administration, "the emphasis was on the extrovert, the healthy 

outdoor type with more common sense than brain."®
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Kecruitnnent was

facilitated fay the social , and economic conditions of the inter-war -
t
I- I

g
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years,, which saw many middle class families in straitened circumstances 

and eager for secure and*relatively prestigious careers for their sons, 

and the. growing competition for posts in the Home Civil Service, which 

increasingly closed them to those of only moderate academic achieve- 

’ ment, . '

iP,.* 5*
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The control of recruitment by the qolonial Office resulted in 

a significant change in the social and educational background of the 

Kenya Administration ^fom a relatively broad base of irecruitment before 

1914 to an increasingly narrow and homogeneous base In the inter-war 

decadesi

I
i
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i

I
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-..Recruitment to the Kenya Administration during the early years b-

4
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ti Iof British rule was a haphazard and largely ad hoc affair, drawing 

men from a variety of sources and diverse social backgrounds. Ini- 

officers were recr^ted locally in East Africa and the 

core of the Provincial Administration, numbering only 22 in 1897, 

came from the staff, of the Imperial British East Africa Company. Sub

sequently, several officers drifted up from South Africa after the end. 

of the Boer War and a few transferred from other colonies,-mostlyxfrom

1

I
1a

3i
■

1a ---■ari----------

s1 i)

s ipS&- I
:'.:V Im

I Uganda when that territory's Eastern Province was transferred to the ’ 

East African Protectorate in 1902.s The Englishman who'were wandering. -

S
I

about-the edges of the Empire at the turn of the century and found 

V. employment in the: Administration of what was to become Kenya were a 

curiously tt^ed group.. had responded.both to the push of limited

• prospects at home and the pull of -visions of fortune'and adventure

i: g;
-•i-

s"S';
V

abroad, pursuing a wide variety of occupations before ending up in East 
Africa.®

f:r^•
Most cama from ths middla or lower-middle class and few if 

any officials appear to have come from clearly working class backgrounds/2:;

iAccording to Cashmore, of the approximately 200 men who joined the 

Administration between-1895 and 1914,. no less than 41 were the sons of 

parsons. He notes that "parsons were notorious for their small stip

ends md large families;'their sons, however well-educated, 

their Way in the world,A further twelve were the

I

',5. j

Ir must win
g;

sons of regular&

•army or navy, officers, five were the sons of doctors, five were the 

. four the sons of civil servants.

. the. sons of businessmen.

i ■ .. O.-r
Only nine were

Eleven had family backgrounds indicating 

membership in the traditional upper class: seven were thfe sons of

j

1
I
I

gentlemen','three were sons of peers, and one the'son of a, Secretary

of'^tate -fpr the Colonies ft-

P'.
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Education was-, the "aspect of the background of the early adminis-
' ■ ■ :........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

trators that showed the greatest diversity. While all had some formal 

.i. schooling, few had attended either a public school or one of the two

5pl

s —1— - -
ancient universities. Information on 40 officers serving in 1903 in

dicates that only 15 had attended public schools, while five had been^
P

at Oxford and four at Cambric^ge. Three had been to other British uni-
- -J

versities and six had been educated on the Continent.'Hieltack

a;
1 iv'J

5- 0Ift
€
I Of I t-:'-£K' 'proper' educational credentials was noticed early by'members of the' 

upper class-present in East Africa. i;
Richa'rd Melnertzhagen, then a young 

lieutenant in the Kings African Rifles, noted in his diary in January, '

if
Si

ieU 1904:
I'f-;S

*•"the low class of 
administrative appointments.
had any education and many of them do not pre
tend to be members of the, educated class..'..
Sir Clement Hill, who recently visited the 
Colony on behalf of the Foreign Office, 
marked that 'so long as Civil Servants were 
enlisted from the gutter’ we could not expect 
a high standard of administration.W

Melnertzhagen's judgment was harsh,but it serves to indicate the 

strength of the perceived relationship between the proper sort of edu

cation and fitness to rule.

man who is appointed to
Few of them have ' i|i

©

re-

S':

I
Is

r

Soon'after they assumed responsibility for the territory, Colp- 

. nlal Office officials moved to end the local recruitment of administra

tors and replace them with-their own appointees.

S'.

©
& By 1907 the qualifi-

'f-!

cations. f6r an administrative post had been raised to either a university 

degree.

K'-'

S
I a regular commission in the armed forces, professional qualifi

cations in law, or at least 1500 marks on the Civil Service examination.
:S

I
f*

1Percy Girouard wrote, to the'Colonial Office that 

.f.timegis - -called pioneerspast when we should recruit our staff.from so tUP

tv.
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The criticism levelled against the less educated members of the

t
i ’ Administration by their superiors make it clear that it was precisely

ni-- 1^^
5; —rrv- ••• —

their unreliability in dealing with both Mricans and European settlers 

that prompted the change in recruitment patterns. In a secret dispatch 

in May, 1910, Girouard complained thaty*with one exception, his Prov- 

incial Commissioners "all .lack the social qualifications necessa

imsi;
^5

>1-

(3 ■

for

the handling of a white community ... and [this] has been a very potent, 

factor in accentuating the situation", and he insisted that the P.C.s

"must be men not only of ability but of «ocial posltion~and good educa-
'15 'tidn." The less^educated officers were also thought to be often un-

... necessarily arrogant, high-handed, and brutal in their dealings with

Africans. Meinertzhagen acidly noted:

When such men are given unlimited power over 
uneducated and simple-minded natives it is not 
extraordinary that they should abuse their 
powers,, suffer from megalomania and regard 
themselves as little tin gods.16

Unsure of themselves and untrained in the.art of ruling, such qfficers 

were felt to be more concerned with asserting their own power than 

looking after the Africans under their control and to be more prone to 

the uncontrolled outbursts of rage, what Cashmpre mUs the furor 

. africaniM. which occasionally led field officers to acts of vicious 

brutality, . , •

o<

;■!

i'X?.'

?

i'i

I 5'r,-:'

... v:
9'". The change in recruiting patterns Imposed by the'Colonial 

. was visible by the years just prior to the outbreak of the

Six of the eight administrative cadets sent out to 

16® East African Protectorate in 1911-12 and all five of those 

^ 1913-17 had to Oxford or Cambridge. The war led to a

recruitment for five yeats; it was rested in

&

Ia
■Pifst iJqrld War.£1

i

a;
sent .33 s

m
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1919-20. The Colonial Office's method of recruiting reached its full
f-

flowfering in the two decades between the wars. The men entering the 

^ Kenya Administration between 1919 and 1939 showed a high degree of 

unifopnity of social and educational background. The major change was 

in the educational credentials of administrative appointees: the limit-
P

ed data available on the family background of officers entering during 

this period Indicates that, they remained essentially of middre-^ass 

origin. Moreover, ^he evidence also suggests that .the particular • 

social and political circumstances of the eblony led to special efforts 

to recruit what one Secretary of State called "the type of public 

school man who can handle our Kenya politicians without any social or 

other inferiority complex

Furse's success in getting the type of man desired for the 

Kenya Administration is reflected in the statistics on the educational 

background of the administrative cadets of the inter-war years. (See 

Table it5 and //6.) Data oh 75 pf the 183 entrants during this period 

indicates, that 61 or some 81% attended-English public schools. Another 

7, or 9%, attended Scottish or Irish schools similar in ethos and or

ganization to the public schools, while 3 (4%) were educated in the 

dominions. Only 4 men, representing a scanty5.3% of the total, attended 

grammar schools or other forms of state-aided secondary education. The 

--data on 105 of the entrants who attended university Indicates 79 or ‘ 

some 75% had been to Oxford or Cambridge and 16 or 15% to Scottish or 

Irish wlveraitiesV while only 3 or 2*9% had been to either the Dnlver- 

one of the provincial 'redbrick' universities. Of 

the 78-officers who either did not attend university or about whom

not available, more than 60 were ex-officers -
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,'^who were pemitted to enter the service without university degrees to 

meet the pressing shortage of staff when recruitment was resumed 

-immediately after the war. After'a brief period of diversity the

■Vr

■V --
Ik

3j
1

I -

Kenya Administration became a. body of men of highly uniform back

ground and experience. Viewed in comparison with the British Home 

Civil Service during the same period, the Kenya Administration shows 

a markedly higher proportion- of men who attended public schoolslr\ 

approximately the same proportion of graduated of Oxford and Cambridge,

f;

1r
i::,,

1

“-3 ,1

*

and noticeably lower proportions of graduates of state-aided secondary
20schools and_of London or provincial universities.

■>

lil
The emphasis on recruiting men for the Kenya- Administration

, •El
with the proper public school and Oxbridge, backgrounds widened the gap 

between the administration and technical departments. The latter .

. . showed a much greater diversity in the educational and, by reasonable 

- - inference, social class backgrounds of their British personnel. Beneath 

the Adminlstratfoh, the other departments arranged themselves’along a- 

ladder of social status'and prestige. The highest rungs'of this ladder 

were occupied by those' departments whose Officials had social and 

educational backgrounds similar to the Administration such as the Legal 

. Department, the Audit Service; the Department of Agriculture, and the 

Medical Department. The Education Department contained numerous uni- 

■ verslty graduates,'but of very diverse origins. The status of the- 

Police whs-ambiguous; while a large segment of European officers were

!■

R
■

£|

ll
i.

I!
rl; .. !• .:.-3

4
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?II !■' '
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' • I
. ..drawn, from the public schools, few if any had the final cachet of an 

- Ojhridge degree.
I ’ ’i;

2
The bottom rungs of the latter were occupied by 

departiMnts such as Public Works, Customs, Posts and Telegraphs, and
Isi.:4
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the railroads, in which few officials had university degrees or had
ai . . -3 attended public schools, and some even lacked secondary education.

gfi _____ A. "Plpppjd in at the Deep End"; Training and Career Experience

The Colonial Office relied upon careful and selective recruit

ment to find the type of men it wanted for colonial administration, p

I
S'
srather th^ upon socialization and training programs of its own

9 "'aViilcreation.—Few-of--the-administrative cadets-selected-ior-Keny 

the other African colonies had any real knowledge of the Empire and

its peoples. Their previous education, in line with' the views that 

continued to dominate the public schools and the two ancient univer

sities, * concentrated'heavily on the Classics, with scant reference to 

‘any subjects of practical or contemporary relevance. I

The training provided by the Colonial Office for administrative

. ■ ‘ cadets during the inter-war decades in year long courses at Oxford,

Cambridge, and, later, the University of London bore little relation'r..., . 

ship to the reality of administration as it was practiced in the field. 

Administrative skills were not regarded as a subject that could be 

taught, but rather as innate capabilities developed by the public 

schools and universities and brought out through actual experience.

• Consequently, the Colonial Office authorities, made little effort to 

promote ti e academic study of colonial administration and the training 

given to cadets focused on the basic nuts and bolts tools of the job.

' The program included instruction in lawy keeping official accounts, 

c cc tropical medicine; as well as lectures on imperial

f;

r-'-.

V

,',r-
3
i historyi a smattering of anthropology, and introductory language study. 

No systematic effort.was made to indoctrinate the cadets in an official 

3 ideology or doctrine, for in fact there was none and, given the success

331
i
ss k>-

I
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Hi ■ in recruiting men already committed to the vague Ideals of imperial

ism, no felt need for it; At most, the cadets learned the current 

principles and phrases of official policy. The course appears to 

have had littlevimpact. on those who -took it: when-asked -how they 

learned, administration, none of the former members of the Kenya 

Administration interviewed felt it was an Important factor in their

I
5'-

i
S'
i-:
P
i-:

I?A-

23experience.

The administrator learned his skills on the job without any - '
... V

real prior preparation. The phrase that.recurs repeatedly in the 

accounts given of their experiences by former administrators is 

"thrown in at the deep end". Soon after a young cadet arrived in 

Kenya-he was. sent to his first field post at' a district station in 

the bush. After a short period spent learning the office routine and 

reading the files, he was usually sent on safari with an intejrpreter 

and a few Tribal Police to collect tax and settle minor shauris (dis

putes) in some corner of the district. Within a few months of arriv- • 

ing, the cadet was expected to pass qualifying exams in law and 

Swahili and begin hearing cases hs a lower-level magistrate. Both 

junior and senior officers agreed that this was the best, if not the 

only, way to turn a raw cadet into a seasoned District Officer;

I was in Embu and pushed out..', after I w.as there 
for about a month - simply sent but to a sub- , 
station and told tb run it... I could still 
really understand very little of the language...
I knew very little law, and frankly, didn't know 
much about the taxation system or accounting.
But one simply.learned because one had to you *
know.24.

Dropped into an -utterly alien environment and expected from 

the start, to work on their own, cadets depended heavily on the advice 

Tahdvcriticisms of rthe more experienced officers in a district, espe-
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dally the District Commissioner. They "received unobtrusive tuition 
,,25 who assigned them tasks and then, evaluated theirfrom a wise D.C.

^ performance. The effect of this dependence of junior officers upon

'...... ■ the'Kowledge ahd^^perience of‘ tlveir' immediate superiors'was the

creation of a series of unwritten principles of administration passed 

on from one administrative generation to another. .Successful methods

*

I
g-
vg

I
B

.'5

; .Vi

and patterns of action for. dealing with various situations''acquired^- - ^- - - - : y
the force of precedent and were generalized into a series of axioms

that became the conventional wisdom of the Provincial Administration

and-guided ■ field officers in the implementation of policy. Both'policy

and-axioms b^ame woven ■ into the fabric of an organizational tradition 

that was rarely questioned". 'However much they varied in detail and 

personal style, the actions of administrators in the field possessed 

a basic stability and consistency derived not so much from explicit
3

direction from above as from orally transmitted principles formulated 

out of the interaction of the values and experiences of the,officers 

themselves.
'A.-'V

i-' The discretion of field officers was thus tempered by general 

adherence to established methods. This reliance upon an oral tradi

tion subservient to the-tried and true methods of the past led to a 

. resistance to change and innovation in administrative practice, espe

cially in <fgaling with Africans, that reinforced the conservative .

Ir ■

?:

tendencies of the prefectoral structure.' "The major drawback of in- 

sewice training'.', Heussler notes, "was the static nature of govern- 

Furthermore, the essentially sui generis

6'

,,26.ment it supported.

. development of .an organizational tradition by the seirving officers
V

I -.PJ?5itted..fhe .Kenya Administration and the other Administrations of

— 'V'.. O' I
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I the various colonies of British, Africa to each acquire a distinctive 

. (Style and flavor despite basic- similarities of structure and personnel.

The career of administrator was marked by mpdest pay, limited
V ♦ *

"thhnces'Sof adj^ancaneht-. -M^ early days, difficult

and often dangerous working conditions. Between 1895 and 1920 37
■ - p

officers died in service, most from blackwater fever, although five
• 0

__ ^were murdered and several were suspected suicides. The primitive, con-

: r-

I
s

\

dltipns and loneliness of the remote bush stations were the causes

By the 1920’sto which the high attrition rate was attributed.

conditions had greatly improved, although junior officers were advised

. not to marry during their first two tours of duty, 

however, were permitted to bring their families wLtJti Xhem,,tp all but—, 

the wildest and most remote stations in the Northern Frontier District.

Older officers.

■ Administrators were shifted frequently from district to dls- 

trlct. This was especially true of junior District Officers who
■ - V.

generally changed posts annually, if not more often. The higher 

authorities in the Administration attempted with only mixed success 

to keep D.C.’s in a district for a two to five year period. A chronic 

shortage of personnel resulting from the straitened fiscal position 

of the colony, combined with the ordinary provision that had to be 

made ,for..sickness and regular home leave, made it difficult to achieve 

■ continuity in field postings. Some of the smaller and less important

districts suffered chronically from frequent changes in administra-
- J" ■■ ■■ : ^ ; ■ ■ -.i ■ ^ ™ ^ ^

■tlye staff. The situation tended to discourage field officers' from' 

learning local vernaculars, and even provoked complaints from the

t- -v;

wm
’

V. J'
Colonial Office that Kenya administrators could not stay in as close 

|tpuch with the Africans as their counterparts in Tanganyika, Uganda, ■
Iim jv;-.;.-
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t
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Advancement through the rank's was slow and the number of 

nior positions availablejwas small. (See Table #7) Most adminls- 

ators rose'WlEurtliiF th'an T)i§trict- Commissioner and served 

eir career in that rank. Those who failed to reach this position 

i generally resigned or been discharged during their first five

-Only _a jew were promoted to Provincial

v-- - - ■'/■■'T'- - -

out

29 .eight^yeara of service,.!,

mnissloner, the highest rank in the field administration, 

isiderably higher salary and status,, although no more real power.

If a man achieved this rank by his early 

:ties, it was a.possible stepping stone to greater things.

It-,p; eiSj,!: how evenj-:Tifervyas.-a*-termlnal-appointment,an(Lthey.-Retired

;er an average term of four to six years.

For the.i^n of ambition the path to high achievement lay 

in the Provincial Administration but in the Secretariat.

with a

m the most senior D.C.

For >

Almost

of the men who occupied senior Secretariat posts in the 1919-39 i:
i:

lod entered the central administration early or mid-way through 

ir careers and stayed on without returning to the field. 

her echelons of the Secretariat served as spring boards for

The
!

\
aintments to Chief Secretary or Governorships, the pinacles of 

Colonial s"ervice. These distinctions were relatively rare:

3 than thirty of the men who served in the Kenya Administration 

Leved these positions (and Kenya produced 

ir British coidi^)

the man content to serve out his career in a district

S

I'.
more Governors than any 

The distinction between the ambitious climber I• '

f
was another

:or in the cleavage of outlook beb^een the Provincial Administra-

t^e!Se^etariat>‘and;: *

[f.. .
ti
ft
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i As members of a common organization, field and Secretariat

formally interchangeable, and the field-center cleavage
i

officers were
sufficiently recognized for an effort to be made<to rotate junior

t ?'■

i:

was T
„_i-_-,^pgitions-in-Nairobt_among-.as ,miMy_ administrators., as .p.ossible in order

This policy was only partially’ successful: informa- 

245 officers who served in the Administration between 1919 and

SI
to bridge the .gap.- 

tion on

1939 indicates that only-78, or 32%, had experience in the central^^d- 

ministration.^^ Many iield officers refused to go to the Secretariat'"

‘r
.i'’

iS.-

1:

and actively tried to avoid such appointments. 

FinaUy, .officers were also transferable from one Mlony to

another, especially after the creation of a unified Colonial Adminis-

However, such transfers were relatively in-

By the late 1930's

- trative Service in 1932.

frequent and usually confined to senior-positions, 

they, had begun to^generate.the hostility of local officials who felt
^ -

that most if not all of the senior posts below the Chief Secretary

This problem was any early indication '■ 

of the pattern of development and the internal conflicts that would 

come to full flower after 19.45.'

should be reserved for them.

.11. Administrative Attitudes and Values: Catonism, the Organic Society 
and the Ruling .Classi •'

Whatever, the linkages in the metropole between capitalism and 

imperialism, the single most striking fact about the Kenya Administfa- 

. tion is that the social and political values of largely middle -class 

administrators were not those of bourgeois liberalism but of an arls-

—*-^1-
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^•1
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tocratic CoiiSeryatism.' The central core of their attitudes and values 

hotable example of'what Barrington Moore Has described 

an anti-rationalist, anti-urban, anti-matefialist,and:; m ;lCatpnism'
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i anti-bourgeois response of the traditional landed ruling class to thea

' 33development of modern industrial society. Catonism found a remark-
V-:.

s' ^ly congenial institutional setting in the prefectoral system of!»•
coldnial adminlstratiori. ' The- structure ^d^attJ:tuainal chat^cteiris-.....

E: tics of the Kenya Administration were thus mutually reinforcing, and 

the ideas characteristic of the British ruling class between roughly 

1870 and 1914 were conseqi^ntly preserved within the organtzatidn^ong 

after their influence had begun.to wane in Britain. Indeed, colonial 

officials were increasingly dismayed and disheartened by the course

P

n
of development of British society in the twentieth century.

I A. The Lack'of a Doctrine and the Rejection of Bieory

The social and political beliefs of administrative officers in 

Kenya as well as the rest of the Empire were never contained within 

■ any explicit doctrine of colonialism or-theory—of-colonial adminlstra- 

, tion. They comprised instead, a set of implicit, rarely articulated 

assumptions. This lack of a colonial doctrine was the result of two
ft

factors. The first was the consciously achieved uniformity of the 

attitudes and values of colonial officials, both in the colony and the 

metropole. So widely held were these beliefs, they were rarely men

tioned or argued over by administrators in the course of their work. 

As.Philip Curtain has pointed out, in his study of European images-

I
y'

f:
ft

of Africa, "the more cohesive the society, the less the need to bring 

these unstated assumptions into the open. It was only after 1945, 

.-to the greatly intensified attack on colonialism both in Britain
I3 ft
if

and the-international arena, and to the declining influence of the 

-.ft^dmin^ Government, that administrators felt '.
ISi
ISP

ft,.
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a need to express and defend their premises.k
%s. , The second factor was an anti-rationalist suspicion of abstract 

thought; an extreme cultural nominalism that eschewed theories, doc- 

..... . ■trineST'i'deoiogies ^ -and-.the , products of- abstract-thought, in general, as ,

f

I
11

having little value in the,practical world of affiars. This attitude 

was vividly expressed in a book entitled The Public Schools and the
,0

M:

Empire, published in 1913;

The fact is... we are as a people Incapable of 
deductive reasoning, -and impatient of general 

■ principles. We therefore lack, alike in our 
external and internal relations, the power^of 
forecast... We abhor abstractions as pedantic; 
we pin our faith to the isolated facts imme
diately before our eyes; we disdain ideas; we 
thank God that, if we are a nation of shop- 
keepers, at least we are not, as other men are, 
'a nation of ------ professors'.35

S'

I-
'M

•r,.

i: This valuing of immediate experience involved a determination to treat

^----- -problems-indivldually-.aa-they—arose, with a concentration on the 'hard

facts' of the-case and a tendency to neglect the possible relations , 

between events treated in isolation. Colonial administrators regarded 

themselves as practical men of affairs and had little time and patience 

for abstract speculation. Thus one Provincial Commissioner asserted 

that "we should not allow _... the results of our work to be undermined 

' by Infiltration of the Political Theorists.

Si

„36

r; Along with the rejection of theory went a reluctance to look , 

ahead or anticipate future developments beyond the problem at hand. 

Implicit in this lack of foresight'Was a sanguine acceptance of periodicii ..- Crisis as almost a part of the normal course of events. Problems were

: when they had assumed such magnitude that they could no
' ‘n.

longer be-Ignored and demanded immediate attention.

s'5.;
ia1
S This tendency to- 

only was consciously recognized, but also

11
s
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"s was. a matter of some pride as indicative of their ability to cope with 

any situation that might arise; to 'muddle through' as the "p’roud phrase 

had it.^^' , This attitude was tempered, and then with regard to short 

term rather, th^ _lohg term events, only ..in areas where a crisis might _ 

spill over .the local arena and bring the intervention of higher author- 

ities. Administrators acted to avoid 'embarrassing incidents' rather . 

than anti.cipate distant long range developments. Structural and atti- 

tudinal factors thus combined to create an administrative-style that 

was an almost classically pure example of disjointed incrementalism.^®

. . . Nowhere was the suspicion of theory were strongly^ rooted than 

,in the area of its application to administrative methods and organiza

tion. There was no theory of colonial- administration and, as we have 

seenr the subject was conspicuously absent from the ttaining course for 

colonial administrators. This hostility to the application of theory . 

to their own bailiwick was typical not only of colonial administrators, 

but also of British civil servants in general. Wilkinson notes that 

the administrator "being brought up to lead ... found it difficult to 

view leadership as a science" and he "tended to shy away from academic 

studies of administrative technique, 

the use of analytic tools for" anticipating necessary changes in admi

nistrative methods in response to changing internal or external cir- 

.cumstances. They -vigorously resisted any suggestion that administra- 

—...^i tipn was _a-technical specialty subject to analysis and criticism in 

“ the same sense as engineering or agricultural science. This attitude 

promoted resistence to change and innovation and reinforced‘the ten- •

dency to rely upon traditionally established and sanctioned methods.
— ^ ' . . .......................
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11- B. The Organic Society and the Ruling Class

The political development of Britain since the industrial revo-' ' 

lution represents in a significant sense not so much the modernization

... . ..-..of-tradition. as-the traditionalization of .the^modem__ The..traditional

ruling class of aristocracy and gentry inducted' the sons of the rising 

bourgeoisie into their own vision of society and polity. The attitudes'' 

and values of the ruling class did not remain unchanged,, but wexg^shaped 

by the new conditions of society without losing, the roots that went

deep into Britain's pre-industrial past.
...

- The primary element of the ruling class image of society was
■ 40• the "concept of ' organic coramuni ty'. ■ This involved the view that

society was, or ideally should be, an organically integrated whole, each

of whose constituent parts had-a specific role to play in the total

s

i£
I
'■ ,0

5:^
c'-i

community.- The various segments of society were hierarchically ordered 

according to differentials of wealth, status, and authority that cor-
.'v,

'■■li
!.--

responded to their proper role in society. Each individual had a par

ticular role to play which imposed certain obligations on him, and if 

he failed to meet these obligations he "[rent] the social fabric and

feil[ed] other people, who count[ed] on his performing his job.• • ^
...Implicit in this image was a rejection of any concept of society as 

a collection of competing or antagonistic individuals and groups. 

•Harmony and order were Idle basic characteristics of the organic 

community.

■ w*.

In the public schools this image of society foimd expressio'n 

- in a constant emphasis on the value of the historic community, on the 

- necessity of deference to hierarchy, and on the importance of the

'&■ i'.

I

individual's"idenlZficS:ion with ^and loyalty to die' commimity. . Theip 3
I
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schools;

s? posed tradition and historic institutions as 
time-tested oracles of wisdom. Against these 
the individual cut a puny figure. Only in
sofar as he contributed to the community and 

..... deferred to tradition did his actions carry
meaning.^2 ' ‘ „ ■ .....................

They thus worked to counter 'the indivi'duality of middle class society 

and replace' it with a sense of obligation to the traditions and needs 

of the collectivity j “be“ ifthe “s chooiv-an-organi-zation—like—th^K^nyar^ 

Administration, or the nation.

The harmony of the organic community was gUard^ and preserved 

by strong and stable institutions and by the activities of the ruling

.................-■*
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class. ' The class and the institutions were viewed as inseparable; one
- - ' E 43 ■ ■Ihe role of the rulingImplied the necessary existence of the other, 

or 'political' class was to rule in behalf of all of the other elements
Vi

This wasof society and ensure the realization of the common Interest.

its unique function for which its members were prepared from birth. ..... .

It was the task of the public schools to mould boys for their place in 

the ruling class and they engendered in their students not only a re-

laxed habit of authority, but also a firm belief in their fitness to 

rulh.^^ -This ability to rule was viewed as a supremely British quality: 

as late as 1950 the Chief Native. Commissioner in Kenya could refer with
V -

¥
pride to the British "genius for govemment."^.^ '

If membership in the ruling class conferred great power, it 

was also-felt to involve'great obligations. The belief in the reci- 

qp^ and duties and in the reciprocal obligations of ruler ■

- ^ essential elements of the traditional aris-

af s^^i^yed through the social tr^-

: ; ’-7 : f9™3tiohs of :the modem era.^^^ In return for the deferentiai loyalty
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ImwI li . B. Ihe Organic SocieQr and the Billing Class

The politicai cievelbp^ht' of Britain since the Industrial 

lutlon represents in a significant sense not so much the modernization 

of tradition as the traditlonalization of the modem. The traditional-I
revo-

II
fi

ruling class Of aristocraigr and gentry Inducted ttTe'SbhS of the rising"'I
bourgeoisie into their own vision of society and polity. The attitudes

K
a ■1. and values of the ruling class did not remain unchanged, butr-were shaped
s

by the~new coQdit±oi^ of society without losing the roots that went . 

deep Into Britain's pre^indiistrlal past.

i
I
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The-primary elessnt 'of the ruling class image of society was 

the-concept of^^^l organic cocsaunl ty'.

society was, or Ideally should be, an-organically Integrated whole, each 

of whose constiti^t parts had a speclflj^ role to play in the total 

conmiunlty. The varloos segments of society were hierarchically ordered 

according to differentials of wealth, status, and authority that cor

responded to their proper role in society. Each individual had a,par

ticular role to pl^ which imposed certain obligations on him,.and if 

he failed to meet these obligations he "[rent] the social fabric and 

fallfed] other people, who count[ed] on his performing his job.

Implicit in this ii^ge was a rejection of any concept of society as 

a collection of competing or antagonistic individuals and groups.

, Harmony md order were the basic characteristics of the organi,c. 

community. ■ . ,

This Involved the view that

; ■'
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In the public schools this image of society found expression 

in-a constant esqjhasis on the value of the historic community, on the 

necetsity of deference to hierarchy, and on the importance of the

identification with and loyalty to the community. The

f'3
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posed tradition and historic institutions as 
time-tested oracles of wisdom. Against these 
the individual cut a puny figure. Only in
sofar as he contributed to the community and 
deferred to tradition did his actions carry

■ meaning.^2

Sf
ga
w
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i- They'thus worked to counter the individuality of middle class society

- and replace it with a sense of obligation to the traditions and needs
____ ________________ _______________ ' _____________ __________________ ^_______ -A___

of the coilectivity, be it the school, an organization like the Kehya

Administration, or the nation.

The harmony of the organic., community was guSrded preserved

.'5aI
fi:g-;-
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by strong and stable t-hp activities of-the ruling

class.' The class and jg/l 

implied the necessa 
or ’political’ olnJ 

■ of society and 

its unique functiod^^

It was the task of tffiiS

I
«■

viewed as Inseparable; one
f■'' '#4

The role of the ruling

i of the other elements

I
»n interest.- This was

L.._____ . ■ :
^fe^repared from birth.

/ boys for their place'inI
the ruling, class and they 

laxed habit of authority, but also a firm belief in.their fitness to

*|Keir students not only a re-

44rule. This ability to rule,was viewed as a supremely British '.quality: 

as late as 1950 the Chief Native Commissioner in"Kenya could refer with 

pride to the British "genius for government. „45i-.g
'■Tj
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If membership in the ruling class conferred great power, it 

. . also felt to involve great obli'gations. The belief in the reel- "

r'hf Jright^^ and duties and in the reciprocal obligations of ruler

the essential elements of the traditional aris- _

•?-

sIfi tocratic concept of authority that survived through the social trans- 

of the modem era.
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1: and obedience of the ruled, the ruler was expected to protect and 

promote their physical and spiritual well-being. Paternalism, the 

tradition of noblesse oblige, w^ thus an intrinsic element of the con

cept of the ruling class and one that carried with it t.he force of a 

moral duty to the community.

the ethos of 'public service' held by administrators, i.e. 

-that-political participation should take the form of voluntary~'~an.^ 

essentially disinterested service on behalf of the common good.

These beliefs about the nature of the organic community and the 

role of- the ruling class exercised a profound influence on the self-

af:

i;

a
This element of obligation lay behind

the belief ^
a
■1
PS

i
Pf?

si They firmly believed that theimage of the colonial administrator, 

existence of an integrated community depended upon their performance of

The administrator's job, according to one former 

official, was to look after the 'have nots' and ensure that they re-

their duty to govern.

■

ceived a fair deal; while another, reflecting on the imperial experience,
.,47 ■a

asserted that "without bureaucracy there can be no social justice. 

Administrators were strongly committed to the achievement and preserva

tion of-iequity' and 'justice' in society, but as interpreted by the 

ruling class rather than according to the selfish and conflicting claims 

of various individuals and groups. They sought distinction in public 

service rather than in tiie pursuit of individual achievement through 

, business or the professions. Hie .desire to do one's duty through 

public service was a pervasive motive attracting young men to a career 

; in colonial administration.^®,

. . .. Another, crucial influence on the Administration, both in terms

- of its internal esprit de -corps and its behavior toward those it ruled, 

..::„.was the; cult of. 'games’ foimd in the public schools and the ancient

i;
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. universities. The valuing of athletics as much or even more than in

tellectual training derived from a belief in its' efficacy in building 

desirable traits of character. The team image had a powerful influence 

on administrators! conception of their organization. The Warren Fisher 

Committee on the Colonial Service listed the qualities-desired in an 

administrative officer as "vision, high ideals of service, fearless 

devotion to duty bom of a sense of responsibility and, above aH>..the 

team spirit.

p
iiI

P

„49as
i This feeling of bein^ a team found expression, particularly in

V-' Cl/

• the Provincial Administration, in an intense feeling of fellowship and 

sense.of solidarity born of the sharing of common experiences, beliefs 

and problems. One administrator noted that "the D.C.s... thought of 

themselves as a brotherhood.

IS
4:.a:

Is ..50- -As- a result o£.-thls .sense of. brother-~~
hood, the Administration made strong demands upon the loyalty of indi- 

■vidual officers.i Those who could not or would not meet the standards 

of the organization were denigrated as having 'let the side 'down'. The 

values of administrators, especially those of team solidarity and the 

subordination of the individual to the group and its traditions, thxjs

%

m
1

permitted superior officers a degree of normative control over their 

subordinates that made up to some degree for the lack of institutional 

controls. However, the face of organizational authority was softened 

and a degree of deference to the adminis trative hierarchy was made 

easier by the common, background and beUefs of administrators, which 

gave to their relations the relaxed ease characteristic of interaction 

: social equals, as the use of the team image suggests.

, strong sense of solidarity in the Administration also led

■f public i^ge 'and prestige. The Administra-
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tion was both hostile to outside criticism and sensitive about thSa-Sort 

.of 'embarrassing incidents' that would provoke such criticism and the
. '■'V

iSt- *
ii possible intervention of the metropolitan authorities. The desire to 

save face led to efforts to publicly protect both the organization and
SiifiI?-

individual officers, even while those involved might privately be sub

ject to disciplinary measures.

^____^‘J®i]?is9rai:i'ye attitudes were a^o attached to ’a

elaborate code of etiquette and ritual. Ihe members of the ruling class 

were gentlemen, and in the gentlemanly ideal a self-assured air of com-
c:;

mand was combined with social poise and good manners, 

force of these beliefs-that a Provincial Commissioner could write that 

"good manners are really the basis of good face, relations.

Such was the

I
'■a

The un

written code- of manners prescribed the. proper relations with superiors, 

equals and subordinates. - In .addition, all of the major events of 

social and-political life were surroimded by elaborate ceremoniai. What 

Bagehot described as the 'dignified' aspect of government played a 

large and conspicuous role in the life of the Administration. The Kenya 

Archives contain more than five hundred separate files under the general 

heading of' peretnonial that• prescribe everything fro.m the proper form 

and occasion for dress uniforms, to the ceremonial order of precedence . 

of .various ranks of officials, and to the lists of those entitled to 

official Christmas cards. * .

:S5
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i Evolutionary Change and the Rejection of Conflict and Politics 

Correiated with the image of society as an organic commuii^

V ^ organic, growth of human Institutions, in-
:9i«ding;. t^n,,institutip^ to government.The institu-
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tions of society were not consciously or quickly created, but emerged
■ - - ■ ''4^- ■ ■ • ■ - .

. through a long and gradual process of evolution. Historic institu- 

tions^xpressed in an almost nystical way, beyond any rational expla

nation, the essential-genius of a-people. This essentially Burkean 

image of change provided an explanation of t;he British 'genius' in the 

■ " supposedly ^low, stable, and peaceful evolution of the nation's his

toric institutions.

aaa
iii
Mm
& pm:apfc.

All human societies were believed to be involved in a process 

of evolution from savagery-^^to 'civilization', although this process
tiJ

proceeded at different rates in different societies and at different 

. periods in-time

i
5:s
a . *.

At any moment in history one society stood out as 

the standard bearer of civilization and its institutions represented 

"the highest stage ofTfuman development then achieved.

tr.;

It was the con-T-

i fident. assumption of the British ruling class that Britain held this 

position in the modern world, in the same way as the Romans had- in 

their era, and it was on the basis of this preeminence that they assumed -

the duty of ruling over people lower down on the evolutionary ladder 

and guiding thei-r'^ascent. The process of evolution was necessarily a 

long and gradual one; a 'natural' growth process suited to the mainten

ance of an organic copranunity over time. Where change was too rapid it 

served as a source of conflict that disrupted or even destroyed the 

fabric of society... It was' the role of the rtiling class to guide socie

ty through the process of change in a way that preserved its vital 

: ■ fiarmony and ;stabi:!lt^

g.-
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SI The-cpncept of government that emerged from the attitudes and 

-yaiues of adjhinlstrafttve officers wqs a limited ani passive one.
a1 ■

Wilkinson describes-it as:""an outlook which, saw. the ryler as' guardianI
i??:
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rather than innovator. :-MThe primary role of the ruling class was to 

provide the conditions for the harmony and stability of the organic

i Mmmm
y- community. The fundamental means for the achievement of these ends 

o was the maintenance of law and order.

this was the indispensable condition of efficient administration: "A

S'V

EiSig 1 For the colonial administrator
I;
I

cardinal point about the whole of the colonial administrative concept.

- it54 '"n- -was that you cquld do nothing unless you had 1^ and order/'" This £3
&E'f

guardian mentality was therefore congruent with and reinforced the- ■ 

structural factors that emphasized the Provincial Administration's

i
3f

&
primary prefectoral commitment of control. The concept of government 

was ameliorative in thersense that where the ruler Intervened it was to 

right wrongs or eliminate possible sources of disruption rather than toiII 33/

directly introduce-change. There-was no preconceived theory or plan 

for shaping'of the process of social evolution, but rather a determina

tion to maintain social unity and continuity through piecemeal adjust-
.<•4 .

ments to social change deriving from other sources. Government acted

EE
■'v

IS
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to eliminate aberrations and ensure that change was a 'natural and 

organic' process.
@E,

'?/
Such concepts of change and government left little room, 

for social conflict and generated an abiding dislike of openly express- #

ed conflict-and hostility that was an intrinsic part of the values of 

the British ruling class. Conflict-was -viewed as inherently disrup-. 

tive of the harmony of the organic community and it was therefore the 

duty of the ruling class to remove such sources of divisfveness. This 

was reflected in- the emphasis upon good manners and courtesy which 

served to blunt public expressions of hostility and disagreement. Con-

was also. muted by ties of friendship and

1>-•
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I■■as? family and common experiences of public school and'Tmiversity that cut 

• across divergences over Issues of public principle and policy. 

effect of this antipathy to conflict by the Administration was to

The

I:-r;

strongly reinforce the tendencies .to deny the existence of conflict
v;.; that are inherent in formal organizations. This was associated with

's -

an emphasis on public consensus in order to conceal "conflict from the '
- : . • . . . • „56

public eye by wrapping it in the mists of official harmony afid^with
•1"

a tendency to view conflict as the result of the clash of personalities.- 

This veiling of conflict also reinforced the tendencies toward secret

iveness and hostlli.ty to criticism.

. .  . . Where open conflict erupted either within or outside the

. organization the Administration desired it to take- the highly-stylized 

and not-quite-serious form of a game. If a conflict could be ritual-

CJ
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*-

ized and surrounded by -ceremonial that symbolized underlying unity.

its most threatening aspects would be eliminated, 

administrator, when asked about the clashes between the Administration 

and the European settlers during the 1920' and 30's, responded with

Ihus, one senior

‘ 1

the following account;

Just at the end of the twenties, when relations 
were very bad be^een officials and settlers, 
the then Governor as a deliberate act of policy 
started a series of cricket matches which be
came the Settlers vs. Officials Cricket Matches,, 
the great event of the year.... It was alw^s 
fought with great bitterness... On the last 
night both teams invariably dined at the favor
ite cliib, where we had thiS; tremendous party .57

The dislike of conflict also found expression in an aversion

.To the officers of the Administration 'politics’ meant

the.unrestrained pursuit of self-interest through noisy partisan con-

^Shored the general interest of the community. 'Politics’

■V
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'to politics
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was something to_ be avoided because it set men against each other and

rent the fabric of society. Ihis attitude was vividly reflected in

the remarks of Kenya's Chief Native Commissioner during the tense days

in 1952 immediately preceding the Emergency:

...we are all Inclined.. .to catch the tgrpical 
Kenya disease of politics and repeatedly get 
ourselves completely lost in the forest of 
politics -to the extent of not being able to

___ :____________ see or at least recognize the nature of the
trees that make up much of the forest.58

For administrators the fuh'ctlon of the ruling class 1^ in
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the-realm of 'government' rather than 'politics'.and the essence of 

'government' was administration.
•f

A number of officers summed up the 

spi^t of the' Administration by referring to the couplet from Pope's

I |ssay_jn_Man quoted at the beginning of this study. Administrative 

officers tended to regard themselves as above 'politics' and untainted 

by partisan interests. Ihe ruling class governed in the interests of. 

society as a whole, and not in the interests of its members
t
1
I
a
I

or any 111

other individual or group. This attitude was intrinsic to the idea of 

public ser-vice.

g
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and, as Chapman points out, is characteristic of

countries with a tradition of paternalistic government by a stable 

ruling class. In describing-their work administrators tend to am- ;
Iphasize that they were "conqjletely neutral" and worked in "an entirely 

disinterested fashion". I60
The position taken by the admliilstratibh 

was assumed to be non-partisan and in the best interests .of all,. This
S

g
1:. of disinterested benevolence was also expressed in formal pro-

' ghibitions on the participation of civil servants in politics and in
'A
A

.V 'falrplay' and 'sportsmanship' which were supposed to

^:x;;lguide=tha adtthistrator

ISf- S!

I
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As a potential Source of disruption, politicsi......
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was something to be controlled and limited.
I '■

If little has been said thus far about the more widely ack- ,,, 

nowledged British values-of democracy and representative government, it 

is because there is little evidence to suggest that they occupied any 

significant place in the minds of most colonial administrators. The 

authoritarian values dominant in the Administration were fundamentally 

■ antithetic to concepts of democracy as either the right of all Members 

of society to some form of participation in the formulation of public ’ 

policy,or the provision of m arena in which conflicts could be resolved 

between-competing and mutually antagonistic, interests. As Michael Lee 

points, out, "colonial government... encouraged its main participants 

to describe political responsibility in ter^ which emphasized the

I
‘X,

X'-

>

a

i
Iaas

I ..61approval of the governors rather than the consent of the governed.i
To the-colonial administrator democracy meant, if anything, the tacit 

acceptance of a degree of debate, negotiation, and bargaining over

They were, as a result,marked-

'f---
■•&v -

g;

i
public policy within the ruling class,

ly hostile to any criticism of their actions emanating from their sub

jects: "I think anyone who stood up and opposed Government policy was 

naturally suspect by the usual run of administrators, 

eventual self-government for colonial peoples so often annunciated by 

the statesman in London also appears to have had little impact on the 

, thinking of the men .on the spot. Either they felt that the presence 

of white settlers rendered the goal Inoperative in Kenya, dr they re

garded it as-" referring to so distant a future that it was of no moment 

for their day-to-day administrative concerns.

..62 The goal of

■p v-v.

ISI of Individualism -

■ ■ iS In l^e early days of British rule in Kenya the Administra-,
- \ ^ ;- - ■ ' • •' - • -v ra S'
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?: tlon viewed the process of social evolution through lenses colored by 

the self-confident Viptorian mystique of progress. Britain stood at 

the zenith of her power and it was easy to equate the ultimate deve

lopment of civilization with the emergence of an industrial society 

based on individualistic striving. For the early administrators,' 

untutored in the aristocratic world view, individualism represented 

the driving force of progress and^he highest stage of social-deve-‘

a

lopment. In 1917 John Ainsworth, one of the most noted of the early 

generation of administrators, tpld the members of the Economic Com

mission meeting in Nairobi that ttfe progress of the AfriMn must come 

: ..,fKPn |he.growth of_indiyidualism and "the old tenets, superstitions

FS

and traditions will have to disappear and in place thereof there must

„64evolve a black with individualistic ideals.

, Ainsworth and, his colleagues were, however, replaced by 

men for whom economic and.^ social individualism was tainted with social-
■f. ■■

ly irresponsible selfishness. As the bearers of an essentially aris

tocratic tradition and culture they were ambivalent about thepurport-

ed virtues of modern .industrial society whose development was marked 

, by much of the: kind of disruptive conflict they believed should be 

avoided or eliminated. As men of basically 'country interests' whose

1
ideal community was a romanticized vision of the English country town 

or village. 65
they disliked the process of urbanization that accom

panied. the growth of industrial society and saw in the city the

sources-pf, social decay and disruption.. Moreover, the social and. - 

: .character of modern society appeared increasingly anti-

:.!-hctic to the type of traditional authority and social elitism that 

they represented. As: Western society was shaken by the,?turbulent

i
Is
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a1 convulsions of the twentieth century, the easy self-confident belief 

in the intrinsic superiority of Western ’civilizatifan’ was replaced 

j,ith growing doubt and uncertainty. The greater the evident collapse 

of social harmony and the loss of community in Britain itself, the 

greater was the desire of colonial administrators 

supposed organic unity of African traditional society, 

a memorandum on native land

Kvi

IA..:

a,-; s
to preserve the 

By 1945, in
tenure-poliey,-two-administrative-^fflxersy - -

H.E. Lambert and P. Wyn-Harrls, bemoaSid"the "unrestricted growth of ' 

non-co-operative irresponsible individualism

r..', y

3

i
i
r. V among African farmers"

66and suggested ways of combating it.

The attitudes and -values of colonial administrators thus
led the. -to h. lhcre,.l«g ailvil.noe .bout the ch.r.oter .ssu™d hyI
their own society in the course of the first half of this 

This was reflected in
century.

a corresponding ambivalence about the character 

over whom they ruled.. and worth of the African societies
%

III . The Images of the African and His Society

The attitudes of colonial administrators 

and towards traditional African

rived from the paternalistic -authoritarianism

towards Africans 

tribal society were in large part de- 

and assumptions about 

socio-politlcai attitudes we 

It is from these attitudes that administra-

social evolution Intrinsic to the general 

have already discussed, 

tive officers derived the 

technological superiority that 

■l^rial rule.

sense of social, cultural* intellectual and 

was the fundamental justification for
IR

This sense of racial superiority did not necesskrlly 
ip^Jly: a belief in racially defined

K:
I
a;

differences in intelligence or 

were probably common among the

K7-'-

g.
^though such belies

I
I

r.;
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W: 1i European settlers in Kenya. Administrators tended to adopt a 'wait 

and see' attitude toward such the-ories. Charles Hobley wrote in

1929 that "the wish may be father to the thought, and 

of hasty deductions from observation over a limited period.

we must beware&w-r- The
is

of the African in achieving a higher level of civilizationsuccess

under the guidance of the Administration was viewed, as an empirical 

test of the African's capabilities.

S<

In a very , real-sense, then. _

colonialism was seen revealing the African's fitness to sun^ive^^ ,
si

his own in the modem world.

Administrators assumed that this process of'transformation 

would take a very long time. Before the Second World War administra

tors measured the necessary duration of colonial rule in centuries

rather than years or even decades. It was common to compare the
I"*"'

■African's position pn the ladder of evolution to that of the ancient 

Britons before their colonization by the Romans anda to reason that
if it took Britain almost 1,700 years to reach its current level of 

civilization, Africans could not be expected
I

to achieve civilization 

in less than several centuries, even with the most careful guidance.®®

Before 1939 the whole colonial enterprise was butressed by the assump

tion that time was a.virtually unlimited resource, 

lack of felt time pressure relieved the Administration of

.....

The resulting
cC-':.

any sense
A'

■of
urgency in working out the future_path of development of tradltion- 

, al tribal society and its relationship with the Imaigrarif conmmnities.

■ .With so much time thought to be available, it was felt that.pragmatic 

=9lutions could be found pieceineal

r

as particular Issues arose. More-

,: , ^over, the sense of unlimited time permitted administrators to defer 
^-; ;i ::-;=ii*^l^9uit policy decisions

i
I
i and push them forward in time to-where

- r.i--B
»
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they could be the concerns of future generations of officials.

■ One of the fundamental“issues of colonial policy for both 

metropolitan officials, politicians, and scholars and the adminis- 

trators in the field was whether African customs and the basic fabric 

of tribal society should be preserved, and the African permitted to 

'develop on his own lines'; or whether African life should be totally 

transformed by the introduction of Western values and inQtitutiPna '

- in the place of traditional society and culture.' This debate re-

•;
-)'C-

■/j

I
'3

V

fleeted the deeply rooted dichotoiiQr in European images of non-Westem 
tribal peoples .between the no^e savage and the depraved, ignorant, 

and superstition-ridden savage.®^ The issue was never clearly re

solved., The direction in which Kenya officials tended to turn at any

moment depended in part on the corresponding image they held of their 

own so.ciety. The more, favorable that Image, the more they contemplat— ■ 

ed the demise of tribal society; while the more unfavorable it was, 

the more readily they tended to

$
■i; see aspects of tribal society as

worthy of preservation and protection......

Consonant with the bouyant optimism of the high tide of 

imperialism, the early administrators in Kenya tended3
to deny to

African culture.any achievements of value or worthy of'preservation.

The tribes of Kenya, most of whom lacked centralized political Insti-'^ 

tutions or even.clearly differentiated political roles.
-r:.

were regarded

., as occupying one of the lowest rungs of the ladder of social evolu

tion and were subject'to particularly harsh judgment.i
Sir Charles “

m-n loner of the East African Protectorate from 1900 to 
1904,-wrote' that "we are not destroying any old or interesting system,

simply introducing order into blank, ^lnintereating, brutal barbar-. 
n70E ' ‘

...but.s
Ivse: ism.

This low estimation of traditional tribal society was charac-
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terlstic of an important strain of opinion in both Kenya and 

metropole and'^Jersisted to 

British rule

the

degree 'throughout the history of 

. Som^#fty years later Sir Philip Mitchell, Governor 

, of Kenya from 1944 to 1952, wrote of the history of East Africa;

some
R:

.-.tu;.

1
... the startling thing is that when you go 
into the matter a little more deeply, 30,000 
years ago turns out to be not the beginning 

.. hut the end; for between the stone Implements 
and Doctor Livingston there is nhi->i^ngj

little; gradual change. Nothing at all 
of African Africa; not a ruin, nor a tomb* nor 
an inscription; indeed, not even a legend 
supporting anything resembling tribal history 
for more than a few generations.71

x.

s

Ihis attitude was accompanied by a complacent assumption 

of the inevitable collapse of tribal society in 

superior European civilization.
the face of a vastly 

Colonial rule meant the destructioni of traditional African society in the course of guiding the African 

- on the path to social advancement. In 1904, in the midst of a series 

of delicate negotiations to move the Masai from thefr traditional

grazing lands in order to ma^e room for European settlers, Eliot wrote 

to the Secretary of State, Lord Lansdowne, that:

we should face the undoubted issue 
that white mates black in very few moves... 
there.can be no doubt that the Masai and 
many other tribes must go under.

- viz..

It is a
prospect that I.view with equanimity and a 
clear conscience.72 r

The contrary tradition of the noble savage, uncorrupted by 
. the development of civilization, found expression in themarkedprefer- 

.. ence.of British. aaS.nislrators for the fierce warriors of

.

«i;

B
I
iJ:

the pastoral
-•V

■ nomadic, tribes. Who .arrogantly resisted the. introduction

less aggressive agricultural tribes, who were 

ceptive to European methods and values. -In Kenya this meant

if
--

of European

1 more re-
i4a a prefer-

Mim i;-.
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:• 
;.- ence for the conservative Masai, Samburu, or Somali over the Kikuyu.

it
The Masai, more than any other tribe, were the, subject of this process 

of romanticization. In fact, particular care was taken not to let
V:>; ;

field officers stay too long in the Masai districts lest they contract 

what was popularly known as ’masai-itis' and turn into representatives 

of the tribe rather than agents of the Administration.^^

increasing tendency foi'-^he 

Administration to view traditional society as worthy of preservation, 

at least in part, and regard with unease the inevitable destruction

m

-—Even-more—Important-was an-
I

i:£j

that-earlier, officials like Eliot accepted so calmly., This sentiment

ll
•was correlated .with administrator's growing disenchantment with the 

development of Western civilization and what they viewed as the loss 

of community and the divergence from the organic ideal- in BritishI
i
I

.society in particular. Sir Philip Mitchell, despite his dismal judg

ment of African society,.could, write in the preface to a book by one

of his administrative officers:

And what agreeable -people these simple folk 
are, how like a breath of fresh clean air, 
in contrast to the fetid wickedness of 
westera civilization gone putrid in the 
-hands of wicked men.74

y,:-.

h'-:'
Ii

Administrators increasinglyJjtended to see traditional society as the

I organic community they wished- to preserve.

,.1917 that the. African's "social existence is practically’governed 

entirely by communalistic ideas and sanctions.

.. ythat these would eventually be replaced, for his successors in the 

• Administration, less convinced of the'value of social individualism, 

- they'.repfesented the -very essence of the organic community and their 

preservation became aii end in Itself. Tribal society became the

Ainsworth observed in

i Iftiile he' assumed ■

;*

*
a

I
a
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necessary focal point of the desired 'natural' process of social evo

lution and the African-had to be protected against social change that 

woulS result in its destruction.

This desire to preserve tribal society was also founded on 

more, pragmatic motives.' While the pioneer administrators had been 

involved in a process of conquest in which the resistance to British

I;

I
Kf

IuW:
»;•

f•y.
dominance had to be crushed, their successors in the inter-war'

• -
were faced with the very different task of maintaining stable admi-

nlstration within the established Pax Britannica. The more that the

i cy

Provincial Administration became concerned about the destructive con-

sequences of social change, the more the desire to preserve tribal 

society- as an end in itself was cpmbined with a belief that its pre

servation was Instrumental, to the maintenance of political control, 

tacking both the policy and resources for developing new socio-econ

omic and political institutions, the thinly spread administrative 

staff in the districts could not hope to maintain effective control, 

if tribal institutions failed to provide the basic framework of 

social order.

i
Vv-

. ^

%■

?■

The disenchantment with modem industrial society and con-

. . cern with the maintenance of control found frequent expression in the

Western-educated African, or, as he was more commonly referred to,

, the 'detribalized native'. For the Administration the real African 

, was the man! still living an essentially traditional life within the

. context,of tribal institutions, 'the man in the blanket', who com-

^ of his charges. The

■ who,lived outside of tribal Institutions and-detached from the res- 

• faints of traditional controls was to the colonial administrator an

fc;
S:
c-.:

I
Is:
1 :,rc

e( ûcated Africani
SStmmi

■fit
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sfiii 'f.3'
imnatural being, no longer really African but certainly not European, 

irfio challenged their whole conception of an orderly social universe 

in which each individual had his proper place. The 'detribalized 

native' with his few years of mission education, his rejection of 

tribal institutions, his dislike of heavy manual labor and desire for 

European-style employment (often enough as a Government clerk), his,

,, often misperceive.d_,.ahd,_.caricatjir,ej3_e.ff.Qrts_J:o_lmi.tate_EuropeanXli^er:L_ 

styles and values, and his willingness to challenge,the cardinal 

assumption of European superiority represented a potential source of 

social disruption and a challenge to the 'natural' process of gradual 

evolution sought by the Administration. Moreover, as Lonsdale points 

out, detriballzation raised the spectre of the "headless multitude" and 

the "concern to preserve the tribe turned into something near alarm

i'I
I i

'I

Ii

fi-Ji ■P tiaV i
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“When it later appeared that the alternative mightlje a xenophobic pan-'

,.76I
I Africanism rather than the leaderless mob.a

Through all of this the individual African emerged as the 

artless innocent, the victim of both the negative aspects of his 

culture and the destructive changes brought by contact with the modern 

world.

I
-fj

own

In the,mid-1950's Mitchell could write:

i
...it was,- and is to this day, a picture of 
simple, ignorant, witch- and magic-ridden 
people at the.mercy of many enemies... 
beginning to grope at long last towards 
escape from behind the .Iron Curtain of the

A ■ IPblacjt-ages of ignorance and terror, 
people helpless by themselves, spiritually 
hungry,-hungry perhaps for hope more than 
anything; technically and educationally 
almost wholly incompetent for the world 
into which they were brought with such a 
sudden, even violent, manner; economically, 
totally dependent on new enterprises begun 
for the first time under the colonial Govern
ments...77
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if African culture and society represented 

of human evolution, then the African himself 

ties of a child

sibility, and unpredictability the paternalism of the administrator 
found concrete eKpression.^^

IIin a sense the childhood1
if

■

s3

had many of the quali- 

. In this image of grown up childishness, irrespon-
> !-■

S3 m.1f n
fiif:-.mn

-■.J.m,0
. The colonial administrator’s self-image rested fe'lupon the

155 -'^1. ’’<5tgrJ,ngomaetgnce-o£.-the^ Af rican-in-de

both the evils of .his
alihg=i^±th

own society and with the disruptive Influences.'IP

of Western civilization, and his consequent dependence upon the

The administrator

’best int-

they could themselves and.

strength and benevolence of the Administration, 

iirmly believed in his ability to identify and act in the 

erests’ of the Africans far better than
IS':-’::

■:? 5'':v.-.

' .

i hence, protect them against the weaknesses of their own natures. This
-notion of protecting the African against hliself was widely diffused

5 throughout the whole apparatus of colonial 

example, African representation 

inter-war decades

government in Kenya. For 

on the Legislative Council during .the 

was based on the premise that:

3<.:

two Europeans were nominated to represent
native interests; not native desires,-but 
native interests which by interpretation 

very different from native wishes.79.were

Those nominated tq hold the, ’African’ seats on thi Legislative Councils 

were
>35

I !'Ki

I:
35

usually retired administrative officers or missionaries.
■Although they had '.a general abhorrence of conflict, adminis- 

trators showed a muQh more sanguine acceptance of the utility and . 

qcpasional necessity of official force.

the savage-child African .would occasionally misbehave and have to be '

IPI
5

It was widely accepted-that
>S-

13

The belief that harsh discipline,
a .degWe of

ii
physical punishment, and 

was a part of the

Si
5.;

suffering were essential for educationK5
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I
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public school experience shared by most administrative officers, and 

they carried with them a belief in the value of discipline and the 

efficacy of compulsiph, 

in the form of flogging was an integral part of the penal code for 

Moreover, the almost casual slap, shove, or kick for the

m ■(;

On an individual level, corporal punishment&

I
1:^ Africans.

.0rS-'.
■ /

sluggish or insubordinate was a not uncommon, if never officially

condoned, aspect of the behavior of administrators In- the fieldP'Qne 

D.G. even toured his district with a bundle of bamboo canes for met-
M

80
• ing out immediate punistaent to minor offenders.

On the more significant level of the use of collective 

force, administrators acceptcdlthat Africans would both resist the 

inpositlon-of and, occasionally,- the continuance of colonial rule and

i
3]
Ks

that force.would be necessary to subdue them. Hobley viewed such

. conflicts as inevitable "before'the lower race fully accepts the
/g dictum of the ruling power", while Melnertzhagen, who participated inI several of the punitive expeditions during the initial conquest of .

* Kenya, saw.force as justified because "it will teach a lesson and
„81

result in a more enduring peace than less violent measures.

. over, since the Administration's view of the Africans' best interests 

did not always correspond with their desires, it was felt that com

pulsion would occasionally be necessary to get them to accept what 

, was good for them. Even an administrator of the post-1945 period

More-

:v ,, reported that sporadic violence was "regarded as part and parcel of

life in Africa.. Furthermore, given the limited physical force 

actually at their disposal,®^ administrators tended to react harshly

■p

S

to the: first sign of disobedience.Ia
s;l■
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*iS iv. Information Processes; Sources of a Biased Perception of Reality 

The attitudes and values of administrative officers, the
i-
t,:.

I I
sources of information on which they relied, the coercive power at

» ' ...
their disposal and their ability to employ it in relatively routine

fashion, and the linguistic medium of communication all introduced 

systematic biases into the information about African societies they

r
S-''
fi-
f-v

§

Si sought and employed.5, '

I The attitudes and values of administrators were of great-'

est Importance in shaping the collection and interpretation of in

formation about the basic characteristics of traditional institutions 

and .contemporary processes of change within tribal society. The 

belief that tribal society was the natural arena of African life and 

the necessary locus of processes of change, led to a preoccupation

,—This., interest-

in the 'real' African of the rural areas, as opposed to the detri- 

baiized African of the towns, was correlated with the concentra.tlon 

of the vast majority of field postings in the African districts rather 

than in the towns or settled areas. The handful of administrative

officers posted in the towns and settled districts were preoccupied
..

. , . with, matters relating to the iinmigrant communities and had little.

contact with the Africans working in the towns or on European farms. 

There was a Municipal African Affairs Officer in Malrobi, but he was 

^ officially on secondment to the settler-dominated Nairobi City 'Council 

and held only an' advisory position. One, incumbent of this position 

.. emphasized how different the job'was from the ordinary work of the 

? .idminist^^

with infnTmat:j.Qn on
1

I
vi'l

m
1 ■

I

I
... it was a foretaste of things to come 
wHich most''administrative officers' never

iS
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ims came up against.
Africans who were remote from tribal 
control, remote from the values which 
the Administration had worked on, remote 
from the methods which the Administration 
customarily used.84

I was in contact withs c•
';:v

I-*
I-’'.".

The fact that the Administration's power and responsibilityi]
were significantly circumscribed in this towns and settled districts

by the increasing scope of local government accorded to the immigrant

“"conmimlties resumed in low'pfibrTty^bSxnf^ascribed- to-the-pos'ting—77 

of officers to these areas and the positions often suffered heavily 

..from a rapid turnover of personnel, for example, in a period of 18

■■■

I
Ii

,• *

months in 1938-39 Mombasa had no less than 13 different District

Officers, seven of them in the first six months of 1939 alone. This

extreme lack of continuity not only hampered administrative efficiency.

f
i

but alsp^prevented any systematic compilation of information by locally

knowledgeable and experienced officers. As a result, the livestlgatlng

commission appointed to examine the circumstances of the first major.... . .

strike of African workers in Kenya among the Mombasa dock workers in 

1939 complained that it had "no facts, figures or statistics" to 

guide its Inquiries, and went on to identify the Administration's lack 

of contact with the Africans^ in Mombasa as a precipitating factor in 

the strike.A few months later a member of the Legislative Council, 

who had served on the strike commission, noted in a memorandum to the- 

Governor:

K

-a
:’g

n

I was impressed by the fact that it was quite 
impossible to obtain accurate data concerning 
social conditions in towns, and our delibera
tions were much handicapped by this. It seemed 
to be no one's business, apart from the amateur 
efforts of one or two enthusiastic'missionaries, 
to study these :vital problems.86
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*a The information collected by the Provincial Administration thus had an 

overwhelmingly rural bias toward conditions in the African reserves,

. and the Administration as a whole tended to be ignorant of the social

ifif
as
I

conditions among Africans living in the towns and settled districts 

outside' of the tribal areas and to underestimate the extent of social

change in urban areas.

With regard to the African districts on which theyv^cused
'-rTT-r:—-------^-------------------------------:-------------------------------------------------------------------------:------- ^ ^ — - ••

most of their attention, the information collected by field adminis--
i

■' ■a
•Q

I

iIs

; ^ -
trators suffered from a lack of systematic and detailed knowledge of .

the traditional cultures and social institutions. While several ad

ministrators were talented amateur anthropologist?,, the Administration 

never promoted of sponsored the systematic study of the ,various peoples 

over whom it ruled. Knowledge about traditional tribal society depend-: 

ed upon-the scattered and generally untrained efforts of interested ' 

field officers, missionaries, and even local settlers. Moreoever, no 

attempt was made to disseminate the available published sources to the 

field officers. What a District Commissioner knew about the people in 

his district depended on his own efforts and what he could extract from 

materia! scattered through district records. The knowledge of admi- 

: nistrators varied widely and this permitted the emergence of a few 

local experts on the affairs"Of particular tribes who exerted a heavy 

• influence on policy relating to 'their' people. The frequent shifting 

of administrators from one district to another also inhibited learning, 

.about the..traditldhal societies, since officers xvould be unwilling to 

■ihyest the time in acquiring information that might not be of any use in 

. : 3hpthef tribal area. In 1949 Professor Isaac Schapera of the London

School of Economics conducted a survey on behalf of the Colonial Office
" '■ .. .......................................... ■ .............................
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s " and the Kenya Government on the extent and quality of the anthropolo

gical research on the tribes of the colony and concluded that "the 

• information available even about the peoples that have been most fully

described cannot be considered adequate by modern standards, and the
87need for further research is great."

P
Even with regard to subjects in which official efforts were 

■ made-to'collect information, the results were cblored by th^bpliefs

TWo exanples, both of which had crucial

... -!-

and values of administrators.

^consequences for the course of Kenyan politics, were the question of
- &

traditional' land tenure patterns among the Kikuyu and the problem ofin

the size and rate of ,growth ,of the African population.

Few issues in the his tory of Kenya aroused as much contro

versy as the question of whether the Kikuyu tribe possessed a system
n' of communal land tenure or one that recognized some degree of indi-vi- 

dual tenure.
-r.'..

In the face of Kikuyu grievances over the loss of land

to European settlers, the question was of critical importance for the 

determination of whether land owned in some sense by Kikuyu had been 

given deliberately or mistakenly to Europeans during the early days 

of settlement, what sort of rights were exer.cised over this land by

-Si

I
"■P--

i
individuals-and families, and whether compensation should be given

a '
; directly to those who claimed the loss of . their hpldings^or. to^ the 

tribe as a whole.

its

Sorrenson has shown that the attitudes of admi

nistrators, especially their view of.the evolutionary development of 

land tenure systems from tribal cotnmunalism to modern individualism 

“d-’iieir desire to restrict the development of the latter and thereby 

protect the African from further loss of'land to Europeans by-^the

individual titles, led them to rejeet and nd-sinterpret informa-

a;ss
sy-'V'-wP
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P "pi ;K:I tlon collected about the Kikuyu githaka system of individual or family 

farms. Furthermore, their perception of the political difficulties 

of reversing earlier grants of land to European settlers led them to 

favor collective compensation for the tribe, which left the indivi- 

■ dual grievances unresolved to fester as a source of continuing 

conflict.

&

s;:
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S4
The Administration did not.possess any reason^ly acct^ate 

idea of the total number of Africans living in Kenya or of the grow^ • 

rate of this population until the first post-war census of 1948. Before 

that date, the Administration relied upon impressionistic estimates by 

the District Commissioners, using crude and haphazard methods, and

Iig
i
i

*-• g:

fe:
made little use of the meager professional statistical services avail

able in the colony.i 89
Relying on its own efforts and eschewing the 

aid of technical specialists, the Administration grievously under

estimated both the total African population and its growth rate, Back

ward projectioiis from the relatively accurate censuses of 1948 and
w-
IS
|;

ll1962 indicate that official estimates of the 1921-1939 

error by as much as 35 percent.^®

period were in

The growth rate of the African

population was largely.a matter of conjecture, although the prevailing 

impression among administrators seems to have been that the population 

was basically static or growing at a very slow rate.
I:

M i This too was a

, gross underestimate and'it was not until shortly before the Second

World War that. r* government officials became conscious of rapidpopula- 

tion .growth ,among severi of'the agricultural tribes.'is-' The political1-•t.

implications of these figures 

used as the basis for administrative

-r
resulted from the fact that they were

estimates of the current and futureIS
■i'V.Si requirements of the various tribes and establishment of the bound- i

■:
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aries of the tribal reserves within the African districts.
1
lliPS The one category of information carefully and continuously 

surveyed field administrators was that of political conditions in 

This material was collected not so much to ascertain

S'
:Si’
■f
'a:

the districts.Ssii

local African opinion and reactions to goyemment' policy or to be 

correlated with information about traditional society and patterns of:v':

social change, as to Identify possible sources of unrest or sub-TCr-' 

sion^hat should be dealt with by administrative action. Information,

on current' socio-economic conditions tended to be forced into a■■ cate

gory of secondary importance, especially since there was"iio general 

' development policy that made the possession of suCh information a 

matter of importance to field officers or to the higher authorities 

in Nairobi.

1

i
:-rt.

h

P

Where field administrators attempted to keep track of local ■ . 

opinion and gauge African reaction to government policies,the informa

tion was biased by the nature of the sources on which they tended to 

rely. The manner of collecting such material was essentially ad hoc 

and the principle sources were the African employees of ,^the Adminis- 

tratlon,itself. In 1940 the C.N.C. told the new Chief Secretary:

You as.ked me what system the Administration 
had of intelligence in their districts. The' 
answer of course must be 'no system' ...
The Chief, the tribal police, and above all, ‘ 
the interpreter are the chief sources of 
information .9 3

a:a
‘i'=a
a;

pa

IP v'

Ihis basic reliance.on the official chifefs, headmen, interpreters, and
........... . ^ '

■ was confirmed repeatedly in inter^ews with, former Dis- ■
: ua

94
The difficulty was that in almost all the 

Kenya these roles were filled by appointment by the Adminis-
m
s
I Incumbents lacked traditional section for their posl-pwp

.a s
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is VSfi They were thus the creatures of the colonial govemtaent andtlons.if
were utterly dependent upon the^good will and favorable judgment ofSi

ir^

i .sthe Provincial Administration for their authority and continuity. in ;■

!L -
office. As a result, these Afric^' agents of the Administration tend

ed to supply information in a form that they thought administrators 

wanted to hear and that would create a favorable image of their own

The distortion involved tpok two basig forms. '
- . . . 7"^ r~. "

First, the chiefs, headmen, and interpreters tended to exaggerate the 

extent of local approval of and enthusiasm for government policies; 

and second, they tended to ascribe any expressions of disapproval or 

discontent to the work of a tiny minority of agitators or-malcontents. 

Many chiefs and interpreters were also, not above pinning the label of 

agitator on their political opponents and using their relationship 

with the.p.C. in the pursuit of their own personal vendettas or in one 

of the myriad of disputes and factional conflicts that marked local

Vi' 'W'

.'0

/
t'loyalty and efficiency. '•■’S

i Sil*

fv

I

S;

i
m

tribal politics.
v®s If they were posted in a district for a period of a year or 

nor|, most field administrators were able to develop informal local 

These were usually with European missionaries working in 

an obvious and frequently exploited source of information, 

and, in accordance with the elitist bias of administrators, with the .

; local African 'notables! whom they assume^ were the leaders of local 

'public opinion', 

elders whp continued-to exercise

school teacher, and the rare African shopkeeper.

These sources too

great mass of subsis tence cultivators or herdsmen

is

contacts.

the area.;r-

^:v- - -4

i •'M
The latter generally indued those traditional

some influence, successful and wealthy
fe
;■
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*
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were biased as the individuals involved were un-';V-'
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I and their positions depended at least indirectly on the existence of

the colonial regime

Administrative officers tended to judge the value of inform

ation by the. demonstrated, loyalty of its source. They sought a posi

tive. ref lection of themselves which they found among those Africans 

willing to provide such a favorable image in exchange for the opportu

nities'for the satisfaction of personal ambition the Administration 

•provided. The fact is that administrators did-not want to listen to 

the opinions of Africans they believed to-be Ignorant and incompetent,
•• ..• iij

especially when such opinions conflicted with their own views and 

official policy. Least of all was the Administration willing to listen 

to African complaints about the behavior of individual officers. As 

one former D.C. noted, "if the officer had the confidence of the 

Provincial Commissioner, was working in line with the political policy 

of the area...the Provincial Commissioner would not worry very much 

what the Africans said."^^ .

The coercive powers possessed by the field administrators 

permitted them to deal with such expressions of dissent in a routine 

manner without having to call them to the attention of the central 

: Administration in Nairobi. The D.C. in his comb^lhed role of local 

policeman, judge, and jury had the power to levy fines and issue short 

; jirison sentences for refusal to comply with official policy'instruc- 

tions or local orders issued by himself or the appointed chiefs.. He 

. also had ;the power to control all public meetings in the district and 

to regulate the activities of Ibcal associations. He could deal with 

.- more persistent opposition by arranging for the deportation of recal- 

^"‘^ividuals to remote parts of the colony and for the banning

S'

i
I

t-' ■

S
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K . of 'subversive' associations, and could back these sanctions with the

threat and actual use of armed force through his own Tribal Police, 

^..the regular Kenya Police, or, ultimately, the units of the King's 

African Rifles stationed in Kenya, 

effective in suppressing expressions of. discontent and compelling com

pliance with government policy, the Administration was relieved of any 

^jieceSsity_tp_take_a.Gconnt_of.lAfi±can.-reactions-and-eould-f-rame^^pbad:cy—

f:;

IV.' Insofar aS these sanctions were

on the basis of its own perceptions of African interes'ts. This point

' was clearly made by a former Secretary of State who noted that "when

.,97
ti'j

you are so dominant you don't have to worry. The actual application,

« as opposed to the threat of force was not considered a normal part of

However, while it required investigation, every 

resort to force was not regarded as a crisis, and the Administration 

elaborated a series of explicit action programs for field officers to
Q Rrender its use more controllable and predictable in its consequences.

Ihe hallmark of the skilled District Commissioner was knowing how far 

he could use compulsion on the local populace without arousing active 

■resistence.

, of the local community'.

V;'-

routine administration.

'.v:-

€ This is what was meant in practice by 'feeling the pulse

i'.;^v
A fourth source of bias in the informafion collected by the 

Administration were the linguistic difficulties occasioned by the 

• ‘of Swahili

use?■

as the medium of commuriication between the government and! 

Africans. TOis was supported by policy decisions which specified
a: -■ ■■ ■■■' . ..

i:
f-t'

Swahili rather than English as the language of African primary educa-&•
3

tlon. At first glance this use of a single lingua franca throughoutfafft
I ™uld seem to have been a convenience that facilitated com

munication

s#ft ftm3? In fact, it severely limited communication between theftft
ft
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I'ea
sS Administration and their African subjects. Except for a small number

....nitiwbh'thh“ chis t; -Swahm' was ' jbst as ..."

language for the vast majority of Africans as it was for British

a
ia
*
r; One official stated emphatically that "Si^ahili was no means

of communication, not really, because both sides learned it and neither ’
..100

officials.g:;
I'.

In such circumstances the possibi

lities for misinterpretation and confusion on both sides were-AConsider-------------^ ^ ^
able. It proved so difficult to translate the laws of the cdony into

of them spoke it really well.

an unambiguous Swahili version that they were only printed in English

and it was left up to the field officers to explain them as best they
101could to tte people of their districts.

- - .-Most Africans in the reserves .did not speak Swahili andi
administrators relied upon Sw^ili-speaking interpreters to translate

I ____their^remarks into the local vernaculars. There was thus a two-step .........

translation process between the orders and instructions composed by

the D.C. in English and what finally reached the local populace. The
i- ■

interpreters on whom the Provincial Administration was forced to rely 

were, moreover, notorious for their dishonesty and venality, parti

cularly in the manner in which they often distorted the remarks of

. the D.O. or D.C. for their own purposes and extorted bribes 

ordinary Africans who wanted to communicate xrLth the administrative

froma

. officers.This reliance on Swahili and interpreters was reinforced 

by the frequent shifting of administrators from one district to mother 

that inhibited the^ learning of the local vernaculars. Officers were 

encouraged to learn tribal languages and salary bonuses 

- ; offered for those who did, but few men availed themselves of the

i, opportunity.

i•v,.;
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Finally, another important difficulty affecting communica

tion between Africans and the Administration emerged from deeply rooted 

cultural differences in the use of l^guage. For Africans th’e issues 

of local affairs were traditionally approached in speech through in

direction rather than explicit statement,, and the language of politics
P

was highly allusive, metaphorical, and eliptical with frequent resort

_____ to complicated parables. Administrators, however, regarded themlfelves

as men-of action rather than words and prized directness, brevity,

simplicity in the use of language. One official noted that:

If you were to really sense things you had 
to listen and listen and it took a lot of 
patience for one thing, and generally the 
European was not very patient.103 .

I?
i;;A*----'

4-

&:

and '

a
i
I
r'v

In consequence of these differences, Africans tended to find Europeans 

abrupt, arbitrary, and insensitive; while Europeans found Africans to 

be obsture, tedious, and casuistical.
TT

Ihis fostered an image of the 

opaqueness of-African motives expressed,in one of the most enduring of '

colonial stereotypes: "You never really know what they are thinking". 

A degree of mutual incomprehension was built into the colonial situa

tion, whatever other biases affected the
g

communications process.
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With regards to the University background 
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In conjunction with another subject. The most popular combination was
____classics-and -modem..his.tory, ..ln-which: 5.4..took ...their degree;, followed__ _____

by 19 in classics and law, and 17 in classics, philosophy, and econ
omics. (Op. cit., page 240). Furthermore, the dominant role of classics 

great that it was widely believed that a first class honors 
degree in 'Greats' (Classical philosophy and literature) fitted a man 
for high achievement in almost any career. Furse reported that while 
on. a tour of Kenya in 1936 he spoke to Sir Vincent Glenday, 
masfcefful ruler of the Northern Province" who;

Si

r as was so

I "the

S'
?:S "held that 'Greats' was the best training for African 

Administration. 'A man who has read 'Greats' can tackle ■ 
anything. I can say that, for I did not read them mj^^f.'" 

, page 259). • ■ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SS:(Op. cit
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vE INTRODUCTION

S'-‘m m
& The relationship between a bureaucratic organization and its 

external social environment is basically a two-way power situation in 

which the organization both attempts 'to exert its own power over that

I;

I
■i

I
I

,0/
environment and is subject to the efforts of centers of power in the 

environment to control it and use its resources for their 'pt^rpdses.own

This pattern of power interaction results from the fact "that 

bureaucracy, not only implements different’political and social goals

any

-J: and provides different services, but also necessarily performs 

latory and mediating functions in the society" which "affects the dis

tribution of power and allocation of resources to different

regu-

El
1

groups in

society" and thereby generates competition among outside groups to

cont-rol-drfe^--------- ---------------------------------------- ---- ----------------------- =----------—-
1i
1
Ea

In Kenya, as in other colonies, the state was coterminus with 

the colonial bureaucracy.

the legislative Council and the Governor's Executive Council, contained 

19^8 official majorities composed of ciyil servants generally 

required to vote according to the' official line of policy, 

thus firmly a part of the structure of the bureaucracy without 

tive independent legislative or executive authority. As the sole

Even the ostensibly 'political' institutions, ,
l;

I'-

and were |Ei _• 'i

effec-.

;;g

'K
;

I

^source of legitimate authority within the colony, the bureaucracy was 

the necessary subject of the actions of individuals

.'.’I

and groups in

the external environment seeking to influence public policy. As the

.1,5^ element in the bureaucracy the Administra-

tlpn was both the principal focus of external 

r-maiy determinant of the basic

i1I pressures and the prl- 

fesponse to these pressures by all of
t

I s

3.1
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i the .other departments of government. The general power situation of the 

bureaucracy consequently took on'increased importance in the colonial 

situation since a critical decision • for the Administration was also 

a critical decision for the entire political system.

However, as we have seen, the Kenya Administration was an

I
I
-'i

p
organization with considerable internal resistance to. change Jthat made 

critical decisions very difficult. While the field agents of the'^Pro^ 

Incial Administration exercised substantial discretion, their actions 

• 'involved largely fragmented and piecemeal reactions to short-

situations that constituted static rather than dynamic adjustment to

change, and the Administration as a whole was a flgiriorgantzatiTO^----------

Even without the intrusion of outside interests, the process of making 

basic decisions on policy involved a complicated and ponderous bargain-
. ..t, .

ing process and still left Implementation in the hands of field offi- 

. Furthermore, the attitudes and values that shaped the charac- " 

terlstic outlook hnd ethos of administrative officers were those of 

. Morsteln Marx's 'Guardian Bureaucracy' in-whlch "civil servants were 

as ready to determine the needs of the public, independent of what

I run

‘I

cers

V.

V?:

-..the public might say, as they were unyielding in the face of special 

interests. ,.2
The basic predisposition of the Administration in rela- ^ 

tion to the external environment was towards deflecting or neutrali- ' 

activities of individuals or groups in society that sought'

.to,influence organizational-policy, and thereby eliminating both 

.. actual'fend potential challenges to the orderly and predictable course ' 

IV r' operations.

-- -..; 
1
S;

I©
i?

I this predispohltion-towards, controlling the environment 
deiiv®d in the first.instance from the characteristic., tendency of5:1

55
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s?'PS- bureaucratic organizations to render all operations rationally predict-!>
able, it X'^as powerfully reinforced in the Kenya Administration by the 

antipathy of administrative officers to expressed social conflict and ^ 

'politics'. This attitude is characteristic of guardian bureaucracies, 

especially prefectoral organizations with wide powers and a strong 

sense of distinctiveness and internal solidarity, in which officials 

—tendto-see.-themse-lves--as-hav±ng-a-hlgher—vis-ion-and-mot±yat±on-thjmti=— 

individuals and groups in the external enyironment-who operate on the 

basis of partisan self-interest. They feel that they alone can for

mulate and implement piiblic policy according to the cool clarity of 

.- practiced Mpertise aiid selfless commitment' to the _pub lie Interest, 

rather than according to the heat of partisan passions. Each issue 

removed from the arena of partisan conflict and subjected to expert 

■^bureaucratic decision is a victory of episteme over doxa. of true know- 

, ledge over mere opinion.^ For the Kenya .Administration the desired, if ' 

unattainable, ideal Vas a world in which a. tractable population res

ponded without question to its policies and directives. Given its 

dominant position in an administrative state, for the Administration 

the exercise .of such control over its environment meant that its
■ ■ ■. r.

'mediating and regulatory functions' involved the determination of the

boundaries of the legitimate political arena and a specification of

, the Issues and participants involved in the formulation of public

As Schattschneider'put it:

The definition of alternatives is the supreme 
instrument of power; the antagonists can rarely 

ir~agree on what the. issuer are because power is 
involved in, the definition. He who determines

’^tms tte country because 
the definition of aiternatives'is the choice of 
conflicts and the choice of conflicts allocates 
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IPM
Selznick has posited two basic strategic reactions of a bureau

cratic organization to challenges from the external environment. First, 

formal cooptation through the open and official incorporation of out-

S'o, v'-i:

i

I
side individuals and groups into the structure of the organization 

without intending to accord them actual over policy decisions.^

Second, informal cooptation .'through the covert cession of substantive 

influence over the determination of organizational policy to outside--- 

• centers of power without fpTnnally giving them positions within the 

ofgatiization. ^

slon of external challenges and demands through the direct application 

of the powdf'of the prganization backed by, the ultimate sanction of 

force. Suppression vas not a viable choice either in the organization 

or social context Selznick analysed. It is, however, clearly an option 

^ of basic importance to prefectoral administration in general, and to

colonial administration in particular. .When we examine the three stra-- ■■ 

tegies of bureaucratic reaction together it becomes apparent that 

„formal cooptation is an ambiguous category that does not resolve an 

external challenge to the organization by either eliminating it or 

?.'5'^e.“.dering it signific'ant power. Selznick himself points out: ■ ■ .

‘S-a
0I

■5;.
One can, however, add another alternative'-^ the suppres-

a

51
a

i--: Formal cooptation ostensibly shares authority, 
but in.doing so is involved in a dilemma. The 
real point is the sharing of the piiblic symbols 
or administrative burdens of authority, and con
sequently public responsibility, .without the . 
transfer of substantive power; it therefore 

^ - becomes, necessary, to ensure that the coopted ' ' " 
elements do not get out of hand, do not take' 
advantage of their formal position to encroach

Consequently,, 
over

s
Sts'S'
la .upon the actual arena of decision.

: 'formal cooptation requires infomal control 
the coopted elements lest the unity of command 
and decision be imperiled.7

i
S5

IS
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One can thus hypothesize that formal cooptation is an unstable policy 

choice for an organization which would find itself forced to move 

towards either of the two more definitive courses of action.

6

Ms Formal
.■;v- cooptation tends not to be used as a means in itself for dealing with 

challenges from the environment, but as a validating meclmnism to 

legitimate either suppression b'r informal cooptation. It is s.eldom 

found alone, but usually appears in combination with one of the ofteh:--^

I
v;r
.•A

8options.
1

i The actual combination of formal cooptation and suppression 

or informal cooptation selected by an organization, and their success 

or failure in-enabling it to deal with challenges from its environment, 

depends, not only on the strength of the organization in relation to 

external centers of power, but also the basic attitudes of organiza

tional functionaries towards the individuals and groups involved. In 

Kenya the Administration reacted to the European settlers through a com-- .• 

binatlon of formal and informal cooptation by which the settlers were 

accorded certain official positions and status to legitimate what 

otherwise would have been an embarrassing and illegal cession of sub-

the-European community. Conversely, in dealing with
...... • " ' ^

the Africans, the Administration combined suppression with-formal 

cooptation to such powerless bodies as the Local Native Councils or 

official appointments to government posts y7here individual^ could be

subject to bureaucratic discipline. ----

... According to Eisenstadt,-there are. three possible outcomes

of ■the-interaction between a bureaucratic organization and its social 

environment: 1) the organization'maintains its autonomy and distinc- 

.tlveniess2) bureuacratization invol-^ng "

i-'i -
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cracy's spheres of activities and power either in its own interest or 

those of some of its elite", and a tendency "toward growing regimenta-

tion of different areas of social, life and some extent of displacement 

of its service goals in favor of various power interests and orienta

tions"; 3) debureaucratization where "there is subversion of the goals ^

apd activities of the bureaucracy in the interest of different-groups
9____ with.-which^it_is, -in..close-interaction."---- Autonony-,—however,—appears-1 --

to be dependent upon the rare occurrence of a balance'of porter between 

an organization.and its external environment and most orgMizations 

will-thus tend to break. towards one of the extremes , especially when 

they exist in a changing environment. Bureaucratization can be under

stood as. the outcome of successful efforts to suppress outside chal

lenges where the organization qomes to dominate its environment, while 

debureaucratization is the consequence of informal cooptation permit

ting the penetration of external interests into the organization and 

their shaping of its policies for their

fiisenstadt also notes that , tendencies towards bureaucratization and

I

n

‘i

ii
a
II

. ...n .

own purposes. Furthermore>

I debureaucratization can occur simultaneoug’ly in different spheres of 

operation of-- the same organization.^^ Thus in Kenya, debureaucrati- 
■«<

zation occurred at the center as settler interests penetrated the
>:■

y‘.
central administration, while at the same time a process of bureau- 

■ cratization occurred in the fiel^. as the Provincial Administration 

extended its control over the African population.
« •S.-'

■' 

S3

1.fi .!^?.,P.ual Political Sy and the Kenya Stalemate 

; . Pile result of debureaucratization in the central administra- 

:3°“^'^ *^ureaucratizatlon in the field was the emergence of a dual

1

I
1
I ..........

I
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I political system that paralleled the duality of society and econony

»*
One sector of the system, which can be called the 'modem' 

or European political arena, embraced the central government and the

'i
in Kenya.

S
f:

-

I
3

immigrant communities and operated primarily, in Nairobi and the

The other sector, the African or 'colonial' arena 

proper, consisted of the Provincial Administration and the various

settled districts. ,33%

. .X1 African societies in the colony and was spatially focused on the

s African districts, although it also Increasingly came to include the 

activities of individuals and groups in the towns and urban areas.*
This dual political system had developed by the early 1920's

and domlnatecl the politic^ life of Kenya until,the major constitu-
*■

tional reforms of the mid-1950 *s.1 It was characterized by a dominant 

settler influence on a wide range of policy issues in the central
'.',3

government in Nairobi, while the metropolitan authorities maintained 

ultimate control over the constitutional structure and status of the - ■ • 

colony and the Provincial Administration controlled native administra- 

.tlon in the field. The crucial consequence of this distribution of

power was a stalemate over the basic socio-economic and political 

“y^.ctives of colonial rule. Critical decisions regarding the deve

lopment of the colony could simply not be made. While the settler

community could shape, policy to meet its immediate needs, it could 

not achieve the formal control of the government it desired. The
____ ___________ i___ _ ly..

Coloiiial Office and Kenya Administration on their part could'block 

— gaitt-self-rule, and field officers could rule the

i

I?;
great majority-of the black population without direct settler inter

ference, but
■a

they could neither put forth alternative proposals for 

the path of political development nor define an explicit policy forli
a:
|9

3

3a

a:
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3a
“

: ■

a;:..' a

African development without risking a prolonged and bitter conflict 

'Native policy', which was o^ critical import- 

ante not only for the colony as a whole, but also'for the internal

with the settlers.

processes and goals of the Administration, was particularly sensitive 

because any statement of objectives with regard to the African popu

lation ipso facto had implications for the role of the settlers in

k;

the colony and the pattern of_bl^^wWjte_^latlpns.._-The:^s,tal^at^W
...... „ . .................. ........... ^ -........... -

meant that the gap between the vague'jLdeals annunciated in the metro- ' 

pole and the action programs actually carried out in the.yeld could

In 1930 Governor Sir Edward Grigg wrote to the Secret-

:rj

not be filled.

■ ary of'State,. Lord Passfield, that: "The difficulty in native policy 

is not in stating principles, 

wide'.

Agreement as to principles is very

a? But the interpretation and application of principles is another
i
3 ..11 ■. ... matter.

demurred from general policy statements out of a reluctance to clash 
12with the settlers.

With no party in the policy system being able to define or 

impose even provisional goals for the colony, Kenya drifted without 

direction until the'post-1945 political crisis which culminated in 

the Emergency shook 1fhe ’ sys tern to its

Ten years later. Lord Hailey noted that the Administration

ft-;

3
roots. Eat* arena tended to 

operate as a watertight compartment, with policy-making confined to 

. ad2i££_ incremental modifications of the status quo’. Focusing on the 

Admihistratipn itserf, the stalemate that emerged in the political

•-3

i:--

i
I
&

3

system served to reinforce the tendencies towards aimless drifting ' 

present, in the structure of the organization and the 'mud

dling; through' attitudes of administrators.

•r.;:■

kS

1
I
a

The central admini'stra- 

tied by a web of commitments emerging out of

i
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the accommodations it made to the reality of settler power, and theser.

If connnitments eliminated the consideration of a wide range of policy

i
alternatives on the grounds of political expedience. The central 

administration could thus not exercise effective leadership for the
a

Provincial Administration in its relations with the African popula-

tlon. The organization operated well enough during the inter-war years■IV-'

when the field officers in the African districts faced-few^serioim
-

challenges, used their discretion, and acted on minimal policy direc

tions with a sense of strength and self-confidence. Afte£ 1945, how

ever, when field officers were increasingly confused and uncertain as 

to their role, and power and were pressed by a rising tide of African 

discontent, a heavy, price would be paid for the opportunism and lack 

:of leadership resulting from the split between the Provincial Adminis- 

. ^tration and the Secretariat.

What is most striking about the Kenya stalemate is the extent 

to which the participants in the political system were acutely aware"
S'
f

....
of the lack of basic policy and yet found themselves unable to do any

thing about it. In a letter to the Secretary of State, Governor Coryn- 

don exclaimed: "Upon;my word, it seems though none of my predecessors 

had ever thought of the future."13 • - Similar complaints came- from the 

• settlers and missionaries as well, and each group blamed the other .for 

, the-lack'of direction of the, colony's future development.^^

““^ iii^stigating commissions of the 1921-31 period can be seen as 

attempts to overcome the sense of aimless drifting by taking the issue 

.°“f..?f.;^h§,.stalemate of the Kenya political system and placing it in 

the hands of 'independent' authorities.

^at emerged, such as 'native pafamountcy '

Hie numer-
:V ••

V

p
.V

The various vague formulas 

or 'association', were

■-V I
V'

:
•.g

: V..'
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vitiated by the continued reliance upon local interpretation and im

plementation which simply handed the matter back to the contending 

parties and resulted in reaffirmations of the status quo. During the 

1930's the. focus of investigating commissions shifted to more specific 

policy issues, e.g. land, criminal law, and taxation, and the efforts ,,5

to define the future goals of the colony were abandoned. A 'final'

—^-solution-of—the—land-que&tion^emerged—f-rom-th e-Kenya—Land-Gommis^Lbn:;----r'

in 1934 only because the-most important party to the conflict, the

s laI I
"'5

P i«5

P
-'i

ff'l
lilp

■3

3:1

13
In theAfricans, were essentially excluded from the policy process.

end, the sense of malaise was insufficient to overcome both the poli-

iP

tical stalemate and the strongly -institutionalized pattern of frag

mented, short-run decision-making in the Administration. The settlers 

and the Administration quickly became preoccupied with the immediate 

■problems of dealing.with the economic and fiscal consequences of the 

depression. As Marjorie Dilley noted in 1937:

i
3:

3
The attempt to write the outlines of future 
development in East-African was dropped, and 
the situation was left to be settled and 
adjusted as circumstances arise... This is 
the usual British policy, the attempt to out
line development for the future being the 
unusual and disharmonious element.15
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14. On the. lack of general, policy and complaints, by some - 
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■I . : the possible absence of what I call a definite direction of policy in 
Kenya, that the Colonial Government is most open to criticism. (PRO/ 
C0533/396/160 40/19 30, 'Mtnute'of 12 March 1930) A settler politician 
noted, "Basically, 1 think the settlers' criticism of the British 
administration was it never made up its mind where Kenya was going." 
(Interview OIPS) On missionary criticisms of the lack of direction 
see Roland' Oliver,- The Missionary Factor in East Africa. Longmans, 
London, 1954, page 254..

15. Marjorie R. Dilley, British Policy in Kenya Colony 
(first ed. 1937) 2nd ed. Cass, London, 1966, pages 84-85.
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CHAPTER FOUR
'W i

S;

ii:U O' - THE ADMINISTRATION AMD THE SETTT.KRS.

AND LIMITS OF SETTLER POWER

Settler efforts to influence the Administration iand gain aifi

:1 dominant position in the policy-making process began almost immediately*' 

after the encouragemeht of white settlement became 

during the tenure 6f Commissioner Sir Charles Eliot (1900-1904). ^ 

the next twenty years the settler

I official policy
s .

Over.

community gradually gained increasing ■

^■3

access to the political arena as the East African Protectorate acquired
the. formal institutions of Crown Colony government. The process ofI
institutional development reached5

I its culmination in 1920 when, with 
active settler encouragement, the East African Protectorate;;;

was formally 

By the early 1920'a
Si annexed as the Colony and Protectorate of Kenya.

'■.-w

the settlers were firmly entrenched in the formal political institutions 

of the colony with eleven elected 

two appointed representatives

■i.-

members on the Legislative Council and' • 

on the Executive Council (usually the
.leaders of the settler members 

by the settlers

could report that their
. . f ..... -

stitutional position".^

The influence

of LegQp). The informal power wielded

was even greater, and by 1929 the Hilton Young Commission 

influence had. gone far beyond "tjie strictly

.. i

con-

over public policy exercised by the settler

a series of often bitter and 

n and they ultimately failed

com-
Bunity was, however, achieved‘only after

acrlmoniou8:;eonfllcth with the Administration

f-;. .to:;achieye their 

a doBdhant political position

but because it

most important objectives. The settler community acquired'i-

not because the AdministrationI’ was an un-
~r:

i
ft

S possessed
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political resources that made it necessary for the Administration to

seek an accommodation.

I. ■ The Bases of Settler Power

The legitimate participants in Kenya politics outside of the 

official bureaucracy were the settlers, the European missionaries, and
1 p

the Indian Immigrants. 'The. presence of these groups in the politigal 

arena was a function of the resources of power they possessed to cornel 

the Administration to take account of their position, 

differential, of. resources between the three

3
I
I Given the vast

groups, the settlers ex- 

ercised an influence far exceeding that of the other two groups, who
:'S

occupied a marginal albeit recognized position in the political system. 

Settler power derived from the socio-economic characteristics of the 

European community, which determined the pattern of settler interests
. .. X. . ,

and attitudes, and the power resources available to them.

2

5■- r,:
- ; . .

The most striking social characteristic of the settler 

munity was its strong aristocratic flavour.
1
2
2;

/• cora~

Among the most prominent 

Kenya settlers were Lords Delamere (the acknowledge settler leader
1

until his death in 1931), Cranworth, Portsmouth and Hindlip, as well 

aa-numerpus younger sons of titled families including those of Lords
■"2;

•2- Southesk, Enniskillen, and'’Nottingham. In addition, several, peers had 
' . ’ 'I - '

tensive interests and investments in Kenya, notably the Duke

. the Earl of Warwick, and Lords Armstrong, Cobhaim, Howard de Walden-, and

Waleran. The aristocrats and gentry

of/the settler population which

South African element,

■ set the tone of white settlement

eX-rr

2;^ of Westminister,

:V:

222 never comprised more than a fraction
I

contained many middle class Britons and ,

both Boer and British. Nevertheless, they 

in Kenya. 'The Colony was viewed as an2a
p
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area of settlement for 'gentlemen' only; European settlement on small

holdings on the Southern Rhodesian pattern was consciously rejected, 

and determined efforts were made to prevent the growth of a class of 

'poor whites'. Thus the Soldier Settlement Scheme started immediately
■s

0after World War One was restricted to former commissioned officers and 

the winners of the lottery for the assignment of farms included^24 men

and women from "the top ranks of English society",’as well as 36

colonels, 46 majors, and 60 captains.^ Tv

I . The aristocratic element also established a dominant 

class life-style to which all members of the European community 

tempted to conform. They were attempting to recapture the life of the 

landed squire that their declining socioeconomic position made

upper

-:v; at-

n
rI

it in

creasingly difficult for than to maintain in Britain. . Fot the minority- .

■5

I
-.wf; -

of settlers with sufficient private means the Colony became a play

ground that made the name of Kenya synonymous in fashionable British 

social circles with aristocratic high living,

'cuity,. even during the Depression.^ For the vast majority of settlers, 

however, the expenditures necessary to 'keep up appearances' according 

to the exaggerated -local standard 

slender capital

-->■

3'

extravagance, and promls-

was a heavy drain on their already

resources.

Given their desire not only to make their fortune, but also to 

: attain or maintain a style of life fast disappearing at home, settler

attitudes were essentially reactionary in character, 

noted of the earlier gener- 

"they pioneered with ox wagons when the rest 

about to get into aeroplane, and this, of

S’

,Two settler politician 

gS g ' of settlers that

P'.rjt:

B:
course.

11'•dv:;
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meant that much of the thinking was very much behind thinking in other 

countries ... (they were) really living in another century."^ SaThe SI
ivi0 settlers were firm believers, in aristocratic government and had a high 

view of themselves as a uniquely able 'ruling race'.

1,1

They were politi

cally conscious, articulate, and autocratic, as Winston Churchill's 

famous remark after his 1908 visit to East Africa Indicated: "Al-l 

Europeans in East Africa are politicians and most are leaders of 
parties."^ The settler community was thus quick to demand their in

to^ participate

■ :<s;
11.v .

fill?

- :

|,

dividual and collective 'natural rights' of Englishmen 

in politics, and govern their own affairs. _

An important element of the settlers, including such leading 

politicians as Lord Delamefe and Colonel Ewart Grogan, were willing to 

resort to any m^s at hand to advance their Interests, including land 

speculation, shady financial deals, arid.the use of their entree to

f
"1

£
11
IT.

i
£

I government through the Legislative and Executive Councils to influence ’ 

government actions in ways that resulted in large personal profits. Any
£

s^efforts to expose such questionable practices was generally met with pro

testations of shocked outrage, 

been: !'i,ecause I am

The prevriiling attitude seems to have a'
if:

ia gentlemen and therefore honorable, everything that ' 

I do, no matter how crooked, is in fact honorable."^ I
I

■r-a.'-
- a-:

111'
/?a;a A number of in

dividuals with powerful personal connections that made them virtually

■/.

•■-ii

T''

i
%I

unchallengeabie were thus able to lie, connive, and cheat their way irito 

vast fiuanciaT and, larid holdings with virtual impunity.

^ regard to the other'communities in Kenya, the settlers dis-

much more extreme and open than that of the Administration, 

the settlers viewed the Afiican

:v

V

I
ftI
I as a savage, ignorant.
SV •

§ I
,;.Sm ■i;
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4
and incompetent child. Unlike the Administration, however, many if not 

most settlers tended to regard the African's inferiority as a genetic 

and thus unchangeable condition. The tone of the community on racial 

matters wa:s set by the South African element. As early as 1905 the 

acting Commissioner of the Protectorate, Frederic Jackson, complained 

to the Colonial Office that the settler leadership’s "strong prejudice
■ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __g_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

against all black men is obvious to an unbiased person."^ The settler" 

view of the African was also heavily infused w:ith their attitudes to

ward the working class in Britain. Of the lower orders of'Society,

s ■■■

i

'i p

if:

:7

''
whether in Britain or in Africa, "there was thought to be nothing to 

understand, only something to control.I This was the pattern chiefly

of the countryside, particularly in the south of England, and it 

largely from the countryside that the early Immigrants, came.

was

"1° Fori.:

the settler farmer the African was little more than a feature of the

■environment that was more or less useful in the attainment of his goals.a
Although the settler politicians protested loudly and often of their 

sincere concern for African welfare, they defined it in a way that was

synonymous with their own interests: what was good for the European com-i
munity was ipso facto good for the African because the settlers brought 

civilization and economic development. However, the settlers reserved 

their richest contempt and mos,t virulent hatred for the

.'f
V"

»;■

w Indian immigrants
I■ who were regarded through mdstof the 1919-1939 period as the greatest 

threat to: th^^^tler position.
't',

While almost all settlers would protest 
their genuine liking and concern for Africans, few .would admit to any- 

itKiig Sora^ dislike" for the Indian
:.'r3

and they often complained that thew
s:

: Matter were a corrupting influence_ on the .nktives.^^1 In the early 1920's

1 ■»

n
.n
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the settlers’ bitterest.battles were with the Indians and they 

sfully exerted pressure to segregate the latter in the

a succes-

towns and en

tirely exclude them from agricultural settlement in the White Highlands.
i'-l

The settler community was thus a mixture of the aristocratic 

reactionary and the thrusting capitalist entrepreneur, with the two 

qualities often enough-combined in the same individuals, However be-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^_ _ _ _ • " • ''' • -■ ■ ■ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ H

HTndTiRe arrogant truculence of the settler’s'public attitudes ^^dbe- ' 

havior lay the stark realities of their economic

0v-

^.
T,

position. The fact

tfas that, with the exception of brief and deceptive boom‘periods in 

1919-1921 and 1923-1929, the settler 

culture was largely a failure until the outbreak-of

-■X'

economy based on commercial agri-
s

war in 1939 brought
the beginning of a sustained period of high prices and expansion of

y

out-

put. Settler agriculture, supposedly the backbone of 

*“ economy, suffered from
the colony's

a chronic lack of capital, unscrupulous land 

speculation, and inept and uneconomic farming practices.

5

1
Aside from a few individuals with large private fortunes and

§ .small number of plantation developments by well-Jtinanced British and 

foreign corporations, the vast majority of the average of 2,000 European 
faraers in Kenya possessed only modest- capital resources.' The upper class 

character of white settlement in the Colony

I"

was a factor of social back-
ground and status aspirations rather than 

faced with a lack of
wealth. The settlers were also

cheap'credit facilities that couid supp.ly the develops

needed and they were forced to reiy "upon high
: iht«est. loans from

aent■ft::::-

-
py

ft-'-';
P.
ii
ift

commercial banks and mortgage companiest''
•The problem

ft.

was compounded by the speculative concentration of land 
By.l912

I
I

in a few hands.
some 20. percent of the land alienate'd for white settlement was inft

i

.msmizma
..
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the hands of five individuals or syndicates, while in 1934 14 percent 

of the fanners owned 39 percent of the alienated land in the Highlands. 

According to van-Zwanenberg:

It must be taken as a fact that the wealthy landowners 
were buying up more land than they required as farmers, 
holding it until the price ha'd risen, and then selling out. p 
The effect of holding land off the market was to raise 
its price above its productive level. The effect was of , 
course felt greatest by the small farmers with limitSd^ 
capital resources, whose jrospects were made less sanguine.
With less capital to fall back.on^ or-wlth-great outgo
ings in paying Interest on a bank loan, their whole 
farming potential was' severely limited. 13

To add to their problems, most of the settlers had little skill

.

-■'V.

or previous experience at farming and they depended almost exclusively 

upon unskilled African labor. V. Liversage, an agricultural economist 

^ployed by the Kenya Government during the 1930's, thought that the 

majority, of settler farms were grossly Inefficient and that "the iinpoft- 

.... factor was undoubtedly the low level of knowledge, skill and industry

%

■s

on the part of the majority of the farmers and the high standard of 
..14 “living expected. Many of the aristocratic farmers attempted to repli

cate the wheat farming and cattle and sheep raising typical of the English 

landed estates they were trying to emulate.

' hot prove .-particularly suitable for this type of agriculture and'the

i
The Highlands, however, did

3-^
costs

per unit of production were so high that the Colony enjoyed no competitive 

.advantage in International markets. ■These nostalgic ventures were only

^ viable when the internal market was heavily protected  ̂against

More than half of the settler farms relied upon 

the monbcultiyation of maize. The only really-profitable crops were

outside competition.-- C^r•. . . .

wm 1-
i sisal, tea, and especially coffee. However, only a small portion of the 

.^^hlands were suitable for. coffee cultivation and all of

Sia
Si these essentially

■S
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i plantation crops required capital resources beyond the means of most 

Furthermore, given the shortage of capital and skill, as 

well as the withdrawal of large areas from production for speculative 

purposes, the European farming community as a whole was never able to 

bring more than 10 to 12 percent of occupied alienated land under actual

V-' :

settlers •r>:.i

V-.'

■,5>A
cultivation. -On farms that averaged over 2,600 acres, the average area '

- brQught.under_cultivation-was-.on'ly-269-actes.——The-Highl-ands-

therefore never farmed to anything like their actual productive capacity. 

With its glaring financial and structural weaknesses, settler

3
^e?e-T/eire,.

•I
;-.3:

agriculture was extremely hard-hit by the fall in commodity prices during 

the depression of the-19.30’s. The maize farmers in particular found 

themselves in dire straits and their number dropped from just over 1,000I
.-j

17 :

I
in 1929 to 816 in 1934. In 1936 Liversage estimated that some 42..

^ percent of the .general farms in the Colony

• of their capacity to support a minimal European style of life.^® 

settler economy ^was kept afloat only by the 400 farms grpwiilg plantation 

crops, although even the coffee farmers ran into serious trouble in 

1934-1936, and by the small gold rush in western Kenya which provided 

income for many -virtually bankrupt farmers.

were 'sub-economic' in terms

The

I
The social origins and attitudes of the settler community and 

their economic travails shaped their attitude 

■in-general and the Administration in particular.

toward government officials 

As Colin Cross had 

- pointed out, the social structure of colonial. Kenya was unfqu.e. in the’

. British Empire, in that the Administrations- was not at the top of the local 

outranked by many settlers of higher social status.

^ a result the settlers tended to resent and belittle the social pre- 

tentipia of the Administration

M
<■
ia4
■'"Si

and their efforts to establish what onef

S:
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settler politician termed a "celestial caste system".

Chapter Two, it was this problem that prompted the Colonial Office to 

carefully select ad^nlstrators with the type of public school and 

Oxbridge background that would enable them to deal with the 

on a basis of social equality.

As we noted inV

r
settlers

■>

i
Even more important, the settlers believed that since the

^joyernment had j.avited-white--settlement-dn--the--first--place-±?^hould-be~

responsive to their - every heed. Kenya 's capitalist entreprehehfs were 

. prepared from the beginning to call upon the most extensive state action 

in support of their private interests.

\ to settler demands brought forth

The role of the various technical departments in aiding the European 

community was obvious and the settlers provided a steadily increasing 

demand for government services in education.

-iV

I ■cu

Any reluctance on the part of
>V

i a storm of abiise.

i
i transportation, communi-

. .. cations, medicine, agriculture, and veterinary 

however, the role of the Administration

science. For the settler.r-

* was both a paradox and a threat.
lord Cranworth noted that "the Englishman to his 

.,20 ^

/T
credit instinctively 

The function of the Administration

v.-.:

dislikes an official, 

rule, but it could not pretend

^ ■' aanner In: wKich it ruled

legitimate function for the Administration 

J'eneficial to European Interests.

was to

to rule over the settlers in the 

over the Africans. In settler eyes the only

was to control the African in 

Anything else was a threat to

same

."s

the settlers' strongly asserted right to control their own affairs.

^ did not always

their: demands,

Vo-nktive' and altogether

Since
'■•r

automatically or willingly accede to 

persistently viewed the Administration as 

too lenient in dealing with the Africans.

The majority of the:settlers, including the aristocratic element.

&
;>■

ft S
I.'■.''ft

-J--.
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shared a similar soclo-cultural backgrotmd to administrative officers, 

especially after the pioneer officials began to be replaced with of

ficers of public school and Oxbridge background. Aside from a basic
■ r

; —xqngri^'ce of attitudes, this meant that there were no cultural bar

riers blocking, communication between the settlers and the Administration. 

While African demands were often difficult for British officals to under- 

stand, for both linguistic and cultural reasons, the settlers litera^.ly\

a“d-fiSutativ.ely, s'poke .the. same-language. .."The isettlers had fa clear.

. understanding of the structure of the government, the nature of its 

lationship. with the metropolitan authorities, and the acceded 

of action. They knew both where and how to address themselves to the

f ■

>1)

45(S i
:■

J
\-f

re-

norms

I
5 bureaucracy and; equally important, how to phrase their policy prefer

ences in the same idiom employed by the officals. As one Chief Secretary 

put it: "you had highly educated, highly efficient Europeans ... who were
-.1

-'f-

capable of really taking a great interest in the running of the affairs 

of the country. Moreover, the settlers were able to criticise govern

ment policy on economic, financial, and agricultural matters in the minute
I detail which meant that officals had 

effort in dealing with their
to spend a great deal of time and 

requests, suggestions, and demands. Thus, 

on thlsumosf basic level of communication settler Interests acquired a
•f

priority over those of otherS' groups simply because they were easier for 
officials to understand and, hence, usually appeared 

rational than the demands of the Africans or even the articulate and well-

■sr. more reasonable and

■:<

■ ^ated Indians.,:

Given that most settlers came from politically and socially
€

strata of British society, they quickly-organized themselves intos
lari^ number of local and cpl6njFtrt.de associations that applied directIK£;.'

■i
•Pi
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pressures on the government machine at all levels. The organizational 

density of the small settler society was remarkably high and European 

organization for political purposes began almost as soon as the first

The Colonists Association which addressed demands to

From shortly before 

the First World War until the outbreak of the Second, settler political ’ 

activity was mainly carried out under the aegis of the Convention-o:^s- 

sociations, which federated the numerous local organizati^s,. and vari^ .

r>-^6^^s arrived.

the Golpniai Office in 1905 had a mere 32 members.
• ■-3

3"'

colony-wide associations formed around the major areas of economic acti

vity (Chambers, of. Commerce, Growers Associations for particular crops,

£ Ihe organized strength of the settler community was enhanced

by an unwritten but strictly enforced rule of racial solidarity and 

anlmity; the settlers always presented a united front to all outsiders, 

especially the. government,. The effect of .this was to give a dominant 

Influence to the extreme element among the white community who 

most rabid in pressing their views.

5

un-

were

In Kenya, as in other colonies

with European settlers, the extremist tail wagged the moderate dog and 

intense .social pressures were applied to mute the public expression of

more moderate opinions and socialize newcomers into the proper attitudes
/

and opinions on various issues.■;

The organizational strength of the European community enabled 

them to apply intense and continuous pressures on both the government

. “f^ficials. through their representatives, in the Legislative

and Executiye Cpuncils , deputations and individual

3:£:

3

visits to government

-- mass meetings, and letters and editorials in'the local
''v^v . ■■••••I'-* . ■' .

press., the government balked at settler demands and conflict emerged, 

swiftly mount an..acrimonious and vociferous public agi-' the settlers could
I
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tatlon against the government, including mass marches on Government 

House. Even more important, the settlers both actually and symbolically
a
rq

I
challenged the Administration's control over the legitimate use of force 
ih'-^he^^ony.

. .
gaS::'K
n-HE;

—

In 1907, in a "deliberate affront to the Administration",■.. .V

, Grogan and a few. cronies publicly flogged three Africans in Nairobi 

cused of 'insulting' two European women.
ac-

fIn 1923 during the delicate 

London-ne^ti^ions that led to the "Devonshire Declaration". the 

organized a Vigilance Committee and made little effort to' hide their
\

•SE-:

preparations for an armed rebellion to take over the colony if the re

sulting settlement-^was not to their liking.
CJ

Through most of the 

inter-war- years the settlers forced the government to pay for the main-

tenance of the Kenya Defence Force, a para-military organization of 

settlers intended for
I

use in case of a native uprising, that directly 

challenged the government's control of armed force.
aa-E-.

In addition, to collective pressures, individual settlers kept

up a constant stream of complaints and requests to local level admin

istrative and departmental officers. According to one field administra— 
torj "anything they wanted that they thought they could get away with or

pressure you.with they would ask for ... you often had a flaming row and 

ended up on splendid terms ... and they ceased trying to pull fast ..26ones.

I The success of the settlers' use of both organized and indiv

idual pressures stemmed from the impact of 

Inteiae. dislike df openly expressed conflict 

a clash with the ■.settlers might have

. - these tactics on officials'■'•'r:

and their fear of the effect - 

on their personal career prospects.I
i .i-

the settlers raised on important policy issues dis- 
tufeted ;^ganizaf ional routine .

V a

gave undesired publicity to offical actions. 

Involvement in the

fi
1

miserable for officials.

i ■7

: •v'.—
:■
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sordidness of political conflict was the last thing government of-

The impact of the 'disease of politics' on adminis- 

trjto« was pointedljr indicated in a letter from Sir Armigel Wade, the 
^oldnial Secretary in the mid-1930's, to Sir'^ George Tomlinson of the 

Colonial Office:

s
i:

,

i
I

i-:-

ficials wanted.

.ii'-.v;.-'

r;;;.r -

i
I

>
... I feel that I have had about enough of Kenya, I 
am tired of the everlasting political dissensions.

- and-I -dpubt^-if-t-could-give- my-best“!f''i;^were"facea
• with another three years tour with three more budgets 
to wrangle over I have had a pretty wearing
time as Chief Native Commissioner and Colonial Secre
tary and at the end of this last budget session I admit 
that I was beginning to feel the strain. 27

. .
\I

I
a

Since the success and efficiency of an administrator tended 

to be judged .by how quiet he kept his
'5

area, i.e., his ability to keep 
local conflicts from intruding into higher organizational

L:.C

levels, and
he was selected in part for his presumed ability to deal with the settlers,' 

'^involvement in an

chances for advancement.

%H
3 open conflict with them tended to reflect badly on his

One official noted that the settlers:

Created misgivings and doubts and fears in'peoples' 
minds about their careers and what could be the effect 

didn't handle the situation with tact and 
Skill so that certain people were not too upset on the 
other side ... if they said 'look, so and so is causing 

^rouble to us out there' this would be 
a bad mark against, him and it would be noted probably' 
and he would not find his 
expected. 28

S-:':

career as prosperous as he had

Such pressure 

on the senior Secretariat

was felt most acutely by ambitious officers with their eye
VJ;-

posts for which an ability to 'handle' the

Although settler influence on thesettlers was a ci^clar qualification.'■■■

s: ,• ■

of administrators largely 

dfficals nf: 

ttera is also dear.

is took this form of creating fears 

what might happen if they incurred .the ire
among

of the settlers, ^ 

evidence that at a few crucial junctures the European
5mm

3--.
■^4 w

'.3;

I
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I
community was able to force the transfer or early retirement of particu

lar senior officials that they regarded as particularly inept or hostile

to their interests, and that any D.C. or D.O. in a settled district
! ' ■

>''^'N,^jO'^had difficulty getting along with the local Europeans would be
29quickly transferred to a less sensitive pos’t.

Settler agitation and demands gained even greater potency as 

ajcesult of their Influential connections in London, lli^e impliea^-t.hreat . 

behind all settler political activity was that if they did not receive 

, satisfaction from the Kenya Government they would raise the issue in 

the metropolitan arena and bring the sort of outside interference by 

the London authorities that the Administration sought to avoid. Many 

of the leading settlers were well connected by ties of family and friend

ship ^wlth influential elements of the ruling class and were able to

I
3 3

is

I >
'u;

i
a

3

3-
5

1 generate support for their interests in Kenya through quigt behlnd-the-
. . - .ii. . . .

. . manipulation of these informal linkages. It was hardly by acci

dent that the two leaders of the settler community between the 

lord Delamere and Lord Francis Scott. Delainere, as a peer and a member 

of the Legislative and Executive Councils, was in the unique position 

of having .access to official public forums in both Britain and Kenya.

Scott, the younger “son ofa'Duke, was reported in 1936 to be an 'old 

personal friend' of the Permanent Under-Secretary at the Colonial Office: 

.and to have access to six Cabinet ministers as well as the King himself.:^®

•u'

I
$

3',

wars were

3

I 3'

ax
r!

'-■i
■I’'-.

- Ihe settlers also received important support from the 'Kenya Lobby' of 

largely Conservative peers and M.P. 's.

3,

fa 3:

The Tory Party in general re- 

Jained sympathetic to a community drawn from the social stratum that was
isrv:-.

iiaH

-

tteatraditlbnal Finally, a number of economic 

representing, business and financial circles with interests

backbone of its support.

g
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i sIn Kenya, the Joint East African Board and the Associated Producers 

of East Africa chief among them, also served as a vehicle for the metro- 

poUtan representation of the settler position.^^

4

?•

The manner in which these contacts were employed depended 

upon the degree of influence the settlers .exercised 

tration at any particular time.
over the Adminis- I

Each time an issue in Kenya spilled 

clans rushed to Britain to speak to their" London connections

I
si

I
-a

and carry
. on an active lobbying campaign at home. During,the 1920's, when the

6

■Cl/

settler influence over the Administration was maximized by a series of 
aympathetic Governorsthe major threat to European interests came from

Si

the activities of British missionary and humanitarian 

to persuade the Colonial Office to Intervene

groups attempting 

on various policy Issues.

S'

I
%

- The settlers consequently emerged as staunch defenders of the notion 

. .of 'trust the man on the spot' and used their London ties 

short circuit the humanitarian influence.
I
.7 '

:S;
S'

I
*

to attempt to 

When the Administration i

under Governor Sir Joseph Byrne (1932-37) 

attempted to impose several policies 

European leaders

offered stiffer resistence and 

the settler found unpalatable,.
g

quick to pressure the Colonial Office to Intervenewere
i-i:

and ^veiiiift locai policy: k

The final garnish on settler power was provided by their ability 

to apply intense informal social, pressures 

administrators in the settled districts.

■?

-4 on officials, especially local. 

Settler social preeminence in 

of officials from the most 

while officials joined the Nairobi

the exclusion-~.V

European club, Muthalga, 
. .IggCM-across town.^^ I

gki In the districts, however, the social stratification
^ ‘he goverimieit restrained the aininlstrato^ from

■IS
k’-U

socializing freely-1
;s
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IK
with departmental officers and they consequently found their primary 

social contacts among the local settlers.
i

Playing on the importance 

attached to social relations in upper class culture, the settlers in 

the small and tightly knit social circle centering on the local.clubcv

could make life miserable for an administrator and his family if they 

As one officer noted:found reason to dislike him.

The European administrator was under pressure to try
- - Shd—t?-.Bl-Ceuto._his..pwn_p.eaple..__!ifou.,know,_try_and-..__

. oblige them and it took.a very strong minded chap not 
to.. You met them socially, and met them playing golf, 
bridge, and elsewhere as you didn't meet your Africans 
in quite the- same social way. 33

■■

The permeability of the Administration to the various aspects 

Kenya and

London authorities and certain structural characteristics of the admln-

of settler power was Increased by the attitudes of both the

istratlve organization. As a result of the long and difficult British 

experience of attempting to rule colonies of white settlers 

America and South Africa, which led 

increasing self--government. Colonial officials

in North

to a tradition of gradually granting -■ 

were extremely reluctant 

to attempt to force issues on the settlers unless demanded by domestic 

political. considerations.

replied to Opposition critics

■V

Thus in 1925 the Parliamentary Under Secre-

that:

I do not want Lord Delamere or his successors in the 
future to appear in the role of George Washington, or 
the successors of the Honorable Members opposite to appear 
as Lord North, but 1 say in all sincerity, it is not pos
sible in the twentieth century to govern people by the use 
°f,^S °fficiial fiajority 6,000 miles'Sway as it was in the 
old days. 34 -

■

The Kenya settlers were manifestly members of the political 

and-therefore their claim t 
I.-.;,fair8; wa

';-i

1 to a right to participate in public af-
3 s something that the Administration'^ound it impossible to deny.

i ;■ ■

4
4
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The Issue was thus not whether the settlers should play a role in the 

formulation of public policy, but how much influence should they 

else in playing that role.

r>-

1; exer-

Furthermore, administrators firmly believed 

that only settler enterprise could provide the necessary basis for the

economic development of the colony and therefore that "it was just plain 

common sense for the ^vemment to take account of their wishes in a 

- great many matters with which the Government were dealing".Ad- 

• ministration thus recognized the settlers as having a 'legitimate 

. interest' in certain policy areas, especially labor, taxation, and finance 

that deserved-to be taken account of in the policy-making

The sympathy, of administrators for settler Interests was also 

I undoubtedly increased by the government policy of encouraging officers 

to build homes in Kenya and to stay on after they had retired from 

service and permitting officials .to make private investments of certain 

. . While the great majority of administrators continued

■V

J

s:

a process.

i?

i
to returnv.

to Britain after retirement, the above policy did enjoy a certain degree 

of success, although probably among those officers who where most 

pathetic to the settlers in the first place, 

administrators played a prominent role 'in settler 

during the, 1940's four of the elected European 

Council were held by former administrative officers.

IA-

sym-
'•15

I
•vi

Several of these retired

politics; at one period 

seats on the Legislative 

Investments by
government ol^ficlals raised the difficult question of possible conflicts 

-of interest. While theii gover^ent was aware of the problem and, for. ex

ample,, the Executive Council prohibited officials from Investing in local '
-- '

in the light of the correlation between Kenya’Blnlng operations, 

racial castes and the possession of
is
ib

.a 8
5?

such forms of property, any invest- 

compromlsed their ostensiblyI officials in European 55^terprises (ii;
1
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I neutral position. The record of the Executive Council, which had to 

approve all such investments, show that most purchases of land or of 

stock in local companies were made by departmental rather than admin-
I

Istrative officers. There were, however’, some glaring exceptions, the 

host notable of which were Sir Edward Northey's Investment of Be,000 

in a sisal estate while' he was Governor and the purchase of a farm 

in his province by the Provincial Commissioner of Rift Valley.
tl- - ■ 5 . :

In the structure of the government the extensive formal powers 

. of the Governor, his pivotal role in the Executive and Legislative 

Councils, and his relative isolation from direct contact with the bur

eaucracy, (with the significant exception of the Secretariat) made him 

vulnerable to the central thrust of settler pressures. Julian Huxley, 

in a 1931 memorandim to the Joint Select Committee on Closer Union in 

East Africa, noted that:

The Governor is subject to great political and social 
pressure from the white community of Kenya. His position 
is one of exceeding difficulty.... Few, if any. Govern
ors have been able to withstand organized white pressure^,

; and native rights have been -violated, and native inter
est neglected. 38

Since the Governor above all had to be able to deal effectively with 

^^•^tlers, i.e., keep’' them, relatively satisfied and mute their com- 

batitiveness, most of the men selected for the post tended to be sympath

etic to the settler position. Moreover, a number of the Governors, such 

as Northey, Grigg, aiid Bropke-Poph^, had no prior experience of colonial 

. ainioistration and no; knowledge of African society or its problems.

■ preoccupation with dealing with the settlers and matters of high

■ world of the African remained alien and unknown

' little sympathy for or understanding of it.

exalted position of the colonial Governor and the elaborate

m -c
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Sisss '1
formal ceremonial and deference that surrounded his actions 

to bring out the megalomania in many Governors^^

iia tended

I and the settlers 
wne able to effectively use their social position to flatter the

i
i-i

i
conceits and vanities of these men.

The two other recognized legitimate participants in 

political arena, the European missionaries and 

possessed- an Independent inf luence on the 

as they could use their 

. or views on a particular issue 

authorities. Their influence

the pA WlI the Indian coi^(iunity,
Pflllcy.process-only^nsofe

?!overseas connections.to bring their interests "fr?

to the attention of the metropolitan 

was otherwise largely a negative one ex“
erclsed. against the settlers, and in cases of conflict between the 

settlers and the Administration they almost always 

oh the Legislative and Executive Councils 

with the existence of official majorities

used their positions 

to support the latter. However, 

on both bodies their votes
were not of crucial Importance and could 

with the Administration.
not, hence, be used to bargain

The missionary political role 

the reprentation of their
was not- defined in terms of

P-
own interests, but as moral gadfly and self- 

and interests.

the missionary population in Kenya

appointed defender of African rights
The politically 

was almost whollyactive segment of 

drawn from the

,P'

representatives of the two established British churches, 
the Church Mission Society (Anglican) and 
..(Presbyterian).

the Church of Scotland Mission - •

The majority of missionaries were either from America”

or other countries 

fnn British 

politics

■ •D
in Europe and, conscious of their position as aliens

ca’^efully avoided involving themselves 

The political influence of 

eo^ptlons with missionary and church

in local

British missionaries rested on their 

circles in Britain, notably the Pi
ip/'

IiP
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1
«v:

v

International Missionary Council and its secretary J.H. Oldham, and 

their ability to use these connections to bring 'embarrassing incidents' 

to the attention of the metropolitan political arena and organize 

direct pressures on the Colonial Office. They achieved their greatest 

success in helping to force a reversal of government policy in the 

1919-21 crisis over the so-called 'Northey Circulars' on. the recruit- 

« meat of African labor and in promoting the adoption of the

Subsequently,

. missionary Influence increasingly declined, despite the fact that from

s M

f=

P

native paramountcy in 1923 Devonshire Declaration.^®-i C'. - ..•? ... ^ iry-.. T
$

1
1924 to 1948 a series of missionaries occupied a seat on the Legislative 

and Executive Councils to represent African interests. First, the mis

sionaries' claim to represent African interests challenged the Adminis-

hr^tlpn, which'saw Itself in th_e same role, and the embarrassing inci

dents that they brought■to light often involved the actions of admin-

... or other government officials, to the intense annoyance of

the bureaucracy.M 41 _
Second, a bitter conflict between the Church of 

Scotland Mission^nd the Kikuyu over female circumcision in the late 

20's caused many of the tribe to turn away from the missions and

'•5.

ft;
com

promised the missionaries' claim to be spokesmen for the largest tribe 

in the'colony.. Third, even in the area ^f policy in which they 

cised most direct control, African education.

exer-

the missions were forced 

•by declining interest and contributions from the metropole to increasing-
'.-y

.iy rely upon .government subsidies which discredited them as independent 

.. .spokesmen, for -the Africans.

a partly pensioned

By the end of World War Two the missions, 

company of the European 

and they played little part in the bitter conflicts oi-post-
i
I ; reglment"^^ '

1945 politics3
ri;.-.

.r.r.;
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The political position of the Indians, despite their economic 

importance in the commerce of the colony, suffered heavily from the 

Xacism of the British, both settlers-and officials. Well organized 

and articulate and often brilliant critics of the government and theq
:•

settlers, they were despised by the latter and regarded by the former 

as a noisy annoyance.

i;

IUnder the communal system.of representation 

:...L^,adQpte,d^th.ey..ga^i^ed„^fggmal._^^^ and Executive
>•

Councils, but with only five representatives on the first body and one•, 

. on the second, even though they outnumbered the settlers by more than 

two to- one. They were subjected to various forms of discrimination
4

i
®®8tegation^ both official and unofficial, and were prevented from 

holding land in the Highlands, 

reached its peak in the early. 1920's.

Indian conflict with the settlers

However, when the Colonial

Office sought to side-step the issue by declaring for the unenforce- 

able doctrine of native paramountcy in its White Paper on the Indian

S

- .
iv:,-'

i question (the Devonshire Declaration), the Indians refused to accept

the outcome and for eight-^years, 1923-31, withdrew from participation 

In the Legislative and Executive Councils.
>V.'

Such influence as they

were able to. wield depended primarily on their connections in India 
. . . • . 

and Britain, and the willinghess of the Government of India'to pres

the Indian Office in London to intercede with the Colonial Office on

.behalf of their interests.

s

i Even,here, however, their success was 

limited and mainly consisted in delaying policies 

opposed., -The Political effectiveness-of the community was also in- .

_

and legislation they

. . creasingly hampered by its internal religious 

- which robbed it of unity and enabled the

•internal conflicts. .•

and ethnic divisionsa
I government ■'to play upon its

I a
ft

I-vi;-,-

2^.
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ft1 II. The Scope of Settler Power

Since the Kenya Administration could not operate effectively 

against concerted settler opposition and open agitation, and since the 

formal cooptation of the-settlers into the Legislative and Executive

>1
1

Councils did not accord the settlers the power over public policy they 

demanded, the settlers were rapidly and informally coopted into the

pblicy-making_pxoeess..__By^the early 1920's this process was sbxobvious
- - - - - - - -

that it was openly recognized and given the name 'Government by Agree 

■ ment'. This represented, in effect, an effort on the part of the
■’ - - .. fii)

Governor and the Administration to avoid embarrassing and damaging 

open clasps with the-European community by consulting with the settler 

leaders on major issues of policy before they were formally brought to 

the attention of the Legislative and Executive Councils for official 

enactmeht.

>■2

i5

S
y

I
ft

I
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I::;
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i
■ft

I One settler politician of the era stated that "the idea was 

that you had a talk at Government House and then supported each other. 

The settlers thus acquired a veto power over policy -before it reached

-

ft

the Executive and Legislative Councils which remained under the control 

of official majorities.
-I

2--
Moreover, while the Government remained the 

formal source of all legislative and policy proposals, the settlers

were able to bring their interests to the attention o& the Governor and

his senior officials and have them embodied in concrete policy statements.

Once a mutually acceptable position had been hammered out in 
- ■ ' . ft '.' ft .. 2 - '.ft'.

- informal consultations, the. settler leaders were then expected to-sup- •

ft .ft.?°^‘^..i*'®ft^nsulting government proposals on the issue.

ft,--

The settlers

position of having power without responsibility in 

the political process.

1

A
European politicians continued to sit on the op- 

position benches in- the Legislative Council and they could, and occaslo.h-
/ftft;

a:

ffitft
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ally did, oppose in public measures that they had earlier agreed to 

in private. Furthermore, 'government by agreement' was essentially 

an“^administrative effort to mute political conflict and settler poli

ticians appear to have been dubious about its efficacy. The pro

cess of policy-making by.prior-mutual agreement often broke down, as ■5

the contentious political, history of the inter-war decades attests, 

b^ause, of the limits..o£.the-flexibility,_of the two "sides. The 

limits of the settler politicians' ability to negotiate and compromise 

with the Administration was defined by the dominant influence of the

'Government by agree

ment' often led to conflict between the settlers and their leaders 

over concessions oh particular Issues and the contemporary documents 

indicate that the settler leaders were much more reasonable in their 

'private as opposed to their public dealings with the

Another primary vehicle for settler influence, over the details' - 

of official policy was through the control of public finance.

extremist element in the European community.

46
government.

With

^the entry of their elected members into the Legislative Council, the 

settlers also gained recognition of the council's right

^penditure. bWing the 20's this was achieved, through a 

committee ,of the Council composed of the Colonial Secretary,’the

to sanction

Treasur-'

, er, and the C.N.C., and ^ of the unofficial members, which considered. 

: the government's draft budget and then referred it with comments back

to the entire Council sitting as a Committee of Supply. 

: system since the

the?,Council and

;;;--G()verimieHt in

The settlers

government retained its official majority 

the words of Governor Grigg, "it never meant that 

? any way divested itself of the final responsibility for

on , in
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policy in regard to the Estimates and expenditure."^^
'v •

the result of a bitter and successful fight to prevent the intro- 

auction of an income tax by the government, the settlers gained in

creased control through a statutory Standing Finance Committee of the 

Legislative,Council with an unofficial majority which shaped the 

ment's proposed expenditutes into the draft Estimates presented to^Ae ' 

Council. From 1933 to 1952 the Standing Finaiide Committee was, .accord^ 

ing to a Secretariat official of the period;

£ In 1933, as

t:

■ s
govern-

'•

y

’‘f:

In “any ways the real seat of power.... Only three of
ficials sat on the SFC. It patterned the Budget, au- 

■ thorised expenditure, made special allocations and gen-
:nrally Mntrplled fiscal and financial policy. It was.
through SFC that the European members, of LegCo really 
wielded power and applied influence. ■ But their proceed
ings were not, of course public like LegCo 
reported. 48

. From this position of power the settler community exercised 

a dominating Influence over four major issues of public policy; 1) land,

2) labor, 3) immigration and settlement, and 4) taxation'and public ex- 

penditure.

L--

'■y

or formally

I The alienation of land for European settlement, much of it 

claimed by various tribes in the colony, was the fundamental foundation 

of the settler community.

>•

$
The evidence makes clear that once- the de-

clsibn was made to open the colony to white settlers, the land actually 

givenrto Europeans was determined by a number' of important factors; 

depopulation by disease and famine

..the

of large areas formerly actively oc- 

, and ,cultivated by African farmers (notably in the southern Kikuyu

general ignorance of both European officials and settlers of 

land tenure and their refusal to recognize any other
i

^^can systems of
sa

I.-;'
,y-;;

I
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fi pattern than that of heneficial occupation; the incessant settler 

demands on a small and overburdened Land Department and local admin

istrative officers, resulting in the granting of many farms without 

their^being properly surveyed or even viewed by government officials; 

the simple dishonestly of a number of settlers in laying claim to land p 

actually occupied by Africans and taking advantage of government dis-'

■ '7^aMzatibniii^i:|nofM«r the l^

^ necfibnsT)y. promiheht settlers to promote the award ojE vast land 

to-several individuals and syndicates; and the use of intense local 

pressures to secure the removal of African tribes from land desired

for white settlement, notably,-the removal-'o^^the'Masai from the 

. . Laikipia plateau between 1904 and 1912, and the grant of some 32,000

5.ir.-v-

r-:
1:
r:-

grants

I

acres of land from the territory of the Nandi to participants in the 

•Ex-Soldier Settlement Scheme after the First World War.^^
■3.

Eventually

some seven million, acres representing about a third of the agrlcultur-
5
';v

1
I ally productive land in the colony, was reserved for white settlement, 

of which just over five million was actually occupied by European 
fanners.^®%

I

V , Having gotten tlie land, the principle settler task was to
-•.a--f ,5 defend it against all possible threats.

cal position they were able to gain statements which the settlers re- 

gariied

Through the use of their politi—A- ■■'j-

?;
permanent and ^c.lusiye nature of white '

SB settlement in the highlands from a series of Secretaries of State*, block 

Indian agriculturalIs
settlement in the alienated areas; and, 

Order-ln Council of 1938, the legal

I B . highlands

SIS !IK
i
i

51asan exclusive European enclave. Such

pPb
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t. was the power position of the settlers, that, even where errors were 

recognized in the grant of African lands to European farmers, the 

alienation was regarded by government officials, missionaries, and 

settlers alike as an irreversible fait accompli; whatever the errors 

or dishonesty involved, the position of the settlers on the land was

r,’

f

1i| ; *
dim

j
52politically unassailable/ a

„,__Once--the-set:tlers-had-staked-outTtheiT/Earms-:it-;-was~neces^  ̂

sary to recruit African labor, since it- was regarded as both physic.

3
.y.-r
v3 cally dangerous and socially degrading for white men to do hard physi

cal labor in the tropics.
if

Settler enterprise was built upon African, 

sweat and this-was Justified by the assertion. tha.t such labor

3
3

was

not only necessary for the development of the economy, but also 'good* 

for the African by bringing him into contact with a higher civiliz

ation and teaching him habits of hard work and perseverance that 

would combat the indolence and lack of industry that supposedly character 

Ized traditional society, 

of Governor Grigg in 1926:

. The base on which the whole pyramid'of our civilization 
in this Colony is reared is native labour. If the native 

: . th.rives, we thrive. If we thrive, the native should - 
thrive too. -The interests of the natives ... and of the 
settlers, ... are inseparable. But the future of the 
natives is iii our hands, arid our future depends upon the 
use which we make o-f our power. 53

f' this,-comfortable assumption of what was good for the

• settler and good for the African, labor on European farms became to the

■«

4m
,,: -i,'

‘V:-' ■

jK::'.,

■i

/-
All of these themes were echoed in the wordsI

1 mS'
r

I
re.

re;:33 m
y.; On the basi -1s o

: M
5

-3
'in the best interests* of the African and

‘ therefore be

3,1■s
SS
-■r-3

y-, m.
compelled to do, even if it was against his 

9^ why the African must work for
.i;.'3

In
I
I!

m§m
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Europeans reflected the fact that from the beginning of white settle- 

oent .at the turn of the century until the late 1920's the supply of 

Wrican laborers was chronically short, particularly in the period 

before 191A and between 1924 and 1926. The settler view was that

i
I
i
i
■3:

f
5
s

since the government had invited them into the country it should bear P
the responsibility of seeing that sufficient supply of native labor 

was'availabTe ‘ aiufTIsa'what'ever means"'nec^sary^” including coercion,
i

b •

to do so. Lord Delamere spoke of the necessity "to legalize methods 

and force the native to work."^^ While the Administration^ijresisted 

the use of the more extreme forms of coercion, it recognized the 

setters' need for labor, as well as its own for various public works.

. The .means resorted to was taxation, which not only provided much needed
■ ■ t, • ■

revenue, but also "was a potent administrative weapon: as a form of 

* discipline, as a test of obedience, or as a means of forcing labor 

from the Reserves.Thus, while the Administration refused to act 

directly as recruiters of labor for settler farms, it imposed a Native 

^ Hut Tax (later transformed into a Hut and Poll'Tax) which forced Afri

cans-to leave the reserves to find the.cash income necessary to 

;h.h®f^ taxes. The general theory was that one-months wages should be 

equivalent to the annual rate of tax. In 1913 the D.C. of'Machakos

I''

'St'

’-.'i

payr

t

;;
noted:

"t;

To increase" tsixation in order to drive natives put to work 
is forced labour upder a subterfuge and it is Impossible 
to get away-from the fact. 56 ..

. The indirect coercion of the tax system was supplemented by

, the Registration of Natives Ordinance, Masters

and Servants Ordinance, Resident Native Labour Ordinance, etc.

£I® 1i
a — de-Pis is;

a:-;mill
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signed to facilitate the control of the African labor force and Insure 

that they remained at their jobs. The most important of these was
V.'--

the registration ordinance, passed in 1915 and brought into force in 

1919, which required all male Africans above the age of 15 to be „

registered and fingerprinted by the government and to carry at all 

times a registration certificate, or kipande. which contained a rec^^ 

their emplo^ent outside the re^fves. The corpus^T'Tabor^i^is-

i'!

I
I;

ll

5; ;;3II"

If

lation rigidly controlled African movement outside the reserves, limit

ing il to that necessary to seek employment.1 At the same tlffi'e, re- 

. fleeting the fear of both the Administration and settlers of the growth of 

—a-mass of Me-trlbalized natives' in the towns, the by-laws of the

• settler-controlled Nairobi Municipal Council placed severe restrictions 

on African access to urban areas by prohibiting Africans from staying 

in the city for more than 36 hours without employment and confining 

them to either the native locations or, in-the case of domestic ser

vants, to the place of employment from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. The police 

were given wide discretion in the enforcement of this legislation and

s

7;

the penalties for unauthorized movement, loss of the kipande, refusal 

to follow .an employer's orders, leaving a job without pemlsslon, etc. 

were severe:’ "The infringement of labour, laws is rated as a crime and 

the heaviest penalties can be Imposed for minor acts of disobedience."^^ 

It is hot surprising that the spatial locus of the operation of these 

laws was in the towns and settled districts where the Provincial Ad- 

ffl the least

r ^>^0“ exploitation
• ■ : laW laws also prescribed conditions of

I
=s

a
JSi
i

influence and could provide little in 

for the local African laborers.

employment, food, and housing

fS
S'
I
iI
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Intended to ensure the worker fair treatment by employers, but neither 

the Administration nor the small Labour Department had sufficient pery 

sonnel to inspect all employers, both European and Indian, and evasion

0u
m- —-

■J

of their obligations by employers, especially when economic conditions
58were bad, was fairly common.

■7
.0

During the Depression the character of the labor problem r%
^sed' itselTiTRenproblem W'” the ■~European”fgfm"TOs“nb^onger'’too little 

native labor, but too much. This was particularly true with regard 

to the squatters who worked in return for a small cash income and the 

right to cultivate crops and graze their stock on a few acres of their 

employer's unused'-land. Settler farmers increasingly wanted to elimin

ate; tMs highly inefficient system, so redolent of European feudal

ism in its long-term commitments and mutual obligations, with more 

economic and commercially oriented plain wage labor. They thus pressed 

for. the enactment of the Resident Native Laborers Ordinance, passed in

•-i

A—' .'i

1937, which gave virtually total control over the conditions of the 

squatter system to the European dominated district Councils in the 

settled areas.

:V'

The Councils used these powers to progressively restrict 

the conditions of. the squatters' existence and force them to either leave
59

or^dispose of their crops, and stock and become wage laborers.

The settler interest in immigration and settlement policy 

“as obvious and they used their influence to see that Kenya Government 

and its agehts in London made continuous efforts to encourage an in-

y:'::

the ^polony and provide the

help and services necessary to enable them 

settlement was, of

{'

I to stay. The question of 

course, inseparable in practice from the land and

I
i
A

I.
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labour issues which were intimately related to the conditions of the
r

settlers' existence in Kenya. The organized settlement schemes for 

ex-officers after both World Wars were the most elaborate manifest-

ations of the settlers' demand for the active encouragement of white 

imnigration. Conversely, the European community attempted, with much /.* 

less success, to restrict the flow of Indian immigrants and arrest the
^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

growth of the group that in the inter-war years appeared to be the ■ ^ 

greatest threat to the predpminant vrtrite position. It'is''interesting 

to'note that additional settlers were apparently wanted as=^much for 

their contribution to the sheer numbers of white community as for 

their aid in'the economic development of the colony: the Soldier 

. Settlement Scheme of 1919-22, an ill-conceived economic disaster for 

most of the participants, was judged a success because it resulted in 

the permanent addition of 500 settlers and their families to the 

. European community; and the efforts to aid impoverished settler farmers 

during the Depression were intended as much to keep them in the colony 

^ as to get them back on their feet economically.^^

The most striking settler influence on policy was in the area

■V

!

I

-5

.rir,"

0/ taxation and public expenditure'. From 1921 to 1936 the Europeans
• r ■V'

and Indians in Kenya paid only 30 shillings a year direct taxation 

through a poll tax on adult .males. In 1927 a special education tax: 

of 30 shillin'gs per annum was introduced for use. in meeting the costs *

-of the separate educational systems maintained for the-two immigrant. 
■:«mfcunities.

c:

Total direct taxation for the settlers was thus 3 pounds 

: ■ ^Kenya Government derived from the im-

-:- :nigrant communities came from indirect taxes, especially customs duties

4
as

I
..
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a:on imports, although these indirect levies were also paid by Africans.

On two occasions, 1920-22 and 1932-33, the settlers bitterly and 

cessfully fought government efforts to introduce a light income tax.

The resulting imbalance in the tax system is revealed in the fact that 

the settlers, with a per capita income'estimated at 200 times that of p 

the average African, paid a direct tax rate only five times higher , 

than the basic native hut and poll tax ;rate of 12 shillings 

In 1929, DrummondsShiels, the Parliamentary Under Secretary at the

sue-
o'

©
©
©

V

X 61------a year>^

•Colonial Office, reported the yield of direct taxes in Kenya between

1900 and 1925 to be 5.8 million pounds for Africans and 330,000 
(\0for non-natives.

pounds

In 1936 the settlers finally accepted the imposition 

of Income tax at a rate, however, only one-third that levied on com-

parable incomes in the United Kingdom.®^ 

from discriminatory customs duties that 

to their economic

The settlers also benefited
•^-rf .-i-

permitted many items necessary m
success to enter duty free, while low-cost items used • •

primarily by Africans were subject to duty.^^ ©For a European, Kenya 

between the wars was a place where large incomes, if they could be

Mde, could be kept intact and where the general

niained considerably below that of Britain.

cost of living re-

‘-•p

As reluctant as they were to pay taxes, the sertlers were 

positively eager for the 

investments-they demandedi
government to provide the services and capital

The resulting impact on the Kenya Govern- ‘

I; : :ment was severer b^ 1921 and 1936 it incurred a public debt'of. 
-©•8’million i '

'f-.-T-

of which some 13 million pounds represented loans 
for • the Uganda Railroad fori the construction of branch lines into the 

r.'^P^o®®foo yeAr of 1932 the fixed interest 1i© si I

•1 .'.'r.r

I© ./
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chargee alone reached the staggering total of 1.01 million pounds, 

or no less than 33.6 percent of total government revenue for the 

year.®^ In addition, most of the personnel and budgets of the various 

technical departments went for the provisiSn* of services to the settler 

coimnunity. Settler politicians consistently opposed government 

efforts to expand services provided to Africans and during the depresT 
aioh demanded reductions in government expenditure' that fell most^'--., 

heavily on these services. Also during the depression, the settlers

i:
t- a
4

I

I
i

v>

I

lobbied for and got a statutory Land Bank that eventually provided 

million pounds in credits to settler farmers, of which 328,000 pounds 

went to' discharge mortgage obligations.^^

one

;;V

N- - ■'

Finally, the settler con- 

^ trolled District Councils refused to use their powers to levy local .

taxes and were entirely funded by grants from the central government.

— Dliley noted that the Councils were not particularly careful about how

V

they spent the money, which was mostly intended for the construction 

of rural roads,
i':;I The settler position is all the more striking in S;

^ light of the fact that Africans during this period had already shown 

themselves willing to- pay local V

rates of one or two shillings a head, 

themselves twice, to pay for services through the Local

i'lf.

I
Native Councils that the settlers received at the expense of the govern

ment. . ,
r.'-s

IThe settlers were able to use both their local influence in ' 

^ Kenya, and their London' connections to thwart any efforts to limit the.
s dominant position they-had achieved in Kenyan politics. 

Is; particularly indicative of

Their successS-'
S

a
the difficulties of the Imperial

Ihpi^ties, exercising -any real degree of control .over what went on in
i:-au-

.■V,

i
I
;g
S'
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a
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-• • the colony. The most striking example of the settler ability to defend 

their position was the history of the doctrine of native paramountcy
i

which ostensibly defined the direction and content of British trustee

ship in Kenya after 1923. The settlers had achieved their position 

through the tacit acceptance of their influence by officials in the
;• >•

5
Administration and the Colonial Office after a long series of open'-. 

conflicts and private negotiations.
■V

The exi’^ing status quo during 

the inter-war years was. an informal one, unrecognized by ^ny official!

public'Statement of policy by either the Nairobi or London aulliorities. 

Procuring such a statement from the imperial authorities thus became 

a vital goal both for the settlers, in order to legitimize their in

formal position, and for their critics in the Labour Party and human- 

as a means of limiting settler power and protecting 

native rights. In both instances the pressure was for something anti

thetic to the British approach to administration: a statement of the 

. specific role of black and white in the development of Kenya and speci

fication of the ultimate political goal of colonial rule. Since3—
active African participation in the government was at that time in

conceivable for even the most radical advocates of native rights, the

latter generally sought an assertion of the formal supremacy and ulti—

mate. responsibility of the'imperial authorities, i.e. , that control 

over policy should remain in the hands of the Administration and 

Colonial Off ice. alone.

the .

f-

1 .. .3. ; 1923 White Paper (The 'Devonshire Declar-

^ to have achieved the purpose of the critics of the
i.'.

pi
L;:

settlers in its assertion of the paramountcy of native interests andK
II

.;.3:=r;/

i
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a68fe the indivisibility of imperial,jtontrol. . Historians agree, however, 

that the declaration was simply a measure of expendiency to blunt 

the conflict between the European and Indian immigrant communities and

i mr-

A

■: deny the latter equality in the political and economic systems, and 

the British government neither intended nor made any effort to see 

that it was actually implemented -by the Kenya Administration.

,r

5>
69

The
'■'H

settlers simply i^ored it, and a sympathetic Governor Grigg replaced 

• it with a 'Dual. Policy ’ of the ' complementary development' of the •
-r

/
African- and settler communities that represented little more than a 

rationalization of the status quo. In 1927 the existing situation 

was recognized in-another White Paper, issued by the Tory Secretary•S

.1;0f State Leopold Amery, that sought to 'associate' the settlers in
m

the exercise of the imperial trusteeship and recognized the 'Dual 

Policy'. m
The only serious effort to enforce the doctrine of native

. . • -
paramountcy came with the Labour government pf 1929-31. The Secre-

I

5: -tary of State, Lord Passfleld, issued a White Paper and a "memorandum 

on Native Policy in East Africa" in 1930 that reaffirmed

r

native para- •

mountcy and the sole authority and responsibility of the colonial au-
m
3

.However, Governor Grigg made no effort to implement the 

policy and it was ignored by the new Conservative government tHat took

power after the Labour collapse in 1931.^°

'ii

i
tv

■V!: 'v
V

in.r The Limits of Settler Power

Ihe settler community suffered, nonetheless, a number of

si3erl6us defeats.•V

First, and most Important, they utterly failed to

achieve their ultimate goal of self-government on the Southern Rhodesian 

: model.

I:s*

.■^rpugh the 1920's and early 30’s they constantly pressed fori
'Mm I I
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:_constitutipnal 'a<5vances' that would accord them foraal control of 

the Kenya Government. These included demands for an unofficial majority 

on the Legislative Council, which they attempted to make a condition 

of their acceptance of the schemes for closer union of the East Afri-

!L-

Pi

I
I

can colonies, and for a Statutory Finance Committee of the Legis

lative Council with a settler majority, which they sought as a condi- • 

tion for their acceptance of Government's* income tax proposals in

These efforts failed for the simple reason neither Labour 

nof Conservative Governments in Britain ever considered settler self-

I

y

1932-33.•C
lx'.

fi

1
. government an acceptable future for the colony. In August, 1933, 

during the height of the income tax controversy, the Secretary of 

. State, Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, bluntly told Lord Francis Scott 

that "no Government in this country would ever agree to'the claim on 

‘the part of the white settlers to govern on their own.

Second, not only was ultimate Imperial control maintained, 

but the settlers also failed to convert the Administration into 

^ prganltation totally oriented toward serving their needs, 

over the 'Northey Circulars' in 1919-21 and the refusal of the Admin- 

:i?J;ration to directly serve as labor recruiters for the settlers indi

cated the outside limits of official collaboration with the settlers

,.71

I
an

The crisis

.■V

on issues intimately Involving Africans in the 

the senior staff of the Administration and the technical departments 

remained expatriates whose fundamental loyalties

reserves. Furthermore,

went to the Colonial

■

^^0 ®^^ibain; They were appointed by the Colonial‘Office

?"4;:the vast-majority either 

were transferred to ^ other colonies.

. ■ • • -

returned to Britian after retirement or

‘A

Only a handful of Kenya settlers

pi::®
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,_pr settlers' sons entered the Administration in the inter-war years

and then only if they possessed the requisite public school and Ox-

bridge background and passed through Furse's selection process. Local

settlers were largely confined to the Kenya European Civil Service,

which provided the higher level clerical and office staff and the

lower level technicians in the various departments. During t^j^_ ‘

pression in particular, considerable conflict and ill-feeling ,exist^^"

between the European .'locals' and the Expatriates* who comprised the
72ell£e of the bureaucracy.

Third, after settler influence reached a peak during the 

term of Governor Grigg, the formal and symbolic expressions of Im- 

■perial administrative control were reasserted under Governor Byrne. 

Ihis-involved-such acts as the dismissal of the settler head of the 

Board of Agriculture and his replacement by the Director of Agriculture; 

.and the transformation of the Kenya Defence Force, the settler terri

torial militia, into the Kenya Regiment, an organization designed not 

.to fight as a unit but to provide reserve officers for the rapid ex- 

pansioH of the King's African Rifles in the event of

- 'SCj

an emergency.

Both..changes were carried, out by administrative fiat over the protests 

of the settler community. The change of the K.D.F. into the Kenya 

Regiment was pushed through by Governor Byrne in 1936 and reduced the 

emotionally ehargedVsymbol of the settlers' challenge to the govern

ment 8 monopoly of the legitimate use of force. The action provoked 

from 'the Executive Council by the settler representa-

^'rancls Scott and Major Cavendish-Bentinck, who returned 

tldrteen nionths later/ in April 1937, After'Byrne had been succeeded.
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'r- •- - I 73by the more conciliatory Governor BrooSe-Pophata.

A variety of factors worked in place limits on settler politi- 

cal influence and deny them their ultimate goal of self rule.

Colonial Office officials, including several Secretaries of State, 

neither trusted the motives of the settlers with regard to the Afri-

cans, nor were convinced of-the economic viability of wh-tro _ _

Second, an active London Idbby of missionary and human

itarian groups and a variety of informed individuals kept up a steady 

and often intense drum fire of criticism directed at the British press. 

Parliament, and the Colonial Office that emphasized the venal self-

Third, the parochialism of the

Si"

First,
R

'N
ment in Kenya.i'

h'-

seeking of settler political demands.

'P^’^spectiye-led them to ignore aspects of colonial adminis- '

tration and policy that did not touch directly on their economic and 

political needs. Fourth, and perhaps most important, within the Kenya 

Administration organizational self-interest ultimately proved 

' powerful than loyalty to social class
more

SO that administrators both re- 

mained hostile to settler political goals and struggled to preserve
- a degree of freedom of action.

■ The. dismal performance of the settler economy prior to the 

Second World .War created grave doubts in the Colonial Officesi

'Si as to
whether Kenya was in fact a''white man's country* that robbed the 

settler argument for self-government of much of its-potenc|/ 

inl937

I
Thus,i’-i

a Colonial Office official could write that, while it was the 

'Aite settlement

■

I in the Highlands should be encouraged:

So far as the Colonial Office is concerned, this policy 
.is subject to the qualification that it is not yet re
garded as absolutely proved that the European community

f-

i-;

1
—I

i
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will be able to prosper In the highlands of Kenya....
These- doubts have been acce,ntuated by the-experience 
of the fanning community in Kenya during the recent 
trade depression. 74

Furthermore, however vague they remained about their application in

practice, the ideals of trusteeship exerted a powerful grip on Colonial

Office officials who deeply distrusted the motives of the settlers in

“rWtTbn^ToTSfFicans.- matter what the public rhetoric might be
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ - ^

about the congruence of the interests of the two races, the Kenya 

settlers, as an economically troubled, politically powerful, and 

openly biased community, could not be trusted to deal fairly 

ly with the African or put the public interest before their

;

V

!.

h

-V

e;.>.

or humane-.t-.
own.

Thus, when Scott wrote to the Times to complain that officials made 

the settlers, "feel that we are unwanted interlopers who cannot be

•r
Li

:4;v'
trusted by the powers that be to have-a share in the government, as 

... it is. taken for granted 'that 

. to further

we shall use any powers we may be given 

our own interests rather than to work for the good of the 

country as a whole"; Cunliffe^Lister wrote one sarcastic word on the. V

Colonial Office clipping of the letter: "exactly".

The_recognition by metropolitan officials that the settlers

were members of the political class and thus legitimate participants 

. in the political arena did 

■on their part of a 

tlons to the settlers

not, therefore, involve any further acceptance 

identity of interests or binding obliga-

on the' basis of the uncritical acceptance of class
*

or personal loyalties&•
As legitimate participants in the political

£
process, the settlers had the right to fight for their interests accord- 

: accepted rules of the game. However, the settlers were an

\(3
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Si obviously partisan group and colonial officials refused to give any
liu credence to settler claims to speak for the public interest, this 

^ being a role they believed that only they themselves

ss®'-;- ■

t
were qualified

to fill. The settlers were thus 'in the system’, but did not, in
SiI

Vh the end, control that system. >
%

Arranged against the economic and political connections jjf 

the settlers in the 'Kenya Lobby' was the 'Native Rights Lobby', 

sisting of a wide assortment of church and missionary societies, hinnan-

v-vV;-;;;' '
con-

itarian and philanthropic groups, and a number of Individuals'in
■ ■....................................................................................................................................................■/

intellectual and political circles.
'1

Both 'lobbies' sought to

exert pressure on the Colonial- Office;, either directly, through 

.respondence or personal meetings with Colonial Office officials, or 

—indirectly, through connections in Parliament.

;.v

cor-is

Both included a number 

of M.p.s and could expect a sympathetic hearing from several others.
r.''
••■-'V'-

The Kenya Lobby was primarily linked with the right-wing of the Con- 

- servative Party, while the Native Rights Lobby 

nected with the Labour Party.

. colonial.issues in British electoral politics.

'i

was principally con-5^^
.'-•v

Despite the general unimportance of

these lobbies comprised 

“ highly articulate segment of the British public and '

it was their activities that made Kenyan affairs into the’domestic
r-

political issues that moved the Colonial Office to action. The Kenya
Lobby preferred mostly to work in private, exerting its pressures

through the traditional socio-political
networks of the British upper- 

much more publicly active andLobby

50u^t :ta supplement

was
■

sifc
private pressures with efforts through the press

.^d pe^ions mobilizing public opinion.afs
aafi.;:
ill

1
ai--' ••
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In the inter-war years the central concerns of the mission^

ary and humanitarian groups were the preservation of native lands
{

against the encroachments of the settlers and the protection of native 

labor from exploitation and coercion, 

an Impressive public campaign.

5

:

when aroused they could mount 

Their actual influence on policy 

was, however, limited, and even their greatest success during the

gjg'V"
is

y

ft:.: Northey crisis and the subsequent negotiations on the 'Indian question* 

leading to the doctrine of native paramountcy was, as we have seen,

negated on the ground by a combination of settler pressures and the 

interpretation and variation of policy by the Kenya Government, 

chief Impact-was as the watchdogs of Imperial trusteeship and patemal- 

. .. ism, reminding colonial officials of their responsibilities, and, 

through their contacts in Kenya, as an alternative channel of com- 

ffiunication that provided Information reinforcing the image ^ the 

settlers as Irresponsible, self-seeking exploiters. However, the de

fenders of native rights attacked administrative abuses as often as 

they criticised the settlers, and in such instances their influence 

reached its limit as Colonial Office officials leaped to the defence 

of their fellow civil .^servants in Kenya. . '

What must be pointed out about the activities of the human-

•i

5
Their

gavv" •

ft pi: Itarian groups is that at no point did they ever challenge or even 

openly q^uestion the basic premises of British Imperialism or the system

through which it was administered. Their object was to see that the ' 

’ Empire’ lived up to its expressed ideals and they sought the ^elior- 

of specific abuses rather than any systematic reforms. They 

more with what'were regarded as 'unfortunate incidents' resulting
A-

;-.ftoitI
w
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from failures of individual judgment and character than with patterns

of action rooted in basit structural arrangements. Metropolitan politi

cal controversy thus took place within a basic public consensus

siSt
.■i

E’

-■ I on .
~ - •

the ideals of imperialism that all of the contending parties used to 

justify their positions.
/I

i■S;'/

-The-thi-rd—factor—that—tended“to—l±mi't—the-extent~of~the~ffet;^

tier influence was their general lack of interest in any matters that

did not appear to directly touch their perceived economic and political
'■ S,I.

needs. Despite their protestations of concern for the African, set

tlers took little^interest in native policy outside of ensuring 

selves of the conditions for,an adequate supply of labor and blocking 

efforts during the depression to extend the government services avail

able to Africans,

. -in particular rarely, if 

to the field administrators in those 

conditions in the

I
E^:;i

themr^1 '1

I
The settlers in general and their political leaders 

, toured the African districts or spoke 

Settler ignorance of

I'lever':2

78
areas.

3
■ - reserves served to reinforce the dual politico- 

economic structure of Kenya and freed the field administrators ;-:8«...
in '

African areas of direct contact with the political, pressures directed 

at the central government and the administration in the settled districts. 

Settler influence

S3
31

on administrative policy and practice in the 

taking the form of

reserves El
El

J
a limit on the degree of 

inofficial

and the lack of ah explicit native policy.

concerns, notably the development of 

the settlers took virtually
: official actl

economic and -social development that could be embodied 

policy on African affairs 

On. certain crucial administrative
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: 1
ss The fourth factor countering settler influence in Kenya 

was the dislike of settler politics and the rejectio-n of settler 

political, goals fay the great majority of administrators, especially 

in the Provincial Administration. Few of them accepted any more than 

their counterparts in the Colonial Office the settler goal of self- 

_  government as a desirable future for the colony. Indeed, the achieve

ment of that goal implied the effective destruction of the Adminis

tration in its existing form, a prospect which few officers accepted 

with equanimity.. Field officers in particular felt considerable dis

taste for the politics of Nairobi and the settled districts and ' 

largely powerless in those areas of policy subject to a dominant 

■ settler influence. As one "administrator put it:

... one felt helpless really. Politics were handled 
^ at a higher level - one really couldn't deal with

them; they were a matter ... straight between the 
settlers' leaders and the Governor or senior people 
in the Government. The D.C. just had to pass it 
byi 79 . ' . •

Common social and cultural background and the ties of friendship, school,

and family were ultimately'^oVerridden by the organizationally-defined

Interest of administrators in preserving their discretion and ruling

without outside interference.

The officers of the. Provincial Administration struggled to

- - ®®fhtain an arena .of action free of the settler .-influence that bound

the hands of officials in the central government and isolated from the

This found expression not 

postings, but also in a strong distaste 

posts in the settled districts, despite the more coio- 

conditions and social facilities they offered to officials
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and their families.. Field officers preferred the physical discomfort 

and Isolation of the African districts where 'real administration'
80

remained possible. Their relative autonomy in these districts was

enhanced by the narrowness of settler interests. These reactions on 

the part of administrative officers in the field to the settler presence 

thus added significant centripetal pressures to the basic duality and

/•>/

decentralization in the structure of the Administration. Even more im

portant, the threat of settler interference with administrative control 

had a deep impact on the relationship between field administrators and 

the Africans over whom they ruled.
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PJSe 55. Ibid..

40, ibid.. pages 25-45.
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42. Oliver, op.cit.. page 290.

estc British government to Indian inter-
i? a function of its sensitivity to nationalism

In India itself. The East Africa Indian National Congress maintained
' anfSuos iS°T clrples in India and sympathetic individuals
Tna^! ^ London. The willingness of the India Office to defend
M^_interests cn Kenya is another example of the tendency of British- - -

‘'“y '^ith 'their' people even if it sit them . 
against their peers in the Colonial Office. The primary occasions for

. . of Indian-settler communal clashes into i^erlal scale
■ were,during the Indian Question" controversy of 1921-23, the ' ' -

financial control in 1933 and 1936, and the 
1 ISsS Commission recommendations between
Wnnrf Colonial and Indian Offices hammered

" rn™„ “terton proposals for a Kenya settlement on the basis of a
oHitJr fffoundered in the face
nrnmni °PP°siLion (Gregory, op.cit.. pages 20-21). The
L t£ SehlanJ ‘'I?® f ghlands Order in Council restricting settlement 
slhS-''F#“—.apparently delayed for. four years 
SveLS^ of considerable embarassment to an Imperial
and PoliScr“^" feeling". (Bennett, "Settlers ■
communitv failed " - g27). Ip the end, however, the Indian
Inmdgration ^ common roll, unrestricted“agration.and access to land in the Highlands.

out the

4
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44. Sir Ferdinand Cavendish-Bentinck, Interview, August 12, '
• ::1969. ■.
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govenm.entA^^ Another settler politician comments that; "Under
^ Witli >1, + y,agreement, the settler leaders often got into hot water 

■ «Wch alternative was a long period of opposition
^ arm both to the settlers and; the government". (Interview
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46.-In a letter to Winston Churchill, Scott remarked;

"Personally I am quite sure we- are not yet ready
for self-government on any terms, but I am anxious 
we should devote ourselves to building up the 
position of white settlement ... so that in due 
course we may be in a position to demand self- 
government on the lines of Sourthem Rhodesia...."

Francis Scott to Winston Churchill, lette;^ 
of 7 November, 1933.) A few months earlier Scott had admitted to 
Cunliffe-Lister that, . In existing circumstances ...it was all..ibunkum'

-^^ttaLanyone :shpuld-talk -about-self-government-!^—CPRO/eo-533/43^/3198/-
33, extract^from note-by Sir Samuel Wilson on an Interview with Lor'^ 
Francis Sc9tt, N.D.)

£

if; and Protectorate of Kenya, Legislative Council,
Debates, 19 December, 1929, page 763.

48. Interview 206FS.

vpr=„ ^ the Movement of the Masai and the subsequent contro-
0^0 ^^signation of Governor Girouard, see Mungeam, 

, pages^260-273. On the Nandi land issue, see .MacGregor Ross,

50. Aaronovitch, op.cit. .. pages 72-77; HaileyI , op.cit..

OP cit Highlands', see Mungeam, toisfe’nrv ’ QP--.tit., passim, and M.B.K. Sorrenson, The 
Sm Settlement in Kenya, Oxford University Press~

page 750.

bv Kenya Land Commission, while recognizing a loss

—in its place,_Report of the Kenva Land .Cn.- 
~Siseion,.Cmd. 4556, London 1934, pages 106-144. - - - - - - - —- - - - -----

n=i. , of' and Protectorate of Kenya, Legislative
fiSkates, 28 October, 1925, pages 782-783. Council,

.’•Iv

■ Sir James f with Governor
’ page 217. the labor situation. Quoted’in Dllley, op.cit..;

iAdministraSCe^nSr’^®’ ^t should also be noted tha
African men and empowered to conscript able-bodied
the direction of offcompulsory labor as porters or, under 

■X : , official headmen, to work on local public works in the
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ptrict. Africans were Initially liable for this •communal’ labor ' 
for up to 15 days a quarter (later reduced to 6 days a quarter) The 
Administration.regarded this as an obligation for ’community service’ 
rather than forced labor, and ^

56. Ibid.. page 104.

Aaronovitch, op.cit.. page 113. 
general, see also pages 112-123.

193'9, the Mombasa-Labor Coramissionxnoted thaf^with 
to the employer’s obligation to supply housing for his w^fcers 

Re were astonished to find that both kove^Lnt aS^rSaJe eSloS- ’ 
have been Ignorant _of this provision in the law or have disregarded 

. it... (Colony and Protectorate of Kenya", Report of 
_ Inquiry appointed to fbtamine Labour __ ----------

Printer, Nairobi, 1939, paragraph 20.)

59. Wrigley, loc.cit..
. pages 249-252. ,

57.
On labor legislation in,:*

r ^
58.

_ _ _ _ _ the Commission of
Conditions in Mombasa. Government

page 257; Rosberg and Nottingham, op.cit..

60. Van Zwanenberg, loocit., pages 20-26.

4 Aaronovitch’s provided a rough estimate'of capita
(oD^cit "Lr Europeans and £1.1 for Africans

inequities of the Kenya tax system were gross.
-In 1931 the European community paid £42,596 in direct taxes, while the

■ iSourtS^ V indirect and miscel^.... -

^£791 European contribution to £665,781 and the African
nn 161). During the depression, however, the returns

principal source of revenue from Europeans, fell

lectS nf Erankel noted that "Had it not been for more stringent col-

would tl6,000 less than in 1928), the budget deficits
KfrJrS^r <capital Investment

irica_, Oxford University Press, London, 1938, p. 2661)
the Afrinanp more critical issue was the question of whether
they paid or government services for the taxes
the^servlrp critics of the settlers contended, they subsidized

• ropLSon Europeans. The problem was compounded by the
- LLiWiLf revenue taken in Indirect taxes which made -the relative 
" duS tS f difficult to determine. However,

commissions the depression, two official
-tic burden on® finances of the Colony concluded that the 

■ African was too heavy and that the settlers were
the quantity and quality of services they received in 

imposition of income taxes on the'settlers, .. 
““E the controversy of 1932^33 and 1936 (Report by the
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Financial Commissioner '{’Lord Mnvnp).________ on Certain Questions in Kenya
' 4093, London 1932; Report by Sir Alan Pirn on' the
Position and System of Taxation of Kenya. Col':
mere is little doubt.however, that the settlers resisted government 
efforts to ^terid services to Africans while at the same time con
stantly demanding the Increase of those provided for their own needs.
As noted earlier (Chapter Two) the technical departments were primarily 
oriented towards serving the needs of the .settlers. Moreover, as 
Dilley notes, too often grants to native services benefit non-natives 
equally, if^_not more than natives, although they are charges against 

‘t. 243.) The Labour Govemmen^insisted
a f "natives should receive, directly

and visibly, a fair return for the direct taxation which they afe^^\::~-----
calid upon tojay" CCmd. 3573. London 1‘930. page 14) and>Lord Moyne

®.=‘^nblishment of a Native Betterment Fund specifiLlly“' 
earmarked for African development. However, in the face of settler 

th. g„„.l policy POP ,h. specific proposal

■ ■

were

62.

P^’^klnson, then an assistant secretary in 
I! “apartment, who replied with a 49-page memorandum

"• S/ critical marginal
• - on Dr ShieL^ r*" ("Memorandum" 5 March, 1930, and "Comments

bv W C Marginal Notes" 10 March, 1930.) Parkinson
by W.C. Bottomley, ( Memorandum" 12 March, 1930) one of the Under '
■ rSS" ■»! tbs d.bata’co„ti-sd. o' Sa oH?'„tii
uly 1930, irtthout any definite conclusions resulting. The debate

^ to^KenSt taxSlon.
revealing b influence, education, and development. What is especially
son ihnf’ organizational standpoint, is that Parkin-
SiScaV r^arks in the files indicate he 4s far from^
felt constrained^t^^^f^ settlers or the Kenya government,

^ Ihe Of flee f both against the outside Rolitlcian' in
that- <Shiels). So vigorously did he do so that Shlels protested

c'n--

Shiels'

was supported... .

li

he mistook my object and. did not meet my queries 
as i had intended. He regarded my memo as an attack 
on^the Kenya government and himself as its champion, 
and set . himself to, put the very best force on 
aspects of my enquiry...

...himself 
1930.)

M:

.4':-

all ^e
. Mr. Parkinson has regarded - 

as a special pleader...." (Minutes of 15,March,
'!

■ -iV-
c'_. ...- h

I
Aaronovitch, Op.cit.. page 162.
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, , \ p/391/5906/1926. Shiels "Memorandum..." The
settler also benefitted from special freight rates on the Railroad 
^ch subsidized cereal ppuction even though if led fo he«vy deficits 

during the denresslon. CAaironovitch; Op.clt.
78”79i)

r-

pages

65.
d^t^charges tOod^stic exports vas even^Le steikingf^lstog^frL
17.92 in 1928 to the extremely high level of 53.7% in 1934. ffrankel. 
op.cit.. pages .182-183.) ^ i-aunci,

66. Ibid

P

page 25.

4 .4 4^* op«cit.. page 246. Lord Moyne recommended an

• >

hp asiiguity of the White Paper can
be seen in the following excerts (enq>haais added):

. J ------------------ paramount, and that If.
and when those-inter>.^s and- the IntereatH-nf fTt.. 
c^al races should, conflict. the- former chn..i a 
Obviously, the Interests of the other communities, 
Europem, Indian, and Arab, mus_t severally be safe-K 
girded. Whatever the circumstances in vAich members 
of these communities have entered Kenya, there’will be 
no drastic- dctldn of- reversal. of-^ measures alrtodv in^ 
troduced. such

Prevail.

- - - - _ may have been contemplated in some
quarters, the resulfnf which might be td destroy or 
^ait the existing-interests of those already 
^n Kenya. But in the administration of Kenya w-ta 
^lesty s Government regard themselves as evprM7-iT,<T 
jLfrust on behaxt Of the African population. th^~^ 

of which may, be defined as the- protection and 
advancement of the native

:

^ attempt to elaborate thi^poktlfnf thf l^nerof-^ 
dCT^opment are as yet in certain directions undeter-
mm^.... This paramount du^ of trusteeship will
continue, as in the past, to be carried-out under the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies by the Seenta mf 
the Imperial GoVermaent. and by thenT^rirto'»'
1? fenyaf- Cmd.^1^^ London, 1923.) - - - -

■ -/

69. : 
Gfeeory^lpp.cit 
P«e8:69-70; .

Dilley, op.cit pages 140, 167-168, 179-187, 206-208: 
pages 42-45, 50-55; Rosberg and Nottingham, op^cit

z,»
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f ® Governor Grlgg was not only
^ if 1 policy of paramountcy but sought to conceal the terms
of the 1930 White Paper from the African population. In the face of 
such intransigence, the Secretary of State, Lord Passfield (Sidney 
jebb) certainly^had good grounds and clear precedent in Kenyan history 
for dismissing Grigg. However, for reasons that remain obscure, he 
vacillated over insisting on implementation of his stated policy and 
the question of the proper relationship between settlers and Africans 
remained confused and unresolved. (Op.cit., pages 122, 140-145..)

■ Jl* PRO/CO 533/436/3198/33. "Note by Sir Samuel Wilson
on Discussion between J:he Secretary of State .and Lord Francis Scott," 
at which Lord Plymouth and Sir S. Wilson werejr^^' 9

--(Wilson war fhe tfieiT-PeiiiHeS s^cr^taiy orae

Kpnv, r f ^’250 positions in the
fenya Government were filled by the European Local Civil Service. The 
discontents of this section of the bureaucracy, particularly 
lation to the expatriate 'career' service officers standing over them 
are documented in the Report of the Kenya European Loral r.f.m 
Committee , Government Printer, Nairobi, 1939;,

in re-

passim.

6 Marrh 1^44/47, "Minutes of the ^ecutive Council" of 
6 March, 1936; 20 March, 1936; and 16 April,

J. Flood, quoted in van Zwanehberg, loc.cit.

I PRO/CO 533/436/3198/33. L
H........Another C.O. official noted tartly
1 protest too much".

1937.

74. page 30.

Letter to the Times of 13 August, 
"Me thinks the writer doth

.9 !

76.over tha an ex^ple, in December 1932, a controversy broke out
of Weatem^Ke!!^^°“fw^ African lands in the newly discovered gold fields 

' the shbW^ I?® eleven months, some 174 articles on
ManchesLr British press, mostly in the Times and the
^ in 4 Other major London and provincial dallies

quLtL^a , a : In February, and. March, 1933 no l^ss than 32----------
who attemDterr^^'^^f t^e-House of Commons, mostly by Labour M.P.'s, ' 
terests in i the Secretary of State to reveal the financial In-
ors w operation, the number of European prospect-Sive^Shts for the protection and compLsatlon of
Hatlve TaS^Tr operation in the situation of the
Sivod Th® Coloflial Office itself re
vast petitions from almost 300 Indlviduais and groups, the
and the\rSh^^r^^*^^?® violation of the Native Lands Trust Ordinance 
“sample o^ to.the natives on the security of their land,

f y groups who protested gives'sdme ideaI' -: rl^S'^ f mobilized in support .oi 'native
- Sir Herbert Samuel, W.G. Ormsby-Gore, M.P. (later Secretary of

I

I
C
5
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State for the Colonies, 1936-38), the Archbishop of Canterbury, the 
Church Mission Society, The Church of Scotland, the Society of Friends 
the National Council of Evangelical Free Churches, the Anti-Slavery ’ 
and ^^origines Protection Society, the Negro Welfare Association, the 
Llandodno District Women’s Institute, the London Group on African 
Affairs, the Leeds Temperance and Social Welfare Union, the Amalgamated 
Society of Woodworkers, the Cardiff Trades and Labour Council, tL 
Federation of University Conservative and Unidnist Associations, the

the-Hendon Division Liberal Association.
. (PRO/IHD -Igggs/Files 3006/1-5 A)

.•k

77 i

:>>

The most notable example is the Shiels-Parkinson
-change-ln-PRG/G0^533/391/15906/1929^-(See-note-’66-abbve-)—;. .

78. Interview 209FS.

Interview 201FS.

According.to one D.C.:

"I swOre I would never serve in"a settled 
again ... it nearly sent me up the wall, a sense 
of frustration.- It wasn't my idea of administration 
and it was to my mind phony..." (Interview 103F.)

ex-

I

79.

80.
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I» 216.CHAPTER FIVE
if

THE AFRICAN ARENA: THE PROVINCIAL

ADMINISTRATION AND-AFRICAN POLITICS

The African districts were the ’real’ world of colonial 

administration where the officers of the Provincial Administration 

operated the Kenya system of direct rule with its high degree of dis

cretion in relation to the central' authorities and unusjial capacit;^"^

for direct intervention into African society, unmediated by intervening 

traditional political institutions. Free of direct contact with power- 

ful immigrant groupsj field officers constructed a system predicated

on the preservation of unchallenged administrative control in which

overt conflict and political activity was defined as illigitimate.
.

while a. degree of covert politics was tacitly accepted as part of the 

game' of administration. The D.C., in the phrase popular in Kenya 

between the wars, was

'4
f

'the King in his castle'. At the same time,

presence and the parameters of fhe European politi

cal arena indirectly exercised a significant impact on the patterns of 

administrative behavior by both intensifying imperial paternalism 

placing additional constraints on the ability of the Provincial Admin- 

^ istration^tp. respond to the consequences of socio-economic change among 

the African population.

however, the settler

and

and Self-Interest in the Provincial Administration 

The settler-presence in Kenya added an external dimension to

" the paternalism of administrative officers

: in ihe. field. - One administrator stated emphatically, "I think anybody 

Who was really serious in the Adiainistratioil regarded our jobs as being

i
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sort of a protective screen for the African because there 

else to look after their interests." For most administrators the

was no one

settlers were the principal source of the exploitation "from which they 

wanted to protect the African. During the first fifty years of British 

rule the claim of the Provincial Administration to be the proper guard-P 

ian of, African intereg^ts was widely accepted among individuals and

groups in the metropole-who distfiisted one" degree or another th'^ 

Intentions of the settlers, including the Native Rights Lobby, 

scholars, and officials at the Colonial Office.
colonial

Without sthe protect-

. ive^screen of the field administration, it was felt that the Africans 

would be subject to the worst abuses of unbridled 

atlon. During the inter-war
capitalist exploit-

years the efforts' of the settlers to gain 

control of the colony were countered by the insistence of the metro-

• politan authorities 

• ■ •■'l.e.,

native administration.^

on the maintenance of undivided imperial control, 

the exclusion of the settlers from any direct involvement in

crucial Importance to note the extent to which this 

view_of the Provincial Administration 

coincided with the 

in guarding their freedom of

as the protector of the African 

organizatibnally-defined interest of field officers 

The field administratorsaction. came to

own discretion as identi- 

protection of .the welfare of .the African. The claim to be 

protector of the African was used not only to fend

but also intervention in the districts 

In some instances there 

in neighboring districts each

regard the preservation and protection of their 

cil to the

the sole legitimate

of settler interference,-

Ptyihe technicalII departments of the government, 

v;, was even feuding between administratorsI
3

I
3
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.:• ..
intent on protecting-^his people. By the same token, settler infringe

ment on African interests tended to be seen as a threat to the inde- 

pendence of the Provincial Administration.

,ing of paternalism and self-interest led administrators 

to protect the populations of the African districts from anyone who 

was not a member of the- Provincial Administration, 

officer perceptively noted in describing ^his feelings 

settlers;

.'A'

In the end the ihtertwin-

to attempt

>

As one field

towards the

... it was a baneful influence and I resented it;' 
But 1 think the truth of the matter was that I re
sented it like I resented the Supreme Court and the 

I. didn't like chaps to get between me and 
my people ... you must be in charge, there must be 
no interference, and the settlers were rivals.
-SO funny., about it in a way is it was exactly the 
attitude we had toward the African politicians. 3

What's
same

n. Ihe-Basic Patterns of Provincial Administration

The internal structural and cognitive factors discussed in

the first section of this study that made the maintenance oif control
A .

. the dominant objective of the Provincial Administration 

thus strongly reinforced by external characteristics 

influence in the European political

in Kenya were

of the settler

The development of the basicarena.

patterns of administrative action in the field focused around the
achievement of the critical goal of unchallenged 

- quickly forgotte.n memorandum issued by Governor Girouard
in 1910, the Provincial A^lnis.tration possessed no handbook or set 

of standing orders containing an explicit statement of the principles

emerged, rather, from the

responses of field officers to specific situations and

-control. Aside from

-I
-■

■ 1aqd mlthods of native administration.

■largely ad hoc

liiWi
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were incorporated into the accumulated conventional wisdom of theifi
Provincial Administration that was handed down from one generation

of officers to another.

..:
A. Methods of Administration

t
The objective of control actually involved two- itinct

t^o^dimensions. One involved the maintenance of maximum local cont

over the African population within a district, while the other con- 

■ slsted in the maintenance of maximum discretion in relation to the 

higher authorities of the central administration in Nairobi and the

.settler-dominated political arena. These two dimensions of 'good' 

administration were linked: local control was a necessary precondition 

for the maintenance of discretion. Where control was lacking the 

situation invited the intervention, of-the Secretariat and political

. ., attacks by the settlers and could cloud the career of the officer in

volved. The goals of local control and discretion were articulated 

through the principles of 'prestige' and 'efficiency' that formed the 

foundation stones of administrative action in the field. These two 

principles^stipulated no specific patterns of action, but rather the

two key Images-that such action should project; the former was directed .

at the Africans and the latter at the central administration and the

settlers.. 'Prestige' facilitated, control, while the image of 'efficiency'

■; protected discretion. ' .

'Prestige' was a complex, multi-faceted concept. The word 

^Sain in the papers of the. Provincial Administration; 

policy issue or major event in the colony or a particular 

would provoke-discussion of the actual or potential effect of

: V

■VM.:
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• various courses of action on the 'prestige' of the organization, 

core of the prestige of the Administration was the achievement of

The

au%rity, i.e,, the acceptance by the indigenous population of the 

legitimacy of imperial power' and their compliance with 

More than simply a recognition of a
its directives.

need for subjective legitimacy, 

prestige Indicated the kind of image on which such authority was thought 

to be based. Administrators believed that prestige rested-on_L'moM£v 

ascendency; their word must be believed and obeyed".^

■”? •

In actual

•practice it tended to mean the projection, from the background of 

presumed European^oral and intellectual 

administrative infallibility and omnipotence.

always and everywhere appear to be ip complete and unchallenged 

of any situation.

superiority, of, an image of 

The administration must

control

Neither the Administration 

could, ever admit to misdalculatlon 

vious policy. No action could be taken that might 

cession to African, demands; all policy had to appear to be the result 

of the unconstrained will and benevolent

nor any Individual officer

or failure, even in reversing pre

appear to be a con-

concern ,of the Administration.j
Thus prestige meant that the African had 

swe of the Administration.
to always stand in 

It was on this basis that a handful of ad-
■dnlstrative officers could 

of Africans, for the Individual officers
command and expect obedience from millions(/

isolated in rural districts
had little else with which to back up their orders. In the end prestige

capability that made it possible for the
Administration to rule an alien population with only the most slender 

batallions of the King's African
^Rifles'

!s scattered through the colony, a few tribAl police (often unarmed).
!

I
s

~'-.J
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and, occasionally, a small detachment the'^regular police in the

districts. ^ -

However, to establish the symbolic power capability in

trinsic to administrative prestige,'real power had to be periodically 

demonstrated. The African had to be
..,r

aware that non-compliance with 

the directives of the Administration would be punished.

—^in-telation—to tthe-establishment—and-maintenance* of ■prestige~"that~'the—

use of force became a valuable instrument of a colonial administration. 

The first Commissioner of. the East A.frican Protectorate, Sir Arthur 

Hardinge noted:

/

It Iwas thus

Our prestige by which we alone keep them in check, 
depends on their believing that our orders once given 
cannot be disregarded with impunity.-?

This sense of administrative necessity combined with administrators'

....image of the African and their belief in' the efficacy of physical punish- 

• ment' made the skillful of the limited physical force available ause

matter of critical importance,

Once effective control was obtained,- the Administration could 

then afford to exercise its paternal 

vlgilence, however, remained 

- .. the original lessons were not forgotten.

care over the African. Continual

necessary in later years to insure that

As Cashmore points out:

... administrators were sensitive to any sign of dis
obedience. It was always necessary.to act swiftly and 
severely, lest little troubles left unchecked led to 
terrible endings.-. All subscribed to that second of the 
Punjab, principles ..that a shot in time saves nine. 8.

.. Pr^tige having been established by deadly 

; ;talned;It by resort to lesser levels of coercion. 

*-9. arrest, fine, imprison.

force, administrators main-

In addition to their

arrange for the deportation to aor
. ---IL.

. ..

ft -
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temte area of Africans who refused to comply with official directives.

administrators also had the ability to levy 'collective punishments' 

on whole tribes dr sections of tribes. Piese collective punishments
. 1

usually took the form of large fines and were primarily imposed^ for

such illegal activities' a's cattle theft (an endemic practice /•samong many ' r 

to hand-over 

Where instanced 

area was forced to pay 

a levy to cover the costs of the additional police or armed^^forces brought

of the pastoral tribes),winter-tribal raiding, or refusal 

to the Administration those guilty of serious crimes, 

of overt unrest occurred-^^^the population of the

In to restore order.

By mETintaining unchallenged control', i.e 'law, order, and

good government I, administrators achieved the basis for projecting an 

Inage of 'efficiency'to the higher authorities

•>

in Nairobi.

latter, the primary criteria for judging the field officers
For the

was, in

the words of Governor Girouard, "in the ability ^they have displayed in 

procuring the contentment and satisfactibn in their Districts".® In
-»■ - i-

practice the central administration measured 

by a steady flow of tax
'contentment and satisfaction' 

revenue from a district and the absence of 

overt conflict or disorder that might divert their
any

attention from the
affairs of the immigrant communities 

best.run districts
in the main political arena, 

were those that Nairobi heard the least about.
^ factors that prompted central intervention into the local affairs of a 

district'

The

The

were thus essentially the 

intervention

those that would bring Colonialsame as

into- the affairs of a particular colony. .

- ^ The crucial methodological problems of the 'art' of native

exactly how field'officers could“ ■-"r‘

achieve and

,

.. i.i
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maintain prestige and efficiency. Given the lattitude each officer had 

in working out his own modus vivendi with the local African population, 

these-methods were approached in highly personalistic terms. Prestige 

and authority were also personal characteristics of each officer that

he had continuously to create and maintain -by the force of his o\m

personality in every district in which he served. This was,tacitly

recognized by administrators as involving a-complex-and-suhtle-game-^—:_

in which Africans would constantly test their authority and probe for " 

personal weaknesses. A critical showdown would often come early in
e<

an officer's tour of duty in a new district. As Cashmore describes itr

Administration was a game of wits. Honours went to the 
side with the soundest wind. Simulated anger was one 
thing, but genuine rage spelt defeat.- Each officer had 
to evolve his own methods; bluff, anger, pretended idiocy 
(Allah showed mercy to the witless), humour, familiarity,

- -  , _ .aloofness , or gpgdnatured enthusiasm. There was no single
technique; the aim was to be en rapport. 11

Where he failed to establish his personal authority, an administrator 

. not only damaged the prestige of the Administration'as a.whole, .but also 

he suffered a deep personal humiliation that could ruin his

It was on the techniques of playing this game that the trad

itional wisdom-of the Administration provided a series of proverbs to 

guide the field officer in the various situation he was likely to en

counter. Cashmore goes on to list several of the most important:

When in doubt create a crisis.

. In each new district,one has to have a showdown.
. .. . your .battlefield and win. After that, bluff will last

to the end of ..the tour .-

career.

Choose

^ - -No officer is a.ny use till he served at least six months 
_ in .a.district. . . .

' . Remember , one only - finds the true reason for any African
action months afterwards. 12 ^
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w . to these were added a variety of pointers on judging the reactions 

Thus, the Kikuyu were regarded as intelligent 

and'industrious, hut unstable and untrustworthy, the Luo as straight

forward and stolid, the Kamba as loyal and good-natured, the Masai 

as the aloof 'noble savage', the Giriama (in the Coast Province) as

Each tribe acquired its own stereotype 

—^--and was the subject of a considerable amount of administrative follo^v 

lore.

of different tribes.

P
backward and apathetic, etc.

. Perhaps the most critical technique for the field.,.admin

istrator was knowing the uses of bluff. It was here that the cool, un- 

. flappable air of command became the administrator's most valuable re

source. At an extreme it meant the ability to single-handedly confront

an angry crowd of several hundred Africans as if he were backed by a 

full company of troops

'when to avoid confrontation which could not be

It also meant knowing the limits of bluff and-■-1-

r- ■ •won. One of the .pioneer .

administrators wrote of the Kamba ..'.'nothing makes one more helpless ...
c

than his discovery that your threat was an empty one", while one of his 

successors of forty years later noted:

The"first rule was never give 'an order unless.you could 
enforce Jit.... The. second rule was never give ah order 
that was likely to be disobeyed. 13P •
The maintenance of both organizational and personal prestige • 

required the continual demonstration of the Administration's presence

wery part of a district, and for the Individual field officer this

u , :,iiieant regular personal-tours of his area, iisually pn..faot... (nntil.the. . .

Introduction of four-wheel drive vehicles after 1945). The belief in 

• 'safari' as the only effective method for .maintaining the Administra-

:/
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tion's position and for learning local sentiments an^ conditions 

an enduring, almost sacred, principle of the Provincial Administration. 

In his 1910 memorandtim Governor Girouard ordered all district 

field officers to spend a total of at least three months

was

i'lr.:'.:

■vK---- level

a year on

safari in order to "show himself to both settlers and natives anS hear 

their complaiifts af^first hand".^^1
The cardinal sin was'to become

desk-bound with bureaucratic office work and never get to 'know' the 

district on a personal, basis. More than forty years later, ah'officer 

sought to defend the Provincial Administration against charges sthat it 

was 'out of touch' with the Africans by demonstrating that modern admin

istrators spent just as much time on tour as their -predecessors.^^

'*s

Administrators resorted to a variety of methods for, in 

their phrases, 'getting the feel of ...' or 'feeling the pulse of a 

.district'. Given the difficulties of communication with Africans, 

stemming from the general failure of administrators to learn the local

vernaculars and the reliance oh Swahili and’interpreters which made 

Bisunderstanding or wilful distortion an 

; ficers often relied 

effectiveness of control and the 

in. an area.

ever-present possibility, o£- 

upon solely behavioral Indicators for judging the 

contentment of the local pupulation 

The most popular measure was the flow of tax payments which/
was read as an indicator of both the acceptance of the Administration's

■ 'V--

authority and,the general economic conditions .in 

dpimturn . in
a district. A sudden

revenue through either.difficulties in meeting the tax

i)a^ents.::on^yidence'of deliberate evasion whs liiediate evidence-of 

J’i’ewing. Another measure

. o

2?;
was simply judgment of African facial 

an officer tdured an area; e.g. were the®^^®®sions, and responses when
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i
1
I faces smiling and responses friendly, or were they sullen and cold.^^

direct communication with the African population was gener

ally through barazas, open public meetings held iii various parts of a 

district when administrators were on tour. However, the communication

at these meetings tended to be unidirectional in the form of orders
- ■ , i

or announcements by the Administration to the Africans.
• . ■ • - Si. -

of local * opinion-'—tended-to-be-confined^o-the~Adminls.tration' s 

conventional sources of information; the African employees of the Admin- . 

istration itself and selected local '-notables'. Moreover, some tran

scripts of barazas from the early 1930's indicate that aside from the 

D.C. or D.O. present, most of the talking was done .by the official

The comments by ordinary Africans

tended to be confined to minor complaints about inequities in the im-

j^^plementation of established policies or requests for more services.

. The individual African could not publicly complain about or challenge

policy itself or criticise the performance of European or African of-

without provoking a negative response. For example, one

D.C. told a group of Africans protesting a government decision that:

The decision was a matter for Government and not for 
them and that opposition on their part would not only 

^ injure their own people but would bring upon Ithem]
' the displeasure of Government and if carried to any excess 
undoubtedly would result in their own punishment. 18

, The methods of native administration implied a role for the

Africans quite unlike the conventional relationship between a public

In a very real sense the Africans were treated

as nenbers rather than clients of the organization. The character of ‘

the Administration as an elite corps is more fully understood when we

:rT'-

Consultation .

-fV/'

ichlefs or headmen of the area.

:,ficials

" v'

'T-vc;,

•^r

-•—i;-- ^v.

^ •xr -
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see that, in practice, administrators extended the boundaries of the

/ organization to include the Africans they ruled as the missing rank 

and file. The role of the African was to give a disciplined and
.

obedient response to the directives of the -Administration.. VThere he 

complied with administrative demands, the African was promised benevo

lent care and guidance on the long road to higher civilization.^^

Where he challenged or resisted authority, he risked swift, even _sever&,.

punishment. Administrators dealt with Africans through a blend'of

moral-exhortation, didactic tutelage, .threat, bluff, and coercion. 

The role the African was expected to/play left

for ^y political action. The open expression of conflict was frormed 

upon and administrators considered the organized pursuit of political 

goals by Africans to be both premature and unneces sary. 

would listen to grievances and complaints that did not directly touch 

upon their own position or actions, but any overt resistence to of- 

- flcial policy was subject to punishment and complaints about individual 

officers or the Administration as a whole were generally ignored, 

the actions of the Provincial Administration were, by definition, benevo

lent and 'in the best interests' of the African, its policies and

no room

> ■ ■■

Administrators

rvii.'

Since

Btructure were not regarded as the subject of legitimate complaint. 

Africans thus faced an overtly rigid and authoritarian organization 

that expected immediate'compliance with its. directives, denied them any 

. legitimate role in the formulation of policy,

V .ences.- with a patronizing scepticism. '

The,system was not monolithic, however, and Africans did 

acquire some, if very limited, influence over the Provincial Adminlstra-

and regarded their prefer-

••r

. .
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tion. This was felt in the first instance through the covert and

informal politics tacitly accepted by administrators as part of the 

. 'game' of administration. Many of the feuds and conflicts of tradl- 

' tional politics contiriued to operate in the districts and'

plicated by new sources of power and opportunities for personal 

grandizement created by the Imperial presence. A friendly D.C. was, 

an invaluable resource in these_conf llcts', while- an-unsympatheti 

was a threat to be guarded against and “neutralized if possible. It 

waa .fii this context that the personal “'authority of an administrative 

officer, was constantly challenged and his strength and shrewdness 

tested in a political game of wits.

were com-

ag-

f ■■
c one

Administrative■officers 

generally aware of the active political process going on beneath the

were

surface of daily life to a greater or lesser degree that depended on 
Sieir sensitivity to the nuances of social and political relationships, 

, their general knowledge of the society and culture of, the people inV-:‘ ■'

a district, and their ability to develop widespread sources of inform

ation. They generally categorized the intricate intrigues and 

euverings of local politics as fitina (plotting, malicious 

skullduggery, etc.) and

man-

rumours ,

to see African politics in the districts 

usually involving lying, conspiratorial chicanery, and unvarnished

came

s. as

self-seeking.

. On a more general level field officers were responsive to 

opinions or preferences 

: and harass

matter of political prudence.as a

administrators they did not like.

sometimes to a point where he was rendered obviously ineffective and 

. «4uld., be transferred. There was no guarantee, however, that his successor

-

•t.-V:', ■
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would be any better. Unpopular policies were occasionally modified 

or dropped when administrators sensed that widespread resistence might 

lead to a significant breakdown of control. Even this residual African 

influence was, nevertheless, thwarted when administrators were con

vinced of the importance of a particular measure and were willing to 

eaploy threats and compulsion to force, its acceptance.

p::.p

III. The Instruments of Control: Chiefs, Tribunals and the African 
Colonial Elite - -

Administrative officers tended to carry a stereotype- of 

traditional African political systems oriented around the existence of 

a 'chief heading a hierarchic structure of authority, 

deal directly with the British in the-name of the whole tribe and his 

effective authority could be incorporated into the structure of colonial

The chief could

I
administration, thereby preserving some of the aura of traditional legl- 

tiiaacy for the coloniaL system. By controlling the chief the admin- 

- istrator could control the whole tribe effectively and cheaply (given p-

the small number of British officials available). This was the es- 

- . aential assumption behind the systems of 'indirect rule' developed in 

the West African colonies, especially Nigeria, 

oediaries between the Provincial Administration-and the masses, it was 

f.Mred that the fabric of tribal society would rapidly disintegrate 

the handful of field-officers to face an uncontrollable

I
Without chiefs as inter-

rabble '
a

with the exception of the small Wanga ' kingdomV among 

P ® faction: of the African peoples of Kenya lived
- ^ ®^il“scale dispersed societies based upon segmentary systems of

r-

g

r - • ':a
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corporate kin groups. Authority over a limited range of political 

and legal issues .was commonly handled By councils of clan
!

or lineage

elders, along with a system of age-grades or age sets, as among the 

Kikuyu, or a few differentiated political offices, such as' the Ruoth 

of the Luo- and the Laibon of the Masai and Kipsigis.

"f*^**^" s°‘=i®tles was-circumscribed and fragmented.

Authority

councils

m-lea-de^ getiergirjT d^liSg-Wirt

(land, warfare, civil disputes, etc.), and.seldom exercising effective

There were no indivi-power over more than a small geographid 

duals or councils who either controlled 

. of what the British considered to be a single 'tribe'’.

area.

or could act in behalf of all

Fighting be-
. «r

tueen sections of.a single tribe was not uncommon, and serious inter

nal conflicts were frequently.dealt with through fission and 

with segments of clans
session.

or lineages splitting off and moving to other. 

Several of the agricultural tribes thus 
' had moving frontiers of settlement extending from a core area. The 

various tribes possessed little 

tinctive peoples, but rather

often uninhabited. areas.

corporate self-consciousness as dis-. 

were conglomerates of sections sharing 
a basically similar language and culture. Relations between the ‘

various African societies' 

particular

were fluid and unstable, the fortunes of 

groups waxing and waning over time.

area to establish control, the

At the moment the
:V.r •

power of the Masai
. was

of societies such
handl was vigorously, expanding.

In the light of their stereotype and lack of accurate ethno-
. i^c information,: British administrators-tended to find the traditional

as the Kikuyu and

•a«-

r
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%
i political systems of Kenya confusing and difficult to understand.

Errors were common, and in a few instances important indigenous insti-

There often appeared to be no 

political authority at all— as late as 1935 an administrative memor

andum noted that "the political organization of government before the 

British occupation was of a very nebulous character"^^ — and this coii- '
------tributed-to~t-he-general-ly-low-opinlon-of—the^Kenya-tribesy-especia^y^—

in comparison with the interlucastriiie kingdoms of Uganda which fit 

tlie prevailing stereotype so closely.

..... . Nevertheless, administrators felt a compelling need for

Aitican subordinates who could provide a continuous administrative

II ....
tutions were undetected for many years.

fiaI ts /

u

presence in local areas and ensure that the commands of tiny European 

staff were carried out. From the beginning administrators began to 

■ appoint African subordinates, often with little effort to find out

about the existing authority structures.

sanction for their positions; many were marginal individuals of low 

. status in their own societies who made themselves useful, to the 

conquerors and were rewarded with positions of power.By 1902 the 

ad_^ practice crystallized into a system in which each district 

divided into locations headed by an appointed headman responsible to 

the District Commissioner, , thus creating a natiye administrative cadre 

.appointed, paid, and controlled by the Provincial Administration.

These men had no traditional ’

new

was

was, however, considerable c.onfusion among administrators 

—j^^'^^tus of the system they had created.

rule, Governor Girouard, 

some of the concepts of Indirect'rule*.

Although the 'system
'r-.;- 'T

coming from Northern Nigeria, 

He insisted on using

.r.
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Indigenous authorities as instruments of local control, but defined 

them as "the Chiefs ^nd Elders". r
The chiefs thus came to be 

sidered as established facts of tribal life rather than the Admin

istration's own creations, and were increasingly relied upon>s an 

Instrument for. the preservation of tribal society. Despite the caveats 

of outside obseinrers such as Lord Halley, who noted that "though'the

^- term-is-fr-equently-emplGyed-^ln-Kenyav there^are“rio~natlve^utK6rlt1e"s

con-

t
i

/)

s

In the sense In which the texnn is used in the ordinances of other 
' territories",^^ administrators tended to treat the chiefs in many 

contexts ^ iJ they were in fact? indigenous roles. The contradiction 

in administrative'policy was pointedly described by the anthropolo

gist, W.E.H. Stanner, in a study of the Kamba of Kitui District, and

his remarks, are applicable to the general situation in the colony:

... an arbitrary administrative system was set up under 
• - which, as each district was brought under control, a 

native was singled out and was placed in authority 
it with powers conferred by the; Village Headman Ordinance 
df 1902. There is no evidence that such districts (now 
temed ’locations') were, as they have been officially 
said to be, 'roughly coincident with the area over which 
some native chief or council of elders exercised a pre
carious jurisdiction' ... . Nor can it be said that the 
appointment to positions of great,authority of individuals 
who possessed no traditional right-whatever to exercise 
such powers was in keeping with the still defended principle 
that 'progressive changes in the social, material, and 
moral condition of native life must be effected not by - 
abrupt or violent departure from established.custom or
tradition but,by fostering or elaborating whatever there
may be of an indigenous sptem of local government. 27 

. .A. ;,The Rplei of the ' kenya Chief .

I

over

is

I

■ contradictions in administrative policy made the role, of 

v^f^A^sial chief■ extremely ambiguous. On.^the one hand, the chief was 

^^cted to be the direct administrative subordinate of the District
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3Conndssloner who judged his performance primarily on the grounds of 

his "ability to stimulate a satisfactory flow of taxation and ability

On the other hand, 

however, the chief was also expected to be the 'representative' or 

'spokesman' for his-people, and the Provincial Administration depended 

upon them as the primary source of information about local conditions

------ aad-opinlon-.—As^ff-icial—appointees—they-had-i±tti:e~'or‘iro“traditiOHal~^^^^-------

sanction for this role. Moreover, if they were to fulfill the role
-1, ....

of tribal leaders, they would have to express the grievances ef the 

local, population and challenge the Provincial Administration 

popular policies'. The strain of the chief's position was manifest in 

situations in which they were ordered by the D.C. to implement un-

to maintain disciplinary control of a location."28

33
r 3'1; 3
i 3'3

fel

over un-

popular measures. If they complied, and satisfied their official role, 

they risked losing all authority 

Identified as tools of the colonial power.

among the local population and being 

If they resisted, they 

alght acquire some Independent authority as tribal leaders, but risked 

dismissal from their posts on the grounds of 'inefficiency' or

3?

'cor

ruption . As one D.C. noted of Koinange Mbiu, one of the most famous

and powerful of the offIcial Kikuyu chiefs:

He poses Cto the D.C.) as an exemplary adviser and then 
Cto the tribe) as the saviour of his race, even if this 
means a prompt reversal of the policy avowed. 29

__ Only a minority of shrewd and skilful men, such as ^Inange,

*0 held, his post from 1905-1950

• of the chief's role.

y3-

i
if?

j were able to successfully'juggle the 

Administrative records 

;3v“tain donsfant complaints by field officers about the inefficiency, 

incompet^ce, and dishonesty of the chiefs or of .the degeneration of
s

3.;
-■ ^

■w.

, ■

/..A...
3
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seemingly able and honest men Into apathetic inactivity and corruption.
oIn many districts chiefs were frequently deposed and replaced by the 

Provincial Administration.^® However, despite complaints and high 

turnover, the British officials, as Stanner points put, never question

ed the "ultimate wisdom and efficacy of the headman system i|;self".^^ 

The ambiguity of the chiefs' position also showed in the

vafled-and-often-inconsistent-methods-iyl^which p^C^S-attempted-to__
• x(

combine some degree of-traditional sanction, popular choice, and ulti-

A

mate administrative control in the selection process. Among tire Luo 

in Central Nyanza District administrators tried to identify the 'leading' 

or 'chiefly' clan'of a locatlon and appoint the clari head as chief.

In North Nyanza atoinistratofs attempted' at first to

chiefs in other Luhya locatiohs,, but these men were often placed
" • . . -v,. . ' . • ■ • ' .-’S .

over traditional enemies of the Wahga arid thd-resulting discontent led

use Wanga agents ^
- as

to a gradual phasing out of this policy. Among the Kikuyu and Kamba 

chiefs were chosen vrlthout any systematic regard to traditional roles 

Yet the chiefs of the Meru and Embu, closely related 

to the Kikuyu in language and culture, were generally selected from the

or institutions.

ranks of the traditional elders. There kas a tendency, reflecting the 

tendency of administrators to treat the chiefs as if they were indigen-

ous positions, for the office to become hereditary within certain

faidlles and lineages.' However, where the hereditary principle con

flicted with the demands of efficiency and^competence,

: opted for the latter. T

administrators
■

To introduce a degree of popular,' 

P^ticipatlon.'in the selection process, they often held open barazas

^ich npmin^ions -were inyited for the pdsition and the support for
1- •

.A,:.;,

P
. . . ..
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various candidates measured through informal election procedure, 

a show of hands or a line-up behind preferred candidates, or exte^ed

In the face of the

priorities of control, the Provincial Administration.ultimately 

pointed the man it wanted when traditional connection 

produced unacceptable candidates.

_ _ _ _ _ _ .®ie.iecruit^nt..pf_c.hiefs_.was:..complicated--by--thei-r-very—•

low salaries and the fact that they could be neither transferred or 

promoted. In 1940 the highest paid chief in Kiambu received only 

100 pounds a year, while a few years later the salary range in various 

districts was'between 40 and approximately 300 shillings 

■ In some of the larger and more populous districts a few chiefs were

e-S-,

discussions to gaXige the 'sense' of the baraza.’•r'

ap-

or popular choice '

I
X -

- -!
.:-.k

33a month.

designated Senior Chiefs, which mainly meant a higher salary scale, . 

■' while In the 1940 *s a very few Divisional Chiefs in charge of three

or four locations were appointed. These career limitations made it 

difficult to recruit able and more educated younger men, and the Kenya

. ..chiefs were generally considered to be less educated and efficient 

than their better paid counterparts in Uganda and Tanganyika.

„As difficult as the role of chief was, it nevertheless created 

opportunities for ambitious men to acquire a concentration of economic', 

social, and political power unprecedented in tribal traditions. They

. Kere able to use their connection with the Provincial Administration to 

advantage of -themselves,
■':

their kin, and their allies in the local

. .^^WSe, for example, was described as; "loyal to government and 

consciously 

^ other Kikuyu
on its corns for his own advantage or that of 

group of Kikuyu Cwhlch may come to the same thing)or
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Ibe earliest chiefs, mostly illiterate pagans, used their positions 

for the pursuit of largely traditional goals of wealth and status, 
ieir siTccessora, Increasingly mission-educated Christians, ’tended to

pursue new opportunities for wealth and status brought by British 

rule and often became rich and 'progressive' farmers PThey also

benefited from a preferred access to Western education for their 

families and friends that conferred the .increasingly necessary pre-

This" new. African administrative

elite was' already visible before the First World War and during“the 

inter-war period they steadily increased their wealth in land and

. capital, especially; in the Kikuyu districts.

'A

' ■ Much of the wealth and power acquired by chiefs was not of

ficially sanctioned by the Provincial Administration.

-crMted the opportunities and their low salaries

Their positions

the incentives for 

the acquisition of extra-legal income, and there were frequent charges

against the chiefs of extortion, bribery, and general'corruption and 

abuse of power.

The power accumulated by many chiefs upset the often deli

cate power balances achieved in traditional political processes and 

made' them a central focus of political competition and conflict.^® The
cbncentrated resources available to them enabled many chiefs to dispense 

patroMge and acquire large personal followings.
pr ."r

Much of this pbliti- 

view of administrative officers. The

;A^®f.®Xvthority to issue orders for 

X ;locati‘ons permitted them

opponents in, tribal politics with the

7=r:..- the maintenance of law and order
SB!

to harass and restrict the activities

tacit support of local

■Pr'.-j
■■ t
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adninistrators, thus turning the latter into their unwitting allies. 

Hhile the actual extent of the chiefs' influence on field adminis- 

trators^'cannot be accurately documented, and probabIy>#ari.ed widely ... 

according to the individuals Involved on both sides, there is little 

doubt thaf the chiefs were the principal players of the 'game of 

^administration' recognized by administrators and some, such as Koinar* 

sere performers of . consunnaate skill. . - • '

fe-f:::

y

V’-: ing^

, The Native Tribunals

-1“ the.African„districts the authority of the Provincial 

Admlnistratipn included responsibility for the administration of 

justice as an intrinsic part of its control function.. Since British

law was regarded as too. 'advanced', for the level of evolution reached 

societies of Kenya and its. introduction would disrupt Z.

. tribal life, administrators sought some means of using African custom

ary, law and jural institutions. Here, too, however, the results were

confused and contradictory.

At first chiefs were permitted to try civil and minor criminal 

disputesin their oira courts, but the opportunities this provided for 

, Banipulation and corruption were all too apparent. In 1911 Governor
• Girouard directed the Provincial Administration to attempt to use the

.. “™cils of elders that traditionally.administered tribal 

„._ppllcy,:of..developing native tribunals began, 

pointed out in 1940 , the'tribunals that 

common with the courts recognised by native custom", but were, as he 

added later, "largely the result of experiments made by administrative

-'V.

law ^d a' 

Howeveri as Lord Halley

were created had "little in
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..39if/: officers on their personal initiative and responsibility.

Native Tribunals Ordinance of 1930 gave the Provincial Administration 

establishing the form and functions of African -- 

.. courts. While the traditional councils of elders had exercised au- 

.Jhority over very restricted areas, the tribunals created by the 

Provlncia|^ministration generally served three or four locations to;^ • 

Ecther. The chiefs were excluded from the tribunals, whose members 

were appointed by the P.C., with some effort at informal consultation, 

ostensifily from the ranks of the traditional elders and other fbcally 

influential persons. As the system developed, however, the traditional 

•elders were increasingly pushed aside into a minor role.

There^ was^onsiderable confusion about wiiat law^'the tribunals,

. actually administered. In the areas of Central and Nyanza Provinces 

Eost affected by social change, customary law was itself in a state of

The

ru..7’" -

,7

r' '

flux that led to conflicts over the traditional rule to be applied 

in particular cases. The administration made hb provision for legis

lating changes in customary law to deal with changing social practice 

in such critical areas as land tenure and transfer. Moreover, responsi

bility for.trying offences tinder a variety of Kenya Government ordin-

Aances was increasingly delegated to the tribunals, 

ordinances were triable in whole or in part of the native tribunals.

With even more added to the tribunals in Nyanza'and Central Provinces.^®

By 1945 some 27

a.;.;;::

tribunals-were also troubled by problems of corruption, 

received only meager salaries, from the government
7:;-Vi"

. by the traditional method of collectingj^s

: ^ parties in This practice led to a suspicion amonga case.
•.iTC'r
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many administrators of widespread corruption In the tribunals, al

though it was difficult for them to prove their allegations.^^ - 

. .-jjgyerfhelcss, the system, especially in the Kikuyu distr^^Jis, was 

^ open to manipulation by the new African colonial elite, including 

chiefs, other government employees, school teathers, and a few 

wealthy farmers and traders, who had the money to pay off the court 

eiders and pursue lengthy and expensive appeals. This was particu- ‘v,. 

iarly true in an. increasing number of land disputes. In 1945 an 

official investigation of the native tribunals reported:

There were signs that in some areas powerful and 
"influential Africans were abusing their position in 

, order to-acquire for themselves large .'estates' at 
the expense of the more helpless, improvident, or ^

. . . simpleminded members of the community; and there is
a strong-suspicion thattribimal members have often 
backed the interests of the new priviledged class 

... and’have even joined, in the 'racket' themselves. 42

The chiefs and tribunals created by the Provincial Admin- 

is.tfation for the maintenance of tribal controls, and often treated 

as if they were indigenous institutions, thus actually -promoted changes 

In tribal society leading to the development of a new socio-economic 

and political elite dependent upon the colonial regime. The emergence 

of this new elite, in conjunction with other forces of change re

sulting from the introduction of a capitalist market economy by the 

■ ^^^Stant communities, constituted the background for the growth of 

new patterns of conflict'within-African society and between Africans 

and the colonial authorities.

¥
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The- Emergence of Modem African Politics? '

In late 1921 and"early 1922, at a. time of mounting political
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conflict between the settlers, the Indian community, and the Admin

istration, a new form of African political activity appeared simviltane- 

..--qnsly among the Luo and Kikuyu peoples. In Nyanza a Young Kavirondo 

Association emerged under the leadership of several young, mission- 

educated Luo. and, with the support of several--official chiefs, held a 

series of mass meetings in which grievances were presented to the local 

Administration in the name of 'Piny Qwacho' ('the Country says' or 
'He, the People, say').^^

'sociatiqn appeared in 1921 under the leadership of Harry Thuku,^a

clerk ip the Treasury in Nairobi. Both associations expressed grievances

over increased taxes, unpaid . compulsory labor on public works, the

use of compulsion by officials to force Africans to-work on settler

farms, the enforcement of the 'kipande' registration system, and the

Insecurity of tribal lands in the face of alienations to the settlers.

“ lhe‘situation in the Kikuyu areas had a violent conclusion: in March 

. Biuku was arrested and subsequently a confrontation in' Nairobi between 

the police and his followers left 21 Africans dead and 28 wounded.

In the aftermath of both the Thuku affair and the reversal of 

nent labor policy following humanitarian agitation in Britain, the 

Administration followed a more conciliatory line in Nyanza, and at a 

haraza in July, 1922 Governor Nor they announced a reduction in hut 

the disbanding of. government labor camps, and an end to active 

4])pr recruitment by the chiefs and the administrative officers.

. While the pre-1914 conflicts between Africans and the colonial

?“^*^°'ihiea essentially represented’ 'primary resistence' by segments 

^d^pendent tribal societies against an alien Invader whose power and

"X
-V

In the Kikuyu areas an East African As-

govern-

-tax.

C‘

r;--.

of .
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M'^lhtentions were only dimly perceived,^^

political activity after 1918 took place within the over-arching in- 

:: : stitutional^f^^ established by the imperial power and drew -

:upon new organizational techniques to e:q)ress‘ hew issues derived' froS 

the forces of socio-economic and political changes introduced by'the 

colonial government and the Immigrant communities.

the main thrust of African

war years represented, a basically modem and secular 

patterns of cleavage and conflict and an effort to find a mode of 

political expression within the colonial system. They articulated 

deiMds for- the modification and repeal of unpopular administrative

response to new

policies and. Increasingly, for access to the political arena and some 

influence on the policy process. During the 1920's and'1930's the 

Mspciatidns acquired an Increasingly sophisticated understanding of

the structure of the colonial system, especially the linkages between 

the Provincial Administration and the Secretariat and between Nairobi

and London, In addition, they established links with sympathetic in

dividuals and groups in Britain, experimented with a variety of or

ganizational techniques , attempted to use several methods of pressure 

^■on the colonial authorities, and began to establish regular links among 
themselves..

The issues dealt'wlth by the political associations 

consequence of the. processes of change brought'by the

The most crucial source of change was the capital

ist harket econon^ -created by the immigrant

the alienation, of African land for. settler

were
iSedirecf 

Moial preseiice.

conpunlties which involved

farms but also the
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fflobiiization of increasing numbers of Africans as either producers 

of cash crops or laborers in immigrant, enterprises. Other "factors of
.1--i

ctoge, such as the missions and the Western education they introduced' 

and the colonial administrative astern. only acquired their full politi- -. 

cal significance in relation to the impact of the monetary economy.

Ihe grievances behind the 1921-22 troubles emerged against a backdrop
$2“.'

of economic depression that saw a disasterous drop in prices, to both 

European and African producers, a one-third cut in African wages by

agreement among European employers, a one-third increase in African

taxes to offset falling government revenues, the use of administrators

andrhiefs to force Africans to work on settler farms, and a "horribly 
....... _ •
DlsBariaged" conversion of the currency from the Indian rupee to the 

Sterling-based East African .shilling that led to widespread inflation.^® 

The political associations did not reject Western society 

and culture, but accepted the value of change and attempted to achieve 

a selective process of development bn-their own terms rather than 

lapose’d by fiat by settlers, missionaries, and administrators. Unlike 

the nationalist movements of West Africa, they were led not by a uni-.

r.

. . iv.

. • --

one

v'ersity-educated elite,-but by young men with seldom more than a primary 

education. These men were hot concerned with abstract rights, but 

focused on specific socio-economic issues in the rural areas and found 

their-base of support among the farmers in the reserves, and the laborers 

“ farms.The degree to which rural populations could be

support of the associations was directly correlated with' 

of social change and the the conflict /it generated.•

1
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Iliese conflicts were shaped by the settler occupation of vast 

of land and the colonial administrative structure which placed rigid 

sociajL'and spatial boundaries around the tribes, rendering traditional 

modes of conflict resolution by secession and movement impossible 

and forcing Africans to fight out their disputes among themselves 

and with the authorities within a fixed, hierarchically nrd?yrpd framp- 

vork. Among the Kikuyu, where change and conflict were most intense,

. there was the greatest degree of political organization and protest, 

less extensive and distru’ptive change among the Luo and Luhya 

fleeted in a lower level of political conflict.

political activity and organization did not appear at.all in those 

tribes that remained untouched by the market economy and continued to 

Uve their lives in the traditional manner, notably the coastal 

peoples and the various pastoral groups. The principle challenge 

they presented to the Provincial Atoinistration was their persistence 

In pursuing such traditional activities as inter-tribal raiding and 

organized cattle rustling.

areas

;

V'

was re-

The new forms of

A. The Kikuyu-and . the Politics' of Land

For the largest tribe in the colony, occupying an area in 

the center of Kenya between Nairobi in the south and Mount Kenya 

the north, the most important result of British rule

/r:v •

in'

was,the alien-

ation of large tracts of their land to Europeans: some 60,000 acres.

. mstly in-southern Kiambu, were given to settler farmers who trans-

. of the area into coffee plantations that were among the
;;; ;L;riclie^t^terprises In the territory

.-•-.V—

In'addition, the Kikuyu found
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themselves bordered on the south, east, and north by other settler 

Jams, on the' southeast by the growing urban center of Nairobi, and 

-on'-the west by the closed, government-controlled forest preserves 

of the Aberdare Mountains. This spelled an end to Kikuyu coloniz

ation and expansion along their borders, and their sense of loss over 

'stolen lands' was thus compounded by an inability to occupy what 

,mighTfiave^een theits if hot for the British .conquest. The emotional 

intensity of the land issue was poignantly expressed by Chief Koinange, 

who told Fenner Brockway in 1950;

iften someone steals your ox, it is killed and roasted 
and eaten. One can forget. When someone steals your 

, land, especially if nearby, one can never forget. It is 
always there, its trees which were dear friends, its 
little streams^ It is a bitter presence. 49"

The alienation of their land generated a deep and abiding 

distrust of the Administration among the Kikuyu. In 1929 a Colonial 

Office official noted that "the Kikuyu do not trust the Kenya Govern

ment and do not believe in their assurances of a desire" to advance 

■ the progress and welfare of the natives". Kikuyu grievances were 

. fether inflamed by constant anxiety over the security , of their re-

I ®4!4nS territory , .created ncit. only by periodic settler demands for 

i ^ more land,^ut also by the continual expropriation of small segments 

of Kikuyu farmland by the-Administration for public works, mission 

•5 schools, hospitals, trading centers, and a power station, 

j Ministration these projects served the beneficial development of the 

; in Kiktiyu eyes these measures, which almost always-

To the

;;r.

.Involved the dispossession of farmers with nowhere else to go, seemed 
:-;:t^betoken-’a

European intention to e-yentually get hold of all of- their
•r.

■ i

>.
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51land. Such events led to constant Kikuyu demands for both the 

return of alienated land and the issuance of legal titles to 

-the'securify of that which remained in tribal hands.

A series of official measures designed to prevent further 

alienation of African land actually increased insecurity.

.ample, the Kikuyu were gravely.disturbed by the Crown Lands Ordinance' 

of 1915 and a sub's^uent“decislon by the' Supr^e”CourroT'East Afri^

ensure

For ex- )

V. N,

which vested all African lands in the Crown and turned them into 

Itenants at-will' of the Crown authorities.-^ In 1932-34 the Keiiya^ 

Land Commissipn was convened to find a 'final solution' to the land

Issue, but the result* satisfied only the Administration and the settlers. 

Blpsed by instructions from the Colonial Office that the land held by 

the settlers was inviolable, the Commission rejected the claims of in

dividual-tenure advanced by the holders of glthaka rights in the alien

ated areas and treated the issue as a communal one in relation to the 

total land held by the tribe. Judging that an additional. 40,000 

had been already added to the Kikuyu reserves by the Administration,

acres

, the Commission awarded only 21,000 acres to the tribe as a whole in 

compensation for land lost to the settlers and added 350 sqijare miles

^ of poor, arid land on the distant North Yatta plateau for future ex- 

The Kikuyu were united in their rejection of the Commis- 
: alon’s findings'" and .in 1940 Lord Hailey found

panslon.^^

that;

.Subsequent events have not disabused them of the
feelings that the Government is still largely under 
the influence of settlers, or convinced them that 
there will be no further appropriation of native 
land to-settler interests. 55

Socio-economic change also added further overtones to the IanA

-- a.'..
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issue. ■ After decimating epidemics of small pox in the 1890's and 

influenza in 1918-19, the Kikuyu population began to increase rapidly 

.- .^withln.the-'^^ of their reserves. By the 1930's the

reserves were becoming seriously congested; in 1932 it was estimated 

that the average Kikuyu household possessed only 11 acres of land,

4 acres in the most densely populated areas near Nairobi.

------- these-boldings“were-ln-scattered~plotS”that were "increasihgly fi:ag------ - ^

mented as the; population grew. The result was serious soil deterior- 

■ ation and erosion as the human and animal population forced the

>
•56

Moreover,

“N.

abandonment of traditional fallowiiig methods and the cultivation of 
marginal land.^-^ Efforts by administrators to stimulate the growth 

of cash crops, principally maize and other foodstuffs,'-produced only 

pitifully small returns for, individual families. In the depression

I year, of >1932 average household income amounted to an estimated 107 

-■ shillings, in Kiambu, 52 shillings in Fort Hall, and 28 shillings in 

Furthermore, as a result of settler pressures,- Kikuyu.'were 

prohibited from growing coffee, the most lucrative cash

Nyerl.^®

crop; a re

striction that was particularly galling to those Kikuyu who lived 

rich European coffee': plantations on land that was formerly their own.

near

The loss of land, the increasingly crowded conditions in 

the reserves, and the need,for cash Income for taxes and new material 

wants'generated a steady flow of Kikuyu out of the reserves.

/ '

VBy the

some 110,000 Kikuyu, or approximately a fifth of the tribe.

reserves, the greatest number as squatter

-r: .labor on settler .farms.

- with more ample resources of land.

Others drifted into districts inhabited by

Wherever they settled out-r.

y—
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side of the reserves they "tended to regard themselves as colonists, 

. not squatters, who had acquired land in 'their own right . . . continu-
^V;': ■

■ ihg the colonizing tradition that had led- to the settlement of .Kiamhu 

and Nyeri by their forebearers from Fort Hall'.', 

their way into urban employment, forming mo.re'than half of the Afri- 

..can population of Nairobi, or into -an indeterminate pool of under -r. and 

unenq)loyed floating between the reserves, the towns, and the settled 

areas. This movement was subject to frequent official harassment under 

the restrictive laws controlling African .travel and employment outside 

of their reserves.

59
Still others found

;

■V

.The Kikuyu were also subject to early and intensive mission

ary activity, principally by four Protestant groups that, after early 

■conpetition, came together into a cooperative alliance. This provided 

the Kikuyu with more widespread opportunities for Western education 

than was available to other tribes, including access to the Mission 

Alliance High School, the most Important African secondary school in 

the polony. This promoted the emergence by the early 20's of a new 

- social element in a growing group of educated men who found employment 

as.clerks and semi-^skllled workers in the-government,misslons, and 

private companies both inside and outside the

tween 1928 and 1931 the Kikuyu and the missionaries clashed bitterly

i

I
i

■t

i

I

reserves. However, be-

over ^ attanpt led by the Church of Scotland .Mission to abolish the 

hallowed tribal custom of female circumcision. Although the Ad-

. . “^ti^tion tactfully avoided taking sides in the conflict and-the

^ conceded defeat after losing much of their previous

nany Kikuyu were profoundly distrubed by what
. '

i

?■

'•r. f
i

i- i.
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i
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appeared to be a frontal assault by Europeans th^ threatened the 

very survival of their culture.

...The Kikuyu found themselves In conflict at various times 

with the Administration and the settlers over land, labor, taxation, 

crops, education and the power of the chiefs; and'with the mission

aries over their right to retain valued tribal customs. Kikuyu society

itseif was increasingly divided by bitter land "disputes , _ _ I

resources disappeared, and by conflicts between the colonial elite 

■ and the mass, of the tribe, between pro- and anti-mission groups, and 

between generations divided by differing experience and education.

• 1
, as availabl#^:

!
The internal conflicts in Kikuyu society found their 

significant political expression in a clash between the- chiefs and 

the educated young men. The chiefs and the other' elements of' the 

tribe's colonial elite espoused a policy of moderation, cooperation, 

and reform from within.

most

i

i.

I
i'

"They adopted many of the elitist, paternalist,
.... ■■ -i?'

and authoritarian attitudes that permeated the. actions of bheir.District

Officers^ and some missionaries ... they accepted in practice their 

subordinate role in the colonial state. The younger men took a more 

militant and egalitarian position,..first in TTiuku's Young Kikuyu As

sociation, and from 1924 in the Kikuyu,Central Association (KCA) which/

emerged as the major African political association of the inter-war 

. . 'era; The two groups clashed frequently, especially in Kiambu. .In 

1922 the chiefs vigorously opposed Thuku and demanded his deportation, 

: while inthe late ^O's and 3Q’.s they used

'T-

their official powers to.. .. 

restrict the public activities of the

■SS:

.
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In 1928 Jomo (then Johnstone) Kenyatta became the General 

Secretary of the Association, and over the next three years it achieved 

. ... - the p.eak‘ of its pre-i^ar influence and support through its leadership 

of the Kikuyu struggle, against the missionaries during the crisis 

over female circumcision. The KCA became the- primary political ex

pression of a growing desire among many Kikuyu to exercise some de-

—:_gree-of. cdntroLover_ the. f(irce&-of_ctenge unleashed: in-their-soclety..—'.^ 

As.Eosberg and Nottingham point out, the KCA:

^ Represented those elements of the tribe that psycho- 
logically did not fully accept"European dominance...
Membership in the KCA by itself became a personal 
symbol of dissent. The KCA leaders felt that they 
had a right, tb reject those aspects of the new cultural 
patterns which did not suit them. They were-groping for 
an Ideology that would bring the Kikuyu- into the modem 
world without abandoning their dignity and independence, 
both politically and also in social and cultural terms. 62

This stance led the KCA to present a variety of demands to

the colonial authorities. Including the settlement of the claims of

the dispossessed Kikuyu, security of title. to the remaining Kikuyu

land, and an end to piecemeal appropriation of land in the

especially for private commercial undertakings of little direct benefit

to the Kikuyu themselves. They also asked for expanded educational

facilities equal to that provided for the immigrant communities,

proved health and sanitary facilities, and the more active promotion

of socio-economic, development in Kikuyu areas.

strongly sensitive ..to the linguistic dimensions of colonial domln-.

; translation of the laws of the colony and official..

reports into Swahili or the vernacular, and asking the government to 

: us purely and properly in the English language because it is

3>

reserves,

im-
. /

63
The KCA was also

■ .■•V.V,—..
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the political .language.Furthermore, the Association_^ayed an 

active role in several Kikuyu efforts to establish new institidtional 

- structures, independent of the colonial system, notably the founding 

. of a monthly Kikuyu-language journal in 1928 that was the first vern

acular publication by Kenya Africans, the organization of the land 

claims of various Kikuyu families for presentation to the Kenya land 

CoiiSflil38ion7-and-the^oundation -in-1938-of;-the-Kenya African' Teachers" 

College at Githunguri in Klambu. This era also saw the emergence, in 

the aftermath of the circuittcision crisis, of two Independent• Kikuyu^ 

school systems linked to Independent Kikuyu churches which attempted 

to define a mode of Western education and Christian belief in accord 

vdth both new aspirations and valued tribal traditions.-^

The KCA made extensive use of the limited channels of 

constituWonal' action available to Africans, maintaining a barrage 

■ of letters', telegrams, and petitions directed at first to the Chief 

Native Commissioner, and then, increasingly, to .the Colonial Office 

and the Secretary of State himself. The association also attempted 

to present memoranda or testimony before the various investigating 

commissions that visited the colony , between. 1924 and 1934, and 

cahaidates for the elected seats on the. Local Native Councils in the 

districts, in 1928 electing two members in Nyeri, nine in Fort Hall, 

and six in Kiambu on a platfprm of preserving tribal customs against 

missionary interference. All of these efforts at using legal modes

failed to. gain the KCA any influence on govern- 

; : As .the leadership. of the Association came to more clearly

. ^ ^derstand the structure of the colonial system', they began to protest

I

X . :
V

■ I

ran

/
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. gainst the constraints on African political activity and seek ways 

to gain access to the central political arena in Nairobi. By the 

early 30's the KCA was asking for directly elected African repre- 

■ sentatives on the Legislative Council to replace the missionaries 

and retired administrators appointed to the "African" seats, anil who . 

"expressly claimed that they are not on the council to represent the . 

Africans, but to voice their "own views of what is best in the Africans^ 1

66 ■i

The Association demonstrated an increasing willingness 

to question the basic colonial premise of the inability of Africans 

to articulate and act in their own interests, and to challenge tlie

. Provincial Administration's jealously guarded prerogative of speaking

for the'native. On this basis the KCA attempted to bypass the Kenya ■ 

Government and bring their case directly to the attention of the 

metropolitan authorities through letters to the British press, the

Interest".

-i

establishment of contact with sympathetic individuals 'and groups in 

the 'native rights lobby and two trips to London by Kenyatta who 

presented Kikuyu grievances to the Colonial'Office and complained

9
.i

about* the authoritarian methods of administrative officers, especially 

their refusal to exjjlain or discuss matters of policy.

The-activities of the KCA did not involve any fundamental 

challenge to the .legitimacy of the colonial system, but rather a demand 

for access to that system and a legitimately recognized place in it. 

Nevertheless, during- the 1930's the inability of the KCA to achieve any 

significant results through the narrow legitimate channels open to 

harassment of its activities by the chiefs and 

led the Association into a seml-clandestlne ex-

/

i'

V local administrators,
s::;;;.

-
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Istence and an increasingly militant tone. Even more important, 

by the end of the decade the KCA leaders were becoming Increasingly 

aware of, _their grievances as part of latge-scalfe’Issues involving ' 

to some degree all of the major tribes in the colony, and they moved

overtly and covertly to establish and expand contact with Similar 

associations and politically aware Africans in other parts of Kenya.
. i?>

B. The Luo and Luhya: Parochialism and Cooptation

The forces of social change among the Luo and Luhya, the 

largest tribes in western Kenya, were neither as extensive nor as 

destructive in their impact as those operating upon the Kikuyu.

Neither tribe lost'any significant amount of land by alienation to 

the European settlers. Nyanza Province served primarily as a vast 

labor pool for European enterprises, ranging from the immediately 

adjacent farms in the Rift Valley and the highlands around Eldoret 

and. Kitale to the docks, of Mombasa more than 500 miles away, with 

the Luo providing workers in numbers second only to the Kikuyu. The 

promotion of cash crops by administrators such as John Ainsworth before 

- 1914 provided opportunities for acquiring cash incomes within the re

serves, especially through the sale of maize (corn) .which rapidly 
became a staple of the African diet throughout the colony. At the 

same time, however, the Luo and Luhya lacked the intensity of 

.. to the European market and settler society of the Kikuyu areas and

the conflicts over restrictions-oh the growth of cash crops such .as ' 

i: the Klkuyu in the 30's. Furthermore, tho

. presence in Nyanza was the Anglican Church Mission Society,

exposure
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Hi the-inost liberal and least authoritarian of the Protestant groups 

Under the leadership of W.E. Owen, Archdeacon of Nyanza 

- from lSlS' to 1944, the CMS promoted the development of an indigenous 

. . church leadership exercising considerable responsibility for pastoral

-7

-. -in-Kenya.

affairs and "not noticeably under the direction of an alien mission- 
- ,,68

P
ary society".

The peoples of Nyanza' thus -lacked fhe burning, bitter, and £

continuous grievances that could serve as the basis for political

mobilization and did not experience a direct frontal as .ault one.

fallowed tribal tradition by the agents of European culture. As a

result, Nyanza politics in the inter-war period was donrinated primarily
-................................. ■ ‘ ^

by parochial tribal Issues, clan-conflicts among the'Luo and disputes

between the Wanga and other Luhya sections. V?here political activity

was directed against the colonial system it was moderate in tone and 

focused on the piecemeal reform of specific grievances, 

important African political association, the Kavirondo Taxpayers- 

Welfare Association, was "active whenever there were genuine grievances, 

- and fended to disintegrate during prosperous years".Political 

actiyity. was. largely dominated by a new colonial elite that emerged 

, from the opportunities for achievement and status provided by the 

presence of the Administration and the missionaries. This elite 

adopted an

-VP'

The most

essentially cooperative position in relation ^>.the coloni

al authorities and was heavily oriented towards the fulfilment of

Individual aspiration^. Lonsdale notes that;

'The:leaders of the early political associations ... 
sought personal acceptance and recognition fro&ithe 
ruiers of a colonial society from'which they-had

V ''t-p.-'V.

'.p.;,' V-.. 
p.,

‘JC-r.:
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I gained nijich. The early politicians' indignation was
1 - fired not by corporate memories of resistance but
I by the frustration of their individual great expect-
j ations. 70

I ■ ■ “ ib'ey thus sought and eagerly accepted cooptation into the colonial 

I system. By the early 30's’, the leaders of the Young Kavirohdo Association

I from the 1921-22 protests and, later, of the KTWA had for the most

_ _ part been absorbed into colonial institutions, some as locational_ _

chiefs and others as. Anglican priests

In the aftermath of <he 1921-22 protests, the Nyanza Provincial

.

t

Administration sought the assistance of local missionaries in turning 

their adherents away from political activities. Since the leadership 

of the YKA was heavily drawn from the African leaders of the CMS,

Archdeacon Owen requested and received permission from the Administration 

to attempt to turn the YKA away from politics and towards more construc-

:i tive activities and cooperation with the government. In 1923 he formed 

I the KTItt and became its first President. The leaders of the Young 

Kavirondo Association retained their posts in the'new organization,

while, the chiefs and European administrators served as ex—officio vice- 

presidents. Under Owen's aegis the KTWA was effectively coopted into
•rt •

conc^trating heavily on welfare measures and 

the stimulation of economic growth, and cooperating with the Provincial 

Administration to ensure 'good government'

'responsible; - channels,

KTWA members formed a 

majority on th'e Central Nyanza Local Native Council and pressed the"

AdMhi^ for a greater return in services for African taxes .and

educational, health. and economic facilities.

of any intense conflict and the elite character of

leadership was reflected in a.political consciousness and an
;c,i
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taI
understanding of the colonial system that were far more constricted 

and much less sophisticated than that among the more militant Kikuyu.

,.Die-institutional universe of Nyanza politics before 1945 was confined 

. to district^and provincial levels, with the specifically political 

objectives of the African elite being greater pother and autonomy for 

the local roles and institutions in which they already participated, 

iftile the KTOA sent petitions and represenatlves, to. give testimony 

before the various Investigating commissionsrof the '20's and early 

30's, it never demanded, as the KCA did, access to the arenas of ppwer 

controlled by. the Administration or the settlers. Nyanza political 

leaders, according td Lonsdale, could not Imagine themselves manipu

lating the colonial system, and their principal political demand 

never granted blithe Administration,

'm
mis..:.

,4

a
■vii

-N
V

i 1

, ^
among 

was for

paramount chief for the tribe which "would have opened up the higher 

reaches of the administrative hierarchy to Africans, placing them on 

a level with, perhaps even dusting, the British District ■Commissioner".^^

P
li

both the Luo and Luhya,

■a

''

a
There was a basic acceptance of their limited political role and an 

effort to maneuver for more advantageous positions within the existing 

rules of the game..

mTribal parochialism and religious denominational differences 

also left- their mark on- the KTWA. 

found he had to form

/ ■:'/4

IWithin a year of its formation Owen

a separate North Kavirondo Taxpayers Welfare As-- .

eociatlon for the Luhya, while-Catholic missionaries started a Native 

- Catholic Union that .scrupulously avoided involvement liin politics. The 
jWA thus ended- up a's a exclusively Luo and Anglican orgahiz-

•1

ll::^aUpiiV.: Moreover, it siuffared after 1925 from increasing internal conflict
■ jr®
if
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between the chiefs and the Christian elite stemming from the ambiva

lence of the chiefs' roles in the association and the colonial admins

• - Istratlon'r Oi^en himself was a tireless crusader against abuses of

official power, especially Irregularities in fax collection and the

use of compulsory labor for their private ends by the chiefs, and he

often found himself in the invidious position of attacking some of '

73. the officers of his pwn association.

i

To the Provincial Administration 

the actions of Owen arid the KYWA in expos’ing grievances against au-

thority were often annoying and occasionally Infuriating, especially 

where official chiefs were associated with the protest. By the

early,30.'s, however,* most of the KTWA leadership had found their de

sired status in the colonial system and the organization became in

creasingly inactive, Owen ending his association with it in 1936.

The NKTWA meanwhile had been preoccupied;.with pressing the interests 

of local elites of various Luhya sections against the tf^nga..;agents 

originally appointed as chiefs by the Administration. As the Wanga 

chiefs were gradually replaced, the NKTijA, just as it's Luo counterpart, 

c^ to be a vehicle of local vested interests.

!

1935 the KTWA came under the control of a new and more 

nilitant leadership-drawn from the Kistunu Native Chamber of Coisnifiirce)

an organization representing the Luo petty traders operating in and 

around the major urban center of Nyanza. Mostly men from minor clans
.....

Vith some Western education, the traders chaged at the economic ad-

, to the official and mission elements of the new elite, ,

: V especially the. CO arrangements between the chiefs and the Aslan

who dominated commerce in the reserves, and’came to identify

".-‘r

.
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In"tte pillars of local society with the props of colonial rule", 

the late 30’s they led the KTWA into increasingly sharp conflict'with 

both.the Luo elite and the Provincial Administration, addressing'so 

many memoranda and petitions to the Administration that the associa

tion became known to the Luo as 'Jo-Memorandum'.^? More militant
iS-.:.

f

politics also emerged among the Luhya in the North Kavirondo Central

Association formed after the discovery of gold in Kakamega location

of North Nyanza District in 1931 brought. a. flood of European miners 

and prospectors, many of them destitute farmers, into, the Luhya heart- 

land. The Kenya Government rushed through legislation 'temporarily' 

alienating several thousand acres of densely populated farmland with

out consulting the Local Native Council and abrogating the 'inviolable'
' 9-

guarantees of the Native Lands Trust Ordinance of 1930.

'u::.. - ■

This led to

strong protests in Britain from the native fights lobby, and created 

among the luhya fears for the security of their land and distrust of

European motives expressed by the NKCA in a series of urgent petitions 

to the Secretary of State. However, the leaders of the NKCA, mostly 

young school teachers, allied themselves with' the Wanga in a search 

for tribal unity, thus bringing themselves into conflict \rf.th powerful

-s:

local elites, while their support, never very strong, began to wane ' 

when the gold deposits proved meagre and European mining operatll^ns 

•' J>®gan to contract.

The NKCA and.the post-1935.KTWA were both ineffective organ- 

^popular support and incapable of mounting

the local African elites who had found a.

, I acc with the eolonial authorities. They

/

^ J
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■a:.

bad to reach outside of Nyanza for support. As its name suggests, the 

5KCA was in touch with members of the Kikuyu Central Association virtu-

-,:ally. from Uts inception and by 1934 had direct contact with KCA head-

. . quarters in Nairobi. Both the KTWA and the NKCA began to pick up

support after 1938 as a result of- African opposition to legislative 

neasures permanently fixing the boundaries of the White Highlands and 

anxiety over the future of their lands and property, stimulated by 

.soil conservation and compulsory destocking jneasures introduced by 

the government to halt the d^aloration of land in the 

led to expanded contacts between the KCA and the Nyanza political as

sociations resulting, in a joint- protest to the Secretary of State in 

Kovember, 1938 against the destocking measures and a KCA-KIWA memor

andum to the Secretary of State the following year protesting the

r

reserves, piis

Highlands Order-in-Council and culminating in a meeting of represent

atives of the three organizations in Nairobi in March, 1940.

Despite the importance of Nairobi

78'

center- for organizes a

ational activity and contact between African political groups, specifi

cally urban issues played little if any role in their, activities during

the inter-war period. The associations, including the more sophisti

cated KCA, remained rooted in the issues arising from the impact of 

change on rdral tribal society.

- Nairobi,,recruited mostly from the nearby districts

[ ,

For the largely Kikuyu population of ' '

of Kiambu and
Fort Hall, urban life remained largely a temporary sojourn and they 

: ::@®tained-strong

protest -when it appeared

ties, with,rural society and its problems. African

came not in Nairobi but in the port city 
. ^ Moifljasa where a far more^^te pdpulatidn lived in isolation

.T-
;■

:.d
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from their distant tribal homelands.

During the 1920's and, in particular, during the depression 

30's . there were sporadic strikes and efforts to-organize

among the Asian workers in Nairobi which culminated in 1935 in. the ' ' a-

formation of the Labour Trade Union of East Africa under the leader

ship, of Makhan Singh, a self-professed Communist.
■ii

In 1937, in response

to pressures from the-Wr6pbritan^hWi-ti«“tb~coi^iy witTrS^ta'iidCT

set by the International labour Organization,-the Kenya Goveriment in-. ' 

■ troduced legislation legitimizing trade union activities, 

open reluctance of both settlers and officials.^^

-.V

despite^ the 

African workers in

.the urban areas were, however, untouched by these developments, 

can urban protest emerged spontaneously and to the surprise of the

Afri-

Admlnlstration in a general strike of workers in Mombasa in July, 1939. 

. the city contained a diverse African population of some

5,000 Luo,. 5,000 Kikuyu, and 2,000 Kamba, as well as 2,000 Africans 

from various coastal tribes, and 3,000 from Tanganyika,.most of whom
■

were emplo^d ^ unskilled labor in various municipal and government..7
^agencies, European and Asian firms, or as casual laborers on the docks. 

The strike teached its peak on 

some looting, police baton charges, and the

August 2nd with widespread picketing. -i

arrest of about 150 persons; 
and ended two days later due to 'the effective work of the police" and - - 

hunger, especially ^ong the casual labour".®*^

-
/

A commission of in

quiry appointed by the Administration

i“iser^^ low wages, insecurity

conditions of

identified the sources of the

of employment, and appall-
rr-r— : -

.diet and housing of the workers in the city, com- 

ignorance and neglect which saw so rapid afr-

/'■

ir!-"

. i
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turnover of personnel in the office of D.C., Mombasa, that adminis-

;vtrators were incapable of learning about the city and its problems, •

81let alone taking steps to ameliorate them. ■i

The commission's report 

led to administrative reforms that resulted in the formation of a

3separate Labour Department, but the war intervened to prevent the ■ im- r.
V ■ plementation of any concrete measures to deal with the socio-economic

■ . ______________________________________________ _____________ 1_________ Xroots of the disturbance. The 1939 strike ended as a preview of the' 

role that urban protest and organization would play in post-^1945 

African politics.

■f:;:k’

k-

1.
3;

I

!
5) 'Dini' and the Varieties of Religious Protest

The political associations discussed above constituted,
■ , . ”■

despite their occasional use of traditional symbols and defence of 

indigenous culture, essentially secular and modernist responses to the 

_ changes brought by the colonial presence. Resistance to European 

political and cultural domination was, .however, also expressed through 

a variety of specifically religious bodies or movements. This reaction 

. took a variety of forms, ranging from messianic and nativistic sects 

totally rejecting European culture to African separatist Christian 

■^atphes emerging out of organizational and doctrinal disputes with 

European missionary groups. One of the earliest of the former was the 

Cult of Mumbo which appeared in Alego location of Central Nyanza District 

in 1913 and whose leaders advocated a, "return to the African way of life" 

“^;.''l‘’^°®i^sed a new 'golden age' that was to be attained as a result 

of:a complete transformation of the society".®^ 

i°°e..tradition-of arathl (prophets), and in .1930-31,

i?-
i
i

i

;
T

c.

■

I;

/

■i-Xrv .

'r.yr-r.r

Kikuyu religion had a
'T-

in the aftermath

i..
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■ ^
Iff-

of the circumcision crisis, a new group of arathi appeared who
-- — - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •• • “ '

known as Watu wa Mungu (God's People). They roamed through Kiambu

. and Fort-Hall preaching the rejection of Western medicine, education,

and missionsfg^ Later,...however, they also came to reject various aspects 

of traditional Kikuyu culture and their ritual-was heavily influenced 

by certain aspects-of fundamentalist Protestantism.®^

were
y

’>

)
There were

siveral messianic movements among_the”Sn£^a l)rior to World War 0ne7 ^ 

and.in 1922 a prophet named Ndonye wa Kauti appeared in Machokos promis

ing to bring about the deliverance of the Kamba from the Europeans.

The separatist churches were far more formal in structure and basically 

Western in practice.. They sought to create a specifically African 

expression of Christian belief congruent with valued, traditions, and 

they split off from the European missions after conflicts over church

84 •

.. discipline and the acceptance of doctrines that were thought to be 

aspects of European cultural dogmatism rather than intrinsic elements 
of true biblical Christianity.®^

These religious groups were, on the whole,.far more ambigu

ous about their relationship to both traditional society and the changes

introduced by the colonial presence than the secular associations.

They tended to mobilize those elements of African society who did 

accept European dominance, yet who at the same time were not certain 

• what they wanted in Its .place.

not

They did not specifically attempt to 

enter the political arena to pursue particular socio-economic or

-Pplitical'-goals 

?oftih
, or to.right any burning grievances, although they 

flashed .with colonial authority where religious doctrine led them
.'i.'

to^^act certain official policies. The nativistic and more messianic
». ‘

■'
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groups were especially distrusted by administrators as a potential 

, threat to control, even where no specific conflicts had occurred.

Mungu, for example, were hunted by ^ice who eventually 

killea three of them in a clash in 1934. Administrative repression 

was notably severe where the groups promised to get rid of the European 

presence. The Cult-of Mumbo was suppressed between 1919 and 1929

WdTtslTadefF^wefe'exired'^o“Laiu7"The"folTowing“year”t^^

prophet, Kauti, met a similar fate. ...........

The primary significance of the sects and independent churjches 

lay not so much in their importance as means of political mobilization 

and action, but rather in their impact on European perceptions of 

African religious behaviour. All African religious phenomena tended 

to be indiscriminately categorized in Kenya, under the Swahili

• The beliefs, rituals, and behavior of these religious 

- groups were often bizarre and repellent to European eyes, and promoted 

an image of African irrationality and instability, 

for example, were described in a police report as having, "a peculiar 

and wild facial expression and appear to be slightly deranged".®^

e:.

V

term

The, Watu wa Mungu, .

.V.. The Response nf. the Provincial Administration to African Politics

The ability of the Provincial Administration to respond to 

the demands and grievances of the African political associations was 

•severely constrained by the stalemate over basic policy and the settler 

dominance of intermediate policy issues in

/

the European political arena, 

of official to face a confrontation with the
. settlers over-a 'native policy' for Kenya left the Provincial Admin-

;any specific goals towards which to guide th^istratioh adrift without
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development of the various African societies in the colony and around 

which to orient its own activities in the African districts. While 

many individual field officers were active 'developers' constantly 

seeking new projects for their districts,, their activities were.diverse, ■ 

uncoordinated, and'of ten inconsistent, varying not only from district 

to district, but also within a particular district during the tenure 

of different D.C.s. Lacking a coherent policy specifying developmental
.

Aiv-'-■"

priorities, as well as both technical advice and'expertise, the D.G.s 

dealt essentially with amateur efforts at specific 'improvements' in 

the physical and socio-economic conditions in a district, selected 

according to their own individual perceptions and enthusiasms, and 

only bcchslonally at the suggestion of ,.pne^of the technical departments. 

These projects were incredibly diverse, ranging from the construction 

of roads, small dams, and other public works to improvements in public 

health and sanitation, the introduction of cagh crops from cotton and 

maize to wattle and cabbages, the Improvement of agricultural methods.

■'.•I'..:.

rv-” V
the establishment of women's clubs and boy scout troops, and even the 

stimulation of team sports. Many projects were ill-conceived failures, 

others were neglected by new D.C.s who did not share the enthusiasm of

their predecessor-^ and all were constantly hampered by a lack of funds 

/ for development!-88 The results, however, were not completely neglig- 

able: a rudimentary road network was gradually extended through all

but the more remote districts, significant improvements were made in 

.. . ®“d and the introduction of various cash *

a steadily growing number of Africans into involvement in the

ti crops.

S;;:
%

ncmetary economy

...i*
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None of these various activities dealt directly with the 

forces of social change to which the African, political associations 

r^ponded. ...Some, such as the improvements in health which led .to

>;

1
over-

population in areas-in'Nyanza and Central Provinces, directly contri

buted to the problems of change. The cost of D.C. discretion, however, 

was not only the fragmentation of administrative action, but also a
,3y

preoccupation with local issues and an emphasis on the idiosyncratic 

characteristics of each district which made it difficult for admin

istrators, in the field to perceive, let alone act, on the larger 

social structural Issues in the colony.

V.

•. ■ :;i

.1
■ i

Given.the reactive and ameliorative posture implicit in 

their 'guardian' image of-administration, field officers were oriented 

isore towards dealing with specific local grievances and they attempted 

to respond to them, as one D.C. put it, "insofar'as they are in accord

f'

. with general.policy ... without recourse to the agitation (sic) 'them

selves"."89 The problem,.however, was that organizations such as the 

KCA increasingly touched upon matters that were not in accord with 

Existing policy or dealt with basic socio-economic cleavages involving 

the relations of the various racial communities on a colony-wide basis. 
In some instances administrators sympathetic to.African complaints

/
could use their discretion to discretely eva|e or ignore settler-

influenced policy, and. in a few cases where they felt serious injustice 

and. exploitation to be involved some officersi stimulated controversy

and leaking Information 

groups or communicating directly with 

In most Instances the problems were too large.

V bj^_g<?lng of official channels

: and humanitarian

ibe Colonial Office;^®

,-i

:
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too complex, and too public to be discretely dealt with in the bush.

Open advocacy of African interests on controversial Issues not only 

involved considerable personal risk for the individual officers in- 

- - volved, but also dragged the vdiole Provincial Administration into the 

acrimonious conflict of the central political arena.

^ The African political associations thus placed the Pro- 

—vinoial-Admlnistration-in-a-position that clearly reveals^thh^uirdef- 

lying contradiction betweeii paternalism and organizational interests.

■ Hhere the protection of African interests involved controversy that 

threatened to compromise the discretion of the Provincial Administration, 

with, the exception of . a few mavericks who paid a price for their non-
V . . .....................

conformity, administrators preferred to be team players and protect 

themselves and their organization, 

posed between the settlers and the Africans and unable to deal with 

the issues generated by the internal colonial relationship between them. 

Moreover, while socio-economic aspects of this relationship, lay. at the 

root of the conflicts in the colony, the.most immediate clash involved

/

**5V■v:

. ...'
!.

i:

i

i
!■

This left them uncomfortably inter-

the confrontations between the Provincial Administration and the local 

African populations in the districts. Caught in a position that made 

it virtually impossible for them to respond to the larger issues in- 
/volved,. individual administrators were left to deal with these confront

ations at the level of actual or potential threats to the maintenance 

. of law and order.

These political constraints on the range of responses open 

,. '•I'c Provincial, adminis tration doSSf:' not^however, explain the speciftc 

and interpreted the activity
■V,

; •
■.•vV-'V- — -!
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of the African political associations. Within the bounds of these 

constraints they reacted to African political activity on the basis 

of their, Catonist socio-political values, their conception of the
•,T-

proper

role of adminlstration,..,and their personal and organizationaMy-defined 

These factors led to an intense hostility towards and

Mgr;:"

Interests.

suspicion of any manifestations of organized and independent African

political action and to the emeitgence of a rigid stereotype of African , - 

politicians and political organizations that-hecame an Integral part 

of the conventional wisdom of the Provincial Administration and largely

____iftllMted atoinistratiye action until „the^ la te. 19.50 ls_. . This image...... ........

was intimately linked: to tlie Kikuyu, through-both the activities of

V,

the Kikuyu Central Association and. the prevalent colbnial stereotype 

of the tribe as ambitious and intelligent, but also secretive, deceptive. 

Through their control of the flow of political 

Intelligence, field officers were able to impress their image of Afri- 

can politics upon both the central administration in .Nairobi and the 

Colonial Office in London where the interpretations coming from the 

field were accepted as the basis for formulating responses to the 

relatively infrequent contacts with African politics, at those lev|ls.

on the one hand, administrators could view the socio

economic goals of African political groups as unobjectionable and, in

and conspiratorial.

/

^nore reflective moments, note that an organization such as the ,KCA ’in

cludes in its ranks a vast proportion of the more enlightened and pro- 

youth"; while, on the other hand, their conception of the,

them, just as the political constraints

‘ respond not to the socio-economic Issues involved.
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but to the mere fact of opposition itself, 

association claiming to defend African interests implied that the 

Provincial Admta^ had failed in its role of benevolent pro-
. . . . . . . ■ ■ ■ ■ .4.

' "tector and was thus seen as a grave threat" to the unchallenged 

thorlty and prestige that was the basis of effective control, 

same grounds, the political associations posed a grave challenge to

The mere existence of an

au-

On the
y

■ the personal authority of Individual officers. The KCA or the KT^^A 

constituted rivals for the loyalty of the African- masses and the 

■ educated politicians, the men in' pants, interposed themselves between. 

the administrator and 'his people', the men in blankets.What is. 

especially striking is that this-reaction was largely independent of

i

I

I

the occurance of any overt resistance or defiance of authority on the 

part of the associations. Thus during the crisis over female circum

cision. Governor Grlgg, echoing the'views of the field administrators.

wrote in a despatch to the Secretary of State about the KCA that; “

There is no evidence of any acts.or even any propaganda 
on the part of the association or of individual agi
tators that could be called definitely seditious....

What I have to report to you Lordship therefore, is 
not a series pf overt acts of opposition to Government 
or of ommlssion to comply with Government's requirements, 
but the creation and,- i fear, the spread of an atomosphere, 
of criticism and mistrust which may have unfortunate 
effects upon those of the native population who become 

. involved in it. 93 _ -

Administrators repeatedly told each other that no actions could be
■ ’■V -

taken by Government which could be construed as concessions to outside 

demnds or.political agitation without compromising their prestige

. . . . Even where Africans were

have, legitimate grievances, any .change in policy had to protect

/

and..

their control over the African. con-

_c •
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the necessary Image of the Provincial Administration's benevolence

This conviction reinforced the existing barriers

of the communications process and made it virtually impossible for

the African associations to get the Provincial Administration to listen

to their demands- until they mounted precisely the sor.t of agitation

that threatened to end in disorder and an 'embarrassing incident'. As

..' Mriy as T92F tEis was cle^^^^ hi the KCA whin” thejTwrote; '

There is no (sic) anyone to, represent qur grievances, 
there is no faithful-person who can speak on our behalf.
So if we keep -quiet the Government will think 
quite-satisfied. 95

and omnipotence.

we are

Furtlieraqre7 sihce their values arid iritefes ts led” them to" 

view the associations aS'unnecessary threats to the administrative 

process, field officers came to view the issues raised by the groups 

as either phoney or fantastically exaggerated.

^ Kianbu saw the KCA as composed of "adept liars and past masters at

sewing (sic) the seed of false rumours", while Governor Grigg repeated 

the judgments of his field officers in asserting thatr "It is not - 

apparent that the association has any real grievances.

Thus in 1929 the D.C.,

It makes all the

capital it can out of the apprehensions, genuine or fictitious, of the 

Kikuyu as to the. s.ecurity of their land. It was impossible, moreover.

f^ administrators to accept that their own actions, so benevolent in 

intent, could be a source of grievance to Africans and they consequently 

refused to countenance any complaints about the behavior of individual

demands for changes, in administrative structure and practice. 

®® ®ssbciations tended to be 

creating conflicts that would

seen as sources of social disruption 

not otherwise exist or ascerbatlng iev-
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antes that would be dealt with by the Administration, as a matter of

course. Administrators generally came to believe that there was no 

.... jiecessary linkage" between African socio-economic problems and the

activities of the political associations'which were felt to engage in 

political agitation for- their own purposes and did not necessarily 

express the underlying discontents of the African masses. This under-

-•r •

3 .

standing of the associations provided the necessary rationale for 

treating them as simply threats to law and order and- good administra

tion. ' ■

The reaction to the KCA and the other African associations

also reflected the hostility of administrators to the emerging gener

ation of educated Africans. These.organizations confirmed their fears 

that education would create a class of Africans desiring to'rapidly 

asBume responsibilities for which they were blatantly ill-equipped and

which only the Proyincial Administration could properly handle. ‘ Governor 

Grlgg noted that the -KCA consisted of "the paembers of; a younger gener

ation who knew just enough to be discontented with the conditions of

barbarism in which they were bom, but. not enough to appreciate the
. , ■ a. ■ ■■- , - - • '

difficulties of emerging in a moment of time from that state of bar

barism to the assumption of all the concomitants of a highly developed

ais view of the 'semi-educated' or 'detrl- 

ballzed' native made it even more difficult for administrators to take 

the associations seriously as expressions of deep-rseated African senti-

Grigg.'s -private secretary used a telling metaphor of the colonial 

- ..relationship in .describing KCA activity as "groups of young men acting

as first-form boys at school, who make bo^s to

*'>•

/
Western civilization".^^

UTv:;---.::,

■ c ...
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blowup their form master, and one is disinclined to take them 

seriously ... the Kikuyu, still like the first form boy, loves secret 

societies"; and'he added his belief that "if the situation is handled, 

with good humour and restraint ... these sillies would give up their

conspiracies and ... be content to go back and work their shambas 
,,98(farms)".

juvenile' activities .of the assocla-However, behind th,

tions administrators detected the disturbing motives of a lust for

power and a greed for money. The associations had to be taken seri-

ously as dangerous efforts at personal agrandizement. Administrators' 

belief that politics was a pursuit of partisan self-interest that was 

necessarily segmental and usually opposed to the interests of the com

munity as a whole led them to view the associations as representing 

only the tiny minority of ' detrlbalized' natives detached from and

K;' ■

unrepresentative of the interests of the rural masses lii the reserves. 

The activities of the KCA were viewed as irresponsible agitation in

tended to dupe the Ignorant rural African through lies, imaginary 

grievances, and fantastic promises into believing that the association 

, represented their true interests^.; Visible popular support for the

aMociations tended to be dismissed as manipulated and essentially 

spurious._ 99
By the late 30's administrators showed a growing tendency 

to see the associations behind any expressions of opposition or unrest

In the major tribes. While the.Mombasa* Labour Commission could find 

evidence of-the involvement of African political associations or 

the labour Trade East Africa in the 1933= strlkef” government

officials and the settler press both insisted that . it was; the direct

no-

r :■

r
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result of the activities of African 'agitators’
• • •

judgment of the associations was confirmed by the fact that the KCA 

spent a considerable portion of its time collecting money through 

- membership subscriptions or special fund-raising drives; Although . 

this money was vital to the association both for carrying on its':"- 

advocacy activities and maintaining the leaders who had no other re- 

sources to fall back on, to colonial officials it smacked of-corruptioa^ 

The money collected by the KCA was denounced as being "for the personal 

comfort^ of the members of its committee", and as collected "in all 

probability, by threats and coercion".

Administrators t

. I

•u

101

Finally, as a result of its vigorous support of traditional 

.custom during the circumcision crisis, the KCA also wme to be seen 

by the Provincial Administration as 

^t^Vlstic rejection of Western civilization, 

by two other events.

a reactionary force -supporting an

This -belief was supported

First, although they never found any direct - 

evidence, field officers felt that the various 'dini', notably the

Watu.wa Mungu, were covertly mainpulated by politicians in the KCA.^°^ 

Second, in 1938 Jorao Kenyatta published his book Facing Mount Kenya which

asserted both the value of many aspects of Kikuyu traditional culture 

and the ability of the African to articulate his 

aid of his professional protectors in the Provincial Administration. 

However ambivalent they might have been about the

.dustrial society, administrators could not accept any direct challenge 

fundamental tenets of colonial 

... iority of European culture in all its aspects, 

connection between the. r cults and political

interests without the

value of modem in^

rule; the absolute super- 

Moreover, the perceived 

protest also touched

mi
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upon the fear of irrational fanaticism and savage frenzy that was the 

Bost unsettling dimension of their image of the African. The defence 

of tradition by religious or secular means came to be interpreted as 

a total rejection of modernism and civilization. When this view was

conibined with the tendency to- judge a native people's ability and ■ 

Eoral worth by their success in developing on the lines defined by

colonial authority,- it led- to the additional understanding of Kikujru 

protest as an indication of their incapacity to adjust to the strains 

■ of nodernlzation.

■

104
This concept was to become a dominant theme in 

official interpretations of the post-1945 political crisis.

_ In'the“'end7'the' African politician became another uhscrupu-

lous exploiter from whom the administrator had to protect the unsophisti

cated tribesman.
~ •

Once again the interests of the Provincial Admini-

-stratlon and the 'best interests.'v of the African were .interpreted by 

- officials as one and the same. Administrators rationalized the situ-,

. ation by viewing their actions not as the suppression of legitimate 

African political aspirations, but as a therapeutic response to the poor 

quality of the 'self-appointed' leaders of the associations.

■ -

There

would always be a place in the colonial system for the 'natural' leaders 

of the community Ih concrete terms, they moved to deal with the politi

cal ,/roups first by coopting them into 'safe' channels, such as the

local Native Councils, and than, when cooptation proved only partially 

successful, by harassment, stringent restrictions on organizational

’ 3nd, ultimately,, outright suppression.
jr'-;;

e-'•S- ..-r'

The Uses off Cboptation

The initial reaction of fl<gld administrators to' the polltl^,- ,

-r-v.;;
-v.v.

■.. .
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to

associations in the 20’s was to attempt to coopt them- into 'responsible'

channel's of action by turning them away from contentious political 

issues towards safer welfare goals through which they could be enlisted
•is- ■ -

into friendly and essentially passive cooperation with the colonial ■ 

authbfilies. We have already seen how this was accomplished in the 

KTHA through the offices of Archdeacon Owen. During the 1926-29

period attempts at copptation also characterized, the initial reaction

of Central Province administrators to the KCA.^®^ "This brief era of
'.:r-

.good feelings rapidly deteriorated, however, in the face of the KCA's 

refusal to accept the passive role assigned to “it and its increasingly'

„ militant stance during the female circumcision crisis. Although as late 

as September, 1929 the D.C., Kiambu felt that "the thoughts and act

ivities of ill-affected young men" could be diverted to such "progres-

!

sive and profitable" groups as an agricultural improvement society or 

. the Boy Scouts,
106

the Provincial Administration increasingly judged 

the KCA a dangerous and subversive organization.

The primary institutional vehicle for the cooptation of" 

African political activity was the Local Native Councils, which were 

first discussed after the 1921-22 troubles and effectively brought^ into 
I Opara'tlon in 1924-25.. The explicit political objective'of the councils

i . -. ^as to counteract "any mischievous tendencies which might develop in 

'I- Pative political societies" by providing a forum for the expression of 

- public opinion in. which Africans could harmlessly let off steam and a 

local government body which would exercise limited local legislative

:and provide Africans with tutelary experience in 
: the': 107responsible running of their own affairs. The Administration

-r'
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considered the councils established in each district as the sole 

legitimate mode of African political participation. If there had pre

viously been any need for independent associations, administrators

felt that it was eliminated by the councils and expected that all 

grievances and expressions of opinion would be brought to their att

ention through the council members.108

There were.wide variations from district to district in 

the degree to which the Local, Native Councils were'brought into oper

ation. They operated most effectively in the populous districts of 

Central and Nyanza Provinces where local rates gave them substantial 

budgets and the local populations possessed a degree of political con-

V. .

sciousness, while they languished in somnolent apathy in the inore remote 

districts inhabited by conservative pastoral peoples. Nevertheless,

even in the advanced districts the. LNC’s were not effective units of 

local government. They were not permitted to exercise any real authority 
I and allowed to make appropriations for only a limited range of local

i services (even here the Provincial Administration often intervened to

curtail what were felt to be excessive expenditures 

of the legislation passed by the councils 

. from the Administration, which used the

on education). Most

came down in standardized foim

councils to enact local measures
i ■ ^at could not be taken up by the Legislative Council in Nairobi.

I - prepared the council budgets since Africans were regarded as

I ready to exercise fiscal responsibility-and. incapable of understanding

The

un-

the finances of councils vfhich overlapped confusingly with the expendi-:

" : of the various government departments operating in a district.

The LNC's also failed to provide an arena for African political

■ii'
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expression because the District Commissioners exercised firm control 

over both, composition and deliberations of the councils and refused to 

permit 'politics' to intrude in their operations. Prior to 1939 the 

majority of" each LNC consisted of members appointed by' the local ad

ministration a^, composed almost entirely of official chiefs, goyerap 

ment employees, and other members of the African colonial elite who

could- generally be- counted-upon-to “be-quiet—and—cooperative".'—The 're-~

malnder of the council members were selected through a variety of in

formal electoral techniques at barazas, and a significant proportion of 

them were also usually chiefs. Administrators regarded the councils

as representative bodies, even when they 

occasionally admitted that the 'representatives' made little effort 

to Igam or articulate the feelings of their 'constltutents'

.... P.C.s also served

V

constituted in this fashion

The

as Presidents of the councils, preparing the agenda 

and presiding over the meetings. Whatever the hopes of senior officials 

in the Secretariat that the .LWCs would allow Africans to safely venti-
late their grievances, field officers consistently declined 

the councils for their views
to consult

on major issues of native policy and re

resolutions, .or subjects criticalfused to permit the consideration of 

of the government and "its policies . One missionary observer of the 
9facils later noted that the degree of freedom of speech exercised by

- the councillors depended on how well the D.C. understood either Swahili 

or the local vernaculars. Council members openly critical of govem-

ruled, out of order and occasionally , if they per- ' 

^ '^^ir opposition, ejected from the chamber and deprived of
their seat.

9
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Harassment and Repression

Administrative efforts to coopt the associations 

coupled with measures designed to exert some control over their act-

were

tei-r
I

ivlties, . Including the requirements that they receive permission from 

either the D.C. or the chief of a location for any public meetings and 

that they submit the agenda of the meeting in advance to the D.C. In

. the adininistratofs “incfeasih^y convinced that the

KCA and the other groups they believed were associated with it (the 

NKCA, the Wakamba Members Association, and the Teita Hills Association) 

, were corrupt, reactionary, and subversive; 'official efforts to harass 

and restrict the ability of the associations to organize and operate 

significantly increased the tempo.

In 1930, after the circumcision crisis had brought the situ- 

; atlon to the^^ttention of the central authorities in-Nairobi, Governor 

Grtgg sponsored an ammendment-to >the Native Authorities Ordinance that

prohibited the collection of money by African associations without the 

express,.permiss±Dn of the local Administration, 

to force the KCA to publicly account for the

Efforts were also made
V;-'

expenditure of its funds.

;onthe theory that this would discredit the leaders in the eyes of 

their followers. Administrators also made 

■ chiefs.
comraon cause with the ICikuyu

vigorously supporting them against attacks from the KCA 

' couraging their efforts
and en^

to prohibit the meetings of the association in '

the locations.

Administrators also used their control 

to prevent the KCA and .other

over official channels 

groups from effectively
.joying chahnel of protest by petition.

•i.

../rJ
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They insisted that all communications with higher authorities either 

In Nairobi or London be submitted in the'first instance to the field 

administration for conveyance through 'proper channels'. Any attempts 

- by the associations to leap over the local administration and present- 

petitions directly to' the Governor or the Secretary of State resulted 

either in complete silence on the part of the authorities 

of the document _wtth_curt instructions to resubmit it through, the 

officials. Where they complied vd.th these regulations

ior a return

proper %V •
, associations.

•found, however, that peltitions tended to be brleOy acknowledged and

In some Instances letters and petitions were apparently 

not sent on to the higher officials to whom they were addressed, 

commonly,, field officers would pass them on with a memorandum' refuting 

African grievances and demands point by point and adding vivid de- 

nunclation-Of the association'Erieaders and objectives, 

thorlties could do little but accept the field officials judgments and 

either replied with a brief acknowledgement of Incorporated the latter'

then forgotten.

More

The higher au-

s

rebuttals into a longer reply. The constant resort 

channels thus gained the associations 

silence or Insulting and patronizing replies 

ties. The Central Province Administration

to constitutional

little but stony and hostile

from the colonial authori-

even refused to mention the 

npme of the KCA in correspondence with it, and instead addressed all

replies to individuals.

Administrators also resorted to more individual fonns of harass- 

■ sent. Joseph Kang'ethei the President of the 

seat on the Fort Hall LNC in 1926 and in 1930 

Bolding an illegal meeting against the orderd- of the local

KCA, was ejected from his'
• v-

was sentenced to prison for

chief* Other

-V ..V,
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Bembers of the KCA and of other militant associations were subject to 

a variety of petty fines and charges, found it difficult to hold 

government jobs, and, occasionally, were even dismissed from posts with 

private employers at the request of the Administration. 

clashes with the colonial authorities, African politicians. such 

Ihuku or Muindi Mbingu were arrested and deported to remote parts of 

the colony without formal charges or trials.

on to■:Ci. ■

After direct -

as

P

XOutright suppression of the associations was,, however, avoided 

•apparently because of the lack of concrete evidence of seditious 

Ivities and the consquent furor that such action would

act-

arouse in the
native rights lobby in Britain.

ation and enabled the Administration to

The onset of the war changed the situ- 

move more directly against the 

very existence of these organizations.- By this time administrators in 

Central Province were convinced that the activities of the KCA were

"probably treasonable", and the Defence Regulations of 1939 had equipped 

the Administration with enhanced coercive powers to deal with matters 

of internal security . During 1939-40 the Administration was also gravely

concerned about Italy entering the war and mounting an invasion of Kenya 

from Ethiopia. Although the. KCA, the UMA,

.declaration of loyalty to the-Governor

and the TEA had sent a joint

at the beginning of the war, the 

y Administration suspected, without any conclusive evidence, that the KCA

V-;;,.-.

Ibdbeen in secret contact with the staff 

Hairobi,
of the Italian consulate in 

This suspicion, combined with the actual evidence of increased

• contact and cooperation among the militant associations,

1;; ,=!::??^:^$.Administratis to finally suppress the groups that had been 

. : ;aimoying it for more ftan a decade.

was sufficient
i-rrr'tu-.-.v-,

On May 27 and 28, 1940 the KCA,
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DH/L, and THA were proscribed and 22 of their leaders arrested and sent| 

to Kapenguria in the Northern Frontier area, where they were detained.

for the duration of the war. Admiiiistrators throughout the colony
,<.1.

greeted .the action with relief and pleasure, and for almost five years- 

overt African political activity disappeared from the Kenya scene.. .

S;-

/
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SECTION THREE

DEVELOPMENT AND THE CRISIS
OF COLONIAL RULE
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INTRODUCTION

fe-
The dimensions of colonialism are most vividly revealed in

According to Balandier, such crises "cons-...... ,it8:.diaracterlst4c crises.

! tltute the only points of reference from whicti one can grasp, in a

global sense, the transformations occuring among a calonial people - 

under the influence and actions of the colonial power.By the same

token,'sudi crises also reveal the reciprocal transformations of the 

colonial power itself.

X
The crisis of colonialismuin Kenya was a

crisis of both the rulers and the ruled which found its roots in the

economic, political, and administrative institutions that had. emerged 

over a half a century, aod„was precipitated by two crucial changes 

that began during- the Second World War...

Arnold Eeldman had pointed out that "societies are in stasis 

only when the. :dlfferent rates of change political^ economic, and 

social ~ enjoy some kind of .eqt^valence at'a moderate level. 

relatively rare situation did exist in Kenya during the inter-war :, . 

period when the scope of government activity was narrow and the 

settler-dominated monetary econougr grew slowly, if at all, and when.

This

with the exception of the Kikiqru, the impact of social change on the

This began- to........ African societies of the colony was relatively modest.

change during the war. First, the monetary economy began a process

sustained growth that lasted for almost two decades. 

Available evidence suggests that for a brief period between 1947 and 

T’, ^54 this growth reached the staggering level

The monetary economy of the colony-thus lurched forward 

™^*psctedly; senior adriinistrative officials in the Secretariat, ex-

of more than 13 percent

per year.

.i'J-'i'v'.'
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pectlng a post-war depression similar to that following World War One, 

do not appear to have become fully aware of the sustained rapidity 

of growth until the late 1940's. Unaware of the onset of this rapid
. .... .C- - -

, .growth, the colonial authorities in the metropole, after more than a'

■ decade of discussions with the authorities in the colonies and various 

Interested individuals and groups in Britain, made a commitment to the 

active promotion of the social and economic development of the colonies 

in preparation for eventual self-gOvemment. The new' over-all goal of 

. colonial policy was expressed in a series of Colonial Development and 

Welfare Acts, beginning with that of 1940, which provided after the 

end of the war unprecedented metropolitan resources for development 

programs. This led to the rapid growth of colonial govenunents and 

the expansion of the scope and depth of their intervention into the

..... society and econony of the colonies. The impact of these two changes,

rapid growth and the commitment of government to development, upon the 

existing socio-ecohomic and political system in Kenya generated both 

political and administ^ratlve crises, the interaction of which culminat

ed in the Emergency.

. ■ The political crisis of socio-economic development emerged

from the processes of social mobIlizaWon and differentiation attend- 

,ent upon the growth of a capitalist monetary econony. Deutsch had 

defined social .mobilization as "the process in which major clusters 

of old social, economic, and psychological commitments are eroded or

new patterns of socialization - 

The major historical -result of mobilization had been 

that people have been drawn away from the relatively homogeneous and

local community that provided the primary context of “

: people become available for
■

H
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t
. their lives and increasingly incorporated into a much larger, complex, 

and interdependent framework of institutions. The effective conmunity 

of those dependent upon reciprocal processes of production and exchange 

is enormously increased, and this expansion .in scale is matched by an 

Increasing social differentiation rooted in the functional specializar,.., 

tion of socio-economic activity. Not only are more and more people 

dependent upon each other, but- also there are more and more kinds of - 

people, as the variety of social roles rapidly expands. These new 

• roles are incorporated into a myriad of formal organizations, each of
. gf

which tends to generate its own relatively distinctive values and in- 

terests. The number and variety of competing and potentially con

flicting interests in a society thus also expands. Deutsch goes on to 

point out that the process of mobilization, involves • two separate stages:

......  1) the stage of uprooting- or breaking awajr from
“the old settings, habits, and commitments; and 
2) the induction of the mobilized per^ns into 
.some relatively-stable new patterns oi group 

. membership, organization, and commitment.15

Colonial officials in Britain and Kenya, just as many others 

in their position in different parts of the world, assumed that socio

economic development would almost automatically generate social peace 

and stability, increase prosperity and ameliorate existing grievances. 

However, the fact that, in aggregate,development increases the. level 

of production of goods and services and the average per-capita income 

a society tends to obscure the equally important facts that the.

benefits of development tend in a capitalist market frame- 

distributed

especially where growth is very rapid, result in massive social dis

ruption and wid^fead individual deprivation. As Mancur Olson points

■ t

;

among the population and^
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out:

...contrary to what is usually assumed, economic 
growth can significantly Increase the number of 
losers... there is in the short run no necessary,
-or even likely, connection between economic growth 
and the amelioration of hunger and the other de
privations pf,poverty.. There" may, instead, very 
well be a general decrease in living standards, with 
rapid economic growth.6

For many people the development process is thus an experience

■ of institutional-collapse. and-personal-hardship.._^This..is,..espe,cially___

-true of peasant and tribal people in colonial societies where develop

ment was not^an intemally-gerierated indigenous process,'but one 

brought and imposed through.the culture and institutions of the ruler 

from the capitalist 'meitropole.

!

f-The vast disparities of wealth, status, 

and power between the rulers and .ruled in the dual society of colonial-
i

ism were perpetuated ^d, indeed, widened by the development process. 

Hie-lndigenb.us society tends to be treated by the dominant sector of 

the colonial rulers as. a .pool of resources to be used in development.

. Ihe capitalist market penetrates into indigenous society and its 

members
1

are increasingly mobilized into the widening economic system 

producers of primary products, consumers of manufactured goods, md.as■ ■ :iv.

especially, as laborers in the enterprises of the alien ruling stratum. 

The consequences have been the commiditization of resources of land, 

labor, and capital whose use has traditionally been governed not by 

the market but by complex networks of social and cultural ties.

/

Eric

Wolf notes that "capitalism cut through the integument of custom, 

.. ... gg^gring people from their accustomed social matrix in order 

' them into economic

to trans-

actors, independent of prior social commit- 
kin and nei'^bors."^^Furthermore-, the’mobilization of the

. j
/rr-
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KB indigenous population has often been carried out through the direct 

coercion of forced labor and the indirect coercion of imposed taxa-
1
iE:r^: ■

tlon. In addition to the disruption of traditional society, develop

ment also produced such concrete deprivations for the rural popula

tion as growing internal differentiation expressed in widening dis

parities of wealth, increasing landlessness as a result of losses .to

I
Ki

I
I
i

U--..;;... 4.

!.

wealthier members of the. community or white settlers, intensified by .1'
8 arapid population growth straining available resources in the urban,

. areas, a growing number of the indigenous workers in modem enter-
...

-•^prises experience a lag of wages behind an inflationary rise in prices.
:> :

while another element pushed off the land encounters the new social
Q

phenomenon; of unemployment, 

had been present to a limited extent in Kenya prior to the Second

...... World'War, but their scope and intensity was enormoi^ly maginlfled by

- the sudden onset of rapid and sustained economic growth.

■ The'mobilization process not only produces social disruption 

and deprivations, leading to . the emergence of new. cleavages and con

flicts, but also transforms the Institutional scope of conflict in a 

society. In traditional societies most social conflicts could be

I
g
g

Each of these efforts of develo|>ment

U--'

. P

•!
..
I
i

K
-dealt with at. tiie levei of the local community which provided the 
primary matrix of the individual's soci«S^iyolvement.f;

The political

Iarena at a higher institutional level, if one existed at all, was the 

exclusive concern pf a narrow elite and dealt with a restricted range 

. - Issues that impinged only intermittently on the local com-

vj mmiitles, and then usually for taxation and levies for the armed

The process of mobilization makes it impossible for conflicts

g
i

forces.

g g'B? within the context of local ins titutions

i;

as individuals

V.
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are increasingly involved in wider and wider socio-economic networks 

In which they are boxind to thousands if not millions of other people

by complex ties of not only mutual dependence and cooperation, but 

also competition and conflict. Direct interaction with-more than a - 

handful of people with whom the individual is linked in the .sbcial 

structure becomes impossible. Ihe Issues Increasingly become societal 

in scale and conflicts, must.be fought out in the most inclusive arenas.

As Deutsch points out:

In practice the results of social, mobilizatl^in^ 
offen have tended to increase the size of the 
state, well beyond the old tribal areas, petty 
principalities, or similar districts of the 
traditional era, while increasing the direct 
contact be&reen government and governed-far 
beyond the levels of the sociologically super
ficial and often half-shadowy empire of the- 

' past.iO

Furthermore, &e incorporation of previously disparate and 

relatively autonomous groups into a single socio-economic system creates 

pressures for the expansion of the political system as well.

__1, ..again.notes:......................... ............ -________-..... . ..

Deutsch
•i

' ' ...social mobilization brings with it an expansion 
of the politically■relevant-strata of the popula
tion. Those politically relevant strata are a 
broader group than the elite: they include all 
persons-who must be taken into account in politics.ii

The political system is thus subjected to unprecedented demands 

for decisions on new policy issues and for the expansion of participa

tion to include new participants. At this point the second stage of 

the mobilization process is involved, for what is at issue is precisely

1

./

■■

■*^?;?9.Qditions under which' the mobilized population will be integrated 

tfto '-'some relatively stable new patterns of group membership, organi- 

.??tion,-:and Icommitment.

S?,

II This is , *e source-of the political-crlsis•31--;
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of development whidi in Kenya made the maintenance of the separate 

arenas, of the dual political system increasingly untenable in the face 

of African demands. As early as 1945 Jomo Kenyatta clearly spelled out 

the issues involved:- _ -

. What, we do demand is a fundamental change in the 
present political, economic, and social relation
ship between Europeans and Africans...the Africans 
make their claim for justice now, in order that a 
bloodier and more destructive justice may not be 
inevit^le in time to come. 12

■■f

V.® •

ae intensity of these demands is substahtially increased when the 

state itself-, is actively involved in the development process and i^ 

actions have a significant impact on the resulting distribution of 

values and the particular institutional arrangements in the rest of 

the. society that result from it .-

The expanding scope and intensity of demands on the political 

system creates a potential for revolution, in the society. Whether the 

political crisis develops into large scale collective violence or the 

--^-new-issues and participants are more peacefully accommodated into the 

political system depends upon the responses, as well as the unfore

seen and unintended consequences of those responses,- of the established 

political authorities. According to diaries Tilly, ".collective viol- 

ence is a contingent outcome of interactions among contenders and 

governments, in which the agents of government commonly have the 

greater discretion and do most of the injury and damage.

/

The res

ponses Involve, in effect, a series of critical decisions either re- 

■®® reorienting the basic objectives and

institutional framework of the political system. In a colonial admi- 

state such as Kenya the burden-of these decisions fell
-r

JL
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, most heavily upon the Administration, especially the Provincial Admi

nistration which provided the established linkages mediating.between 

the indigenous population involved in the mobilization process and 

the central political authorities. In such .circumstances the con

flict between bureaucratic inertia and dynamic adjustment to change 

comes to a head. Administrators face a choice between "the operations

. _..of_,a b.ureaucracy_MLlchjmerely__admi^s.tera_rnles.,_and,_operatlQns__whi^^^__

. answer to the strategic issues, of social coordination and conflict", l 

. and they tend to "retreat from participation in the existential prob

lems of'the population into the protective carapace provided by the 

administrative machinery.

In Kenya the central administration in the Secretariat

/'•

6/

„14

was

caught in the web of commitments of the political stalemate with the 

.settles and w-as incapable , of making, critical decisions for the

The Provincial Administration for its part was am organiza

tion whose orientation and established patterns of response involved 

the control or suppression of demands from tlie African population and 

the formulation and implementation of’policy .on an extremely frag

mented and short-run basis. Moreover, at the same time as it faced

colony;

S'..

the political consequences' of mdtiilization, the Administration was 

involved in a.crisis within the government resulting from the general 

commitment to the active promotion of development. ."While administra-

. ^obh at the center and in the f ield were increasingly aware that

was wrong, the limited vision imposed by organizational 

apparently prevented any general unddr- • 

standing of the full scope and implications of the 

t^sis. This crisis had its origin in the basic tension, noted by

'vf::

adminis trative

' I ■
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Fesler, between the requirements of the goal of development and those 

of the prefectoral system's existing commitment to the status quo and

the maintenance of law and order. In addition, the growth of func

tional departments to implement development, programs challenges the 

dominant.position of the.Administration within the goveimment and 

generates increasing conflict between specialists and generalists.

___ 3h.e_emMgence..of_jdies_e:dashes_i.in^.the_Kenya_Govemment.-created-a-need—^

for internal critical decisions to reorient the basic objectives and '

• methods of the Provincial'Administration and sort out the relations 

between administrators and technical specialists.

15

Ohese critical decisions were never made. In the metropole
.. ..r.t-,.*--' - ■ ■ .

the process of defining the new doctrine of development was not carried 

very far. No real attempt was made to reshape the existing institutions

....and methods of colonial administration in light of anticipated require-

cents of development: post-1945 'development and welfare' colonialism 

was simply superimposed on the framework of the earlier 'law and order' 

colonialism. As in the past, it was left up to the Administration of 

each colony to translate the vague principles emanating from the

Colonial Office into a general policy applicable to local conditions 

and Implement this policy througji specific operational programs. Hdw- 
es4r, any chances that the critical decisions might have been made in. 

Kenya, despite the Administration's problems in dealing with innova- 

and change, were .largely eliminated by a series of 'reforms' made 

- :' ^ facilitate•the implementation of development-programs.

'^Z^’-ant iormal line. of command from the Provincial Administration to 

= ^ was ruptured and executive responsibility for the

Provincial Administration shifted confusingly between

' ■ • Ihe

senior officials

. ..
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preoccupied with the financial, technical and-organizational problems 

occasioned by the expansion of government activities and the emergence

of functional ministries. The Provincial Administration was left
..i'- -

..adrift to both maintain law and order and lead in the formulation and

. execution of local development programs. The cleavage between center

and periphery in the Administration widened into a chasm of mutual 

incomprehension and: hostility..

Chapter Six describes how the Secretariat failed to find an.

. effective general development policy, while tlie Provincial Administra

tion developed a series of specific programs intended to halt social'"s
disintegration in African society which actually intensified the poll- 

tical conflicts in the colony, 

between the external political and internal administrative crises and 

bow this led to the Emergency.

Chapter Seven examines the interaction

Chapter Eight attempts to show how the 

Emergency finally generated a series of critical decisions, the first
r. 1 •.

of which appeared to restore the power and status of the Provincial 

Administration, while the subsequent ones, shaped by the growing power 

3bd initiative of the metropolitan authorities, broke the political 

stalemate and culminated in the end of direct colonial rule.

/

:-v
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CHAPTER SIX

THE SEARCH FOR DEVELOPMENT POLICT, 1945 to 1952

. . . The Kenya Administration approached the new colonial ideals of
■i

development and welfare ostensibly guided by the concept of 'multi

racialism' introduced by Governor Sir Philip Mitchell’soon after he 

assumed office in December, 1944. A career administrator of distinguish

ed adiievements, Itttchell had thirty years~^^:5erience behind him
...................................................................... • __________ _________________ . ... • ' ■ '*

beginning as a District Officer in Nyasaland in 1914 and including tenns

as the Chief Secretary of Tanganyika and as Governor of Uganda and Fiji. 

He came to his post as "the most experienced and trusted East African

ist the Colonial Office.had" and "was convinced that he had a logical 

and integrated policy that would mould together all the various 

flicting interests of the country into a new multi-racial nation, a light 

to Afriha and the world.

con-

MitAei^'s j(rtsion_of the multi-racial society was a recasting 

of the notion of the organic community in the light of the colonial _

context:

...what,we have already achieved here is a living, 
growing, dynamic society pursuing, as its objective 
the . creation of a polity l,ri which all of the .human 

. groups of which- it is composed have a shar^,and a ' '
vital interest according to their several needs and 
capacities, a society which places no insurmountable 
obstacle in front of anybody or any race.2

was based on the doctrine annunciated by such Imperialists

as Ehodes and Churchill of 'equal rights for all civilized men', and he

; ®®''*-^®'nojor role of colonial government as creating the "conditions

. /

tits] wards can advance in civilization,knowledge, and capacity 

P?*® i^J^thest point they can reach. 3 ■ ’ -
" ' Steady economic growth guided

s
/. -
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‘ ' ' and encouraged by the Administration would create the conditions under 

which Africans could rise tp^ level of civilization permitting them to

What was
\

increasingly participate as equals in a multi-racial state.

envisioned for the African was a very gradual political and economic
.................

evolution,-the various stages of which were unspecified, in which he

would have to prove his capabilities in his current position before

further advances could be- contemplated. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Multi-racialism was also a plea for patience and moderation . 

addressed primarily to the European settler. Mitchell and his senior 

Secretariat officials saw the Europeans as the primary danger to the 

political peace of the colony. He found the fundamental cleavage in 

Kenya to be that between thpse who believed "that all human beings are 

capable of clvtitzatlon" and those who did not, i.e. most administrators

..... and most settlers, respectively- Multi-racialism was a means to educate

the settler community in the changed conditions of the post-war world,

^ ^ and bring them into harmonious - =

collaboration with the government and the other racial communities. On 

■ this basis Mitchell took the lead in carrying a modification of the 

Legislative Council in 1948 to include an unofficial majority in which 

. an Increased number of European, Aslan, and Mrican members collectively 

ou^umbered the government benches, and which he hoped would "stimulate 

the development, of party as opposed to racial groupings."^ Furthermore, 

.multi-racialism assured the settler that .only Africans who met appro- 

^ PMate standards (i.e., British) of civilization and behavior would be .'

V.■v.

■accorded full-social and po.lltical rights, and that the European commun

ity as the most politically advanced element in Kenya would for an in- 

definltely long time have a "predominantly powerful and influential
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..5part to play.

I. the Lack of a General Development Policy

• ------ Multi-racialism, however, was never effectively translated from

a vague statement of ideals into a specific general policy of develop

ment for the colony. The structural and political constraints on the 

Adjdnistration continued to make it both unwilling and unable to make 

general poiicy, and the stalemate of the inter-war years persisted with 

the Governor and the Secretariat Incapable; of filling the hiatus between 

the vague ideals of multi-racialism and the programs implemented in &e 

field. For Mitchell himself, multi-racialism was not so much a guide 

to ppiiQT as a declaration of fa^;^ by a deeply religious and idealistic , 

man. For officials in the Secretariat it provided a concept that assured 

then they were on the right course and that the socio-economic problems 

of Kenya would in the long run be wiped out,.^ The actual development 

prolans, however, were formulated on a serial and largely ad hoc basis 

by government officials outside of the Secretariat and private interests 

in the monetary economy.

. . - , Two. further factors also hampered the ability of the Adminis-

tration to handle development problems. First, there was a simple lack 

^f both the technical expertise and information necessary for concep

tualizing the development process. Few if any government officials 

were trained in economics and the first professional economists were 

paly reluctantly hired in the late 1946's-. Nor was much aid in this ’

' . from the metropolitan authorities. Until the mld-

2 ;:T professlpnai econ^sts in Britain showed little interest in the

field of development economics or in studying colonial economic problems.
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Ihe Colonial Economic Development Council was a signal failure among the

specialist advisory bodies formed by the Colonial Office after the war.^

Furthermore, the Administration was sorely deficient in basic informa-

.. .don.about the parameters of economic activity to the colony, espe-

dally the African subsistence econorpy,—as well as in scientific data

about such crucial matters as soil structure, and fertility and the dis-

trlbution- and av^labi^ty of imtural resources ^ With^ut a clear under-

standing of the ^^sting economic and resource base, the establishment

of developmental priorities or even -the organisation of specific programs

became inordinately difficult. A senior officiAL of the Kenya Treasu^

noted that they operated "without statistics, without research, and it '

vas very much a blind hit or miss."^ As late as 1949 W. Arthur Lewis,

one of the few economists-interested in colonial problems, reported that;

most colonial administrations have not yet even 
begun'to recognize the nature of their most 
important economic problems, let alone make 
pxdvlsion.for dealing with them.8,

. Second, the formulation of policy was also hampered by the la^ 

of felt time pressure in the Administration. In 1945 administrators 

could not conceive of an end to colonial rule in the forseeable future. 

Governor Mitchell spoke of the Africans requiring strong colonial control 

f« generations to come, while other a<^nistrators mentioned time spans 

for the development process of fifty to two hundred and fifty years.^

. In any event, the ultimate goal of deveropment was comfortably beyond 

the career span of any serving officer. Ihe future, it was felt, would

X

take care of itself; there was more than enough time to. deal with indi- 

- vidual problems as they arose.

V- and time tables

Thus the specification of long-term goals 

was thought to be not only.undesirable, since it deprived 
'lonial authorities of the flexibility to respond to local conditions.

::::
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but also quite unnecessary.

The organizational characteristics of the Administration com-iS-: ■

blued with the lack of expertise and time pressure to abort efforts at 

deve&pment-planning. ■. The Colonial Development and Welfare Acts sti

pulated that, each colony should prepare a ten-year plan to cover the
^ .............

first period of post-war development. In 1945 a Development Committee

■■ -was. appnintkd,under ;the^ ■Chief Secretary to prepare

apian for the period 1946-55. In the same year ,a Developuffint and Re

construction Authority (DARA) wm establishe.d, also .under the direj^tion
e;

of the Chief Secretary, to coordinate developmental activity and ex

penditure. The Development Committee, however, made no effort to arti

culate goals or priorities, but rather aggregated into a moire compre

hensive report a wide variety of individual projects suggested by 

W-strict and Provincial Commissioners and a series of settler-dominated
. .4> . .

B sub-committees reporting on various ftmctiohal areas. Moreover, the

lack of reliable socio-economic data limited the Committee's report to

nothing more than s tatements - of intended public-expenditure in various

areas.

The resulting 'plan' was never taken very seriously by admi

nistrators. Their'attitude was perhaps best summed up by Percy Wyn- 

/^Harris, the Chief Native Commissioner from 1947-1949;

...any plan must be stated in.very wide terms and 

...any detail that is filled in is purely to give 
body to an otherwise nebulous picture; the detail 
itself and even large pieces of the whole picture 
are siibject to the most drastic altering and re- 

; , : plannihg.il

. attitude, the Administration readily departed from

to meet specific Contingencies through ad hoc additions of 
modifications of existing ones.^^ ^

-v- -- i

■i'

W&.
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A, Administrative Ambivalence Toward the Development Process

Even more important than the lack of a general policy or the

failure of planning was the fact that administrators were profoundly 

ambivalent about' the whole notion of development Itself. They tended 

to fear change as a source of social'disintegration and looked upon pro- . 

cesses of development primarily with regard to 'their Impact upon the 

” existing:institutions-W-Mrican-^society; rather than in terins of thei^ 

efficacy in creating new •institutional patterns in" the future. As ad- 

■ ministrative officers increasingly came to fear the consequences of the 

changes in African society produced by contact with European culture,

- the preservation of the organic community they saw in traditional tribal 

life became a goal of paramount importance. They thus, approached the 

i post-war commitment to development with grave reservations and great

H.........emphasis on the need to maintain social cohesion by' introducing change

slowly, carefully, and with firm control to avoid its undesirable

V.

con-

sequences. • One D.C., for example, cautioned his fellow officers that
II epatience is needed, a true sense of proportion and a firm hand on the

brake", and he added;

Tradition is what the African needs (just as much 
as we do), to help him.along the right road. We 
smashed spme of his traditions and it is necessary 
to give him a basis on which to build new trad
itions. 13/

There was a corresponding emphasis that development must be a 

Process of 'natural evolution' in which social order and unity 

laipt^ned. ■ The Adnlnlstratioh wanted to extend, this principle to em-'^t 

bMcq all sectors, of Kenyan, society, immigrant

For Governor Mitchell the objective of development in Kenya 

r^::r^^'^®~®^®?-’^*^io»-^f‘tom-compon^t&-afc-presentT-he,feerogeneous-^

was

as well as African.'

ai-barmoi»
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,14nlous and organic society.'
■s

desire to maintain the integrity of tribal society with the presence of 

a settler commu^ty for whom development meant the expansion of outputs 

and profits of agriculture, commerce, and industry based upon indivi

dual and corporate private capital. .'The only pattern of development 

for the colony as a whole acceptable to the settler community was to- 

■ 7 * «ard“European'socio-economi-tr-and polltical-±nstut±one;-valuesv- and-life- 

styles. At the same time, moreover, Mitchell and the senior-official^

. in the Secretariat continued to operate on the-assumption that African 

cultures and^,societies had little of value worth preserving. Multi- 

racialism did not'me^ multi-culturalism, but rather the creation of a 

aristian and essentially British civilization among Kenya's varied 

population. While insisting that multi-racialism presupposed no parti-

The problem was how to reconcile the

ej

.culp set of institutions, Mitchell also stated that his goal "was the 

establishment of a civilized state in which the values and standards 

are to be the values and standards of Britain."-^
•i:i7

Selective change was. 

rejected. As .one D.C. put it, "the African must learn that there is no

short cut to civilization and he must accept it indivisible .or leave 

; it.' ,̂16.' _
The conflicting elements in administrative attitudes of assimi- 

iatibn ^ opposed to protection of traditional society reappeared in 

th^new and more compelling context of post-war development.

On the rare occasions when administrators attempted to arti-

concept of the society they wanted to create the divergent

showed clearly. For example, the District Commissioner of '

stated that the goal of development

to try to help the transition from the Iron Age... 
to standards of life and social'behavljor which 

- ■' 'Set:.by the immigrant European community, and to

culate a

7-7:

-.........
was:

are

f
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- •"' effect this - which can only be most painful 
and difficult - without imposing intolerable 
strains on the social fabric of the Kamba 
tribe with resulting violence and sorrow.17

— . .. Aaother fundamental element of administrators' understanding of 

development was the assumption that socio-economic growth necessarily . 

preceded and was an essential precondition for the political advance' to 

self-rule. Development, moreover was also a matter of moral and spiri

tual growth: the ascent to 'civilization' was also a climb to a higher 

moral plane. Political development became a prize achieved at tiie end

■ ^
V ■■

.‘of the process of socio-economic change, and administrators, in a real.

sense, tended to view development as a test of the African's worthiness

Itttchell saw the African as being "at present 

in a very primitive moral, cultural, and social state", and he told his

of the political prize.

Provincial Commissioners in 1949 that "the key to the advancement of 

the Mrlcan lay in his own character.: ..18 The burden for the ultimate 

success or failure of the de'velopment process was shifted onto the
!

-shoulders of the African himself, while the Administration established 

the criteria of advancement and judged his progress. However, without 

a general policy specifying the goals of socio-economic development, it 

was extremely, difficult if not impossible for the Administration to 

^clearly specify the criteria by which the African's readiness for poli

tical advancement would be judged. Furthermore, in this area as well, 

the only path of political development acceptable to the settlers led 

T- to parliamentary institutions on the Westminster model according to the

dominions of the old Commonwe^th.

A commitment to a general pattern of development on anything 

but Western lines would have opened an Irrepar^le breach with the
- k

j
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If a Western pattern .were adopted, administrators feared Itsettlers.

would result in a massive breakdown of tribal society, and they, rather 

than the settlers, would be responsible for dealing with the resulting
.4;

........marchy. Even if the .latter outcome could be avoided, the Administra

tion would still, be faced with the problem of defining the respective 

roles in the resulting Western-style institutions of Africans, Europeans,

------- and-Aslans-.—Whatever-balance the Admini8tratiba-,proposed_w.puld_b.e...llkely.

to be rejected by at least one of the ethnic communities. ::............

Faced with all of these constraints, it is not surprising that 

the Administration, the central Secretariat in particular, dealt with 

the most, comprehensive level of policy decision by doing nothing. In so , 

doing, the Administration tacitly accepted the continuance of the exist

ing division of society, economy, and polity in Kenya between the world

.... of the Africans and the world of the immigrants. It also persisted in

its established patterns of dealing with the problems of the various 

■ ' ethnic communities separately and essentially in isolation from each 

other and of framing policy on low levels of generality involving in

cremental adjustments to deal with immediate issues.

■’V

i

1
!
;■

- ^
-

II. Deve,lopment Policy in the Monetary Economy: Settler Control and 
and Rapid Expansion ‘ .

That real economic growth could only come from the efforts of 

the Inmdgrant communities, especially from settler commercial agri

culture, was a dogma of the Kenya Administration from the time Euro- 

. were first invited to settle in the colony. The post-war commit-.-

reinforced the settler position. Governor Mitchell 

and his senior officials saw little economic potential in the develop

ment of Africa agriculture and regarded the more intensive develop-

/
i
i
1
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;inent of the White Highlands as one of the government's most important 

tasks.Whatever its doubts about the desirability of Western economic 

Institutions for the African, the Administration firmly believed that 

the prosperity .of Kenya rested on the growth of immigrant enterprise.

:After tottering near virtual collapse during the depression.

the settler-dominated monetary econojny entered a period of sustained

- growth with the-coming -of-the- war- in 19.39 ^ This war-bom prosperity-------

continued after 1945, spurred-by a bouyant international-market for ^ 

agricultural products and an increasing rate ..of capital investment.

Kenya's Gross Domestic Product is estimated to have risen from i53

nlUion in 1947 to £127 million in 1954 and the real growth of the 

swnetary economy has been estimated at 6 percent per annum between 1945 

and 1958. 20
The economy-experienced not only expansion, but also in- 

. .. creasing internal diversification and complexity. .This was most appar

ent in the establishment of an increasing number and variety of indus

trial enterprises. In 1951 the Kenya Government noted the .presence of 

M different types of manufacturing, processing, and extractive indus

tries in the colony, and by 1954 it could state that "since 1945 the

development of secondary industries in the Colony has been spectacular."^^ 

Behteen 1945 and 1958 

. d&VLysi and the

some 3,283 new companies were incorporated in 

colony also began to attract investment from large foreign

and metropolitan corporations.^^ 

formed into

In the process,- Nairobi was trans-

a major regional center for trade, manufacturing, and finance, 

sericulture continued, however, to be the primary base of the
.... ...  . y
.eranony Md t foreign exchange,, accounting-for

percent of export sales in 1957.^^

aya-Gbvernmeht-piayea-only"a‘''Secdh'aaiy'fb'irW‘’'. TTia TTq this

•i ■
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X

■^gorous growth. By its acceptance of a dominant settler role in the 

ecoaomy and related areas of policy the Administration ceded effective 

control over the patterns of development in the monetary economy to

IS

If
.•ii

The stance of the government was "one of ehcourage-r
„ n24

private interes ts.

meat rather than of forcing or even guiding in the blue print sense
!>

Civen the lack of expertise and information, the government did not 

-■■-provide-much-more=-sophi&ticateddirection„thaiL-to-utge_the-increase.jr>f—::i^_

—production-lh-all-areas . - Moreover-,-for -the Administration-to havei—.........

. attenqjted a more active rple would have prompted the type of conflict

with the settlers it waated to avoid. Itie government concentrated its

activities, and expenditures on the development of natural resources,
ii;

improvements in transport and communications, and the expansion of 

services that would facilitate private sector growth.

.^e administrative machinery for the growth of settler agri-

culture a complex series of marketing and production boards deve

loped out of the war-time mobilization of the economy. The system was

designed to stabilize and maximize the price to producers and it pro- ‘

!
.i »

*: -VTr
vided organizational arenas in which settler farmers could exercise 

direct influence over policy and protect-their private Interests, in

cluding the restriction of the entry of new licenced producers, i.e., 

Africans, into the market for lucrative cash crops, 

extension services provided to settler farmers jwere also designed for 

the maximization of profit rather than production.

^ ^1® of production was not extended beyond the.point where mar^

glnal-fethms oji additional production began to decrease. As a result, 

despite the great increase of output, European farms in the White High-

. t-

j

/ The expanded
‘I: IB

This, meant that 5V';-

:..i

.mV,:'

were not farmed to anything near their productive capacity and

Biisiii i
* ■
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large portions continued to lie undeveloped. Settler agriculture was, 

above all, a money making proposition for the individual farmer and not

a vehicle for promoting the most rapid expansion of the economy as a

vhole.
-

Ihe political dimension of the agricultural board system was 

also crucial. The boards brought the settlers into semi-official colla-

____boration with the-government and served to mute some of the bitter con-

flict_thatjnarked_s.ettler-government relations during lie 1919-1939 '

. period. A senior official of the Ministry of Agriculture noted that

■ •

without the board system "the relations of the settlers with the govem-
,,27nent would have been intolerable.

-The government was even more inactive with regard to the de

velopment of commerce and Indust^, leaving the Initiative almost entire- 

- ly in the hands of private interests.^®

urban biases of administrators, their belief that the development of 

the country lay essentially in commercial agriculture, and the political 

dominance in the European community of the farming Interests Impeded 

serious consideration of industrial development policy. Both official 

and settler thinking in this area "was notably vague and confused.

The anti-industrial and antl-n

,.29

III. Development Policy in the Subsistence Economy: Administrative 
Control and the Preservation of Social Cohesion

African tribal,society,in which the vast majority of the

latldir of Kenya still pursued traditional modes of subsistence agrl-

and animal husbandry, was the principal arena for active intei^-'

The parti-

own development was actively encouraged, 

T-„but-only-;in :sb- far-as"fhey~worked- under-the'direction ot the-Provincia!

/

popu-

..._;''®nhlpri.ln the development process by the Administration. 

; ^ Ration; of;;^rlcans in. their
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The requirements of 'good government' ultimately "meantAdministration.

that the official classes accepted full responsibility for development 

schemes, neither more nor less."^^

Administrators focused their attention on three major problem 

areas: 1) soil conservation, the reconditioning of eroded and over-grazed , 

lands, and the development of water resources; 2) land tenure patterns, 

the determination of the ■optimum size of fann in^ts, and tlie int^qdu^ 

tton of improved agricultural mejaiods; 3) social development and wel- 

■ fare and the prevention of social disintegration'; In each area the 

thrust of administrative action was reactionary, i.e., it was intended 

to reverse processes of change already in evidence that the Administra

tion regarded as destructive. The 'guardian' self-image,of administra

tors inclined them to an ameliorative approach that emphasized 'welfare' 

objectives much more than development.' • Ore resulting -'development' 

programs were primarily concerned with the larger agricultural farming- 

herding tribes, particularly the Kikuyu, huo, Luhya, and Kamba, in which. . 

the Administration believed deteriorating change had gone farthest. Sig

nificantly, these tribes were also those in which increasing political 

activity posed the greatest potential threat to administrative control.

1:

i.

(•

't:

:

. Die smaller and more conservative tribes, the pastoral peoples in parti- 
/

cular, tended to be neglected.

Ai Soil Conservation and the Rejection of Cash Crop Agriculture

The destruction of .land:in the African reserves, especially in 

Nyanza Provinces, presented the Administration with an 

.urgent; and compelling problem. In 1945 the Director of Agriculture 

0 ;P9?ted that the average productive capacity per acre in native areas

re-

L'-'r.;.'.

5
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32had fallen by no.t less than fifty percent. Hie decline in food pro

duction in the more eroded districts like Machakos placed an increas

ing strain upon ..the land in the most fertile African farming areas in 

Hyanza which were called upon to grow increasing surpluses of food to 

supply the most deteriorated areas,^

To a considerable extent this destruction of the land

-^unanticipate_d._cansAq.uence-.jJ.f_the„Adminis±ratiQnia_own_poiicles.__Having

grossly underestimated the size and rate .of, increase of the population'

. of various tribes, the .Administration proceeded to confine them within 

delimited reserves incapable of absorbing the expansion of both human 

and animal populations. Rapid growth of people and livestock, notably 

in the Kamba districts of Kitul and Machakos and in the . already densely 

populated Kikuyu districts of Kiambu, Fort Hall, and Kyeri, placed in- 

-' tense and increasing pressure on the land, 

to cultivate or graze every available piece of land and abandon tradi

tional methods of fallowing through shifting cultivation.

S-;

was an

V

African farmers were forced

Furthermore ■

in light of the fact that large areas of land in settled districts

remained unused and in face- of Kikuyu claims that land alienated to the 

settlers had been stolen from them, the Administration was aware of the

potentially explosive political implications of land deterioration and
.....

population pressure. Thus, in 1946 the Provincial Commissioners em

phasized the "necessity to avoid any suggestion that the provision of

1

more land could permanently solve the inherent difficulties of the

-present land congestion problems, The issue had to be resolved with- 
|?]^;.existing distribution of land, or the Administration would be 

forced .to confront the issue of fining a new bas.ls for the relatlon-

ship between white and black.
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Administrative officers preferred to view the deterioration of

land in the reserves as evidence ,of the destructive incompetence and ■ 

batoardness of= the African farmers or herdsman. The country values 

and interests of administrators were challenged .by the situation and.. .

for many of them saving the land frpm the depredations of its human .....

occupants became a virtual obsession during the late 1940's.^^

—central-thrust-of-development activities in the reserves for the first------

five years after , the war was directed at the recondltinning :nf -

■ and the prevention of further deterioration. This involved extensive

The

V.

ti':;

programs of contour terracing, the planting of grassy lees to hold the 

soil, and efforts to introduce.crop.rotation and the use of animal and 

chemical fertilizers. The sense of urgency felt by officials on this 

specific issue stimulated an uncommon scope and intensity of action

marked, ironically, by an unusual willingness to ride roughshod 

traditional practices that .interfered with conservation efforts and an 

unwillingness to brook any opposition from African farmers.--Field ad

ministrators readily resorted to 'compulsory communal labour' to aid the 

technical officers and the whole tone of 

vocal and heavy-handed.^®

The belief in the destructiveness of native agriculture led to

over

government action was unequi-

-/
a rejection of development through cash crop farming and an insistence 
on the improvement of subsistence cultivation.^^

of cash crops in lieu of food crops among African farmers, thought to, 

.]je °f. good fanning methods and careless

To promote the growing

of their land, would 
Invite total destruction of the soil through the reckless pursuit of '

•:

profit. Only after the efficient production of food crops had been 

established could the introduction of suitable cash crops in carefully

-'■'.'■i-;-.............- ■;

Is
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,/.
selected areas be contemplated. As a result, the Administration con

tinued restrictions on African production of the most profitable crops,

. / . particularly coffee, tea, and pyrethrum, that had originally been imposed
‘ ... A

tough settler pressures during the 1919-1939 period.
a, ' ■ - ■ ■ .

By rejecting agricultural development on the‘basis of comioer- ' ' 

dal farming the Administration not only set itself against evlsMng 

patterns of Change, but also- against -the e3q)re‘ssed-preferences-of-an . 

Increasing number.of African farmers. In Nyanza Province African farm- 

• era had for some time been deriving considerable income from the sale 

of cotton and increasing surpluses of corn.

growing fruits-.and. vegetables for the ..Nairobi market for decades, and

a considerable number of farmers there and in Fort Hall District had
qq

been profitably growing wattle for many years. ^

38

V

The Kiambu Kikuyu had been

In the decade follow

ing the-war African farmers in these and other areas showed an increas

ing desire to grow the cash, .crops reserved for European farmers and

angered and frustrated by the continuance of official restrictions. 

Administrative policy thus denied Africans access to the money economy 

as independent producers at a time when the visible prosperity of 

European agriculture was rapidly increasing. .

B./Iand Tenure: The Issue of Individual Tenure and Title .

To improve the conditions of subsistence agriculture the Admi

nistration had to confront the vexing issue of the proper pattern of 

Imd tenure to be enforced in the 

• choice' lay- betwedh - the gradual Introduction

reserves. To administrators the basic

of some, form of individual 

maintenance of traditional systems of communal tenure.

tte issue was connected to the' problem of • the minitaal size of an econ- ■|

■ -i-*
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omic holding in the reserves. Growing population, pressure led to in

creasing fragmentation of holdings though inheritance and Africans inSr”
Nyanza and Central Provinces were farming even smaller and more scat

tered plots. Land tenure was also linked to the question of agri- .....

cultural credit. If progressive farming techniques were to be develop

ed, Africans would at some point require access to loans, and a clear 
title to land which could be used as security was a necessity for a

■ '

fe:
1

A-dfedit system

. 1Individual tenure and the sale and transfer of land was in-
40, creasingly in evidence in Kikuyu areas. Moreover, Kikuyu appeals to 

the government for the issue of titles giving security of tenure under

law had been going on since the early 1920*s. Diese demands for secure 

title reflected not only a fear of further alienation of land to Euro

peans, but also profound changes in the role and value of land in 

trlbalrUfe in the face of growing population pressure and an increas

ing desire for. cash income.

Administrators,, however, were profoundly ambivalent about the 

question of individual tenure. On the one hand, their distrust of 

individualism reached a peak of intensity in the aftermath of the war. 

Many officers "having lost faith in economic individualism ... doubted

the moral right of Europeans to impose such a system on Africans, thus 

destroying-the supposed communal spirit of tribal tradition."^^ 

spread of individualism 

of the land, with cash 

of the African

The

^ seen as linked to the destructive 'mining' 

crops, and the Administration feared "the tendency 

to an individualism which was more pronounced than that' 

of the European he tried to Imitate.

social evolution led them to believe that 'natural' pro-

.,42 On the other hand, administra-

cesses of change would gradually produce,as they had in Britain,some form

,v
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of Individual land tenure.

For the first tiiree years after the war the rejection, of indi

vidualism dominated policy discussions and the Administration decided 

to attempt the "resuscitation and encouragement of indlgehoiis controls
. . - ■ i3

and the setting up of land authorities based on the in^genous system."... . 

Unfortunately, among the Kikuyu, where traditional land controls were 

" fa^ly dis'appearlngr^d^fadi-tion had in any-case-included-a form of 

^^^dividual tenure, it proved impossible to identify any sufficiently

I

V,

cohesive group that could serve as the Institutional means of communal 

control.
&

Consequently, this policy did not go beyond a series of 

inconclusive discussions among administrative officials.

By 1948 opinion shifted and the Administration was prepared to

contemplate the official introduction of some form of Individual tenure,

■ provided-firm controls could be maintained to eliminate its undesirable 

aspects. The process of formulating and implementing a coherent policy 

on individual tenure was thwarted, however, by the sloxmess of the, 

normal decision-making process, the lack of felt time pressure, and the 

lack-of coordination and communication both wtihin the Administration 

and between it and other government departments.

- -Officials of the central administration discussed the issue 
fo/almost three years before bringing the Central Province adminis

tration, the field officers most directly.concerned with the issue, 

back into the discussions. The matter was further delayed when the 

to consult his District Commissioners. The latter raised 

;: ;°^3®ctions oyer the details and timing of the proposals that dragged . 

^ another eighteen months. These discussions

were held serially and-no attempt was made to bring all of the officials

/•''

v.r-..

/- /
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Involved together in a single meeting to thrash out the proposals. 

Finally, the P.C. acted on his own initiative and had his Native Courts

. Officer draw up a set of occupancy rnles specifying the conditions for 

the'granting of titles . In mid-1952, after more than four years of 

discussions, the Legal Department was finally consulted and the Admi- -
ii:;:;;

I nistration was shocked to find that it judged the draft rules to be

:| . .inapplicable jmder rtTie existing provisions-o£-.the-Native -Laads--Trust--------ni;.

Ordinance. Characteristically, while the Chief Native Commissioner's ‘ 

, staff sought a compromise solution that wouid not require amendment of 

the sacrosanct ordinance, the Central Province D.C.s decided to accept

the rules as the basis for policy and begin a pilot scheme.

The approach that finally emerged was typically tentative and 

United with a primary emphasis on retention of control over tenure 

■ pat terns by the Adminis tration. The rules of occupancy were a combina

tion of traditional and English land law, and security of title was made 

conditional on the principle of beneficial occupation, i 

good fanning practices. Due to limitations of staff and finance.

•e., the use of

the

program was restricted to issuing titles to only the 'progressive' 

farmers in a district.The Administration thus attempted to tie the 

issue of individual titles to the adoption of improved methods of agri

culture by holding them out as a reward for cooperation with the govern

ment.

C. Social Welfare and the Reversal of Soiclal Disintegration

Administrators felt considerably more .comfortable dealing with 

than in dealing with the complexities of agricultural 

^™l°P“ent or land tenure systems. Welfare pennitted full scope for

:;; .*21 fape • programs
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?■
the expression imperial paternalism, without requiring any rethinking of 

established methods of administration. As one administrator put it.

, weUare "is reaUy a synonym for good administration ... there is a 

d^gef in considering welfare as another specialist activity requiring 

a large niimber of specialists to tackle it.

Social welfare schemes were the specific means through which 

the Administration’^ at tempted, to'halt the-perceived trend‘,of_social-d±s=e 

integration and restore the organic unity of the community. Adminis- ‘ 

trative efforts in this area included not only a variety of concrete 

programs, but also the earnest moral exhortation of the African. A 1949 

Youth Conference in Nyeri:

put to these leaders the perilous decline in the 
social integrl^ and unity and [trend] to enlist 
their support in a 'Social Uplift* movement based 
on respect and care for the land, as in the 4-H 
organi-zatlon in the U.S.^S ' -

A large proportion of the welfare work in the districts was

carried out under the rubric of 'community development' (cooperative

communal self-help projects). This was to be a means of stimulating.

local Interest arid participation and had the added attraction of sup-

a-.
,.47 i:

• V .
—1.,

i:'

posedly being inexpensive, since it relied on unpaid voluntary labor.

Community development in Kenya'^as tempered, however, by the Provincial 
A(^nlstration's insistence on maintaining control of all activities in 

the reserves; "the secret of success in any native reserve is constant 

supervision of every activity. If any activity is not supervised it 
-. .die8."^° This placed clear limits on the extent to which local initia-" 

- tive could be tolerated Governor Mitchell warned the Provincial Com- 

mis8ioners"against the danger of allowing the enthusiasm for 'Commun- 

lly Ueyelbpment'. to get out of hand."^^

!

Administrators continued to
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believe that only they knew the best-^inteirests of the African, whileWW-
the African himself, in his ignorance and inexperience, had nothing to • 

contribute to the development process except his labor, 

adininistrators could ignore mounting African pressures for individual

On .this basis

tenure, the expansion of cash crops, the provision of agricultural 

credits, and increased access to education.

-----------------Fear-of-socl-al'-disintegfation-also-colored-the-Administration!s-

perception of the-role of education in the development process. Tlie ,

. African with a Western 'literary' education was feared as a threat to 

both traditional institutions and administrative control, and education 

beyond the primary .level was mistrusted' as the source of a class of 

Africans alienated from and incapable of being reintegrated into the 

fabric of tribal life. Too much education too soon disrupted the 

necessary process of gradual organic evolution. Therefore, education 

policy for both primary schools and adult education programs emphasized 

. the teaching of agricultural and vocational siibjects that would not 

detach the student from life in the reserves and permit him to fit the

X

tribal focus of official development policies.

-tration's policy ran counter to growing African demands for increased 

to all levels of'education', including secondary, schools and

Here again the Adminis-

access

^lnivers^t 52ties.

■ D, The Gaps and Contradictions in Administrative Policy 

I. ' In framing development policies for the African areas admi

nistrators sanguinely accepted the fact that

iv-:

the success of these■j-i

-policies-depended upon forcing 'excess' population off the land in 

: '^?;!reserves .

''•vT--;

In 1948 the Chief Native Conhnlssioner noted that, in order i:.::

K ■■ ■ •
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to issue titles to farms of economic size;

Ihe excess of population would be forced- off the 
land, which would thereby be saved from ruin. He 
w^, aware that in adopting_ such a course Govern
ment would be creating a landless class, and that 
hardship was inevitable.53

The creation Of this landless class of Africans was accepted as an in— 

evitable part of the evolution of society and it was assumed that it

-____TOuld„eventually^be-absorbed-by-increased-emplayment.-opportunities______

created by the growth of the money . economy, ..--Administrators believed ‘

, that in the long run Kenya would follow a pattern of evolution similar 

to that of Britain or other Western industrial societies.

- ;.r
i

•‘-I

i
!;S;

. e-i

This, ca:^ acceptance of the transformation of an increasing 

number of Africans into agricultural ^d industrial proletarians flatly 

contradicted the Provincial Administration's vigorous efforts to'main- 

tci“ *he integrity of tribal society in the The process of

Westernization that administrators rejected with one hand, they

reserves.

accepted with the other. for the bizarre reason that it would facili

tate the preservation of traditional society by relieving over-crowding. 

Ihere is no evidence that the incompatibility of the two courses of

development pursued in the-immigrant communities on the one hand, and 

in the.African reserves on the other was ever consciously recognized, 
^vlng ceded direct control over development of the monetary economy 

to private interests, the Provincial Administration relied, in effect, 

absorbtive capacities of settler enterprise as a deus ex

i

Pf the most pressing problems in the reserves, 

^fortunately, the capacity of European agriculture, the 

of the money econony, to absorb African labor had reached a limit and 

farmers were

' Un-

largest sector

:: r?..^
actually attempting to reduce the number of laborers

i;
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V'v: 55trough increased mechanization.

With regard to the urban African worker the contradictions in

..., adadnistrative. policy went even deeper.

ture did not free the worker from, the land, but bound him to it since'. .. .

The existing low wage struc-

it was Impossible for him to support his family in the' city on what he......

earned. Thus„he was forced to maintain a base in the reserves. This

- .-__^iBposed-upon-most-urban-workers- a-pattem-of-periodic.migration-.betw

----- job and farm- that inhibited the emergence of a permanently committed

■ urban labor force with a rising level of skill arid productivity.

. Ihe Administration's failure to deal with the problem of urban 

wages was symptomatic of its continuing neglect of the problems of 

change in urban ar^as. Despite the -rapid growth of non-farm employment 

and of the African population of Nairobi and smaller t.owns, few admi- 

^tratofs were posted to urban areas and their influence on settler 

dominated urban governments was limited.

.V ■

i:'*'

For most administrators the 

city continued to be regarded as an alien and hostile environment; the 

..breeding ground of crime, political unrest, and social disintegration. 

While they were willing to accept industrialization as a means of deal

ing with,'excess' rural population,, they were not willing, or able to 

•deal with the consequences.

,V5 .... - ,.

S

/
Finally, the Adminis tration had no conception of and made no

provision for an African economic role other than that of subsistence 

farmer in the reserves or laborer in immigrant enterprises, 

^fican contribution to development in

The possi-

terms of small-scale 

";^®®r(ial, industrial, and service enterprises, as well as cash-crop 

farming, was given scant attention aside from a few adult vocational 

programs. Indeed, for some administrators the idea of the

■f

.. ^
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African as trader, contractor, or transport operator was not only gross

ly premature, but also something of a joke.

tration's policy, or lack of policy, ran counter to both patterns of 

change in the reserves and the expressed desires of ah increasing

Once again, the Adminis-

57number of Africans.

E. Implementation and the Problem of Local Discretion

----------- The actual-programs carried out in a district were expected-to

come from-those who best knew local cbnditiohs-and-needs . District and 

Provincial ' teams', composed of departmental officers under the direc- e; 

tlon of the local administrator, decided what particular projects best 

served the objectives of-various development policies as well ^ their 

scope and timing. This discretion was jealously guarded and field 

officers tended to resent specific instructions or suggestions emanat

ing from the central authorities.^®

The lack .of. technical criteria to judge the efficacy of many 

.---.isoci'al and economic development projects resulted in the choice of 

•particular schemes being determined by the enthusiasm and persuasive

ness of the field officers vdio proposed them. The fact that the central 

.au.thprities in the DA^ ^d the various departments controlled the 

auction of funds resulted in a complex bargaining process over the 

budgeting of development projects. Competition between not only the 

various government departments, but also different districts encouraged 

V ^ .®^.®88eration of both the potential costs and results of projects 

of bargaining for what

a lot of it was how can we screw monfey out of this bloody 

and you got the most crazy s^emes bloro up whi<* 

guess or by God.. . you tended to do a complete shot in

■•

was actually thought to be
~-needed:

: ; .government... were
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's ..59the dark.

Local discretion, compounded by the lack of general policy and 

a consequent inabyity to clearly link any particular project to deve

lopmental goals, continued to result in wide variations in projects 

between districts and within single districts over time.: Programs

proceeded by fits and starts according to the ideas and biases of the 

particular administrative and technical officers present. ^ One field

administrator noted:

A lot depended on .your person and yoiir 
initiative...within this general idea of 
sort of progress and development. A chap 
was mad.keen on schools, schools it was, 
every_ schpol under the sun you saw being 
developed in ’Kis. district. Then someone • 
would come along who didn't like schools, 
but- he liked dispensaries — this is a bit 
of an exaggeration, but this was the prin
ciple of it —: so dispensaries was the thing,

• or women-'s clubs, or what'have you. If you 
look at reports of years gone by [you see] 
a whole series of drives to do this, that, or 
the. other* and lisiially the drives in eighteen 
months to two years fell flat on their faces... 

. 'enthusiasm followed time after time hy, 1 _
collapse,60

•£;

IV. Administrative .Control and the Failure of Political Development 
Policy

During the first post-war decade the foundation of British 

polic'y for African political development was the use of local govern

ment as a school for education in democracy, political responsibility, 

and social service. This was expected to provide the necessary basis 

?°5v^®:adv^cement of the/African to self-government.. The metro- '

PpHtto authorities ,in particular'placed their hopes for the slow

organic' evolution of African society upon the effective development 

.of local government. It was therefore also viewed as a means of

4:
J *
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P
sttoilating local, participation in development and as a channel for the 

^ ^ression of political opinion and dissent. Moreover, local govem- 

.ment was considered a more significant arena for African political 

participation than ceiitral government institutions because it was closer 

to the people, arid it was projected as the base of a multi-tiered pyra- - 

aid of local, provincial, regional, and central councils that would

_____gradually provide ^ricans access to more inclusive Institutional

....... Md greater political responsibilities . , Kenya, w indirect rule had

never been Implemented and the Administration ruled through institutions 

of Its own creation, was regarded as a progressive example of the direc

tion in which other coloi^es were to move. Ohe Local Native Councils, 

unencumbered with the burden of traditional indigenous institutions, 

were expected to be more easily adaptable to the general pattern of 

■British local government that was accepted as the model for develop- 
•nent.'^

I

Ip:-v-
' -

I
5"

arenas

Isr;
]■

I

TWs preoccupation with local government rested upon the dis

tinctive understanding of political development, 

ities in London and Nairobi 'political development' meant the develop- 

■■ cient of administrative capacity, i.e., the ability to effectively 

operate institutions'for the maintenance of order and the provision 

. pf social services, rather than the growth of institutions and the

••V i
gTo colonial author-
I
a

I
■n-

acceptance, of norms relating to the regular and orderly resolution of 

conflicts among competing Interests.

of government and belief that the" exercise of political 

obligations of public service

This concept was consistent with

to-the commun-

II7. Arthur Creech Jones’, the Labour government's Secretary of'^tate ' '' 

- : 19^6 to 1950, emphasized that progress depended "on developing in
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5^
African communities a sense of community obligation and social respon

sibility and handling his own affairs ... essential to his effective

. : ; woric in the .centxal“political institutions of his territory.

Political development.also meant the creation of a responsi

ble ruling elite capable of operating the institutions of 'government 

and to whom alone power could be safely and legitimately transferred.
-i ■ ■

'-^Consonant-with-their -belief- that-s table -ins titutions-could- no t -work------

without a 'political' class, administrators sought to replace them- ^

■ selves with an African elite created in their o\m image, 

would guard, the general interest and promote orderly change, while 

standing aloof from-partisan cofitroversy and the advancei^nt of person- 

The operational measure of African political advance-

This elite

al interests.

ment became the Administration's judgment of the performance of African 

civil sefvatits and public officials.^^ Bie British approach to local 

- government as a means for the provision of local services rather than

arena for. partisan conflict made local, institutions..an obvious choice 

for schooling the new elite.

. an

Local government became a test of the 

African's fitness for access to higher institutions, 

an observer as Lord .Hailey felt that if local government systems failed 

it was not due to any defects in colonial policies, but to "deficien-

Even so shrewd

/
cies Inherent in the constitution of local African .society

The objectives of formal cooptation of African political

activity that engendered the Local Native Councils in Kenya in the 

1920' was .also present in post-1945 policy.

intdStion beh&d the

s The conscious political

development of local government was to divert 

African attentihn away from participation in central government and

. utdeicut the position of the urban-based African politicians Increas-
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tn'gly-in evidence after 1945. 

development Creech Jones warned of the danger of creating a "class of

- professional African politicians absorbed in the activities of the 

cktre and out of direct touch with the people themselves"; while

' Governor Mitchell in his reply emphatically asserted the right of the, - 

Administration to protect the ignorant rural African from the wiles of 

__^the-sophisticatedJ'demagQgue^_"usually_-lnspired^by-self=lnterest-and.--------

- a marked lack of concern ^fpr truth, hones.ty., ,- justice, -of good govern- •

In his despatch on local government

\

..66ment.
e;

The Colonial Office characteristically demurred from any 

attempt to define the actual, means of toplementing the development of 

local government, and Creech Jones emphasized that field administrators 

should be given "the widest possible latitude within the general frame

work of-policy. ..and that full scope should be given'for the exercise 

of individual energy and initiative. 

government Institutions remained in the hands of the Provincial Admi- •

Thus the control of local

nistration.

The maintenance of control over the Local Native Councils in 

the hands of the D.C.s meant that the patterns established in the inter- 

war years continued to characterize the operation of the councils and 

effectively prevented

expression and participation or as a vehicle for political education 

and training. Administrators continued to refuse to permit ’politics' 

In-theiNCs

^.^^^itutibhsrcreated with the consent of the governed, but emanations 

.of the government exercising only delegated power, and specifically 

warned.against the use of the phrase "Serkali ya Wenyeji' (Government

-

them from serving as either a forum for political

68
Moreover,'Mitchell insisted that the councils were not

r

-t'/.v':'
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69of the People) in reference to them. The formal adoption of a gener- ' 

al goal of political development thus had little or no impact on the
'V:

. :lro^?^?l.A^nis.tration's insistence on controlling the terms of 

legitimate political activity^ in the\African districts.
' u....................................... • • ....

bilities of the councils and the range of Issues permitted expression 

in their debates remained severely restricted.

r V

The responsi-........

The District and Prov-

—IndLal-Gommissioners -retained-veto power over any measure passed-by-------

-the couneils-and-the-vast-majority oi the legislation enacted conti--—- 

, nued to be enacted at the behest of the D.C. and in a standard form 

written by the Provincial Administration.

the Central Nyanza LNC in, the late 1940's asserts that in many instances 

these were unpopular measures that administrators pushed through the 

councils to give them a veneer of acceptance by the 'representatives 
of the people'.J®: Administrators also continued to prevent the dls- 

. . cussion of issues that they coiisidered beyond the competence of the

menbers and, although they were supposed to use the. councils, as, a means '
...................... • —« -

to consult African opinion on issues before the central Legislative

Council in Nairobi, they generally declined to do so whenever there had 

been any significant opposition to government policy. , Council members 

wlio c^sistently opposed government policy and criticized the Adminis

tration continued to be ruled out of order in debates and occasionally 

ejected from the councils to be replaced by more 'responsible' and ' 

pliant men.

Si-

Oginga Odinga, a member of

I

i• •

:•
- -

71
i

post-war election to the Local Native Councils in -.4-

. __..lS.45.-46.-presented-an-immediate challenge 

determination

to the Provincial Admlnistra- 

to keep politics out pf local government when 

^embers of the new Kenya African Union-were elected to the

y
vr-vr;.,-.-

V-
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councils in the three Kikuyu districts. The Provincial Administration 

pronptly moved to restrict the access of 'undesirable' individuals to 

-the.;cpimclls, thei.Provlncial Commissioners agreeing "that it was most 

necessary to prevent political hot-heads, who’had no real backing from '

the majority of the people, from pushing their way into membership of , ......

the bocal Native Councils by conducting intensive electioneering cam-

---- palgns.,'!^! Jhey„,d£d„so by__manlpula.,ting ..the,.fran(*lse.,and ___

election to the. .cojunclls. The usual system .of election .by .lining up. 

behind candidates in an open baraza'was replaced with ah electoral 

college based on new Locational Councils composed of official chiefs 

and traditional alders. .To be eligible, for election candidates also 

had to demonstrate reasonable support from a traditional territorial or 

kinship group. The Provincial Administration thus turned to the trad

itional authorities- it had hitherto largely ignored and tried to revive 

their-power as a means of imdercutting the influence of younger politi

cians and blocking their access to.the councils. Furthermore, although • 

most of the councils in the larger districts had an elected majority 

, by the late IQAO's, a sizeable minority of IHC members continued to be 

appolnted_by the Provincial Administration which used these seats to 

'bailee'- the councils against members who tended to oppose official 

policy.

Jt

■yy .

is

■.:v
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The didactic functions of the local councils was progressive

ly, thwarted by the increasing scale of many of their budgets and the 

extent of-their Involvement in the funding of projects carried out by 

gpveri^nt departments. If the councils were tP have educated 

running his own ^ffairs, the pupil would have to have

P^^itted to.make some mistakes while learning to exercise his

Ms
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However, with INC revenues from voluntary local rates 

to Central and Nyanza Provinces running as high as "iSO - 100,000, many 

. of-the_coitocils were, "far to big and elaborate for the 'Mrican to be 

........ 'glven'much to do with and in practice, as distinct from official des-

responsibilities.

’it;''" crlptions of what the councils have or are doing, they are the ’toys' 

of the District Commissioners, ,.74 Given the potential hi^ cost of

.errors,_adminis.trators..-opted.for efficiency .rather than encouraging -.....

African participation. ,Ihey . continued to exercise firm-control over —-

, the council treasuries and prepared the budgets, even where the council 

had a finance committee.
' ¥■-

Moreover, the increasing use of council funds 

to supplement the development activities of the technical departments 

led to such confusion between local and central financing, that even 

the D.C.s found it difficult to deal with the complexities of budgeting.

Af’^ican. participation in local government was further hampered 

by efforts to develop the councils on British lines.

•;v ••

r.-

In 1950 the LNCs

were transformed into African District Councils with expanded authority 

and responsihility for local affairs. For the first time African local 

government came under the formal supervision of the Local Government 

Department in Nairobi, although the D.C.s retained immediate control.

. Hie African District Councils represented a system of such scale and 

complexitr that professional local government officers from Britain had

to be brought in to advise the officer of the Provincial Administration 

on their operation. The educative function of local government faded 

Jact.,-special programs -had to be es tabllshed to recruit and
: :; tr^,:ADC persohnel.

A further consequence of the emphasis on local goveimment was 

a.^plicatlon of the already deeply ambivalent position of the official
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Since many of the chiefs were appointed members of the local 

councils they found themselves "in an invidious position as, on the one

chiefs.

- hMd, emplpyees .of Government, and on the other, as representing the 

Interests of the people of. their locations. ..75 When the D.C., acting as 

council President, haid them implement local government-programs, the 

chiefs also became members of the council's executive staff. The chief,

therefore,--was at once an official of-both~local-and central government,
'.I ■

3he develop-

. Bent the Administration envisioned for the ADC was the gradual withdrawal

as well as both a member- of the-councll and .its -employee.

. ej

of the p.c. from direct participation and the transformation of the chief 

into an executive of fleer of. the independent council. Cie development 

of the chiefs into a genuine local administrative cadre was, however, 

contradicted by the Administration's own policy of creating African 

Assistrat Administrative Officers. Appointed in small numbers in the 

first years after the war, mostly in Kyanza and Central Provinces, the 

MAOs were younger-and better educated than the Alefs and treated by 

field officers as their potential successors. Their existence indicated 

an intention to maintain the continuity of the Provincial Administration 

whatever the pattern of local government. Here too, there is no evidence 

that administrators ever sensed the contradiction between the two 

.of action.

i:

I

i: :

i

■i

»

courses

•:
Finally, the development of local government did not provide a 

mode of access for Africans to the central political institutions in

Ihe intervening tiers of councils leading to the Legislhtive 

never created, despite almost a decade of discussions in

-•
I

y;;Halrd>i i

;
^)uhcfls wdre T

Moreover, not only was there a lack of defined 
institutional linkages between-j:':

local councils and LegCo, but also, as
■.,-:r-v:vr

j 1■y.-
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local governtoent .be(?ame more complex and specialized on the British 

m)del, officials felt a growing need to clearly separate local and 

central government, organizations and functions. By 1952 Governor Mitchell 

was'"so Impressed with the need to divorce local government bodies entire

ly from Legislative Council, - that instructions are to evolve some method- - 

of selection [of African members of LegCo] that does not make use of 

_ .Mstrlct^ This separation ended, any idea that the councils

.would be a training ground for a new elite that would gradually gain 

. access to higher institutions. '

Without any clear, criteria for both the path of access to central 

Institutions and, the method of selection of suitable African represent

atives, African membership in the Legislative Council came.about prim

arily as the result of an ad hoc administrative response to outside 

pressures fromjnisslonary and political circles in Kenya and. Britain.

After initially refusing, the Administration reversed its position and

G-*

In 1944 appointed Eliud Mathu, a Kikuyu school teacher, to the Legisla----

tive Council. In 1947, B.A. Ohanga, a Luo civil servant, was appointed 

to a seat following the retirement of the last missionary representa

tive of African interests, and two more African representatives were

added the following year when the Legislative Council was expanded to 
^cli^e

an unofficial majority.

In selecting African members of Legislative Council the Admi- 

. nlstration demonstrated the tendency to equate readiness for. political 

with administrative capacity and moral rectitude.' Affican

were appointed .not the basis of demonstrated leader- 

widespread following, but with regard to their 

= of the proper education and administrative ability;

ship or evidence of a

in short.
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they had to show both a patina of Western learning and the ethos of public 
service so highly prized by administrators.^® Not surprisingly, those 

selected tended to-^be officials of either the central or local government. 

Hwever, the application pf a^nistrative criteria for filling osten- - •

sibly political positions compromised the effectiveness of the African .....

representatives by transforming them into creatures of the Admlnistra- 

lacking an independent constituency and power base in the African 

conmuni^. They , thus did not, as the Administration had hoped, serve to ‘

. divert growing African support from political organizations sdch as the 

Kenya African Union.

nxV'-v- -•

m-
- ■''v.

=■'

Ihese criteria were also extended to judge the readiness of 

Africans generally for access to the central political institutions. No

thing lowered administrators' estimation of African capabilities more 

than instances ,of; peculation of public funds and bribefy among African 

’ officials.

s-

As long as these were fairly common occurances they remained 

convinced that the African was unready for political advancement.^^

Ihese criteria were also'linked to the issue of the maintenance of 

'standards' that served to restrict African access to the higher levels 

of the civil service, especially in the Administration. As one P.C. 

pointed out, "o,ur policy was always that you could never have anyone 

unless he was absolutely perfect and absolutely loyal."

Witt these attitudes, and in spite of their strenuous efforts 

to improve conditions in the African reserves, administrators found 

. themselves facing a rising tide of African opposition and embroiled in 

seemingly inescapable political crisis. The roots 

;.of this crisis lay in the consequences of the development process itself.

v.

80

'i-
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CHAPTER SEVEN

DEVELOPMENT AND POLITICAL CRISIS, 1945 to 1952
s

k
f;

At the same time as they struggled to formulate development 

programs, field administrators found themselves confronting serious . . 

internal and external challenges to their position in the colonial 

political system. IVo distinct but intimately related processes of

change, the increasing scope and complexity of the structure of -....... -

government and the deterioration .of Afrlnan-society-Tjnder the impact .

of socio-economic development, converged on the Provincial Adminis--------- g-

tration in the form of a challenge to its position within the Kenya 

Government from tiie technical departments and.a challenge to its 

control over the African population from the Kenya African Union.

Contrary to their most fervent beliefs and expectations, administra

tors found development led to a dramatic expans.ipn in the scope and 

in the colony- Their response to these 

challenges and the resultant African counterreaction set. in train an 

escalating political crisis that moved with a terrible and inexorable- 

logic to the declaration of a state of emergency in the colony in 

, . /October, 1552........................

I.i:-,
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Bureaucratic Development and the Qiallenge to Administrative 
Dominance

iWithin the first decade after the war the Kenya Government 

was transformed from a small-scale colonial administration into an 

bureaucratized modern state with the attendant 

f*“ctional specialization of departments 

hel. Between 1945 and 1955 the total number of

races increased from 14,000 to more than 60,000.^

V. - -

pro-

Si"': and person-
t

government employees 

The ntmiber
k
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2■ of European officials grew from-1,659 to 5,590 during the same period. 

Government expenditures increased from t7.8 million in 1945 to il6.4 

million in 1951 and to h38.3 million in.1955/56. A separate develop

ment budget grew from i .984 million in 1946 to 14.09million in 1951 

and to i.8.51 million in 1955/56.^

This transformation was facilitated by rapid improvements 

in transport and communications. The road network was greatly ex

tended, the major roads began to be paved,.and four-wheel drive 

vehicles were introduced cutting travel time to a fraction of what it 

was before 1939 and leaving few areas of the colony inaccessible to 

the regular activity of the various government’ departments. The 

telephone system was expanded to bring all of the major districts into 

direct linkage with Provincial headquarters and the central government 

in.Nairobi. Ohe advent of direct .air service be tween, Nairobi and

london and the introduction of radio telegrams cut the usual time for 

and exchange of correspondence with the Colonial Office from weeks to 

two or three days. The physical isolation of the district boma (head

quarters) from Nairobi and of Nairobi from London was ended and the

volume of communications between all levels of government reached 

proportions undreakt of in 1939.

/ The rapid growth of the immigrant communities and the monetary 

economy they controlled stimulated an increasing demand upon the 

government for social and economic services and for public investment 

transportation, communications,

: r While the.

•r
and water resources. .

government did not plan or actively direct the development

Of piSvate enterprise, this development spurred the creation of 

■departments, such

new

as the Department of Commerce and Industry establlsh-
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ed in 19^8 under the leadership of a professional economist, to offer

advice and assistance to private investment. The demand for social

services was particularly felt in the areas of health and education: 

the-Medical Department's European staff increased from 185 in 1947 to 

358 ten years later, while the European section of the Education 

department grew from 178 to 373 in the same period.^

The expansion of government activity and personnel was most 

marked in relation to the enormous expansion of the technical depart-. ' 

ments in the African districts, including some, such as- the Education

Department, whose previous involvement with Africans had been negli

gible.^ By the early 1950's the .normal complement of European offi

cials in a.district had expanded to include, in addition to the 

officers of the Provincial Administration, staff from the Departments 

of Agriculture, Educationi Public Works, Medicine, Veterinary Service, 

and the Kenya Police. In addition, the regular departmental staff 

was supplemented by-specialized personnefl for specific development 

projects funded by the Development and Reconstruction Authorltj^. By 

1951 this specialized development staff alone employed some 474 

. European' officials. ^

The impact of economic grcnvth and related development 
prog/ams on the size and complexity of the government can be seen 

most clearly in the experience of the key departments of Agriculture 

and Labour. Before the Second World War the Agriculture Department 

2 relatively small organization, mainly oriented toward serving 

the needs of settler farmers. In 1939 it consisted of eight sections 

a total. European staff of 90. By 1947 the department had grown 

to include 183 European personnel organized into 13 sections. Eight

•• -
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■ years later the department had a European staff of 347 in six major

divisions, each containing two or more sections, and four separate
^ 7units of specialized development staff. In addition, a number of

quite separate organizations concerned with African agriculture 

staffed in the Immediate ppst-war period, notably the Maize and 

Produce Control Board and the African Land Development Board (ALDEV). 

The Agriculture Department also founded and operated the Edgerton 

College of Agriculture to train European farmers and was deeply in

volved in the working of the complex system of production and, market-

u.-

were

ing boards- that guided the development of settler commercial agri

culture. • ■

The development of the Labour Department is 

striking since the department originated as a small section of the

Administration cohsistihg of an administrator serving as Principal
- .. ■ - - •

handful of seconded District Officers

even more

to deal

with the problems of African laborers in Nairobi, Mombasa,and on the

settler farms. It was reorganized as an Independent department in

1940 after the Mombasa strike revealed glaring deficiencies 

Adminls tration's
in the

handling of labor problems. After the war the
............................*............................................. ' f

rapid development of the monetary econoniy and the 

In the scale and diversity of labor issues prompted the rapid growth.

consequent increase

and Increasing internal differentiation and functional specialization 

of the department, 

such specialized personnel

By 1948 it contained five sections and employed 

as a medical officer, factory inspector,,

' trade union officer, and registrar of native labor, in

staff of regular labour 

1945 the Labour Department employed dnljr

8officers.

17 Europeans in a total
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Staff of 172, while three years later it contained 51 European offi

cials in a total staff of 425. The department reached its peak 

strength of 539, including 87 European personnel, in 1957 when it 

was the largest Labour Department in any of the British colonies of 
sub-Saharan Africa.^ '■

A. Ihe 'Member System' and the Genesis of Functional Ministries

_ _ _ ..Ihe, expansion and differentiation of the various

departments was matched by'an equally important transformation of 

. the__central_admliilstration_in..the direction.of-functional-ministries - -

and cabinet government. This began early in 1946 with the introduc-

govemment

...sr

tion, on the initiative of Governor Mitchell, of the so-called

The traditional colonial structure in which all 

government business was centralized under the Chief Secretary and the 

Secretariat was replaced with a decentralized system in which the 

-Executive CduhcilTwis-^arged' from iiin¥ to eleven aSd members' of . , 

the Council were assigned responsibility for particular subjects 

goyemment business and assumed general control of the relevant 

departments. The Governor was permitted to appoint, where he thought 

■ it appropriate, members of the

'Member System'.^®

of

settler comnunity as well as civil 

servants to hold the portfolios on the Executive Council.
/

Initially,-only three of the new 'Members' were appointed. • 

IWp were government officials : Sir Gilbert ^nnle, the Chief Secretary, 

became the Member for Development 'and Chairman of the Development and 

Heconstruction Authority, with his regular administrative duties being

Secretary, who was also elevated to the
Executive Council and Charles Mortimer, the Commissioner for Lands

.:-rr

mm
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and a long-time official member of the Legislative Council, was named 

the Member for Health and Local Government.

Member for Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, and Natural Resources went 

to Majl Ferdinand Cavendish-Bentinck, an experienced settler politi- 

ciah who was ah elected member of the Legislative Council and had

The third position of

served during the war as Chairman of the Agricultural Production and 

Settlement Board. -Two other official members of the Executive Council 

who already exercised responsibility for particular stibjects or 

departments, the Finan^^ Secretary and the Attorney General, were __

simply given the additional titles of Member for Finance and Member 

for Law and Order, respectively'. The position of the remaining offi

cial member of the.council, the Chief Native Commissioner, was left 

unspecified, a reflection of the continuing ambiguity of the position 

of the office in. the central government.' Finally, four Assistant
. .. ■ -ii.. .

Directors of Agriculture were a,ppointed to. work under, the Member and 

coordinate agricultural, veterinary, and resource development in the 

major provinces.

Mitchell's objectives in this reorganization were both 

administrative and political. With regard to administrative matters, 

he attempted to change two of basic characteristics of the pre-war 

Kenya^Govemment: the centralization of all business under the Admi

nistration and the isolation and lack of coordination of the activi

ties of the technical departments. He noted that the increasing 

and complexity of government activities required more and 

“fore, expert knowledge, and attention and made the continued centrali

sation of affairs in the hands of the Chief Secretary and.Secretariat 

in^iracticable. The creation of the Assistant Directors of Agriculture
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• was Intended both to "remove the dissatisfaction among professional 

officers, whose opportunities for promotion.. .are not good", and 

deal with "die lack of authority, continuity, and co-ordination- 

rfiich results from the insistence on water-tight bureaucratic depart-

....mental organizatiohs which bear no relation whatever to farming

practice or the actual needs of the situation in the field.

Politically, the objective of the reorganization was to end 

the acrimonious conflict between the settlers arfd the goverment that ^

i^PJSStuated_^e practice .of 'govern-i____

ment by agreement' whereby settlers participated in the formulation 

of official policies without having any responsibility for supporting 

them. Mitchell wrote to the Secretary of State that "the Executive 

Council (Unofficial) hfembers- ought to support the Government or resign.

myhow on major STibjects; and should take charge of groups of sub

jects .12
Mitchell's reorganization appears to be a con

cession to the persistent settler demands for executive power, and

so it was in fact interpreted by elements of the European and, in 

particular, Asian communities.^^ In reality what he attempted to do 

was replace the informal cooptation of the inter-war years, which

gave the settlers power without, responsibility, with formal coopta

tion/to office that would give the appearance of participation, but

permit the government to restore and extend its effective control 

over policy. These objectives are evident in the restrictions im- 

.,..„:.ios^d on:_the position of unofficial Members. First, the crucial 

appoint, promote, and dismiss colonial officials remained . 

in the hands of the Colonial Office and the Establishment Branch of 

tte Secretariat; thus denying the Member direct -controls over his

:.J .
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Staff. Second, and even more important, Mitchell noted that the most 

Ukely source of unofficial Members would be the^ European Elected 

Members of the Legislative Council and felt that "to such an

appointment would be to unbalance the constitutional position and 

- - might even give ain impetus out of time to politicalv developments foir 

which it is clear the country is not ready.

were therefore required to resign from elective office and accept 

appointment by the Governor to bo'ti the Executive and Legislative

.i?'i? n^?.nn8e?.ent effectively- separated a settler, politi-. . -

Unofficial Members

Councils.

cian from his constituency and made him dependent on the government 

for his appointment and continuity in office. He either supported 

government policy dr had to resign. , One of the early unofficial

Members noted:

contrary to-what a lot of people thought, you 
,.did not become a civil servant; you were liable 
to dismissal at a moment’s notice,the same as you 
could resign. at:a ■moment's notice,^ but you did 
not have your electoral responsibility to what 
could be pressure group bodies.15 . .........

At first only some 35 percent of the European staff of the 

Kenya Government were in departments assigned to the control of 

of the newly created members, 

departments-

one

Over the next few years more and 

were assigned to existing Members and several new Members

more

/
_ ..were created from among the other officials holding ordinary 

the Executive Council.

seats on

By 1949 more than 90 percent of the European

that were the respon- 

and'by the early 1950's the

a ministerial sys

tem. Until the outbreak of the EmergencyJ however, only one other

officials in tte colony, worked in departments 

aibiiity of one or another Member,^®
... ,

^er System had developed, in all but name,, into
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unofficial European was appointed a Member. E.A. Vasey, a business

man and former Mayor of Nairobi, was named the Member for Health and 

Local Government in 1950 and became Member for Finance in 1952. The 

majority of the Members continued to be civil servants (five of seven 

Kenbers in 1951) and most of them were senior officers of the Admi

nistration. During its first six years of operation Mitchell's system 

managed to retain formal control of the machinery of government in 

the hands of the bureaucracy, itself.

--------—- Impetus-for -the-growth-of -the ministerial-sys tein-a-lso-emerged------

within the Administration from a new group of central government offi-

The assignment of the responsi-

41’

dais created by. .the Menher System, 

bility for various departments to Members of the Executive Council 

necessitated the corresponding decentralization of secretariat work, 

and by the late 1940'8 each Member had a small secretariat of admi- 

officers., that comprised the core of future-ministerial

' _ . o’^Sanizations. In 1945 the. Secretariat had still been a relatively 

Small operation and the number of posts in the central 

nistration totalled only 18, eleven Assistant Secretaries and 

senior administrators.

adml-

seven

Under the impact of the Member System the 

number of central administrative posts grew to 34 in 1951 and the
/

field of opportunity for the ambitious man with a taste for secret

ariat work began to appear; administrative officers with little or 

CO field experience in Kenya who spent 'their entire term in the 

colony in one or another central administrative post in Nairobi.

47 officers entered the Administration 

postedl-directly to secretariat positions without prior

Most of them had previous service in otherservice in the field.

-
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colonies in Africa, but a few came from the Indian Civil Service or 

the Colonial Office and other branches of the Home Civil Service.

By contrast, in the twenty years prior to 1939,,.only six adminis-.....
...... trators from outside of the ranks of the Kenya Administration had

been appointed directly io posts in the Secretariat. ' In 1945 15 of 

the 18 positions in the Secretariat were held by career officers of 

.. . the Kenya Administration, while by 1957, 33 of the 59 central admi

nistrative positions were filled by men who began their careers in

—other„co.lQhies_.__lhia..situation..and.„the..increasingi.speclali2atlon of

secretariat work under the Member system made it increasingly diffi

cult to maintain the pre-war policgr. of regularly rotating officers 

between the field and the center. Hie Provincial Administration ^d 

the central administration effectively became two distinct organiza

tions staffed by diffefent personnel. 17

ff. The Stagnation of the Provincial Adminis tration

Despite the rapid development of the scale and complexity of 

the. departments of the Kenya Government and the movement towards 

ministerial organization, the Provincial Administration remained

unchanged in size and structure from the years of its 

greate^ flowering between the wars, 

officers

The number of administrative

grew slovily, largely to make up for officers lost to the

armed forces during the 

1949 and 1951.

war, and actually decreased slightly between 

In the latter year the number of officers serving in 

; ^ ^ was 127, slightly under the peak of 129

No seriousreaped to 1931 before the impact of depression and 

attempt.was. made to reshape its structure'or rethink its role in the

war.- ••
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light of the commitment to development and the transformation of the 

other elements of the Kenya Government. The gap between the burgeon

ing, departments in Nairobi and the district stations in the bush wid- 

' ened. Tied closer together by Improvements in‘transportation and 

coinmunications, they grew farther apart in both outlook and method.

II. Increasing Conflict and Cleavage in the Kenya Government
, . ..........

The process of bufeaucratic and ministerial ^development in

the Kenya^Covernmeht redefined the Structural framework within which 

the actual processes of policy formulation and implementation took 

place. -Formal“aspects-pf' mlnlsterial'^and'-departmentai organizatlon7 

budgeting, communications’channels and the chain of command allocated 

resources that various indl-v^duals and groups could bring to bear on 

the processes of bargaining and negotiation that shaped policy 

decisions, and either imposed constraints that they sought to avoid,

. ' or opened areas of discretion they sought to defend. Changes in

formal structure thus modified the balance of power’within and'betweeri 

organizations in the government, threatening established vested inter

ests in the Provincial Administration and creating new ones in the 

technical departments and central gove.nunent with an interest in 

pressing for even further change. For this reason even seemingly 

minor aspects of formal structure and practice, including the wording 

of documents bringing them into being, became the subject of often 

.— .heated controversy.

of prefectoral field administration 

m ministries has already been noted. The internal

=■>

•::v'
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bllity being expressed in a dramatic increase in the level of internal 

conflict and a marked diminution of the traditional position of the

Mministration both In the field and in the central government. These

consequences of bureaucratic development were .apparent in the relations , 

of admlnls"frative and technical officers in the districts, in the

relations of field administrators with the central government, and in

the relations among the departments and developing ministries in

Nairobi.

" A. Generaltst''Hrer~Specialist: Admin2s*trators and .Technicians in 
the Field

Before 193? the District Commissioner had little govern

ment activity to. supervise and coordinate beyond that performed by him

self and his District Officers. During and after the war, however, the 

tasks of internal administration became^ increasingly Important and 

time-consuming part of his job, and the D.C. "tended to become a fair

ly senior sort of business executive in his area...more and more a 

chairman of committees, a man operating behind a desk, 

responsible for keeping track of and coordinating all of the rapidly 

proliferating government activities and serve upon the numerous boards

v't”—---'--

He was

and committees orgMized in each district, 

called'

The D.C. was increasingly

upon to administer the action of others rather than be a direct 

In 1954 the D.C. of a large and Important 

district (Machakos) reported that he supervised an office staff of 18

operational agent himself.

V.,

“^^xpected to preside over or attend no less than 131 "coimfireteeV^' 

■ ^05’^4>-and-counell-meetings in the course of the year.^®

As men contemptuous of paper-work and desk jobs, field 

■|Tni^^§-£faE5^ regarded tlie pressurei~twSards bureaucratization with~

IS;

:r
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suspicion and some hostility.' One officer later noted that:

Unless the District Commissioner was very 
energetic or virile or extremely efficient 
he^tended to be bogged down. And of course 
there was the underlying feeling that jpepple 
were judged on the letters they wrote instead 
of what they were doing in the field.21

Moreover, accustomed as they were to a small organizational universe 

in which they knew almost everyone with whom they dealt and had per

sonal contacts witii their superiors, field administrators alsd fe- 

: acted strongly to the increasTng impersonality of government business. 

The officer, quoted above added rjjeftilly that "the whole thing got a

---- bit -turgid^and-complicated and civil- service^lns tead-of-bav±ng-the-------^

good old human relationships."^^

Even more important, administrators felt that the in

creasing burden of. office work. Interfered with their ability to carry 

out their fundamental responsibiUties according to the hallowed 

traditional methods. .This was especially true with-regard to their 

'belief that, good administration rested upon close personal contact

between the administrator and his people through regular tours 

through the district. After 1945 many, if not most, field officers 

felt that "paper, correspondence, telephones, and all that sort of

thing fended to root a D.C. more firmly in his office... he had less 

time to go around on safari. .,23

The increasing field staffs and activities of the Cech- 

nical .departments also limited the scope of the administrators'effec-

; ^^-di:scfetion by putting an end tp, their roles a^amateur, part-

time veterinarians, civil engineers, doctors, sanitary officers, and 

agriculturists. These tasks were Increasingly ass,umed_Ji.y_trainei
t:.

<5^1.
-
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specialists and the administrator was thrown back upon his primary- 

control function. Even here his authority was narrowed by the re- 

Introduction of the Kenya Police into the African districts in the
oi-

....... late 1940's. The issue that emerged was the. classical.one of how

far the diffuse responsibility of the administrative generalist for 

order and 'good go-vemment' gave him the authority to control, e-ven 

over-ride, the professional judgment of the specialist. During the 

inter-war years this conflict, as we have seen, was muted by the 

limited scale of the acti-vlties of the technical departments in. the 

African districts. After 1945 it arose with increasing urgency around 

the serious Sfferehces in the orientations of the Provincial Admiris- 

tration and the technical departments towards the development process.

In the analysis of the development politics of the Ad

ministration we noted that field officers were preoccupied with the

___ disruptive consequences of social change and sought policies that

would-preserve the fabric of traditional African society and amelior

ate existing grievances and conflicts. They attempted to shape the 

acti-vities of the technical departments to fit these conservative

policies, believing that theijU-general responsibility for all govern

ment activities required them to exercise firm control over the 

technical departments in the field and gave them a right to inter

vene and modify or veto programs that they felt would have disrup

tive consequences. According to one P.C., "the Administration was...

r—the-sen-ior-servrceT';=vand had the final say When there was a conflict 
of view."2^

i.v-

The technical officers resented the control over their

activities by untrained generalists with a low regard for special- 
:ized‘’Kn5wleagi7 Largely Indifferent to the political implications

.-V
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of their work, they felt their primary responsibility was to implement 

programs to conserve the soil, thin out over-crowded cattle popula

tions, introduce new crops and farming methods, or improve public

3-

- health or communications as rapidly and completely as possible, 

their view the role of the Provincial Administration was to provide 

them with the necessa^ support for their programs and deal with any

In

resistance or unrest such programs mi^t provoke from ignorant
25 , ,natives unable to tmderstand the benefits involved..Xi.

Attempts to limit the claish by more precisely- defining

the responsibilities and spheres of discretion of the parties

foundered on the resistance of administrators to any formal diminu

tion of their control over all activities in the field. The attitudes

and conventional practices of senior field administrators towards

the technical departments had been formed during the pre-war 

jrtien departmental activities, ln_ the African areas were minimal and 

they rarely, if ever, encountered a situation in which they 

asked to defer to the professional judgnent of a technical officer. 

When in 1945 the Secretariat prepared a draft circular on the rela

tionship between administrators and technical officers in prepara-

era

were

tion for the administration of development programs, the Provincial 

Commissioners took vehetaent exception to a statement that they and 

the District Commissioners "as laymen, are not competent to issue

, Intervene in matters of technical knowledge, organization,

TiT^frouHn^":.,26
It was precisely in the area of technical knowledge

administrators wanted to Intervene to control the

- development process in the African districts.

temporized; the offending phrase was removed from the published

The Secretariat
•

'
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circular which asked all officials to remember their common commitment 

to the public interest and rely on consultation and mutual cooperation 

to work out basic policies in the provinces, and districts, but con

sidered it "impractical to issue, any more precise -instructions as to

■ the formal relations" between administrators and departmental officers.

Bie circular concluded with the appeal that:

The good sense of officers and their common 
devotion to the interests-of- the-public-and- — 
of the Service may be trusted to evolve from 
this general direction a satisfactory and 
efficient modus vivendl.27

The Secretariat thus avoided the basic issue and threw

it back to the 'man on the spot' to work out necessary adjustments to 

local circumstances according to organizational conventions that were 

assumed to be understood by all. The implications was that depart- 

_ meutal specialists were .expected to know their place and keep to it,

, , . and the circular was. Interpreted in. this, fashion by the Provincial 

Administration. One D.C. wrote his departmental officers that the 

circular "puts into black and white the unwritten law pertaining

, ever since there were any East African colonies and before that the 

. . understanding in-India. ..28 The basic cleavage was therefore un

resolved and administrators were left to sort, out their relation

ships on fheir own with the predictable wide local variations of

conflict and. cooperation.

One innovation that emerged from the 1945 circular was

"^?TEe”estibnshmenFwf~the*Pravin5airand~Wstrixt~team^

, joint consultative bodies, composed of officers Of the various tech- 

7nical .departm^ts arid chaired by the P.C 

.to work out development policies and programs in

These were

or D.C., which were supposed

the provinces and
ii-..- -
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‘districts and determine the priorities among the competing and o^ca- 

sionally conflicting proposals of the various specialist, departments. 

In effect the teams were* vehicles for the Provincial Administration

........to keep track of and exert control over the activities of-the tech-

' nical departments. The effectiveness of the teams was iimited by 

several factors. First, the Implementation of the policy was subjett 

to wide variations introduced by the exercise of local discretion.

As late as 1950 a new P.C. in Nyanza reported that he found no pro

vision had been made for regular discussion and contact with senipr 

technical officers in the province.

solve conflicts between administrators and technicians, but simply 

became the site of clashes. Administrators and technicians agree 

that the relative effectiveness of the teams at different times -and 

in different districts was enormously variable.

. , nic4_ officers oftei Jomd^^ A te^ boring and. irreley®t because

they were not interested in the affairs of most of the other depart

ments and they resented officers of other departments, as well as 

the Provincial Administration, having a say in their own programs.

By the late 1940's relations between the Provincial 

Administration and the technical departments, especially the ability 

of field d&ministrators to control the activities of technical 

officers, was increasingly tied to the development towards func

tional ministerial organization under the Member System. Bureau- 

crartiT'fe^'iqns in the field were infiuenced“by twcr"cfuciar"aspec£s 

. ^ Pf the^.U the field and the central government in

- Hairobi: 1) the growing estrangement between the Provincial Adminis- 

and the Secretariat, and 2) the increasing by-passing of the'

!

It

Second, the teams did not re-

■30 Third, the tech-
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Provincial Administration by the developing proto-ministries.

B. The Provincial Administration vs. the Secretariat: The 'Blind Spot' 

In November, 1948 the Provincial Commissioner of Central 

Province, .E.H. Windley, wrote to the Chief Secretary to e::q)ress the

collective opinion of the administrators in the province on the deter

ioration of r^ations between the field and the central administra-

. tlon:

It was felt that it is becoming more important 
than ever to make a concerted effort to over
come the 'blind spot' that tends to exist bet
ween officers, at Headquarters and officers 
working in the field. It was fully realized 

. that it is difficult for you all to get out with 
the-growing .complexity of-work in Nairobi and 
pressures of political considerations. It is 
none the less, true that the work confronting 
officers in the field is growing in difficulty 
and importance year by year, and there is a 
danger tO'the whole machinery
'blind-spot' should spread.32

Ifie Chief Secretary," Sir John Rankine, agreed that Something was 

' wrong, even if it was vague and hard to define. His only action, 

however, was to urge senior Secretariat officers to visit provincial 

and district headquarters at every opportunity and "make a special 

effort to try at least to give officers in the field the impression 

that we' are trying to overcome what Mr. Windley calls the 'blind

: of action if the

.....

During the next four years the field officers' sense 

of a lack of understanding of their problems by central administra-

tloh officials and their mingled feelings of. resentment, contempt

and hostility toward the Secretariat persisted and periodic com

plaints continued. The cleavage behveen the Provincial Administra-

. .. ..
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tlon and the Secretariat was exascerbated by the post-war patterns of

bureaucratic development, particularly the increasing differentiation

of field and central administration personnel and the growing pre-^

■occupation of the latter with complex policy issues of colony-wide

import. Indeed, so strong were the essentially structural constraints

on the position of Secretariat officials, that one officer noted:

Even when you'd been_J,nlthe_Jield say. for------ ----
. ten years, you go into the Secretariat and 

you suddenly,as it were, forget,.or appear 
to forget, what the situation in the field 
is like. Hiis is because: you're now talk
ing about policies on quite a different 
level...and you're seeing things at this 
level.34 ; "

Secretariat officials' tended'to accept the increasingly abstract 

'academic' nature of their work and the resulting loss of touch with 

the small world of the field, officer as a natural, and thus basically 

irremedial, result‘of administrative growth and development; while 

the Provincial Administration, largely by-passed by sudi developments, 

continued to be rooted in the personal immediacy and parochial concerns 
of the field administration.^^

or .

The Member System also drove a wedge between the field 

: and the central administration. The Chief Secretary, the formal 

head of tlw entire Administration, was totally involved in matters of 

development policy and the workings of DARA. Rankine remarked in a 

eemp that he had "not felt the same responsibility and personal inter

est in the affairs of the Administration as I should have liked. ,.36

tecutlye fesponsibility for the Provincial Administration was given

to tte Deputy Chief Secretary, who was also burdened with several 

other important subjects. To make matters woraPj rhVpf Wa^■t■^To

:!
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Commlssioner, the field officers’ 'friend at court', remained without 

executive power until 1954 and in his advisory role was effectively 

inferior to the other. Members in both status and influence.v'V

Finally, Governor Mitchell played a‘personal role in

increasing the estrangement of the Provincial Administration from the

Secretariat by being less and less responsive to the views of his

field officers during ■‘'the" three or foiif years' 'preceding his retire

ment in 1952. Oneof his principal lieutenants commented:

I think that he, quite subconsciously... felt 
that the young provincial commissioners had 
nothing to tell him, that he knew everything.

. And it wasn't that he was arrogant...he was 
too.,bored to read what they said.37

As long cis the Administration retained control over the 

formal channels of communication between the field and the central 

-- government, withjcorrespondence from the departments in Nairobi going 

- _ .to-the Secretariat-and from there to the Provincial-Administration 

which channeled it to the departmental field organizations, it could 

defend its dominant position in the government. By the later stages 

of the Member System, from ^out 1950, communications were increasing

ly broken up into independent' channels emanating from the emerging‘.’7

secretariat organizations under each Member and linking them directly 

with,their field staff. The Provincial Administration found itself 

increasingly by-passed and its influence over departmental policy

V-

• consequently diminished as administrators found they knew less and 

■ - l®?s~about - the detaiis .of technical department operations. Further-

" : form and content of information flowing along these

■ ^ channels was different. The modem bureaucratic state is the great

producer and consumer of statistical information, and Kenya was no

':r
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exception to this phenomenon. Virtually all of tKe relatively reliable 

' statistical data on econony and society in Kenya dates from the post

war period. Governmental growth and specialization was correlated 

with the rapid Increase in the variety of statistical information 

coilected by the specialist departments for their own use and the in

corporation of professional statisticians into their staffs.^®

.involvement in development ^was a powerfui incentive. for. the. collection,' __ 

of statistical data with which to measure the impact of various 

policies and programs. If this statistical data was more extensive 

and accurate, -it was also much more specialized and involved a tend-" 

ency to survey Increasingly narrow segments of the environment and to 

ignore categories of information that did: not lend themselves to 

quantitative measurement. Such data was radically different from the 

„ very impressionistic information supplied and utilized by the general-
. -i... -

....... _l8ts of the Provincial Adminis tratlon in assessing the diffuse con

cept of 'good government' or m^ing even more subjective judgments 

about the 'mood' of a district. As central government officials., both 

administrators and specialists, became absorbed in the abstract and 

technical aspects of policy, the-information, supplied by the Prov

incial Administration declined in importance in relation to the 

.'hard fadts' collected by the specialist departments.

The burden of this loss of control over the communica- 

tions network fell most heavily on the shoulders of the Provincial'

—^Commissiu

■r

The

■■ " !

. e-y

AS tne principai -'lntennedlaries between the field '

government they bore the brunt of the 

;; InMmpatibiUty of tile prefectoral and functional systems. The

"^^TJ^C7^wis~formally the supreme authority in his province, occupying
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there a position analogous to that occupied by the Governor in the 

Under the Member system, however, the P.C.scolony as a whole.
/ .■ were given the status, of Heads of Departments and the Members could

■' coannunicate with themi directly in the same mannet as they commUnic-
-----  - 39
ated with the other Heads of Department under their control.

P.C.s were thus supreme in the field, but clearly treated as sub-

Xhe

- ordinates in the central hierarchy of the functional system.
■

remained uncertain as to who had the^last word in a conflict between 

a'Member and a P.C. over the poli(^ to be followed in a province. As 

early as 1948 the Chief, Secretary noted that the rift between the 

' Provincial Administration and the Secretariat was caused, in part, by 

the "inferiority complex" of the P.C.s, who were "a little apt to 

resent what they regard as lowering of their status" under the

It

. Member system./'^ ',In any event, the P.C.s found that were increasing-

. .-.ly-by-passed by the Members rather than treated as subordinates. In 

, .1950 the Chief Native Commissioner complained on behalf of several

of the P.C.s "that there was a growing tendency for important deci

sions on matters affecting their provinces to be taken in Nairobi 

without their being consulted.-

C. Decline and Weakness in the Central Administration: The Chief 
Secretary and the Chief Native (Commissioner

'■-The Member System also introduced-^ hew cleavages into 

the central government and had a significant impact on the position

. of the Oiief^ and the Chief Native Commissioner.

Ihe.Member System experienced internal difficulties 

as a-result of internal conflicts .among various members over anbi-

guous or over-lapping assignments of subjects and departments. After
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considerable debate a revised schedtae of assignments was issued in 

August, 1948. The problem soon arose again in a clash between the 

Clief.Secretai^. rad the Deputy Chief Secretary over whether the 

latter exercised independent authority over various departments.

especially the Provincial Administration, or delegated authority as 

a subordinate of the Chief Secretary. A further revision of subject 

assignments in April, 1950 returned the Provincial Administration to

the control of the Chief Secretary and affirmed the subordinate 
- - 42 „s^tus of the Deputy^Chief Secretary. However, the very fact of 

an-open-clash between the Chief Secretary and his principal assistant

was indicative of .the decline.of the Chief Secretary's jjosition in 

the-central government. He no longer stood at the apex of a single 

pyramid directly .below, the. Governor and the Secretariat was no longer

the central administration for the whole colony. The single apex

was.divided up into a number of independent authorities with their 

, own direct access to the Governor. Although superior to the other.

Members in official precedence and protocol, the Chief Secretary 

■ increasingly in the position of primus, inter pares. When the P.C.s

was

- complained to the Chief Secretary in February, 1950 about the decline

of their authority, he replied by noting that his own position "no 

longer carried an all-pervading responsibility”, and that tMc was 

to be expected with the growth of the government

The Chief Native Commissioner, meanwhile, continued in 

: the.arf,igup^^ weakness

df;:his:.pt)sitioA contributed to the deterioration of relations between 

the central-government by depriving 

of a spokesman in Nairobi who could deal with the other

•V.'
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51® •: .
Members of a basis of equality.' As a member of the Executive Council

who had exercised a subject responsibility for years before the 

.actiwl introduction of the functional system, the CNC had a logical 

■ claim to a Member's portfolio, but his lack of executive responsibi

lity for any department made his statiis problematic. It was not 

until the August, 1948 assignment of Member's responsibilities that 

the GNC was listed, as'^the Member for African Affairs. His authority 

and functions, however were not stipulated until the second revision 

■ of assignments in April, 1950, and then in a manner which Simply re

stated the contradictions JLn his position. On the one hand, he was 

designated as simply the "chief adviser", to the Governor and Official 

Members on_nativc policy and administration and could not issue orders 

on any subject that was the concern of another member without the 

latter'.s concurrence; while, on the pthef'-hand, he was described as

......."the. active operative agent of the trust .which Government exercises on

, behalf of the African people", and was given authority to **take steps 

to ensure that all advice tendered by him, unless modified by himself 

or rejected by the Governor, is in fact carried out. 

formulation committed the CNC to a difficult bargaining process with 

other senior officials in which, since he lacked an organizational 

base, his influence rested largely on his own strength of personality 

^d ability to maintain close and amicable relations with these offi

cials, especially the Governor.

..44 This confused
-■&V

■ III; African.Deprivation and Political Conflict 

“ ^ -- Ihe^Six y^ the Second World War resulted in the

Srowth of both the degree of African Involvement in,^e mone-

ary economy and the level'of African economic aspirations. In the
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deserves the demand for food crops and cattle to feed Allied forces

widened opportunities for cash incomes, while in the towns and 
settled areas economic expansion led to an increasing demand for

i

African workers that raised the number of African wage earners in 
Kenya.from 213,743 in 1936 to 379,286 in 1945,.^^ Even more import

ant, 75,000 young Africans served in the East African forces where

they received a basic education and many were given technical train

ing for the wide variety of specialized roles, and services in a

mdem army. A 1943 Kenya Government.report on the post-war employ- 
■ ment of the African soldier noted that "his capacity for taking res

ponsibility and his skilled work have surprised those who knew him only 
as a manual labourer.i'^^,33ies,e veterans returned to Kenya at the end

of, the war with an enhanced social and political awareness, new skills, 

and greatly increased material aspirations. It was these men, armed

with unprecedented ,amounts of money from back pay and bonuses, who

- ■ .r,rushed to establish an independent economic position-for themselves 

. as,artisans, contractors, transport operators, and retail traders..

After 1945, however, African economic aspirations were 

bitterly disappointed. V/hile settler agriculture, industry and 

commerce expanded impressively and the prosperity of the immigrantT.

communities visibly increased, Africans found their economic position 

. . deteriorating in both relative and absolute terms. Thus, even though 

the African wage bill in the colony increased from i8.3 million in

1947 to E13.2 million in 1951, the African population of total wages

, percent as non-African wage totals doubled

„,.r__ftom:i9.9 ,to .il9.2 million during the same period. 47 Furthermore,

labour policy held wages to low levels and responded only 

to cost of living increases with the result that African
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wages constantly lagged behind a steady inflationary spiral that pushed 

the African retail price index from a base of 100, in 1939 to 198 in
481947 and 325 in 1952.7^

..
Such relative or aggregate measures do not.reveal the 

absolute deterioration in the conditions of social and economic life 

experienced by Africans in the reserves, on settler farms, and in the

rapidly growing urban areas of Nairobi and Mombasa. In each of^ these--------

areas the deteriorating conditions weighed most heavily upon the 

Kikuyu, whose reserves were the most densely populated and who cpm- 

prised the' great majority of the African labor force both in the 

towns and on the settler farms. . .

In the reserves themselves rapid population growth and

:;--y

soil erosion continued to bring intense and increasing pressure on 

-land resources. Wartime-demands for increased production led to 

further neglect of fallowing procedures and accelerated the destruc

tion of the land. Despite an increase in the area under cultiva

tion, yields per

less,and less of a surplus for cash sale.

decreased and the growing population left 'acre

In 1945 the average annual 

income per family in Nyeri from'the sale of cash crops was a mere 57 

Population density reached 542 per square mile in that
49shillings.

district, leaving an average of only 3.34 acres of cultivable land 

per f^ly, while Fort Hall and Kiambu districts had densities of 411 

persons per square mile, respectively.^®

/

and 420 As land became an

the bluing and selling of plots became 

y:;^^SM;id:nior^ commoni:^ especially in Kiambu. These transactions - 

to ae advantage of the Kikuyu-colonial elite and

®“®^®tated the process of social differentiation that had begun
" v-

-iJW l-.ri-
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51during the inter-war, years. Poorer Kikuyu, especially those who 

lived as tenmts (ahol) on the land of other families, found them-

.selves in an increasingly tenuous position. The resulting insecur-

......ity and anxiety was expressed m a rising level of* conflict over land,

especially in the form of law suits, that turned "family against

family, brother against 'brother in an individualistic race for more 
-- -acres of eroded soil.'"^ ■̂ The most serious consequence-of-the struggle 

was the emergence of a class of landless Kikuyu scratching out a

, meagre existence in the reserves, often as laborers on the farms of

thd.r more-prosperous neighbours, or .drifting into the towns and............

settled areas looking for work.

However,.just as the reserves were becoming packed with 

what the Provincial Administration regarded as 'excess', rural popula- 

-. tlon, the numbers of landless Kikigru were swelled by the^retum of 

being forced off European farms. - By 194a some 294,000 

.Kikuyu, comprising more than 28 percent of the total population of 

the tribe, were living and working outside of the

e; .

reserves. Four- 

fifths of this number were laborers and their families living and

working on settler farms as either squatters or contract labor.

Many had lived there for decades and an increasing number of children
/

had been bom and raised on settler farms in isolation from the tribal 

society in the reserves. The rapidly growing prosperity of European

farmers intensified the pressures to evict the squatters that had

emerged during the depression.

their production and introduce

After 1945 settlers Were attempting 

more efficient modem

Methods, and they wanted to push the squatters .of f the valuable land

th|y;occup:Ud and replace this Inefficient latifundia labor system
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with more productive full-time contract labor. The European-controlled 

District Councils in the settled areas progressively restricted the 

amount of land the squ^.ters were permitted to cultivate and forced 

them to dispose of their stock, without any corresponding increase 

in the squatters’ meagre monthly wages to offset either the loss of ^ 

their principal sources of livelihood or the rapid Inflation of con-

By the late 1940's the squatters were in a precarious 

and rapidly deteriorating position. Those who would not accept or 

were not offered straight wage contracts began to drift back to the 

Kikuyu reserves, where they found their kin groups had no vacant land 

to give them, or into the towns and. urban centers where they swelled 

the ranks of an imknown number of floating unemployed.

The situation of Africans in the urban areas was little

54sumer prices.

better than that in^the reserves or on settler farms, 

population of Nairobi jumped from an estimated 40,000-in 1938 to

The African

,77,000 in 1947 and 95,000 in 1952, more than 51,000 of whom were 

Kikuyu. In response to the employment opportunities offered by the

growth of government and the development of commerce and industry, 

■ Africans flocked to Nairobi and Mombasa to find work. As early as

1945 the Labour Department reported that Africans showed a strong pre

considerable aptitude for industrial work, and by the late
ference an/

1940's the majority of African workers were employed outside of the 

agricultural sector.^® Whether they were employed or not,however.

: conditio faced by'urban Africans were appalling. Since wages 

to permit workers to support .their families in town.

ns
r.-'

the majority of the urban African population was composed of mqn

ilving_alone Combined with the growing population of unemployed.

iill
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this crested the conditions for flourishing crime and prostitution in 

the African slums. Furthermore, the African areas of Mombasa and, 

especially, Nairobi suffered from a sevej^ lack of housing, education

al, medical, sanitary, and recreational facilities.. In 1947 the 

African population of Nairobi exceeded the capacity of available

housing by 26,000 persons, and the following year the Municipal 

African Affairs Officer, reported:

It was disheartening to see legitimately 
employed Mticans sleeping under the 
verandahs in River Road, in-noisome and 
dangerous shacks in the swamp, in buses 
parked by the roadside and fourteen to 
the room in Pumwani, two to a bed and 
the rest on the floor.57

Evasion by European and Asian employers of the legal requirements to 

provide their African staff with- adequate food and housing was still

widespread and the Settler^dbminated town councils, despite govern

ment prodding; dragged their heels over investing in improved con

ditions and services for Africans. It was not until 1950 that a

government conimittee was formed to investigate and plan improvements 

in African housing, and the impact of its recommendations would not 

be felt until several years after the start of the Emergency.

'A. llie E:q)anding Scope and Intensity of Conflict 

Administrators who began the process of post-war 

development with high hopes of creating a prosperous and peaceful

colony soon.noticed a marked ■ deterioration in the tone of their

relations with Africans, particularly, in the Kikv^u reserves, and 

found themselves faced with an increasingly sullen and uncooperative 

.Eepji.lald.Qn_that-resisted-almost.,:e.veigr_govemment-poliey
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improve their condition. The growing hardships experienced by Kikuyu 

in the reserves, in Nairobi, and on the settler farms exascerbated 

old.grievances and credjked new ones. Administration development 

pfogrhins intended to arrest social disintegration and ameliorate con

ditions in the reserves appeared to the Kikuyu and an increasing 

number of other Africans to actually thwart their efforts to improve

their lives and to spur'the deterioration of tribal life. 

Continued restrictions on

■ • i

the growth of the most lucrative

cash crops, the reluctance of the Provincial Administration to intto-
i

_.duce a secure system of land titles, and the lack of agricultural 

credit facilities .hampered the efforts of all but the wealtlilest 

AfricMS to establish themselves as independent farmers. For those

already crammed into tiny and increasingly fragmented plots of land, 

soil conservation programs pursued with such single-ndnded devotion by 

- ; government officlals, . especially bench terracing and the planting of

grassy lees, further constricted, the area available for cultivation. 

Moreover, terracing was carried on through unpaid compulsory labor, 

with stiff fines for those who failed to appear for work or who failed 

to terrace their land. This compulsory labor not only upset the normal 

rythmn of agricultural work, but also, since so many men were working 

outside of the reserves, fell heavily upon the

surfaced in Fort Hall in 1947 when Kikuyu women, with the encourage-

women. Discontent

. ment of local political leaders, refused to work and, in a massive

dSbnstration that turned into a near riot, forced the. government to
- -i ;-r

its. terracing program.^® 

programs also intensified Kikuyu fears for the

:®®«rity of their land. The practice of expropriating small plots of

iciif
...
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. land for public purposes already in evidence between the wars acceler

ated and each expropriation by the government for a new market, sports 

ground, dispensary, community center, or road involved dispossessing 

-one or more farmers of all or part of their land. . These-pin-pricks, 

along with the continued encouragement.of an increasing flow of 

white Immigration and establishment of more settler farms by the 

government, lent credence to rumours-that continued to run through the 

Kikuyu reserves that the government intended to alienate all of their 

land to the settlers.

•v.:..

Africans-struggling to establish themselves in business suffer

ed not only from their own lack of capital and experience, but also 

from the indifference of the Provincial Administration, an almost 

total absence of credit facilities, and the hostility of the Asian 

traders who already dominated commerce in the African areas. 

failure rate

The

among tiiese ventures was exceptionally high, and intensi

fied African grievances over being excluded from the economic benefits

of the development of the colony.

The increasing African desire for Western education, especial

ly the secondary and higher education that would .open up more secure

and highly paid skilled and white-collar jobs, also brought them into 

conflict v^ith the colonial authorities. The Local Native Councils 

in Central and Nyanza Provinces frequently clashed with administrative 

officers who refused to allow what they regarded as excessive council

appropriartons^ffor- education; - African opposition to gbvernment '^educa-^ ~ - 

tion policy ciystalllzed after the adoption of the ten year develop-
: :■

ment progran proposed in the 1949 Beecher Report on African education.

To Africans thfs plan was too “slow and too restricted" in its objec-

■m
;;.y-' .
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lives, providing for only four years of education for the mass of 

African children and only sixteen African secondary schools for the.,, 

whole colony by i957. Karari Njama, a Kikuyu school teacher, and- 

-later one of the leaders of the guerilla forces in the Aberdare 

mountains, noted that "most Africans thought the intention of the 

plan was to get these African children to go to work on the settlers' 

coffee or pyrethrum plantations after four.or so years of education"; 

and that Archbishop Beecher, "being the leader of the East African 

Churches, was felt to be once again trying to bring the independent 

schools under his control",..thus-destroying the-most valued and en

during institutional legacy of the Kikuyu clash with the missions.

A small, but growing number of Africans with secondary and 

higher education found their opportunities for upward mobility 

blocked by the racial stratification that governed both p.ubllc and 

private employment in Kenya. Ihe few who found their way into tech

nical and white collar positions, mostly in government service, were 

frustrated by the wide salary differentials between themselves and 

Europeans or Asians doing similar work, by the animosity of lower 

grade European civil servants who saw them as a threat to their own

ut;

60

„

positions, and by the patronizing attitudes of the European public.

Ihis emerging educated elite talso directly 

colonial society in the color bar which virtually ruled out all social 

contact between the

confronted the racism of

races; as well as in such infuriating practices

raa=the^efasa-lf^f==Eur6peahs^£oT-sireWEnP'isE^^tTrA^

as 'boys', and, as Elspeth Huxley put

v:.it, the " outcrops, through the crust of behaviour of a code
------- -------------------- -of'faciil superiority ... that enter into the soul and fester - r;

•i' V
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Finally, increasing numbers of Africans were caught in a 

vicious circle in which they bore the full brunt of the contradic

tions in government policies. For eKample, while the Central Prov-

ince Administration was considering the problem of what to do about 

the 'excess*^ population of the Kikuyu
-l:;.: v;.

reserves, the Secretariat res

ponded to the growing population of unemployed in Nairobi with the 

Voluntarily Unemployed Persons Ordinance of 1949, the so-called 'spiv'

law, under which unemployed Africans were picked up and dumped, land

less and destitute, back into the reserves":^^' Furthermore, the ability 

of Africans “to move-between-the-reserves-, the townsand the settled

areas in search of a viable economic position was seriously hampered 

by the Klpande system and other restrictive labor legislation which 

left'them at the mercy of employers and the police.

As a result of tiie experiences described in the past few 

. .. P^Ses, ^suspicion of the. intentions of the colonial authorities inten- 

slfied and Africans increasingly tended to see nefarious designs be

hind government policies and programs, especially those government 

officials insisted were for their benefit. Moreover, the bitter con- 

- i, filets that marked the relations between the Administration and the

settlers before the war were no longer in evidence and Africans saw 
the increasing participation and apparent power of the settlers at 

all levels of government. It was difficult for Africans to see 

significant difference between the settlers and the Administration

sthey-appearetf^"^-glEiWe^^^^'|ihWru<Sure”oypor^^

any

and

and .'economic domina on keeping Africans in a per-

nanently subordinate position..

7

.These sentiments were revealingly

Trade Union Adviser to the Labour Depart-

- 71
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meat, James Patrick, recorded the opinions of African workers in

Mombasa after the first major post-war strike. They told him:

The European wants the Africans to be poor and coine 
: down llke'“d6gs. . .The European comes and takes every-

tJiing belonging to them and then asks -for bro'tJier- 
hood...When they want to go up Government pushes 
them down...They like Government, but Government 
doesn't like them. Why cannot Government assist us 
so that everyone can be equal...They had arrived at 
the stage when they felt they could not sit down
together wl-th"Eur6peahs. Their coSpIbints ib the
past had always been put to one side...the lion and 
the goat cannot lie down together. Why is Govern
ment, they asked, , not good to the Af ricans ? Every
body in the world is out to put the African down.64 -

■

- growing/conflicts of the post-1945 era were thus increas

ingly politicized as over each of the various issues Africans found 

themselves confronting the agencies of colonial authority, including 

•. the Administration, the technical departments, and numerous settler- 

mntrolled public bodies,. The numerous individual conflicts touched 

... .’?.i'=h_i“c’^easing urgency upon fundamental cleavages in the .colonial 

system the distribution of land between Africans and Europeans, 

the goals of development and the role of the African in the

liv j ■■

economic

system, the participation of the various racial communities in the 

. governance of Kenya -- that involved precisely those 'great issues' of

policy that the Administration continued to be unwilling and unable 
to confront. Such issues could not be dealt with within the limited 

institutional arenas, such as the Local Native Councils, 

Administration insisted were the legitimate sphere of African poli-

that the

While African political associations before

bad. bhe legitimacy of colonial authority and 

sought redress within its bounds, after the war they increasingly

system itself, including the authoritarian methods of
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the-Administration and its right to unilaterally establish the- criteria 

for African political advancement, and raised the level of political 

conflict to a new and more-critical plane.

trafors who saw socio-economic development as the necessary precondi

tion for African political advance, African politicians came to per

ceive the acquisition of political power as essential to the achieve

ment of the socio-economic welfare of their people.' :

65
In contrast to admlnis-

African Political Organizations; -The Kenya' African Union and 
-the Trade Unions

Ihe Kenya African'Union was formed in October, 1944 by'33
S',

prominent Africans .from various tribes in order to, provide an organ

izational base to promote African interests and pro-vide support for 

Eliud Mathu, the first African member of the 'legisiative Council. 

Harry Thuku was the first Chairman. A month later, under pressure

- from .the Adminis tration, - the name was. changed to the less overtly 

, political Kenya African Study Union.

i' --

KAU or KASU was itself part of 

a surge of African organizational activity that began towards the end 

of the.war and saw the emergence of both an active vernacular press 

- and numerous welfare, occupational,commercial, and recreational

- O

asso-

ciations organized both on tribal and trans-tribal lines, which 

spurred the_ growth of political consciousness and awareness of shared 

deprivations and grievances.

For the first few months of its existence KASU actually

enjoyed ' consider^le support and encouragement from the Administra- 

considered it a potential vehicle for responsible parti-

cipation and training in 
educated Africans ® ^ ^

lie affairs for the growing number of

early 1945 Thtiku resigned and James Gichuru,
I.'
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a teacher at the Allimce High School was elected President. A year 

later the organization reverted to its original name and relations 

with the Administration soured as it increasingly abandoned its 

'stance as a study group for more overtly political goals, 

of KAU as a political organization was confirmed in June, 1947 when 

Gichuru voluntarily stepped down and the Presidency was assumed by 

Jomo Kenyatta.

The status

Kenyatta returned to Kenya in September,. 1946 after a six

teen year exile and shortly after he had acted as co-sponsor, with 

Kwame Nkruraah, of the Pan-African Congress in Manchester, 

moved from involvement in faction^ or tribal policies, he had 

emerged as a dominating, almost legendary figure who had come to mean 

"all things to all men". Kenyatta was the only African political 

- .figure in the colony of-sufficient stature to serve as the leader of 

, trans-trihal political organization, -and as-President of KAD

. he moved Immediately to turn it into a mass movement in pursuit of 

"universal African objectives."®^

Long re-

. Beneath Kenyatta a diverse group of leaders and militants 

came together in the organization. One element came from the new

generation of younger educated Africans, many of them graduates of 
Hakerere Allege

in Uganda, represented by such men as Gichuru 

(Kikuyu), J.D. Otiende (Luhya), and F.W. Odede (Luo), who found in 

. the KAU "outlets not found in the local associations: the company of
.V--

“ their fellow elite and a national:pollfical focus.

; . elMent was educated but more'militant group of young men

..emerging from- the demobilized-veterans and urban workers.

uniot^ were Ae principal avenue of mobi lity for this grgup, which

A second
-rr-rV'--

The trade
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Included such men as Fred .Kubai, Blldad Kaggia, Dedan Kimathi (all 

Kikuyu), and Paul Ngei (Kamba). The third element in the KAU leader

ship was composed of Kenyatta's old colleagues in the Kikuyu Central
■

Association, principally Jesse Kariuki, James Beauttah,' Joseph Kang' 

ethe, and George Ndegwa. The KCA had gone underground after its 

proscription in 1940 and its activities revived after the release of

its arrested leaders towards the end of the war. On his return from

Britain, Kenyatta established himself as the director of the Kenya 

African Teachers College at Githunguri, which was also^ the center for 

the KCA General Coiuicil.—'^ He attempted to bring his former associates 

into the KAU and persuade them, "that what was at stake was no longer 

a Kikuyu battle, with limited objectives, blit a national struggle for

e;-

i'

the independence of the country, involving the people of Kenya
n71..,- - ^ ' - ' •

as a

whole. Nevertheless, the KCA retained its identity as a cladestine 

organization within the KAU and came to dominate the Union's -organiza-- ** — •

, tional Infrastructure in the Kikuyu districts and among tiie Kikuyu 

squatters on the settler farms.

Despite KAU's nationalist goals and the presence of members

among its leadership, the overwhelming majority of its 

support lay among the Kikuyu ■ and they exercised a predominant in

fluence on it'.

social change on the various tribes, efforts tp establish KAU

■i-

: of. other trfbes

/
As a,result of the continuing differential impact of

as a

nMs movement with active branches throughout the colony were only

partially successful. Only among the KiktQiu, where the impact of 

^ange w.as mpst extreme and destructive, was there a mobi- 
ilzablie base of

...g;: ...
.. ...„....

support, much of it.already stimulated by con-mass

tact with the 'KCA. Some degree of success was achieved among the

■?
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Kamba and Gusii, and among the Luhya in some of the more over-crowded 

locations in North Nyanza; but the conservative pastoral tribes and the 

peoples of the coastal area continued to remain outside of the orbit 

- of significant socio-economic change and political consciousness. Even 

more important, however, the KAU was unable to establish an effective 

base among the Luo, the second largest tribe in Kenya, Until the mid-

__ _ JQ'a J'Uq politics, continued to be dominated by parochial tribal issues

and clan conflicts, and. the n.ati_pnal issues_.,and_soals..Q£..the-KAU evoked......

little popular response. There was. also considerable Luo jealousy of 

the Kikuyu and suspicion of'tfie latter's_domination of the KAU. More

over, the younger . genera.6ion-Of Luo leaders involved in the KAN, such 

Odede, Oginga Odinga, and Achleng Oneko, could make little headway ' 

against the continuing influence of the first generation oif Luo poli-

m-

as

tlcal leaders who had been coOpted into the administrative and mission

ary hierarchies.^^ The Luo approach to the colonial authorities 

tinned to be one of collaboration and cooperation, and a considerable'

con-

amount of energy was absorbed in the pursuit of social welfare and 

economic improvement goals. through such tribal associations as the Luo 

Union. Although it could eventually claim a paid membership of 

100,000, the KAU remained at'best a "coalition of Bantu-speakers,"^^ 

and by the Emergency had yet to effectively unify the disparate 

elements of the African population in Kenya.

In spite of its organizational failures, KAU was still a force

■ e-

over

■f

—of unprecedented strength-in Kenya African politics, and for

eight years until its proscription in 1953 it attempted

'Isome

to act as an

open and legitimate natlonaUst organization pursuing socio-economic

^d political reform throu^ constitutional The pattern ofmeans.

/
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action of the inter-war years was resumed, but with a noticeably 

greater degree of sophistication and articulateness. Both the KAU 

central organization and m^y of its more Important branches 

,ed the Kenya Government with petitions', memoranda, and'resolutions. 

Externally, KAU made representations directly to the United Nations, 

as well as to the metropolitan authorities in London, and attempted 

: to establish and maintain contacts with sympathetic British politicians 

and organizaUons and with fellow nationalists in other colonies, not

ably Uganda and Tanganyika.

The political goals of the Union were based on the clearly 

articulated assumption that Vthe political objective of the African 

in Kenya must be self-government by Africans", and in pursuit of. this 

objective it demanded equal representation of all races on the Central 

legislative-Assembly of the inter-territorial East African High Com- 

_ Blsslon established-in the-late 1940's,. an African seat on the-Execu

tive Council, increased African representation on the Kenya Legisla

tive Council, and more elected members on the Local Native Councils. 

Increasingly aware of the effect of the Administration's control over

pepper-

i

information reaching the Colonial Office, the KAU leadership asked 

for both an African assistant CNC and 
officer in the4olonlal Office "to advise the

a permanent African liaison

Colonial Secretary on - 

the proper shades of opinion in the colony, as distinct from official

reports as submitted by the Government.

The Union's position on Socio-economic issues reflected the 

: predominant influence of the Kikuyu in 

various aspects of-the land issue

the special emphasis placed on

-•■j-^-ma-ipX-petltlQn-entltied "A________

Land" was presented to the Secret-■ !’for of Our
- :• .

'.........
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ary of State, James Griffiths, when he visited Kenya in May, 1951, and 

in November of that year the petition, with 67,000 signatures. was

presented by Mbiu Koinange and Achieng Oneko to British MBs in London 

and to UNESCO in Paris. KAU also demanded the repeal of the Klpande 

system and the 'spiv' law; guarantees of freedom of speech, assembly 

and movement for-Africans; and higher wages and liT^ng conditions for

■ African workers. It also; requested universal primary education for ' 

African children-and increased opportunities for higher education 

. abroad.
S';

The greatest achievement of the KAU, however, was not on 

these particular issues, where it failed to achieve almost any mean- .

ingful reforms, but recasting African politics into a national fr^e- 

Henceforth unified political action on the basis of 

African interests, howe-ver imperfectly achieved by the KAU,

,J>y -^ricsn politicians as the essential strategic, objective. 

Ironically, for the KAU itself:

*•- -

work. common

•was re-

...the political moderation which was urged by 
Kenyatta in order to win over to KAU communities 
less impatient than the Kikiqru, only served to 
deny the constitutionalist wing a chance to win 
the political -victories which might, vest this 
trans-tribal ^elite group with more widespread 
support.78 . '

As the failures of constitutional action mounted. the KAU leadership 

divided into moderate and militant wings, the latter composed of KCA

elements and the new urban leaders and the former: containing pri

marily (die non-Kikuyu politicians, with Kenyatta attempting with 

difficulty to bridge the widening 

. While .the KCA represented

gap between them. '

an ess.entially agrarian militance

the reserves and the settler farming districts of the
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I■S',

Rift Valley, the extreme edge of African frustration 

urban areas was expressed by the leaders of 

union movement.

and anger in the

a growing African trade

In January, 1947 an'^African Workers Federation 

ed to lead a successful general strike 

nine months later when the

appear-

in tomhasa, only to collapse 

government arrested its leader, Chege 
Ubachia, and several of its officers .^^^ihe government would re-

Ss;
:'S

cognize-and grant legal registration only to intUviduaruhidhs ofg^S Vs

Ized on industrial or craft lines, and the suppression of the African 

, ' Workers Federation stimulated an intense period of organizing 

unions and strengthening'the few that already existed; such as the

Transport.and Alliad Workers Union, and the Domestic and Hotel Workers 
Union

new.

■•c
. The union leaders and militants, however, 

Heal activity as synonymous and showed

saw union and poli-

a strong syndicalist streak

In a preference for an omnibus union and the general strike; "

f-

they [■

didn't want to bredc into unions. • • They wanted every^ing. to go ~ 

all workers to be united together and then when they strike everything 

They felt that individual unions divided Africans

■ j

. >
„80goes on strike.

a:-.'

Into smaller groups that could be easily dealt with serially 

ment and employers through
by govem-

lllcy of divide and rule, and in 1949a poi .

another try at central organization was made with the East African 

Trade Unipn Congress 

unions of the 1930
started by Makhan Singh-, the leader of the Aslan

•s, Fred Kubal of the Transport and Allied Workers 
Itaion, and Bfldad Kaggia of the Clerks and Commercial Workers. After
the government refused- the EATUC legal registration, 

general strike in Nairobi in 1950 
A'.-force. A(

s":

an attempted 

was suppressed by a massive show of

Tiowe-ver, the union militants .fought a bitter
fettle with moderate elements for

control of the KAU organization in
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In i951 they gained control of the Nairobi Branch of the BCAU 

and began to exercise increasing power within the national organization.

the city.

ailIV.. The ..Administrative Response

Bie reactions of the Kenya.Administration to the conflicts 

created by bureaucratic and economic development were rooted in the 

widening gap between the Provincial Administration and the Secretariat
- - ..4*- ' .. .. ■ . .

.. Increasingly detached from day to day developments in the field and

preoccupied with the specifics of development and the increasing 

plexity of internal management of the bureaucratic machine, the 

Secretariat responded with vague projections of long-term development 

that was assumed would eventually eliminate the bases of current conr 

flicts and with earnest moral exhortations for the improvement of face 

felatidps. Responsibility for dealing with the immediate problems of 

political conflict was left in the hands of the Provincial Administra- 

tibn',- whose officers wefe possessed with a mounting confusion and 

■ certainty over their role and tended to react with intensified efforts 

- to control the African population.

$4
^3}J;-

ii

I
icom-

43

-i

;•
un-

C-fi.

A. The Central Administration: Multi-Racialism and Detachment

The shifting of executive responsibility for the Provincial 

Administratiofi back and forth between the Chief Secretary and the 

•Deputy Chief Secretary, and the preoccupation of these officers with

the other subjects assigned to them under .the Member System, increas

ingly Isolated the top ranks of the central administration from events ’■4

,ih:ihe::field;;:‘ only the- Chief Native Commissioner, 

thejsehior adminis trative positions,

the weakest of— :.rv.rr'. -- r
remained in regular contact with

^royincial Adminis tration. Furthermore, as senior administrators
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became increasingly involved in the detailed specific problems of 

development programs and financing, as well as in the complex prob

lems of internal administration attendant upon the rapid expansion 

of the technical departments, the prestige and'importance accorded 

■. to :the...Pfovincial: Adminis tration declined;

There was an apparent tendency in hi^ quarters 
to assume that the affairs of Government could 
be conducted througji departments and that the 
devolution of authority to District, Councils 
which was then taking place wotild, and possibly 
should, lessen the authority of the District 
Commissioner.81

s
The Isolattdn of senior administrators also ruptured the trad

itional lines of communication between the field and central adminis

tration. The political intelligence reports that were the Provincial 

„i; source of influence on the Secretariat were sent

to the office of the Attorney General/Member for Law and Order-who had 

assumed tmder the Men*er System the responsibility for internal secur

ity previously held by the Chief Secretary. The Attorney General and ' 

his staff, however, had no executive power to guide the Provincial 

Administration, and, as legal officers of the government, were concerned 

- Priraarily with information relating, to specific breaches of the criminal

code rather than the more sensitive and ambiguous political intellig- 

flowing in from administrators in the field.ence Efforts to analyze 

and circulate intelligence reports among the senior officers of the

Secretariat were sporadic and uncoordinated. F.D. Corfield, the author

■of::the Official r^^ on the origins of the Emergency, noted that

reports I have 

’disappeared'

:ll
after an.exhaustive reading of many volumes of these-V.-'

I-;-:/.-

left with the inescapable conclusion that they Just

‘^tral Secretariat."82

1
;Ki;

- /
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Senior officers in the Secretariat thus had little sense of

the scope and intensi^ of the conflict developing between the KAU 

and the Provincial Administration. Their contact with African poll- 

dcs was sporadic,centering on demands and petitions addressed direct-
.. : ly to the Governor or sent to the metropolitan authorities and sent 

back to them for'comment. They tended to regard these demands as 

naive and intemperate efforts to speed up the necessarily lengthy' and 

gradual process throu^ which the African would rise to a level of . 

civilization permitting him full participation in the econon^r and 

polity. . ,
•• -r

In accordance with the multi-racial concept, Mitchell and 

his senior Secretariat'officials firmly believed th'at socio-economic , -
i

reforms were the primary mode of dealing with the unrest and social 

^sintegration brought 83on-by rapid social change.-- 

with the conclusion of the Cambridge Summer School on Hace Eslations

They also agreed
■i

I

that there must be opportunities for educated, politically conscious 

Africans to participate in development and in the tasks of govern

ment. However, what they understood as reforms were the development 

and welfare policies being carried out in African areas by the Prov- i-.........

incial Adniinistration and technical departments, 

motives hehjLhd these programs

The benevolent
!•

were assumed to ensure their beneficial 

results. They assumed that adequate opportunities existed for African i-

participation on the Local Native Councils and the

PiAfeEict—eouncid;s7=^ri=various-'^pub'lircFb'oardS

17^—^^’^s^tati've had been appointed.

successor African
i

and cbmndrttees tb^ich !■-

and in the Legislative 

Council-tdiefelffH.c^^^^r^ four in

basis the Secretariat, turned down a KAU demand for an
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African member of the Executive Council:

...until Africans have had sufficient time to take 
advantage of the widely Increased opportunities for 
public service which have been opened to them in ' 
the last few-'years and have demonstrated by their 

, capacity for responsibility and by their integrity 
in public matters that-they are worthy of the great 
trusts which have already been entrusted to them.8^

In practice, however, Secretariat officials were unwilling

to grant Africans effective participation-in government decisions.

Ihe edjicated African was welcome -to collaborate-in the implementation

of development policy under the direction- of the gover&ent ,but he :

could not be involved in its formulation. While a few senior field

hf'

fr

officers complained that it was illogical to demand African collabor

ation in economic and political development when the basic goals of

development remained unspecified. Secretariat officials accepted
____  __  . ..... ............. . ........... ....... _ . _
participation only in so far as the Africans uncritically aqcpeted the 

government's policies and programs.

such

85 Ihis ve^ narrow understanding 

of participation provided Secretariat officials with the grounds for

consistently ignoring or rejecting the representations, appeals, and

demands addressed to them by the KAD in the years before the Emergency.

As one Secretariat officer minuted on a 1948 KAD petition to the

Secretary of State, "it is really a waste of time for the Kenya African

Union to pul/forward petitions and memoranda every few months."®^

Africans were thus offered nothing more than formal coopta-

govemment apparatus. Secretariat officials were un-

^prepareD-to accept any-active: criticism-of government methods or““-”'“

; - Legislative Council noted:

Whenever we had an opportunity to criticize Govem-
,. /. -■ .”»Mt-:Bjplicle^...,..„theaejiere-jaearLyualways-dlsmissed----- -------

as uninformed opinions arising from the background of

*7

■

- I':,. ;

tion into the

■ I'-

V' 'I;;'"';"

ft

■ri
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ignorance of Government machinery and adminis
trative objectives... Any really harsh critic
ism by an African that could be substantiated 
by facts was often followed by Individual in
timidation through administrative channels.87

^5 ■■

For.the same reasons, Jomo Kenyatta, who was appointed to the African

.l landlUtilization:and Settlement Board in. 1947, resigned from the Board 

two years later, along with Eliud Mathu and S.V. Cooke, because he 

"was never given a fair hearing when he made his protests about agri-> 

culture. ..88

Secretariat officers found it impossible to conceive tliat . 

development and welfare policies, about whose beneficial results they 

received frequent statistical evidence from the technical departments, 

could serve as a source of African deprivation and discontent 

more, their adherence to the concept of multi-racialism made them tend

Further-

to see African opposition'and' dissent as expressions of racial animos- 

ity* To Secretariat officials the nascent nationalism'of the KAU re

presented an unreasoning opposition to progress and a rejection of 

multi-racial Ideals in favor of a doctrine of racial domination they 

found no more acceptable than that of the settler extremists.

KAU came to be viewed as representing a form of reverse racism led by

J'

■ i
!The

-A.
!■

"•J
.!

a small, minority of semi-educated 'misfits*,'malcontents', and 'irre- 

concllables'/wlth whom there could be
i

no cooperation or reasoned
89- LInteraction.

Between 1948 and 1950, as the political crisis in the colony

--faegan-to-achleve its full dimensions, 'the Secretariat made a more

the rising levels of conflict through a 

r policy of race relations.

.i'

A Secretariat circular warned that
if we ■ serious ly mishandle this problem of race relations in the next

''I--

■Kp.'-..
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decade-we irf.ll effectively brand our administration of this colony a 
failure.’’®® Bfe unfortunate impact of this approach was that it re-

iaforced the tendency of administratprs to view conflict as detached
........ - - -

- from underlying socio-economic deprivations.

Cambridge Summer School on Race Relations had emphasized that "econ

omic conflict will override personal friendships when the test comes. 

Nevertheless, both the Secretariat and-the Provincial Administration , 

neglected political and economic factors almost entirely and viewed 

race relations as essentially a-problem of personal relationships to 

be resolved through attention to good manners and courtesy in govern-, 

ment offices, increased social contacts between educated Africans and 

European officials and settlers, inter-racial sporting events, and 

mass education promoting ’sane’ racial attitudes and the values of 

'good citizenship''**---- ---------------------------. — . .

-v'
The report of the

...

C

.....

\
A viable policy failed to emerge from these deliberations, 

however. Administrators in the field and in the Secretariat blamed ' 

both African racial animosity and the existence of the color bar on the

.;
I!■

-i
i

ignorance, fear, and arrogance of the settlers and the European subor

dinate staff in other departments.
I I:The fear of provoking a bitter clash 

with the settlers effectively emasculated efforts to articulate a clear
I

policy. Adi^lnistrators agreed that settler racism was a 'spiritual 

and emotional' problem that could not be dealt with through deliberate 

anti-discrimination legislation, but rather required a slow" process of 

-Rersuasibn^^;^d"B^he7"old empiric British me Sod of golng“¥tep~by

The prlma^ means of dealing with ^ 

Afttcan. racism WM feit to be the close personal relationship between 

officer and his people, and the Secretariat thereby handed

i
i

:r
i)'

J^tep in the light- of experience.

fc:-r>.-'
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the problem back to the Provincial Administration.

B. The Provincial Administration: Closer Administration and Repression 

. . „ serious internal and external challenges to

their authority, field administrators suffered a serious loss'of direc

tion and self-confidence. With the Secretariat offering no coherent 

leadership, their shared assumptions and methods, the conventional 

___vd.8dom of more than fifty years of organizational tradition, appeared

increasingly out of step with the growing concentration of government 

resources and ae?^ities in the technical departments and the increas

ingly strident demands of the Africans. As one Provincial Commission

er put it, "we felt we were pioneers and there were no textbooks to

tell us what would happen", and he noted of his colleagues that "if

they complained about the central administration, ft w^ because, they 

did not know what to do themselves. ..94 Field officers has a sense of 

being subjected to circumstances largely beyond their control and of

being adrift on currents whose origin they only dimly perceived and ■ 

whose course and destination seemed both capricious and Intractable: 

"things were always forced

we didn't go out to meet .half WAF.we had them thrust 

stark CO

.

on us., .those problems we had to deal with

..95us. In.-upo^

iihras^^o the aloof calm that prevailed in the Secretariat, 

the Provincial Administration in the epicenters of Kikuyu unrest worked

under an intensifying sense of pressure and crisis.

:^^fl:.tO :tte neglect of the organization's needs as it was left 

Ja pe su^ bureaucratic growth in other parts of the govem-

-ment-.--l^Novemberr-lWO-the-Chiref-Native‘"Gbmi'ssfonef~fefiofteaTo;:^—
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legislative Council that the Provincial Administration was eleven 

officers short of its established strength of 139, another six 

expected to leave in the foUowing year, and only 13 new cadets were 

in training. Moreover, 72 of the District Officers had* only arrived 

since the war, and 26 of them had less than two years of service,^® 

Even more important, administrative personnel were spread especially 

thin in the areas of greatest political conflict arid unrest, with^ a 

normal complement of 17-19 in Central Province, 5-7 iri: the settled 

• districts of Rift Valley Province,, and 2 in Nairobi.

of 25-29 administrative officers were expected to deal with the major 

areas of African unrest.

were

- i‘‘<-

Ihus a total '

What was particularly difficult for administrators to 

understand was why policies intended to ameliorate the condition of 

the Kikuyu served to intensify conflict.

I

They came to blame this 

■ -«“re8t-.on_a_'loss of-contact' resulting.from the bureaucratization

of government business that kept them tied to their offices and pre

vented them from pursuing the traditional method of administration 

based on direct personal contact with the African. This meant that

-.the.'human problems' of social disruption due to rapid change 

left to fester.

were

Since administrators continued to believe that 

Africans trusted the Administration and looked to it for protection

and guidance, the solution they turned to

l.e..

was 'closer administration', 

the intensification of administrative control through "a wel-

Mme return to older methods of administration."®® With this

■ approach the yarloiw'values and assumptions of administrative
--—............................................... ......... ............................................................. _ . ■

officers came together — the equation of_ African

preservation of the discretion and power of the Pro^ciai Adminis-

Lfere with the
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tration, the emphasis of personalism, the distrust of change and con

flict, and the conviction that conflict could be done away with and 

hamony restored where &e will and 'good sense' of the ruling class 

prevailed. .

As Clifford Geertz has pointed out, the development of

self-conscious Ideologies tends to begin where tacitly accepted and

traditionally established modes of thought-and action are-challenged

and found to be increasingly inadequate for dealing with the changed 

circumstances of the external world. The ideology articulated in such 

circumstances Is not necessarily new or 'progressive', but may just as

readily be conservative• or 'reactionary.' in Import and involve the
99

%
conscious reassertion of previously implicit conventions. Such was

the origin of the Catonist beliefs that formed the core values of 

administrators, and it was Also the pattern of their reaction to theiri
, new situation. Field, of fleers had. a felt .need for an..explanation of

tte causes of the internal and external deterioration of the position 

of the Provincial Administration and a reformulation of their distinc-
itive role that would permit them to deal with a threatening situation. 

The element of nostalgic yearning for the golden past when control was 

unchallenged and Africans submissive and trusting is unmitstakabie in 

their respdnse.

!
- I'

The 'loss of contact' was a rationalization rooted

in their inability to understand the. growing hostility and resistance 

.^hey met from Africans.
f-

100
In assuming that this could be overcome

1-•by 'closer administration', again an evocation of past traditions, 

^officers of-the Provincial Administration chose to reassert author

itarian controls in a manner that had the., effect of Intensifying

f"' the political conflicts in the cnlony; In their
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eyes, however, if 'closer administration' failed, it could only be 

the fault of the agitators and demagogues in the KA0.

The field adMnistrators' response to the Kenya African 

Union was thus rooted in both their stereotype of African politics

This reaction was pushed to 

particular virulence by the Union's involvement in opposition to 

government development policies. The developmental effort brought 

out the passionate commitment of the administrators to the land and 

the people and they felt that Africans .should be duly grateful for ■ 

When resistance led by local and national leaders 

of the KAU brought many, of the development programs in the Kikuyu

- . and their...desire to reassert control.

101,their efforts.

- districts to a virtual standstill, administrators reacted with frus

trated fury. In their eyes resistance to policies intended to bene

fit the Kikuyu was utterly irrational. The'only" possible, motive for
• •/

: . °PP9.sition was simply .a grab for political power by spreading mali

cious lies about government intentions: "it was generally ahti-

.government stupidity.. .opposition to anything so as to get kudos from 

the people. „102
The KAU leaders were out to dupe the unsophisticated 

rural population into supporting them, and by halting development• ..j

programs they maintained conditions of-poverty and misery that could 

be exploited/by irresponsible agitation. The fact that KAU and other 

African associations collected ever larger sums of money to finance

• activities and pay the salaries of their officials reinforced-

: administrators ' belief that African politics was essentially duplici- 

. :J:?us-' a confidence racket battening on the fears and Ignorance of 

— masses,. Moreover, the. fact that Nairobi served as the
t'

the rural i

; ;;°^8ani2ational center for African oppositlbn confirmed their view of
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the city "as a sotirce of subversion and corruption from which flowed a 

stream of 'detrlballzed' agitators to disrupt what would otherwise be 

an essentially peaceful rural society.

The administrative reaction to African politics 

pressed to a large degree in attacks on the personal ability and in

tegrity of the African politicians. While respected for his intelli- 

.. gence'and articulate commamd^ of Ehglish, Kenyatta .w-as also feared .for 

, his evident charismatic power over the Kik^u .as well as his emerg

ence as a dominant leader of national proportions. Administrative 

correspondence during the 1945-52 period is filled with increasingly 

bitter epithets and denunciations of the- leading African political 

figures, the Kikuyu leaders in particular. Through such epithets as 

'bad hats', 'the same old stiffs', 'malcontents', and 'incorrigables'

was ex^

administrators expressed their conclusion that the-politicians 

inherently anti-European and anti-government.

were
103 Thus thdy could not 

be dealt with reasonably, only limited in the influence they exerted '

on the gullible masses. There was no point in trying to deal with 

them to reach agreement on contentious issues since they would only
■ \

attack the government later over something else. . Even where the 

African leaders attempted, as Kenyatta did in several instances, to 

cooperate with government and resolve conflicts, administrators 

reacted negatively and saw in these efforts examples of Kikuyu guile

lo appearing to cooperate while actually engaging in clandestine sub-
104 -■ - ' i

■version.

; : : ■ 5he actual strategies adopted by administrative officers

to effect '-closer administration* reflected..a;
their belief that the

|; : : politicians were an unrepresentative minority motivated solely
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by political ambitions.unconnected with socio-economic factors. They 

Insisted that "agitation is often the cause of unrest" rather than a 

symptom of it. 105
and believed that by restricting the activities of 

the agitator social harmony could be restored. They thus sought to 

Isolate, the Kikuyu politicians from tribes not yet deeply affected by

the 'disease of politics', as well as limit the contact between these

agitators and the rural Kikuyu. On the first objective, the Prov

incial Administration deliberately attempted toprevent the.KAU_from..

becoming a national organization by a policy of divide and rule through, 

the stimulation^of inter-ethnic hostility. For example," in response 

to a 1948 KAU petition to the United Nations, administrators found

two Nyanza chiefs who "objected to the way in which this memorandum 

was presented by- a few Kikuyu politicians purpofting^'to represent’ the 

peoples .of Kenya^'’and ins tructed-them to publicly-"stress the implica-^ 

tLons of the -memorandum which was the claim of the Klfciiyu to speak for

and, therefore,, to dominate, the native peoples of Kenya With '

regard to the second objective, field officers in Central Province 

harrassed the officials of KAU and various local Kikuyu associations 

and attempted to limit their activities through control over public

meetings. As early as 1946 the D.C.'s required that the KAU had to 

have their ^rmisslon before holding any public meetings 

. meetings could only be held
and these

near the district headquarters, 

private meetings of KAU members in the reserves required the permls-

Even

sion--of-the chief ofthe. location. 'Die-following, year further res-

meetings in the aftermath of wide- 

development programs, especially in Fort Hall 
; ® by a series of KAU.rallies.T07 In 1948 additional

V.- t-
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restrictions were placed on the collection of money by African asso

ciations in order to facilitate the exposure of the expected frauds, 

and .periodic attempts were made in ensueing years to control the 

activities of. the vernacular press and prosecute editots and writers 

_ "for what were considered to be the most scurillous articles. In

St;

addition, administrators constantly vilified individual Kikuyu poli

ticians at official barazaa..and other meetings with Africans in. the 

Kikuyu districts. Die P.C., Central wrote that "with some care, but 

considerable directness, t’he' D.C.s Fort Hall, Nyeri and self have -

been plastering theise boys In public utterances as a counter attack
108and also to■ drive a wedge to draw off waverers if possible."

Diis-^inlstrative action against the KAD stopped short
■jL*. ' ■ « ■ ' • '

of outright suppression. As a British colony, the formal rights of 

freedom of speech, association and "pubUc assemb^l^^ were fecogirlzed in 

Kenya and the Administration could proscribe the only at . the risk 

of public outcry in Britain and the possibility of active interven

tion of the Labour government. For its part, the KAD never deviated 

from its public posture of being an open and legally recognized poli- 

tlcal'association pursuing its goals through constitutional means.

It could only be suppressed and its leaders arrested if the Adminis

tration couldfather documented proof of seditious intent and the 

actual fomenting of violent unrest. Administrators chaffed at these 

restrictions. As their predecessors during the 1920's and 30's, what

V •'

T :,th^ were reactlhg^^^ of opposition and inde-

.pendence represented by the KAU ^d the Kikiqru politicians, 

ly any statement of protest or act of opposition to government policy

Virtual-
a:

fended to be attributed to the influence -or direction of the politi-
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clans and the inability of the Provincial Administration or the Keiya 

Police to find conclusive evidence of their leadership of actual sub

version was interpreted as an indication of their cleverness in cover- 

Administrators had a growing predisposition to 

... look for violent intentions and covert conspiracies underlying African 

political protest as a justification for their own actions. Nhat is 

especially notable is the extent to which the less evidence they' had 

of conspiracy, the more administrators believed that it was actually

' ing- their tracks. ‘

taking place'.
:

V. Escalation, Polarization, and Violence; The Coming of the Emer
gency, 1950-52

■ %

Ihe reactions of the Secretariat and the Provincial Admi

nistration to African unrest, and the activities of the KAU confirmed 

the' increasing African distriisT'of government' iritehtibns. Secretariat
• •. -i

officials appeared both contrary and unresponsive: they advocated 

racial equality, but caved in to settler intransigence and declined to 

act against the color bar or repeal discriminatory legislation: they 

advocated development and socio-economic reform, while officials in 

the field carried out programs that appeared to. prevent Africans from 

improving, their position or . sharing in the-indreasing wealth of the '

■ colony; and 4iey called for African participation, but disregarded 

any criticism of official policy and vilified the critics. The hos

tility of the Provincial Administration to African political aspi-

ao--

-rations -and“the hiharrassment of African political leaders and 

prg^izatiorts madh the government's vague pronouncements about- 

^ilcan political advance and the formal guarantee of freedom of .

• c. -.17
-v:

action: into crude shams. What the government promised in theory, it

I
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effectively denied in practice. The most crucial effect of the admi- ;r^
■i#

nistrative response to African politics was to progressively dis

credit constitutional modes of action. Each rejected petition and 

new restriction on its activities widened the gkp between'thA mod

erates and militants'in the KAU and incre^ed the influence of the 

latter. The inability of the Union to effect meaningful changes in 

government policy or resolve specific grievances led to the shift in 

the focus of conflict from dealing with particular issues within the 

• existing framework of the colonial system to a direct challenge to 

the system itself, and a shift in political initiative to'those 

groups willing to .take direct action to force a change.

The secret movement amoijg the Kikjiyu to achieve' total 

unity and prepare for-direct action was a response to the apparent 

hypocrisy and rigidity of the central Secretariat and'the overt hos-

tility and harrassment of the Provincial Administratioii: The con- 

■vlction in the Administration that an anti-Europehn and potentially ' 

violent conspiracy lay behind the facade of the BAD and other Kikiqru 

associations became a self-fulfilling prophesy. The most critical 

stage of the political crisis began in February, 1950 when Kikuyu 

political leaders from the KAU, the Nairobi trade unions, and e'le- 

■“snts of the ,i/roscribed KCA that had continued

'■V.

to operate in secret 

within the KAU in Central Province decided to embark on a campaign
/ '

of mass oathing to unify the Kikuyu and generate a sustaine'd and In- 

-Tt^nse nonmiirmeht to struggle,

ftkiyu squatters in the RLft Valley the 

under the control of the older elements of

In Kiambu and among the 

mass oathing was largely 

the KCA, while in Fort 

Nyeri, and ^airobi the oathing was led.by a younger and more

Ir-'Tv-—.V

•" •:% ■
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extreme group of leaders emerging out of the trade unions. By early 

1952 preparations had begun for armed resistance. The objective of

this violence, however, was not insurrection. The Kikuyu leaders
. . ' - j.-., ■ ■ .

cognized-their inability to overthrow the full might of the imperial

re-

ptwer,. and;they sought rather to create a crisis of sufficient magni

tude to compel the direct intervention of the metropolitan authorl- 
110 .ties.

“Information about mass ‘bathing that reached field admi

nistrators in 1950 convinced them of the duplicity of the KA.U and led.... - ' '

to further repressive measures. They believed the oathlng was carried 

out by a ’Mau Mau' association dedicated to murder or drive out all of

the Europeans in Kenya. Although the origins of the name are obscure.

there is little doubt that 'Ifau Mau' was intensely real to both govern-
-111-

seii'es of clashes with adherents' ofment officials and settlers

African religious sects the Klktyu 'Dl^ ya Jesu Kristo' in Kiambu 
in 1947, and the 'Dini ya Msambwa' in North Nyanza in4948 and at

Kolloa in Baringo District in 1950 -- in which four European police 

and administrative officers, as well as several African police and

„ ■...... <iivilians, had been killed roused again administrators' fears of

African fanaticism and hysteria and their suspicions that these

groups were secretly manipulated by African politicians fo further 

their own ends. To many administrators, including Governor Sir Philip 

“Mitchell and several senior Secretariat officials, 'Mau Mau’ was

-- apparently a ' dini ' controlled by the KCA behind the facade of the 

of Kikuyu for. administering an illegal bath began in 

year 120 had been convicted and 

Gn August 4, 1950 the Executlve"Councll acting on

; 1950 and by the end of the
.J^risonid.^^-
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the advice of a memorandum by the CNC proscribed the 'Mau Mau' asso-

ciation.
-K;iP.

In May, 1951 the. Secretary of State, James Griffiths visit

ed Kenya and the KAU, under the leadership of Kenyatta, made one last 

desperate effort to head off the developing confrontation and work 

through constitutional channels.

..-
I"
■n:-

The Union asked for 12 elected

^ African members on the Legislative Council.

demands from the settlers and the Asian, community, 

Africans a seat 

ed members in the LegCo.

Griffiths, also facing
... ^ teng)orized by

on the Executive Council and two more appoint-' 

Die impassioned petition seeking redress of 

Kikuyu socio-econo'mic grievances was ignored, and, soon after, Kikuyu

extremists turned their backs .conq)lately on the politics of petitions 

and resolutions.

P
113 •SP

Early in 1952 seyeral prominent local leaders-of the KAU

pis trict were, sentenced to, prison for two years for
conspiracy. At the same time a wave of arson broke out in Nyeri

directed against official chiefs and other Kikuyu loyal to the colo

nial regime. By the middle of the year the violence had spread to 

. Nairobi and its environs in, the form of sporadic acts of terrorism •f-

and assasination against Kikuyu who opposed the 

By July the Priivlncial l^nlstration and a thoroughly alarmed ' 

settler community were placing heavy pressure on the Secretariat to 

Office for permission to declare, a state of emer-

114 ■secret movement.. >-

fP
gM^.-l^.to-this; point the Secretariat had been rather pas live with 

regtyd to the develc^ing crisis,.

; w;:: OEficldls

Governor Mitchell and his senior 

Consistently underplayed the seriousness of Kikuyu

perspective it was'dn Kolated element, in a

■vr-

's;
115unrest.
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colony that appeared otherwise to be peaceful and prosperous, 

with Mitchell's retirement in June and the escalation of the conflict

However,

to anew level, the Central administration became actively involved.

At this point, the decision to deplare a state of emergen

cy depended as much upon bureaucratic politics and self-interest as it 

did upon the external political situation faced by the Administration. 

For the field officers in the centers of unrest the situation,had be-

ssr::;-'-^-

come extremely threatening and they felt the time had come for defi

nitive action against the politicians, who were in their eyes tiie ^ 

source of the emerging insurrection. To take such extreme action on 

their own discretion, without documented proof of the conspiracy, 

would have exposed them to possible charges of exceeding their'author- ' 

ity and using excessive fbrceV However, a declaration of a state of 

emergencsr, which" could only occur "with the permlss±dn-of the metro- 

. polltan authorities, would relieve them of this burden of responsibi- 

.• lity and place them in the position of simply carrying out a pollcy 

established by Aeir superiors.

Secretariat officials resisted these pressures from the 

Provincial Administration and the.settlers for a,state of emergency.

They continued to feel "that ilau Mau was an administrative affair 

and that it was/the business of the Administration to ensure that it

i

did not interfere with the general smooth running of the governmental 

machine which was engaged bn morh serious matters." 116
Furthermore,

^or^the,-.central government to approach the Colonial Office with a

request to declare a state, of emergency would have been ah admission 

both of its fatlmre to govern effectively and of the inaccuracy of 

, '; the peace and prosperity of - tte- colony sent as late as

■
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June to the Colonial Office. This would not only invite the active 

intervention of the metropolitan authorities, but also would blight

the careers of the officials who had to take responsibility for the 

decision
■A.-:.

The situation was complicated by the fact that Mitchell''s 

^ successor. Sir Evelyn Baring, injured himself in an accident and did 

not arrive to take up his appointment until the end of September.
J!

Instead of the usual three or four weeks,' the interre^um between 

governors stretched to more than, tkree months. During this critic^ 

period the central govemmeht was headed by the Chief Secretary, 

assisted by the Chief Native. Commissioner and the Attorney General, 

and these officials were understandably reluctant to make a drastic 

decision that would commit the new governor to.an emergency situation 

even before he arrived. During July and August, therefore, they

stoutly maintained that the sltuatibh had been greatly exaggerated and 

there were no grounds for invoking a state of emergency, niey attempt

ed to deal with the situation through less drastic measures, notably ' 

legislation increasing the coercive powers of the Provincial 

Administration and the Police.

new

The Colonial Office was not informed

officially of a serious deterioration of law and 

until the 17th of August.
order in the colony 

September the CNC and the Attorney 
General visited^ London and received Colonial Office approval for new

117

repressive legislation^but the measures were never li^lemented. 

a’^rf-ved soon after and immediately euibarked on a tour of the

“■^ters: o f unres t He faced two basic choices. He could decline to 
;f: i®^ |or a state of emergency a^^ attempt to deal with the situation

subsequently had to turn to emergency measures, 

that he could not halt the deterioration of

/
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the situation and would have to accept responsibility for it. He 

could, however, inunediately opt for an emergency, which would throw 

responsibility for the crisis onto his predecessors and, by bring

ing the situation down to rock bottom, leave him no place to go but 

- -up. He chose the second course of action, his decision being ^ 

prompted by t^ie assassination on October 7th of Senior Chief Waruhiu, 

—one of the government's staunchest supporters in Kiambu. After

— —assent from London and some time to arrange for the arrival of British 

troops to bolster the local forces and plan 'Operation Jock. Scott* for
s

the arrest of Kenyatta and some 145 other African political figures, 

the state of emergency was declared on October 20, 1952 and the

crisis moved to a new level of large-scale organized violence.

\

. .

/
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CHAPTER SEVEN - NOTES

1. KNA/Offlce of the Chief Secretary 8/177, "Circular 
Ho. 12 of 24 December, 1955."

2. Collated from Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, Staff
Lists, Government Printer, N^robi, for the years 1945-55. The..l955
total represents the peak strength of the government at the height
of the Emergency and a proportion of the increase represents personnel 
recruited solely for Emergency-related purposes.

3. Figures on recurrent and development expenditure from 
Colonial Office, Report-on Kenya, for the years 1945, 1946, 1951,
and 1955, HMSO, I^ndon. . - \

4. Collated from Staff lists, op. cit., for the relevant
years.

-  -5. In 1939- the Af rican Section of the Education -Depart-
ment had a staff of 37, which only grew to 42 by 1947. Eight years 
later, however, it had expanded to .123 Europeans and 48 Africans. 
(Source, Staff lists). . . ^ . . .

Ibid. . .6.

7. Ibid.

8. Labour Department, Annual Report for 1948: Govenunent
-Printer,. Nairobi, 1949.

9. Labour Department, Annual Reports.1945-1960. The next 
largest Labour Department was that of Nigeria which had a staff of 
400 serving a population approximately six times larger than that of 
Kenya. (International Labour Office, African Labour Survev.
1958, page 689) . —------------------ ^

Geneva,

10. KNA/Office of the Chief Secretary 2/2275, Confidential 
Despatch, Governor P.E. Mitchell------- to Secretary of State, Oliver Stanley,
s mrch 1945; and Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, Legislative Coun- 
cll,^Sessional Faper no. 3 of 1945. "Proposals for the Reorgaiiizatlon 
or the Administration of Kenya" Government Printer, Nairobi, 1945.

11. Ibid., and KNA/Offlce of the Chief Secretary 2/2275, 
Secret Telegram no. 375, Mitchell to Stanley, 26 May 1945.

„ , _ 12. Quoted by Mitchell in an excerpt from his diary in his
" « Hutchinson, London, 1954, page 214.

to the Aslan reaction see KNA/Office of the Chief 
272275, Secret Telegram no. 555, Mitchell to Stanley, 21 

j described'in Interview 03PS.'

•a ,•
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14. KNA/Office of the Chief Secretary 2/2275, Mitchell to
Stanley, 9 March, 1945. ‘ '

15. Interview 07PS.

16. Collated f-rom Staff lasts, op. cit.

17. Ibid. Information on the careers of individual officers 
• indicates that 64% - (36-of 56) of the officers who entered the Kenya

Adminis'tfatidh between 1930 and 39 served in the Secretariat at isome 
time in their service, while the proportion dropped to 58% (74 of 
124) of those officers entering in the 1940-49 period and fell drama- 

r tically to only 15% ^(30 ,of 200) for those entering during the 1950'
To some extent this variation is accounted fot by the fact that Kenya 
bec^e independent before most of the younger officers entered'the
second decade of their careers^ the period-during-which most-senior-----

. Secretariat appointments were first made. However, if we^focus on 
those officers who se^ed only in junior Secretariat posts, the level 
at which most temporary secondments of field officers were usually

—made,-we-f ound-a-slmi-lar-decreas e-fronr^l%-of-the-i940-49—entrants--------
(39 of 124) to 9% (18 of 200) among 1950-59 entrants. This decrease 
occured despite the rapid growth, .in the number.-of administrative 
posts in the central goveninent. '

18. Ibid..........................

■i-

s.

7,-

19. Interview-217FS. -

20. D.J. Penwill, "Paper - The Other Side" The Journal of 
- African: Administration, vol. 6, July 1954', pages 120-21. '

21. Interview 219F.

22. Ibid.

23. Interview 214F.

24. Ibid.

■ 25. A sernlor official of the Agriculture Department summed
up the argumenp/between his department and the Administration during 
the 1946-52 period: . _

"Agriculture wanted to push on, to get a __
framework on which to develop agriculture, 
[but] the Administration were extremely 
sensitive as to the repercussions of this 
bo Hi bn .the political attitudes of the 
people and the social attitudes.... I think 
that Agriculture felt that it was better to 
create some upset in doing this in order to 
demonstrate that the people could have a 
better living (sic). .The Adminls tration
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said they were happy to go along with 
that but they weren't prepared to have 
the upset developed to the extent where 
there was very open opposition to it."

(Interview 232T)

26. MA/PC/NZA2/555, "Eelations Between Administratiye 
and Departmental Officers" Draft Circular presented to the Prov- - 
inci^ Commissioners' Meeting of 10 April, 1945.

27. KMA/PC/NZA2/555, Secretariat Circular no. 19 of
25 June, 1945.

28. KNA/PC/NZA2/555, D.C., South Kavirondo, "Circular 
to all Departmental Officers" 16 .July 1945.

29. KNA/PC/NZA2/55S, Acting P.C., Nyanza to Provincial'
Medical and Veterinary Officers, 14 November,

30. Interviews 208FS, 103F, 116F, 219F.

31. Interview, 133T.

DP P of African Affairs 9/929, E.H. Windley,
P.C., Central to J.D. Rankine,, Chief Secretary, 23 November 1948.

■ 33. KNA/Ministry of African Affairs 9/929, Memorandum,
^ine to Deputy Chief Secretary, Chief Native Commissioner and 
-Financial-Secretary, 30 November, 1948 (emphasis added). Eankine 
specifically exempted the CNC from his remarks because he already 
toured the districts regularly.

. . ^

34., Interview 230T. The Secretariat official was also 
constrained by self interest to adopt the prevailing style and 
current policies;

"...when you come into the Secretariat you 
were now on [to] the possible governorship 
and other lines of promotion if you made a 
success of whatever you were doing there.

/This produced a great conformity among 
chaps who come in because they now tried 
to play it very carefully in a Secretariat 
manner so that they could show they were 
the right kind of chaps." (Ibid.)

^ 35. KNA/MAA9/929, Bankine; to pcs et. al.,30 Nov^er 1948.
^ indicated in the
V remarks of a young D.q,rwho entered service in the early 1950's;

■■ ......................... '■the whole. Headquarters was highly 
as a bloody nuisance...provincial 

headquarters often roused the same feeling, 
because your loyalty

on

-:v7

was to thy district
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and that was the only damned thing that 
mattered." (Interview 103F)

36. KNA/MAA9/929, Rankine to DCS et. al., 30 November,1948.
> • ■ ....

'- 37. ’Interview 210S. This point whSi echoed 6y one of 
Mitchell's P.C.s during this period: "He had a curious . down oh the 

• Administration. I think he had a chip on his shoulder about a lot 
of things.,. .A curious man to deal with, ability undoubted, but 
he never would listen." (Interview 227FS)

38. This is evident in the increasing amount of statistic
al data published in annual ..departmental reports bebreen 1945 and i963. 
See, for example, the Labour Department Annual Reports for those years. 
Ihe department first appointed a professional statistician to its 
staff in 1947.

39. KNA/Secretariat Circular no. 16 of 13 September 1946.

----------------------- 4&.—KNA/MAA9/9 29, Rankine -to --DCS- e tv -al i,—30 Novenherv ' ’
1948. A year later, during the LegCo debate on the budget estimates 
for 1950, an elected Eurpp’ean^member,. Derek Erskihe, launched, a slash-, 
ing attack on the Provincial Commissioners, ref erring to them as "that 
gauleiter intermediary", and suggesting that the P.C.s and their 
staffs be eliminated from the machinery of government.- (East African 
Standard. December 17, 1949)._ _ _ _  , . . . . . . . . . .Thi? jattack had little chance of .success,
but it would have been unthinkhbie before 1939 and illustrates- the 
serious decline in the status of the Provincial Administration in 
general and the P.C.s in.particular.

41. KNA/MAM/929 "Minutes of the Provincial Commissioners' 
meeting at Government House on 6-9 February, 1950." Several P.C.s 
also directly expressed their grievances at this meeting.
•action taken in response was a note by Mitchell to the Executive 
Council emphasizing the key role of the P.C.s.

Bie only

, , . ,42. KNA/.Secretariat Circular no. 19 of 18 April, 1950. :

43. KNA/MAA9/929, "Minutes of -the Provincial Commission- 
-. ers' Meeting at .Government House on the 6-9th February, 1950."7

■ 44. KNA/Office of the Chief Secretary 8/1406. "Appendix 
A to Draft Schedule of Siiijects and Departments Assigned to the. 
Members of the Executive Council," April, 1950. At this time, how- 

. ' ^5’ CHC did succeed in separating his office from the Secret
ariat after twenty years of integration. This tiny African Affairs

■*■“5.4... It is sigi^ficant to note that, in the face of the growing 
specialization of central government administrative posts and their 
:®^^^^?glwith men from Kenya, the staff of the African
Affairs Branch was. drawn exclusively from .career officers of'the 
Kenya Administration with extensive field experience; (Staff Lists. 
^SEiCit.):;:--.,,,:,,,,' ........................ ----------
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45. Labour Department, Annual Report. 195Q, Government
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46. Report of the Sub-Committee on Post-War Employment 
■of Africans, Nairobi, 1943. Quoted in C.G,. Rosberg and John Notting
ham,. nie_^M;^th;_of^_Nau_Mau£j^Nati£nall£m_ln_^en^, Praeger, New York, 
1966,. page 194. -
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(Labour Department, Annual Report. 1945. Government Printer, Nairobi,
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THE EMERGENCY AND THE DECLINE OF THE ADMINISTRATION, 1952 to 1960

The declaration of the Emergency began the most intense 

and ultimately decisive period of political conflict in Kenya culmin

ating in the lancaster House Conference of early 1960,-which spelled, 

the effective end of colonial rule and initiated a brief period of 

transition to independence under an.^rican government, 

the colony became a major focus of domestic political debate as the

..

In Britain

process of imperial withdrawal from black Africa began and then . 

rapidly accelerated. The lurid, tales of 'Mau Mau' excesses spread 

by sensational press coverage also brought intense international

_attention and notoriety that earned Kenya a permanent place in the . 

racial folklore of the Western world,' Militarily, however, the 

Kikuyu groups that emerged to fight the British forces were, after--anV...-.

initial period of confusion and Indecision, relatively easily.contained 

and broken-up and by early 1956 the fighting was essentially over. At 

the same time, the 'Myth of Mau Mau' took coherent shape both as a

justification for the British reaction to Kikuyu unrest and as a guide 

to policy for a program of civil pacification and rehabilitation of

the tribe that was carried out with uncompromising severity and in

tensity. /

The impact of the Emergency on the Kenya Administration was 

profound and yet initially deceptive in its Implications.

_?.tages_of the crisis the declining power and prestige of the

During the
„ violent

v organisation, ®®P^cially the Provincial Administration, was apparently 
.dramatically reversed.

r-r"

Field officers acquired extraordinary coercive

. .
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ptwers backed by massive force that permitted the virtually total 

suppression of African political activity and the assumption of 

degree of direct-control over the-^African population unprecedented 

in the history of the colony. By 1956 the Administration was 

Ingly at the zenith of its power.

a

seem-

Within three years, however, the 

ability of the Administration as an organization to control the bureau

cratic machinery of government and its position as the dominant focus 

of the political process had largely disappeared. The sense of crisis 

engendered by the Emergency brought increasing Intervention of the,.

------mettopolitlan author-ities.r in- a-serles- of—constitutional- reforms that................

finally broke the thirty-year long stalemate over the basic direction 

of political development.

I--;,-;'

The introduction of full-fledged minist

erial government in 1954 rapidly brought to culmination the decline-. -

of the Administration as the dominant department of government, 

entry of African'elected members into the Legislative Council funda- ' 

mentally shifted the balance of power in the political arena and in

creasingly reduced the Administration to the role of spectator

The

to a

sequence of crises and compromises involving, on the one hand, the

-political representatives of Kenya's raciai communities and,*^on the 

other, _the metropolitan authorities. These developments prepared the
/

way for a dramatic change in the direction and timing pf,British policy

node at the highest levels, of metropolitan politics without .any 

prior consultation

apparent

or negotiation with the Kenya Government*

: The declaration of the Emergency was not immediately followed
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by the outbreak of large-scale combat between organized Kikuyu 

guerillas and British security forces. For more than five months 

there ensued what one. Central Province D.C. referred to as 'the

It was a period of disorganized confusion for both ' 

The colonial authorities, assuming that a 

'Mau Mau' rebellion was already underway, rxished to head it off.

-&
phony war'.

sides in the conflict.

The regular Kenya Police, the Provincial Administration, and the 

local units of the King's African Rifles, along with elements of 

British army battalions and uniformed and armed units of settlers in

Jhe KenyaJ’ollceJEleserve,_swarmed into the Kikuyu reserves"charging

over the hills looking for a batfle",? butjdid not encounter, any .....

large-scale organized resistance. Despite the movement of a small 

number of young Kikuyu into the forests on the fringes of the reserves 

as early as August 1952, the underground movement had neither 

plans for the organization and "training of guerrilla coi^at forces nor

coherent

possessed-a significant stockpile of modern arms. Operation Jock 

Scott and subsequent arrests of other political figures had effectively 

decapitated the Kikuyu underground movement, depriving it of virtually 

all of the educated and experienced top leadership and leaving the 

aituation in the hands of uneducated and largely illiterate local

leaders and rank and file.

Fearing the spread of 'Mau Mau' to other tribes and other

parts of the country and attempting to allay the pervasive fear and 

.^security that^ gripped the settler 

fV^ved to repatriate M the reserves,

of them militants in the

population, the Kenya Government 

Hundreds of young men, 

movement, were rounded up^by police sweeps

t

A
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In Nairobi, Mombasa and other towns and 

Embu, amd Meru districts of Central Province, 

other Kikuyu, including women and children.

sent back to the Kikuyu,

Tens of thousands of

mostly squatter families 

from the settler areas of the Rift Valley, but also Including groups

of Kikuyu from as far afield as Nyanza and parts of Tanganyika, were

repatriated to the . This pathetic flow of refugees, number

ing almost 100,000 by the end of 1953,-crowded into the already strained 

and over-populated Kikuyu reserves and almost

reserves

a third were reduced to 
'• dependence on government hand-outs for survival.^ Swiftly passed

•emergency-legislation gave the Administration and the security forces- -

wide powers of arrest and detention without warrant or trial, as well
as legal sanction to shoot on ,sight anyone found in prohibited

areas•

. By the end of. 1954 18.069 Kikuyu were in prison ,sfter.conviction of 

various 'Mau Mau' offdnces, while 49,289 others 

■ -tention-caips without trial. ^ Capital punishment 

a wide variety of offences for which

were detained in de- 

was extended to cover- 

an eventual total of almost 1,000 '

^were eventually executed after conviction in special BnergencyAfricans

Assizes.

. .It was against this background of chaos

lenslfied official 
/

shape during the . first months

and enormously in-

repression that Kikuyu resistence began to take

of the Emergency. According to Barnett:
Forced confessions, beatings, robbery of stock, food

the white man was to eliminate the whole Kikuyu tribe 
: ”r;Gombi^dcwith7tHe general cbSfbHbi^he patSl^

S tM H and the will of some co rag

peasants, particularly the youth,
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Iinto the forests of Mount Kenya and the Aberdares.^ 

Eventually some 15,000 Africans, mostly Kikuyu, but also including
It- ....

■ • numbers of the closely , related Meru and Embu peoples whom the
4:

Govern-
...

ment considered to be equally infested with the 'disease of Mau Mau’, 

found their way into the forests where resistance 

structure began to take shape in early 1953.

I
:K.. groups and a command

'■I

The forest fighters
eventually were organized into" the Land Freedom Army under the princi

pal leadership of Dedan Kimathl aind Stanley Mathenge in the Aberdares
s;

I' >
■ and Waruhiu Itote (’General China’) around Mount Kenya.

an almost-totally new group of men with little^ ...
if any linkage with' the pre-Emergency leadetrshlp of the underground 

. Only-TQ^athi, who had been Secretary of the Thomson's 

branch of KAH, held

The leaders
____pf .the resistance .were

ii

movement
Falls

d any significant political position prior to the 

Eniergency, and only Karari.Njama, the

t-

isecretary of Land Freedom Army 

even a few years of secondary^education. As 

the Emergency stress, armed resistence

• organizatiohi possessed 

the most thorough analysts of 

emerged not as

K'

... . .. .
I

a result of a coherent plan of rebellion, but rather 
derived from the conditions of the Emergency itself".^

I Significant Kikuyu resistance began on the night of March 26.,
I 1953 with a well-planned and

S'

- ' t
S.

S

p
executed raid on the Naivasha Police

/
station in the Rift Valley in which the attackers captured 

supply of arms and ammunition.

■hit and

a small

For almost a year after, small-scale

run raids on police posts hnd fortified camps set up l^n the
protect the* small minority of Kikuyu 

loyal to the. colonial regime 

ambushes of

who remained actively

were a nightly occurrence, in addition to 

government patrols and occasional attacks
I- -

on settler farms.
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The heaviest fighting, centered in the locations adjacent to the
V;,;

forests in Fort Hall and, to a lesser extent, Nyeri. 

■ of resistance emerged in, Nairobi where
A second center

a second tier of militant 

leaders took over the Central Committee and transformed it into a' 

"War Council" that attempted to provide a central organization for 

^ the whole resistance movement and maintained sporadic contacts with 

and sent a slender tricklft of recruits and supplies to the forest 

For some eighteen months the War Council controlled the 

African locations of the city'by night, while the security forces

exercised tenuous control during the day . "

8fighters.

The Land Freedom Army, however,, proved incapable of 

Izing or mounting an effective guerilla war.

organ- .

Led mostly by veterans 

of the World War ignorant of guerilla,methods and tactics’,- the Land ■ 

Freedom Army replicated ttie organizational and

f

command structure of
■ the_ British'ariiy, with, platoons, 

captains, colonels, generals, etc. 

Marshall.

companies, and battalions led by 

Klmathi assumed the rank of Field
A:-

■ V •

Aside from a few raids on settler farms and some terrorist 

activity in the African locations of Nairobi, fighting was almost en-
&

tlrely confined to the 

Isolate Nairobi

r'
•No attempt was made to harass and 

its^f, a city with an exposed water supply and slender

reserves.

electrical power, communications, and transport linkages with the rest 

of the colony and the outside world. The forest fighters were also con-
- - strained by their
" • • ii- ■....................

meagre supplies of arms and ammunition, 

gpye^ent estimates, they possessed

According to

than 1,030 precisior\~,weaponB,
the most potent of which were a few- Bren guns, and probably had

fewer/than this

no more

many

nunber available for use at any one time.^ These modern

Ilii
. J
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weapons were supplemented by Home-made guns and grenades, 

traditional Kikuyu spears and simi (swords), and the panga, the ubi

quitous broadrrbladed. agriculttiral knife of East Africa.

as well as

Organizational difficulties further hampered the operations 

of the Land Freedom Army. A significant number of small bands, known 

as Komereras, operated on the margins of the forest outside of the

controj. of the central command structure and without reference 

military and political objectives'.^® 

forces was disrupted when General China

to its

Operation of the Mount Kenya

was wounded and captured in 

early 1954. Eurthermore,_as_pressure - from- -the-govemment forces in‘_____ _

creased, the structure of the-Land Freedom Arniy began 

Conflicts emerged between the literate and less-educated

to disintegrate, 

segments of

the leadership, particularly between Kdmathi and Mathenge,. and communi

cation and coordination between units declined. Leaders and their men 

on magical divination and prophesy for making 

upon more and more extreme oaths to maintain morale 

commitment in conditions of Increasing privation and isolation.

- placed "a growing reliance 

decisions and
and

Arrayed against the Kikuyu were security forces that eventu

ally totalled almost a 

eluding

division of African and British troops, in- 

armor and artillery units and RAF bomber formations, some :2Q,000 
police, including both regulars and the Kenya Police Reserve, and enr-

ormously increased administrative cadres 

districts of Central Province,
in the Kikuyu, Embu, and Meru 

in the Rift Valley, and in Nairobi.
,: after declaring 

i^ading Kikuyu
the State of emergency and rounding up the 

politicians, neither the Kenya Government hor the Colonial 

of how' to quell the emerging insurrection or

..'.--•r.r.

-Office- had-any-clear idea:

.;X .
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ellBlnate its active or passive support by the great majority of the 

tribe. Both the methods and goals of policy remained undefined. In

addition,; the government was^Tinprepared to deal with a situation in 

which three organizations, the Administration, the. Polled,

British Army, all claimed primary responsibj.lity for directing 

ations.

and the

oper-

Actions were initiated by each organization without coordination 

and frequently at cross purposes with the others, 

situation resulted.
In Nairobi the

Parliamentary delegation that visited Kenya 

• in January. 1954 discreetly put It, In "severe strains, and stresses

as a>7;.: ■.-'r:-

In the higher direction of the.Government".

Emergency policy began to.take coherent shape after, the. arrival

of General Sir George Ersklne as commander of the armed forces In June,

The organizational situation Improved with the formation in 

March, 1954 of

1953.

a small,, top-level .War Council composed of Governor 

- Baring, General Erskine, Sir"Frederick Crawford,*the Deputy Governor

some of the administrative burden on Baring, and ■ 
Michael Blundell, a prominent settler politician; and with the formation 

of District Emergency Committees comprising the District Commissioner •

€t. ■■

appointed to relieve

and local Police and army commanders to coordinate operations at ground

level. Working under a general plan, the security forces invested the 

affected districts location by location. forcing the resistance groups 
further and further into the forests and breaking their ilnte with their 

• «ass of supporters in the •passive wing' in the reserves.

^7; was rounded: up from their scattered homesteads
The civilian

on the ridges
i to .guarded hhd stockaded-villages , frequently under 23- And confined.

hour

cupfew. To break the hold of the Nairobi W^r Council over the African

•',d

Pi

r-.'-'-v—.'-.-:-." V
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.1-

locations of the city and destroy its linkages with the forest fighters, 

the government Carried out Operation An^l. On April 24, 1954 the 

entire African, population of the city was rounded up by soldiers and 

police and systematically interrogated, with some 27,000 Kikuyu, Embu,

pi;

^ and Meru detained for 'Mau Mau' sympathies or activities and 20,00dS 

more deported to the reserves. 14
By mid-1954 large scale raids by the 

A mile-wide strip'along the edge of the forestforest fighters ceased.
1

was cleared of cultivation and declared 

one found could be shot on sight.

a prohibited zone in which any- 

In 1955 the troops were withdrawn 

from .the .reser.ve3_.and_confihed their operations^ to-tracking down the

r,

i

dwindling units of the Land Freedom Army in the forests.

By 1956 the military phase of the Bnergency had essentially 

come to an end and operations of the security forces revolved around

a massive man-hunt for Dedan Kimathi, who was eventually captured in 

■ October and subsequently tried and executed. The inequality of the .

conflict is starkly reflected in the official casualty figures; 11,503

'terrorists' killed, 1P35 captured wounded, 1,550 captured unwounded, 

26,625 arrested, and 2,714 surrendered; to 95 Europeans killed C35 

civilians) and 127 wounded, ,29 Asians-killed .(26 civilians) and 48

wounded, and 1,920^ loyal Africans killed (1,819 civilians) 

wounded.
and 2,385

Emergency regulations remained in force, however, until

/■

, 15

1959 and. as a result of British government decisions after the Suez 

•debacle, in 1956 to develop Kenya as a major base, a substantial military

. maintained • '
: .

11. The Emergence of the Myth of Mau Mau and its Consequences 

: The declaration of the state of emergency and the massive
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MMfi escalation of official violence created a critical need on the part

of both the Kenya Government and the metropolitan authorities for an 

e^lanation and justification of its actions against a largely unarmed 

civnian population. Through a*virtual monopoly of Information and
- .-a

access to the mass media, the Kenya Government and its supporters "in 

the colony and in Britain succeeded in carrying out- the most widespread 

and significant instance of the absorbtion of uncertainty in the Kenyan

■;fe:

:r.

experience. Through the British and intemationai press the ’Myth of 

uQredlved wide circulation and created
K;

• Mau Ha an enduring stereotype
16that has entered the-folklore;-of Western The basic com

ponents of this myth, which emerged piecemeal during the years of the

society.

Bnergency,. can be summarized as follows: Mau Mau was a form of mass 

psychosis involving an atavistic rejaction of modem civilization and 

an attempt to revert to a degraded savagery. It found its roots in

the secretive and suspicious 'forest psychology’ of the Kikuyu people, 

and its immediate causes in abreakdown of self-control and the coiistralnts 

of tribal tradition, as well as the inability of the Kikuyu to adjust
h:'r

to the strains of modernization resulting from the clash of primitive 

, and modem cultures. The Mau Mau organization itself 

religious cult
was a fanatic

Sn
coated and cynically manipulated by a group of un

scrupulous politicians, the most Important of whom was Jomo Kenyatta, 

Through the use of bestial«ho were motivated by a lust for power.

oaths and magic these leaders sought to turn their followers into 

, v. . tmtdefous automatons complete pariahs from all decent human relations 

as Instruments in pursuing their nefariofis design

and Asians out of Kenya and establishing Kikuyu

>
■

VMd values, for 

of driving all Europeans

use

t-
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•c;

dominion over all of the Africans in the colony.

To a significant degree the motivation behind 

and propagation of this image of^'Mau Man
the creation

- ■ i clearly political andwas

founded in the need of the governments in both Nairobi 

defend themselves before nOt only British society.

fhv:.: London to

but also an inter-'

national arena Increasingly dominated by the varying but 

collectively disconcerting anti-colonialism of 

the Soviet Union.

nonetheless

the United States and

As Lucien Pye has pointed out, in order to maintain 

■ its claim to legitimacy, a government faced with an insurrection '"cannot 

to the outbreak of violence were In-admit that fits] policies-prior

correct or unjust; even less can fitj suggest that fit] 

policies in the face of violence and illegal

what changes may occur in practice, the formal positions^ of . 

nent

has changed 

actions", and "no matter

a govem-
canhot ihange perceptably during the course of the conflict". 

• Ihe necessity for maintaining these strategic positions was intensi- 

was a colonial government involving 

Furthermore, the

fled in the case of Kenya because it 

the alien rule of a racial and cultural minority, 

metropolitan authorities also faced substantial opposition xdLthin the 

arena over colonial affairs that madeBritish political 

; error politically dangerous.
any concession

The bi-partisan approach that had 

in Britain was in the
/

previously characterized colonial policy 

of breaking down and the Bnergency in Kenya 

scandalous incident that the

process

was precisely,the sort of 

use to attack the 

.its handling of

government found itself subject 
increasingly intense parliamentary assault over Kenya. The Labour

■w.,-

Labour opposition could c

Government.
: ; the Opposition for

the Conservativem
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attack, the brunt of which fell upon the Secretary of State,

. Lyttelton, focussed on the need for imnediate socio-economic reforms 

to deal with the causes of Mau Mau and culminated 

and parliamentary division in December, 1952.

Oliver

in a motion of censure
18

After returning from a hurried visit to Kenya at the end of 

October, to confer with Kenya Government officials and representatives
of the three racial communities, Lyttelton took the 

he stoutly maintained throughout his tenure 

that Mau Mau had h(

position, which

as Secretary of State, 

no relationship to Kikuyu socio-economic grievances.

Thisbut was -simply a- savage cult led By-^^ ^ow^imgry leaders.

position was consistently supported by both the Kenya Government 

Behind the scenes,-however, officials in London and

and

the settlers.

, Nairobi began to formulate fund.amen.tal ..changes In social,, economic, 

and political policy in tlie colony. The image of Mau Mau

of mass mental” illness and
as a form

as.an attempt to return to the savage past
facilitated both the public and private maneuvers of the London and 

If Mau Mau represented an atavistic rejection of

could not be expected to elimin- 1

Nairobi authorities, 

aiodernity, then socio-economic reforms 

.ate it.

. - . the'existence of

..

On the contrary, Mau Mau could'be depicted as emerging from 

ra^d socio-economic development rather than the lack
of it. It was a state of tragic mal-adjustment rooted in the peculiar 
character of the Kikuyu themselves. Given the universal-^acceptance of 

■ ■ - European African backwardness, no critic had the temerity

suggest-rthat the Kdhya Goveirnment should aid the Kikuyu in regaining 
;.:^®^.®tate_ot pre-colonial savagery. The myth of Mau Mau effectively 

. contrary image of the Emergency as a rebellion against
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colonial oppression led by progressive nationalist leaders put forth

by anti-colonial politicians and groups, and made it increasingly 

difficult for the latter to maintain and 

attack on the government.

gain public support for their 

Mau Mau could then be dealt with •-.>v'
as a

-disease that must be eradicated as quickly and completely as possible.

Even more important, the myth of Mau Mau made it appear that if the 

policies of the Kenya GovernmentI were a cause of the Emergency, it was 

because they were -progressive and attempting to promote the modem-

ization of Kikuyu society. Important changes in policy could^then be 

depicted as continuations and expansions of the Kenya Government's 

already existing programs for African development, rather than as 

reversals of direction and-implicit admissions of 

The myth of Mau Mau cannot, however, -be

past errors.

seen simply as an
effective propaganda ploy consciously created and cynically manipulated 
for political purposes.

believed by administrative officials- and

Useful as-it was, the myth was also sincerely 

settlers, as well as Colonial
;■

Office officials, many British politicians 

scholars who helped publicize 

British public. It 

a coherent and

, numerous journalists and 

it, and a substantial portion of the

was and continues to be believed because it provided 

apparently rational explanation of seemingly Irrational 

events that should not have happened. The fundamental European assumption 

that "the colonial system was perfectly capable of responding to the 
legitimate social and political grievances

of Africans" and that accept- 

enligjitened self-interest of the individual■^ce of the system ''was in the

challenged by several aspects of the Emergency. 

' hostility to, Europeans

.'■•r ■

r--::

Why did

grow during a period of increasing

- : - V

- J--
' :rr,"'■
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prosperity in the colony, why was the central focus of 

the most advanced and progressive tribe in the
this unrest

country, and why did

they turn to a secret organization bound by what to European eyes were 

savage and bestial oaths? Furthermore, how could the Kikuyu, who were 

supposed to be cowardly and afraid to fight according to the prevail

ing colonial stereotype, sustaln„such intense and widespread 

The various components of the nyth that answered
resistance?

such questions
were not created de novo, but rather drew 

official attitudes in Kenya that had developed 

century. The stereotyped image of the Kikuyu

upon,several elements of

over the previous half-

as ambitious and intelli

gent, but secretive, devious, and cowardly, has already been mentioned. 

Ihe myth of Mau Mau also drew upon the ambivalent images of traditional

African society held by off icials'who •increasingly turned'from 

favorable image, of the traditional
the

organic community, which they, had
attempted to maintain, towards' the darker image of magic and witch-

Traditlonal Africa was increasingly viewed as 

preservation. Modernization could 
.only involve total embrace of Western Christian civilization

craft-ridden savagery.

, valueless and totally unworthy of

in all its
.; and any effort to maintain tradition

but Immoral.
was not only irrational

Missionary observers in particular tended to see the 
Emergency as a clash between the forces of darkness 

others were affected by this image
and light, but

as well. Lyttelton wrote- in his
memoirs: "i can recall no,instance when I have felt the forces

of evil

As I wrote memoranda or instructions, I 

_ across the page — the homed shadow 

-The belief in the atavistic goals of Mau Mau

ito :b6 so.: V or so strong

would, suddenly see a shadow fall ai

devil himself.

;r*
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drew upon the conviction of officials since the circumcision crisis 

■ of 1929-31 and Kenyatta's defence of Kikuyu tradition in his 1938 

book that militant Kikuyu politics 

and antir-European.
essentially anti-progressive 

The experience of the Administration in dealing 

with various 'dini' as the apparent outward expressions of atavistic

was

■::■■■

fanaticism provided the framework for the construction of the model

of the Mau Mau organization as a religious cult, j^l of these elements 

combined with the prevailing lmage'~^Sku^~politlc*ians 

lous and power-hungry confidence men motivated

as unscrupii—

soley by personal gain

to create-'the conviction, that Mau Mau was manipulated behind the 

by a small number of irresponsible leaders.
scenes

Although the Administration 
was well aware of the increasing conflict among the KAU leadership 

- before the Emergency and Kenyatta's efforts to bridge the 'gap between 

'moderates and .militants, Kenyatta was increasingly singled out as the 

as a Machiavel of satanic 

Finally, the belief that unrest and conflict

evil-genius behind Mau. Mau and- depicted 
proportions.^^

were

created by agitation and could be dealt with by eliminating 

of agitation sustained the assertion that 

had no real link with Socio-economic factors

the source

the whole Mau Mau phenomenon '

save for the psychological 
■ incapacity of the Kijldiyu to adjust to the strains of modem life.

The various elements of the myth were first articulated by 

the government during the .trial of Kenyatta and five' associates between 

November, 1952 and March, JL953.,,at^Kapenguria 

^?“P ^“ hhe western escMpmeht of the Rift Valley.
a remote administrative 

Although Kapehguria

twentieth

Insisted it was a trial on simple criminal

■■

is: generally considered one of the great political trials of the t 

‘^®“hViry>_ Kenya: Government
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i charges and us.ed' it as a forum for establishing a legal justification 

for the Emergency. The evidence against the accused was slender and

that against Kenyatta came down to the testimony of one witness who 

later admitted having perjured himself in return for Government 

of a university scholarship in Britain. 

the official conviction that Kenyatta and his associates

promises 

The trial, however, expressed

were guilty. 

In the courseno matter, how little direct evidence could be gathered, 
of the proceedings the }hdgdt Ransley Thacker, dismissed Kenyatta’ 

recitation of Kikuyu land grievances with the connnent "I gather

s

grievances have nothing to do with Mau Mau, and Mau Mau has nothing 

to do with grievances". . The Prosecution charged kenyatta with having 

a religious cult". The trial •"elevated Mau Mau into the position bf

ended with the six defendents ljeirig-convicted and sentenced to the-

maxiraum penalty of seven years hard labor. In his judgment Slacker con

cluded that^au Mau did exist, KeyStta had begun to organize it in 1946

with the object of driving all Europeans out of Kenya, the six accused 

formed the Executive committee of Mau Mau, and "they have taken ad

vantage of the uneducated or primitive African in order to further theif 

own ambitious purposes and lust for 24power".

\ European/belief that Mau Mau was "an advanced form of group

Insanity" capable of the most obscene atrocities^^

"lari Massacre" bf March 26,

Kalyasha Police station, in which 

women and children'

was confirmed by the 

1953, the same night as the raid on the- 

some 97 loyal Kikuyu, including many

were brutally murdered. Subsequent research has re- 

rooted in a local conflict, in which the

bitterly divided following the acceptance

: ^ vealed that- the incident 

: population of the -area was

. vi?:.;
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1
:1A ,

iiby one group of a govenunent-imposed settlement of a land dispute over

. an area of Kikuyu farms known as Tlgoni that had inadvertently been
... • ...ii. .

left as an.islaihd amidst the settler farms of southern Klambuj and that 

the attack was organized and carried out by local people who attempted 

to make it look as if it was the work of the forest fighters.^®

as "the most extensive

• ■*

Pm

mS
Wril

The ' ! 
■iAdministration, however, chose to Interpret Lari 

Mau Mau attack of the Emergency" and saw the motive behind it 

attempt "to murder all loyalists in', the area and so to frighten, every

body throughout the Kikuyu country into joining Mau Mau".^^

1as an

Lari

crystallized the image of Mau Mau both inside and outside'of Kenya, 

intensified the level of official violence in reprisal, and widened: 

the conflict among the Kikuyu between the supporters of the resistance

and the small minority of loyalistsi -The massacre was heavily exploited 

by the government for propaganda purposes, accounts and photographs of 

.. ft receiving world-wide publidity, and it significantly dampened if'
ex-

temal support for the sympathetic view of the Kikuyu 

freedom fighters.

as nationalist

Important support for the official explanation of Mau Mau 

subsequently came from a multi-party parliamentary delegation that
mi

•- visited Kenya in Jaiylary, 1954 and was escorted through a carefully 

planned, itinerary of visits to various parts of the colony and inter- 

• views with selected Europeans and Africans by Granville Roberts, the

Government's public relations officer in London. The delegation 

: •=hat Mau Mau was a. conspiracy using magic and terror to. psycho-.

a return to savagery.

dimension of the myth of Mau Mau received its most im-

11

ill
;l.<)glcally.iiianipulate the Kikuyu into 28 The m

i
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portant corroboration from the British psychiatrist J.C. Carothers,

who produced after two months research in the colony a semi-official
I:

I
report that was widely circulated and quoted. 

ayth of varying degrees; of comprehensiveness and emphasis 

flood of articles, pamphlets, and books by scholars, missionaries, 

settlers, journalists, and official propagandists.

In addition, versions of the

were spread by a

I

The Impact of the myth of Mau Mau on 'European officials, and

settlers in Kenya is visible in two critical areas, First, it lies

behind the unofficial but nevertheless pervasive atmosphere of self- 

righteous moral outrage- that attended the often brutal operations of 

the security forces.
l:

Second, and more important, it provided the

Ideological basis for the construction of the official policy of 

'rehabilitation' to root out a'hd des'troy the sources of Skuyu militance.

■ A. A Dirty Little War ' P's:

The nQTth not only explained Mau Mau to Europeans, but also 

served'to sanction the patterns of behavior that
i

came to characterize 
European actions toward Africans in general, and the Kikuyu in particu

lar, during the Emergency. • The Lari massacre and the murder of several 

settlers on isolated farms spread fear and distrust 

throughout Kenya and served

*
g.

among"Europeans

to convince them, in the words of the Corfield 

a terrorist organization not of or- 

a cause, but of primitive beasts who had been 

in order to achieve the subjugation of 

massacre of the European population.
Ihe great majority of Europeans, both settlers and officials firmly be-

S

I*
report, that they "were faced with 

dinary humans fighting for ii'--

to ;forsake all moral codes 

g !) the Kikuyu tribe s
and the ultimate

.‘■P-v' ■

Tf

I
I

V-'":

r-'- •; v n
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lieved that Mau Mau committed 'unspeakable atrocities' indiscrimin

ately against men, women and children, despite that fact that these
.................  . ' , ,

assumptions were challenged by contemporary medical analysis,of post

mortems on Mau Mau vlctims.^^

y

By thoroughly de-humanizlng the Kikuyu forest fighters and 

their supporters, the myth permitted Europeans to pursue the conflictVi.:''''.

vrith a clear conscience and a complete conviction in the moral right

eousness of their cause. The result was a loosening of normative re

straints on the use of force and, according to an Important missionary, 

a significant 'brutalization' of European sensibilities 33
In the

early months of the Emergency settler extremists demanded the <exe-

cutlon of 50,000 Kikuyu "until they were literally killed into 

mission" and a hysterical mob of-Europeans demonstrated at*Government 

House where they beat up the African police guard detachment and 

only narrowly disuaded from storming the building. 

unrestrained brutality emerges

sub-

were

The atmosphere of 

concretely in the fragmentary, butmore

compelling evidence of atrocities and generally heavy-handed 

of Africans by the various elements of

treatment
:-N

the security forces. There were •

incidents of indiscriminate killing by the regular am^ and police 

units. as well as th^ loyalist Africans of the Kikuyu Guard-and the 

settlers of the Kenya Police Reserve: Kikuyu rounded up ifi ^eeps would 

as having been "shot attempting to escape" or taken into
sr

be reported 

the forests never to return again or be counted in official casualty”

Those taken into custody were frequently beaten and otherwise 
:i*y^cally maltreated by their European 

Africans

and African captors. Loyalist 

i particularly.involved in these' activities, often engagingwere

. .

• j/;'
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In harsh reprisals agaiMt the passive wing of 'Man Man' supporters 

in the reserves, as well as using their position* to settle personal 

vendettas and extort cash payments from civilians. The prevalent 

attitude was perhaps best summed up by the words of a British officer 

later convicted, of ordering the mutilation of prisoners, who told his 

Sergeant-Major that "he could shoot anyone he liked provided they were 

■ black".

•u.

There actions were at no time a matter of official policy. 

Senior officials■of the Administration and the Security forces repeat

edly condemned abuses by their subordinates in the field and moved
• .

to punish those responsible where illegal acts were exposed. 

Kenya Police bore the brunt Of official condemnation

The

At the beginning

of 1954 there had been a total of■130 prosecutions for brutality among

the Police ending in 73 convictions, and the Parliamentary commission 

concluded that "brutality and malpractices by the Police have occurred

on a scale which constitutes a threat to public confidence in the forces 

of law and order".. 36 The onus for Police misconduct fell directly on 

the .Commissioner of Police and in the course of 1954 that office was

filled by three men, two of whom resigned over either criticism of their

handling of the situation or as the result of conflicts with the Admin

istration.^^
In addition, the vastly expanded list of capital crimes 

under the Emergency regulations . were motivated not only by a desire to

ualntain tBte policy that "Mau Mau' vJas simply criminal terrorism rather 

® political insurrection but also, according to a senior official 

to head off settler demands for 'drumhead court 

and the implicit threat of summary executions by security

of-the Legal-Department
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38forces in the field.
iv

A number of factors, however,, combined to limit the efficacy■ ■

of these measures. First, the sheer pace of events during the most 

intense fighting overwhelmed the limited investigative capacity of 

the government. The Attorney General and his tiny staff in the Legal 

department, who were responsible for dealing with abuses by the security 

for es, had no independent intelligence resources an^ were forced to

5:

Tl ....

rely upon the Administration and the Police for Information.

.temal investigative unit of the Police meanwhile consisted of”a small 

section headed by one Superintendent.

. -The in- '

Second, even where they either 

witnessed or learned about illegal actions by the various elements of ' :cr

the security forces, government officials, especially in the Adminis^ 

tration, were tom between their desire- to punish and* their equally 

strong sense.of loyalty to colleagues and subordinates, 

ranking administrator put it:
As one hlgh~ I

ff I knew there was a weak link I would condemn that sort 
of thing. You had to have him out. [But] I didn't ever 
wish to look as If I were in league with the politicians 
in England who were screaming about atrocities and saying 
all white men were rotten.... You couldn't possibly 
appear to give countenance to them. I kept ha-ving to 
defend [my- subordinates], but I was always worried lest 
something might go wrong and I was defending something 
that wa^indefenslble. This didn't happen very often, 
but it did happen to me. 39

I

.y

Mrd, most administrators 

•te neither totally
tacitly believed that abuses could ultimately

avoided nor suppressed in the emotion-charged circum- 

■ the Emergency, where, in the heat of combat 'mistakes' were y
sinevitable. .Fourth, official actions could

not totally counter wide-
spread public attitudes in both settler and official circles that found

!
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it Bexpression both in the press and in a fund to pay the legal expenses 

of Eurppean officers accused of illegal brutality.^®

Finally-, while excessive force was officially condemned in “ 

the operations of the security forces in the field, the use of coercion, 

counter-terror and mental anguish became an accepted part of the re-

habilitation program for tens of thousands of Kikuyu held in prisons - 

and detention-camps.
5

2. Rehabilitation and 'The Pipeline' IThe increasingly large numbers of Kikuyu, Embu, Meru, and 

Kanba taken into custody during fhe first S
two years of the Emergency 

confronted the Kenya government with the critical problem of what was 

-to be done with these prisoners and detainees held in prisons and camps 

scattered throughout the, colony.- Only some 18,000 were being Held in 

■ prisons under sentence for specific offences and these were prlmafily 

'hard-core' activists and captured forest fighters.

S;

f

i
A ‘more serious

problem was pbsed by the thousands of 'passive' supporters of 'Mau Man' 

rounded up in the
i

mass sweeps of 1954 who were neither chargeable 

convictable of particular offences and were being held 

Governor's Detention Orders or Delegated Detention Orders signed by 

local administrative officers.

nor

under either

s
Beginning in 1953 a series of ad hoc

measures initiated both in the camps and in Nairobi led to the 

by the end of 1954 of a policy of rehabilitation and 

of Implementation,

• ■ imprint both, of the myth- of 

and values, and It

I-:
emergence 

an elaborate system 

The theory and practice of 'rehabilitation* bore the 

'Mau Mau' and more general official attitudes 

represented perhaps the last and most intense flowering• -
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o£ the ideals of imperial trusteeship and the fervent belief in the 

Christian civilizing mission of Britain. Rehabilitation in essence 

was an attempt to psychologically and socially cure the Kikuyu of the 

'disease' of'Mau Mau' and make them fit to return to the. 'normal* life 

of colonial society.

The organization and administration of the rehabilitation 

program came largely under the control of t:g. Askwith, an experi- 

enced administrative officer appointed Commissioner of Community De

velopment and known for his Liberal racial views, working with a '

^Sociological Committeer appointed to analyse the causes of 'Mau Mau' 

and formulate policy for ending it. The Committee counted Harry Thuku 

and the anthropologist Louis Leakey among its members, and was advised

by the psychiatrist J.Ci Carothersv The psychological Interpretation 

of 'Mau Mau' was. the unquestioned point of departure for Askwith and 

. . the Committee;

Mau Mau is a dangerous obsession based not on Intellect, 
but on feeling and emotion which has been worked up over
many years by certain leaders exploiting grievances in 
which, whether real or imagined, they themselves genuinely 
believed. To overcome this obsession mere argument and 
persuasion is not enough, and an attack must be made on 
feelings and emotions. 41 ' '

The basic premise of rehabilitation policy was that the de-

"Con-

most vital step in getting rid of the 'poison 

Without it rehabilitation could not start. 

kegah. with 'Screening Teams', composed of Kikuyu loyalists with;

that interrogated 

and assigned him to one of three categories: 1) unrepentant

talnee must be induced to willingly confess his 'Mau Mau' oath, 

fession was the first and 

of Mau Mau'.

:.i:

The

l a,large component of official chiefs and headmen.

V.-.
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'hard-core' Mau Mau; 2) passive or active Mau Mau supporters who 

willing to confess their oath and cooperate with the authorities; and

were

3) those innocent of any connection with Mau Mau. These groups 

given the revealing names of black, gray, and white respectively, 

classified as 'white' were immediately released.

werej-.-v.S- ..

Those

The gray detainees,

they had confessed their oaths, entered upon the actual process 

of rehabilitation through a system known as 'the pipeline*. Starting

once

in detention camps scattered through the colony, they moved, as they 

showed the proper changes in attitude and behavior, to other camps In-

■ creasingly close to their homes, first in their district of origin and 

then to 'open' works camps in their home locations. They were then

reviewed by committees of loyalists and, if pronounced cured and fit 

to rejoin society, were released under probation. Black detainees

were considered unreformable and the Administration originally planned

-- that they would be kept in some form of• permanent custody in camps 

located in remote and isolated parts of Kenya. Beginning in 1956, 

however, the Kenya Government was subject to growing pressure from the

British authorities to rapidly release the detainees, and Increasing 

efforts were made to make as many of the hard-core cbnfess their oaths 

so that they could be/eclassif led 

pipeline to eventual release.
'gray' and begin to move up theas

Confessions were Induced by methods of psychological and

counter

Askwith spoke approvingly of methods 

programs in the Rift Valley which sought to 

to that engendered in a schoolboy who.has been called for

; physical pressure intended to create mental anguish that would 

¥l<i of Mau Mau on the detainee.

adopted in settler- 

fear "similar

-run create

r.'V'
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interview with the Headmaster"; while one of the most successfulan

detention camp Commandants noted that since "Mau Mau was built on fear 

we had to create a greater fear of our camp than that of Mau Mau".^^ 

Once he had^confessed his oath and saw that it had no power to kill 

him, the detainee was a ‘hollow shell’ who could be refilled with

acceptable attitudes and patterns of behavior. He was then subject

to an intense regiment of activity in the camps that stressed the "hard
..45

that were ah intrinsic part of 

the public school experiences and values of administrative officers.

work, washing, discipline, and games

The programs in the camps had their counterpart .in similar 

activities carried Out among the population remaining in the reserves

. and urban locations by the eommuni-ty Development Department and a

variety of voluntary associatidns. .These -ernest and intense efforts 

Included welfare programs, boy scout troops, vocational .training, sports, 

.. community groups, women’s associations-and adult education designed 

to reconstruct Kikuyu society and bring it back to the high road of 

progress towards modem civilization. Community Development Officers 

were also responsible for carrying out propaganda activities to bring 

the Kikuyu to a new acceptance of the legitimacy and beneficence of the 

colonial system. - Th^ intellectual foundation of the rehabilitation 

effort was expressed in a little book by Askwlth entitled The Story of

Kenya's Progress, widely circulated by the government in English and 

Swahili versions. The book emphasized the backwardness of Africans be- 

colonial rule, the need for economic development, the necessarily

to political maturity and demo- 

J-?®<=itutions, the proper standards, of- deferential behavior , and

Ibng' and gradual, process of development

‘r'
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'closed with the injunction that "Freedom is a great privilege.

It is only safe m the hands

It

cannot be given but can only be earned.•:,> . .

of those who know how to lise

Another major emphasis of rehabilitation programs both in 

the camps and the reserves was the reinculcation of Ghristian belief 

in Kikuyu who had reverted to savage darkness.

of administrative officers and official chiefs in Central Province 

eluded that "No nation can progress without Christianity" and then

Pi

In May, 1954 a meeting
1■V‘ con- i
iladded ingenuously, "for some reason Christianity is losing its popular^ 

Ity among the Kikuyu".„ 47 The Administration placed high hopes on the 

success of a Christian 'revival' in the reserves in bringing back the 

mass- of Kikuyu.^ Protestant and Catholic missionary groups organized 

chaplaincies for evangelical action among-the detainees in-the camps

and teams from the. Moral Rearmament Movement directed several detainee

. .rehabilitation programs.

Although the Sociological Committee had advised against the 

use of force to obtain confessions, massive and compelling evidence 

points to pervasive resort to brutality and viblence against the der. 

tainees. The staff of the' 'rehabilitation''program had been hurriedly 

assembled, without the^sual careful recruiting procedures for Euro

pean, of fleers, and most of the subordinate staff lacked anything re

sembling prior training or experience for their work. Some of their

m
!p:'p

superiors "described them as 'sub-human', 'the bottom o^^the barrel', 

“f % —of rehabilitation themselves'". In the prevailing at—

mosphere of license.and Afrophobia, the thin line between the psycho- 

of fear a,nd active couater-terror was frequently
“xr::: ■■

■.?n
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crossed and the administration of savage-beatings was not uncommon.

In addition, there was wide-spread corruption among the African 

loyalists on the screening, teams, whb used their positions to punish 

, their opponents or personal enemies and frequently ran active extor— ■ 

tion rackets taking money in return for 'white' classifications.^^ 

After 1956, as attention turned toward rehabilitating the 

hard-core detaine^, there was an increasingly open reliance on the 

use of force to obtain confessions and make inmates participate in 

Elaborate distinctions were drawn between legal ' 

pelling' force and illegal 'overwhelming' force.

’00 1

v':,-

. camp programs • cont-
'■/

Forced confessions 

were often combined with another method called the 'dilution technique’

. hard-core detainees into small groups which were placed

among a much larger number of' cooperative detainees who attempted to 

persuade the recalcitrant to confess and participate in rehabilitation. 

■ The Kard-core detainees who prompted these methods regarded' themselves' 

political prisoners and refused any form of cooperation with the au-as

thorities on the grounds that it implied acceptance of the Govern

ment's characterization of them as criminals, 

of official force was reached in.March,’ 1959 at

The nadir of the policy 

a remote, camp at Hola' 

.on the Tana River, established as a permanent exile colony for the
/

most recalcitrant remaining detainees. Eleven prisoners were beaten 

to death following their refusal of a work order. The Hola Camp in-

-cident led to an official enquii^r into conditions in the detention i:
.-v:-.

camps and caused a political-uproar in Britain, culminating in full- 

. X scale EArilamentary debates in June

■ -

and July, 1959,^°

of the scandal, the Kenya Government'abandoned
In thq aftermath 

'rehabilitation' and
*

A
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'' quickly released the remaining detainees^ whether or not they had 

confessed. Subsequent detention of Kenyatta and other major politi

cal figures was . justified , on ther-grounds of security , rather than on 

the basis of efforts to cure the 'disease of Mau Mau'. '

The Administration was nevertheless convinced that 're

habilitation' had been a complete success and could point to the pro-

cessing of some 77,000 detainees through the 'pipeline' system by the 

beginning of 1959. There remains, however, considerable doubt as to

the actual Impact on the attitudes of the Kikuyu and members of other 

tribes subjected to the programs in the camps. It appears that, es

pecially for the mi.litant detainees, 'rehabilitation' was put up with 

necessary impediment in the struggle for freedom".
Hzas a

III. False Renaissance; Administrative Power and the Reconstruction
of Kikuyu Society < . ■ ' '

The revelation during the early stages of the Emergeincy of

- widespread support among the vast majority of Kikuyu for 

underground movement was a telling blow to the self-image administrators 

. had of their relationship to the African

the militant

masses: "administrative officers 

who had thought that the population was;with.them when faced with at-

fqcltles, killings .y and this collapse of loyalty or allegience,

naturally suffered a bit of a traumatic shock and many of them moved

to the right in their inclinations and 

think they would otherwise'have moved".
race relations’ in a way I don't 

This evidence of African 

the Administration’s paternal care and benevolent intent

ions spurred administrators in the field to a passionate commitment to 

a complete reconstruction of Kikuyu society-.on mork 'civilized' lines’

,
7

.ii
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and a restoration of the supposed former relationship of deferential 

respect and affection on the part of the. African.

The implementation of this“'transformation of Kikuyu society 

, . was facili.tated, by a dramatic increase of the apparent powers of the “ 

Provincial Administration under the conditions of the Emergency, 

deterioration in the status and power of field officers markedly 

visible in the years before October, 1952 was seemingly reversed and 

the status of administrators restored arid even expanded beyond what 

■ it had been in the golden era before the Second World War.

The

The con-..

tentious Kikuyu politicians and their organizations were removed from

the scene and Emergency Regulations-gave administrators the punitive 

,. to quickly eliminate any opposition. Even as the fighting

raged, money began to pout into the affect^ districts in unprecedented 

amounts for reconstruction and"development programs. The discretion 

and' freedom of' action of field officers in the Kikuyu, Emhu, and Meru 

Districts effectively increased and administrators could and consciously - 

did act beyond the law in their efforts to wipe out Mau Mau the 

reserves. A Minister of African Affairs during the Emergency attests 

to the difficulty of the central administration keeping track of what

was going , on in the fiel^ and described it as a return to the style of 

administratiori during the pacification of Kenya a half century before.
", '•

while a District Officer noted bluntly"Emergency regulations 

md you'did what you damned well liked".

you said .,.

Furthermore, Governor Baring 

and senior administrators in Nairobi defended,the position of the Pro

vincial Administration and fended off the efforts of Europe^ politicians 

to gain greater settler influence over administrative action in the field.

;,'V,

.y I - ‘
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The renaissance of administrative power had a tonic effect 

on the field officers, and, in- spite of the violence and danger, the 

Emwgency became for them a period!" of high hopes and intense excite

ment. The dispirited uncertainty and confusion, and the anxious sense 

victims of explosive forces beyond their control 

of the pre-Emergency years disappeared, to be replaced by the mid-1950's 

by a bouyant, optimistic, and commanding activism. A Erovincial Com

missioner .of Central Province remarked that:

We were realiy beating the Man Mau. The esprit de 
corps and general feeling among everyone working in 
the districts was enormously high. People really felt 
they were getting somewhere and t^ey were achieving 
something and they were' doing Some good in every way 
... and they were. 55

The policy of closer administration reached its ultimate level 

of development as the administrative infrastructure in the affected ■ "

... districts was reorganized and substantially expanded.

of the Provincial Administration was reached in 1955 when there were

Mr

...V-

The-peak strength

206 officers in the field in Central Province, 35 in the settled areas 

of the Rift Valley, and 15 in Nairobi.^® Most of the Increase was 

accounted for by temporary appointments of what were known as District 

Officers.— Kikuyu Guard OOO/KG) recruited primarily from the young' 

mid of the Kenya Regiafent, the settler territorial defence unit, 

before the Emergency, the Provincial Administration had begun
Even

the pro-

cess of decentralization from District headquartera for the purposes of* 

. control by establishing three or four-divisions in a district,

was rapidly carried 

In April, 1953, at the onset of large-

. .each staffed by a regular District Officer, and this 

V down-to the locational leyel.
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scale fighting, the Administration- decided to organize the African 

loyalists into local defence units called the Kikuyu, Embu or Meru 

Guard. A fortified post was buile in each location and staffed by

• -

fifty men, ten of whom were eventually armed with rifles or shot guns, 

commanded by a DO/KG

•'t:-

By the beginning of 1955 the average European 

administrative cadre in each of the three Kikuyu districts was around 

40 with several thousand Kikuyu Guard under their command. This force

was in addition to other security units in the district, Including 

■ approximately eight to ten stations of the regular Kenya Police, 

staffed by about 500 men, and an Army battalion. This increase in

staff, coupled with the enormous expansion of administrative powers 

. virtual sealing off of the Central Province from the outside

world "brought a degree of direct administration of the Kikuyu 

paralleled ih the history of'British' colonial Africa"..

un~

.■■p'

. . . In one very critical sense, however , the restoration of the'

power of the Provincial Administration was deceptive, 

of the Kikuyu politicians and the imposition of Emergency regulations 

served only to remove the. external threat that the Administration had 

faced before October, 1952, The inl^nal; challenge, to, the Administration’s. 

dominance posed by changes in the structure and composition of the Kenya 

Government remained untouched and, indeed, increased.

The removal

In the field

this was experienced in conflict between the Administration and the

' Other organizations in the security forces, the locus often being the 

District. Operations Committee chaired by the D.C. with the District 

Superintendent of Police and the local Army commander 

ficial papers and interviews attest that relations with the police in

•r:' as meinbers. Of-
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particular were generally tense, frequently hostile, and occasionally 

Much more important than inter-departmental wrangling in** 

the field were the series of constitutional changes discussed below. 

Pre-occupied with problems of reconstruction and development, admin- . ‘ 

istrators exercised little Influence on such matters of high policy, 

which they regarded with some amusement as a game of politicians. The 

impact of these changes did not begin to be felt until the late 1950*s 

, with the Emergency was drawing to. a: close.

58
bitter.

A. Loyalists, Villagization,'and Land-Gonsolldation

The focus of reconstruction was the minority of Kilniyu, 

estimated by administrators to be 10 to 20 percent of the total, who

These 'Loyalists’, the

core of whom consisted of "a few'of the tougher chiefs and other- - •

had remained loyal to the colonial regime, 

active

Government servantsi some business men and teachers, and others 

gather with a large number of Christians" were seen as the new basis 

of Kikuyu society and the source of civilized elite,

, tOir-

The Provincial
Administration thus placed its support behind the colonial elite among 

■ the Kikuyu whose emergence had been encouraged by its own policies of
the-previous half century. The internal conflicts visible in Kikuyu 

society before the Emergency were crystallized by administrative action, 

_ and the Kikuyu Guard, recruited from among the Loyalists, consisted dis- 

proportionately of older and richer

development programs and funds that poured into 
;districts

60
During the first two yearsmen.

were used to provide material re- 
»ar^ and induceients for the loyalists and attempted to win over the

• r-
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. mass of tribesmen who passively supported the guerrillas in the

forests; "it was definitely Government's policy to make agricultural
■r . ’ ■ ■

assistance to Kikuyu fully discriminatory — so that such assistance 

and extension work was only afforded to known loyalists in good areas 

... those areas where bad Incidents had taken place ... should be 

denied the benefit of Government services; and that a tougtt line 

should be taken in these areas until they had shown they were pre

pared to cooperate with and be fully loyal to Government. The 

. members of Kikuyu Guard units were also given issues of food and 

clothing, payments of 'school fees for up to three children, and most 

were also exempted from the payment of the special Emergency tax 

levied on the tribe. In addition, direct punitive action was taken 

against the land and property of known 'Mau Mau* militants and their 

activist supporters. Between March,’ 1954 and the end o^^ 1956, the 

Provincial Administration issued confiscation orders against a total ' 

of 3,~533 persons, of whom between one quarter and one half were,found 

to be landless.

V

■

The two pillars of the Provincial Administration's policy 

for the transformation of Kikuyu society were the programs of villag- 

programs were^oth .punitivevand strategic, being carried out, 

as one Central Province D.C. put it, "in the shadow of the sten gun".^^ 

The mass of Kikuyu and Embu suspected of passively supporting 'Mau Mau'

. from their traditional scattered homesteads and

^ often under 23 hour a day curfews j
r-tewere built on land cxinfiscated from guerilla fighters. Villag- 

Ization emerged in 1953 largely as the result of ad hoc measures taken

Izatlon

concen-

-I

• ;

Sli ...ti
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by administrators in the field seeking a means of reasserting admin

istrative control and breaking the links between the guerrillas in

. the forests and their supporters in the reserves, as well as punish

ing the disloyal population. In mid—1954 it was adopted by the War 

Council in Nairobi as a central policy for defeating Mau Mau, and 

carried out a more coordinated and thorough basis, 

more than a million, persons had been concentrated into some 854

By October, 1955

villages, and the program had proved a strategic success in bringing 

the mass of the population under firm control of the Provincial Ad- » 

ministration and isolating the forest fighters from their base of 

support and supplies. However, as the' fighting in the reserves began ■ 

to. subside, administrators increasingly came to see the villages as 

a valuable resource for the reconstfuetion of Kikuyu, .society,. , Em

phasis shifted f;com punishment to the positive function of the villages 

as the foci of a new three class rural society consisting of a.wealthy 

elite, middle class of solid and stable farmers, 

landless artisans and laborers, 

tor absorbing the excess population in the

and a lower class of

The villages would provide a means

reserves who would find

work both In the farms of the prosperous and in cottage Industries 

that administrators hop^ would emerge in the villages.®^ 

point the objectives of the yiHagizatlon program became inseparable 

from the program of land consolidation that 

of an agricultural revolution in-the

At this

was expected to be the basis

reserves.
i..

Land consolidation emerged from the very tentative steps
i.v."

taken by the Provincial Administration before the Emergency to- begin 

thS issue of legal individual titles to la^. Administrators saw this
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as being linked to the consolidation of the scattered fragments that 

characterized Kikuyu land holdings into more compact units that would....

also facilitate_the efficient introduction of modern agricultural

methods. During the first part of the Emergency consolidation was 

employed on a limited basis as part of the general policy of rewards 

and punishments, with consolidation generally beginning in a 'loyal* 

area controlled by a strong chief. Here again the initiative in the 

policy came from the field, consolidation being started by the D.C. 

of the Nyeri in mid-1953, and being taken up by the D.C. of Fort Hall ■ 

in 1954 and the D.C. of Kiambu in early 1955. These local efforts, 

varying in scale, organization, and method, were finally pulled to- 

,gether-in November, 1955 when consolidation was adopted as policy 

- for the entire province to be carried, out and completed, within.five 

years. A month later, with the encouragement of Governor Baring, con

solidation was adopted by the central government as official policy 

for Central Province, and in March, 1956 an experienced field officer, 

F.D. Homans, was appointed Land Tenure Officer to coordinate its im

plementation.^^ .

-V

m

S-'

From, the beginning of 1956 increasingly'.intense efforts were 

Made to demarcate and consolidate all of the African land in Central 

Province, whether of loyalists or not, into compact, economic holdings.

B-B;

From the beginning land consolidation was very much a policy that 'be

longed' to the Provincial Administration; administrators vigorously

the completion of. consolidation and the.registration 

‘’^-•^ities despite lengthy conflicts with the Legal Department and the 

Colonial Office over enabling legislation and with the Lands and Survey

.
M..-.
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Departments over the accuracy of the survey and demarcation methods 

The motivations for the policy were, in "part, economic. 

Consolidation was; eqqjected to •facilitate farm planning and agricultur

al development under a new agricultural plan adopted for Africans in 

early 1954, as well as provide employment for the landless, since each 

holding of three acres was expected to require three hired laborers- 

when fully developed., , This was expected to be the-basis, for 

ian revolution that would accomplish what the enclosures had done in 

• British society, but without the attendent social disintegration and ■ 

disruption.

employed.

::5-

an agrar-

The dominant motives behinrf" consolidation, however , 

political. The Emergency finally..and .unequivocally brought home to •

. administrators the connection between,pollt.ical milltance and„the soclp- 

economic discontents of rural society and they seized upon land

were

con-r

soildatlon as a means to create a stable and politically passive jniddle

class of propertied farmers who would be immune tp the appeals of

political radicalism and nationalism. As early as 1954, C.M. Johnston, 

the Provincial Commissioner of Central Province, stated that the ob- 

consolidation schemes then just beginning was “to build

up-the yeoman farmer, the niiddle class man in fact who has so much to
/

lose that he would be unlikely to revive or rejoin a subversive move

ment". 68 Administrators frequently told each other that they had to
• f

strike while the iron is hot', i.e. complete the consolidation program 

while the Kikuyu politicians wete Ih detentioh and Emergency powers

over the population in the reserves, 

urgency increased in the late;1950's as the number of detainees

^ve them unchallenged control 

This sense of

-
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released rapidly grew, and the consolidation of the three Kikuyu 

districts was essentially completed by 1959-60. At the same time, 

news of the consolidation program and awarding of titles reached the

S;(!
-

II
ill.detention camps and stimulated thousands of detainees to cooperate 

with the authorities so that they could move down the 'pipe-^line' and 

return home in time not to lose their rights to a holding in the re- a
-i

serves. i'i
■s|

Vlllaglzation and consolidation provided field administrat—

• ors with a new and compelling sense of purpose after seeing their au- , 

thorlty and functions increasingly usurped by the technical depart

ments and challenged by the African politicians. Their conservative 

valuM md country interests achieved their final and fullest express

ion in these efforts to shape Kikuyu society according to their nostal- 

glc vision of the organic community of British rural society, 

natiy administrators the supposed transformation of Kikuyu society was 

the proudest and most enduring achievement.of the Provinpial Adminis

tration. However, both villagizatlon and consolidation failed to 

achieve the hoped for political and economic goals. Except for parts

1

69 fc:For

1

-fS'

of Klambu, where they provided housing for workers commuting to Nairobi, 

the villages were largely ^andoned and people returned to their land 

when Emergency restrictions were relaxed. Even -more important, con- llV

solldation did not provide for economic holdings of sufficient size 

for the emejrgence.of the mass of 'yeoman' farmers; the reserves were

in economic expansion beyond sub- - 

Furthermore, there turned out to be far more 

landless Kikuyu than originally anticipated-.and the smali holdings in

I-

Slstence were modest i

-vvvr

,V .|j
I
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. the reserves did not have the capacity to absorb them as laborers.^®

Finally* while the majority of Kikuyu finally got title to, a land

holding, the political consequences' that the Provincial Administration 

hoped for did not materialize. Farmers in the reserves, even many of - 

the few wealthy ones, proved to be susceptible to the appeals of nation-^ 

alist politicians when consitutional changes permitted the reappearance 

of African politics in the late 1950's and shifted the center of 

gravity of political conflict from the reserves to Nairobi'.

IV. Constitutional Change: Ministerial Government and the Decline of 
the Administration

. - The Emergency created a crisis of sufficient magnitude to

break the thirty year stalemate owr basic policy for the political 

evolution of Kenya and commence a process of political change that 

gathered increasing momentum over the next decade. . Within the colony 

there were Immediate pressures'from all racial groups for the reorgan

ization of the central government and increased access of unofficial 

politicians- to decision-making positions in return for the loyal support 

. provided by the Europeans, Aslans, and many non-Kikuyu Africans for the 

government's campaign against.the 'Mau Mau’. ■ These internal pressures 

were reinforced by'pollti^al events in Britain, notably a fierce assault

by the Labour opposition on the Government's policy In Kenya in 1952 
>”

and 1953 and recommandations of major reforms by the Joint Parliamentary 

Committee that visited Kenya in early 1954, as well as the sensitivity 

British Government to the . impact of events ±n Kenya in the Inter- 

, national arena,, espec anti-colonial sentiment in the United States.

The lead in negotiating constitutional changes was taken by the

V

:

«
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Secretary of State, Oliver Lyttelton, who visited Kenya in late 

October, 1952 to get a first hand look at the situation, and returned 

again in May, 1953..and:.February, .1954. 

fleeted the fact that the Emergency was precisely the sort of crisis

fell’
In part, this attention re-

that stimulated controversy in Britain and traditionally brought

metropolitan intervention. In addition, however, Lyttelton's actions 

■were indicative of a more general process of a shift in policy initia

tive towards the metropole marked by- the increasingly activist role 

of the Colonial Office and the. increasing status and power of the 

position of the Secretary of State. The growing nationalist challenge 

to colonial authority, the increasing, levels of T)oiitica’l conflict in 

the colonies, and the commencement of the process of decolonization 

all presented critical issues of constitutional policy that could only 

be decided in the metropole, either by the Colonial Office or, in 

• criticar cases,- by the British Cabinet itself. The role of the • 

Secretary of State in negotiating constitutional changes became of

. importance for an orderly process of devolution.

regular airline linkages • throughout the empire made it possible for 

the Secretary pf State to intervene directly in any colony within a 

matter of hours.

The extension of

The established conventions over the relations be

tween individual colonial governments and the metropolitan authorities

began to break down, and the Secretary of State acquired power from 

his capacity to thrust himself "into the colonial situation as a mediator

.T;^®*™een warring grou as an inspector of his own administrative
bffiders".’^

*1

In Kenya, while the various departments of the local 

government continued to exercise control over the formulation ^d im-

'.U-
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jfe4i plementation of the more specific and specialized subjects of inter- 

- mediate policy, the Colonial Office and the Secretary of State moved ■1

_ directly into the lacuna ovef basic constitutional and political de- 

velopment policy, as well as into the new area of policy concerned : 

with the specific conduct of the Emergency, which now came to occupy 

center stage in the political arena. 8';

V

'Lyttelton picked up "the multi-racial concept , as the basis 

for constitutional change and told the settlers bluntly that they 

could only rely upon continued British support for their position If 

they accepted increased African participation in the government.

After lengthy and' difficult hehirtd-the-s'cenes negotiations with

sentatives of the three raclaL communities, he finally secured Euro-
-.1

pean and Asian agreement to a new ;central government structure. . These, 

arrangements,'Imown as the Lyttelton Constitution.- came into force in

_ ministerial system was formally established, bring-

lug with it the associated concepts of ministerial and

repre-

8. ■

cabinet re- .

sponsibility. The Executive Council was transformed into the Council 

of Ministers and actual ministerial organizations were formed, linking 

the various departments together into individual units rather than the 

loose associations at ^he top level that come from responsibility to 

a comon Member. Budgeting was placed on a ministerial rather than

84

Individual departmental basis. The existing civil service and unof- 

Members became ministers in the pew system, while multi-racial

participation in the government .at cabinet level was implemented through 
■ the addition of six new unofficial ministers, three European, -two Aslan,

-48I

and one African. These new positions were created by the separation ofh;.-

8-'

- I:8
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departments from existing portfolios and the establishment of two 

ministers without portfolio.
iS

Civil servants or the two earlier ap

pointed unofficial Members: continued,to*head the most important min-

istries, the new unofficial ministers being assigned less important 

portfolios or none at all. The two Aslans were assigned the Ministry 

of Works and one of the posts without portfolio, while the African 

given the Ministry of Community Development, a position almost 

wholly concerned with African affairs. Two' crucial posts. Internal 

• Security and Defence and African Affairs, went to senior adminis

trative officers, and in the latter the Chief Native Commissioner

was

was restored to the executive control-over the-Provincial Adminis- - 

tration that had been lost more than twenty years before. 

Multi-racial ministerial government thus finally came to

Kenya, but riot in the form antlclpiated by Mitchell’s reorganization 
of-1945. He had attempted to mute the intensity of political 

filet and isolate the central
con-^

government from it. However, largely

as the result of settler pressures, under the Lyttelton Constitution 

the principle that ministers or members had to resign elective officers

was dropped and the European and Aslan ministers retained their elected
™ Legislative Council, 

brought the cleavages of
The ministerial system therefore

■ /
the external- society into the top level of 

the government in an unstable ministeriaTstew of civil servants

ultimately responsible to the Governor and the Colonial Office and 

politicians responsible to thg-t

- communities

was maintained, along with that of 'parity'-, i.e..

r own racial communities. Within

the number of Euro—

J
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pean elected members remained equal to the total of all of the other 

racial groups combined. Direct election of African members on the 

basis of restricted franchise was promised within'a few years. Lyttel

ton's reforms were grudgingly accepted by the Earppean and Asian com

munities. The African appointed members of the Legislative Council, 

the only surviving African political voice after the detention of 

the politicians ‘and eventual banning of''the KAU in June, 1953, re—

IS s

I
IRRr ,

e

Ifused to •collectively approve the new constitution. However, rather 

■ than totally refuse the access to the Council of Ministers offered

s;"'
1
ft.-e a

R'R, by Lyttelton, they permitted one of their number, B.A. Ohanga, to come 

forward as an individual to accept the, portfqMo for community de

velopment, and two others eventually became Parliamentary Tinder Secre- R

81 #taties in other ministries.

The Lyttelton Constitution, despite the importance of the 

-changes it introduced, did not represent the formulation by the metro- 

• politan authorities of an explicit program for the political develop

ment of Kenya.

ft

It was another essentially backward—looking Incremental

response to problems and tensions emerging out of existing institutional
S
§
ft
I

arrangements, rather than an Initiative taken to achieve any specific 

future goal. In accordance with what came to be accepted Colonial 

Office practice for dealing with the process of decolonization, the
ft . ■

Lyttelton arrangements were a reactive response to the. emergence of 

•acute local pressures. The incremental, approach thus still dominated 

British.methods during the'1950’s. The Lyttelton Constitution was
s

..ft> -V. . -Q

•.ft'an interim measure intended to last until 1960 when the constltutiohal 

situation in Kenya would be reviewed again.-. While the implicit lines
■■

i
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of future development were clear, the metropolitan authorities were 

.not prepared in 1954 to make any commitment with regard to the ulti

mate balance between the .various^ racial communities either in the

cabinet or the legislature and the possible date for the Introduction- 

. of self-government for the colony.

Despite its evasiveness 'tdlth regard to some of the most 

sensitive questions for the politick evolution of Kenya, the 1954
■ i# ■

constitution nevertheless had very serious political consequences.

First, Africans had finally breached the walls of the highest. levels 

of the central government. Henceforth,' the issue was not whether

they were capable of participation, but the scope and timing of their 

access to the cabinet and the legislature. Second, the constitution 

led to the breakdown, of the carefully maintained political unity of

the settler community and opened a widening gulf between European
r:-. —

■ moderates .willing to work within and attempt to maintain their doiin- ' 

ant position through a multi-racial government and die-hards opposed, 

to any sharing of power with other races. By 1955 there were even 

rumors that the most extreme settler elements were considering, as

they had in 1923,'an armed rebellion to seize control of the govem-

. appeal to Africa and Southern Rhodesia for assistance.

Ihird, the introduction of ministerial government completed the pro

gressive decline of the central and Provincial Administration from the 

dominant position they had held in the government until 1945.■ V"

Under the pre-war system the preeminent position of the Ad-^
. ....... iv.. . , ■ • . . '

milttstrstibh was expressed in the direct 

from the Governor

line of. the hierarchy flowing 

to the Chief Secretary and thence to the Provincial
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The other departments of government stood, in 

to one side of this line of authority in clearly subsidiary and sub-rv

Administration. a sense.

ordinate position. This pattera, ^-we have seen , began to change 

with the introduction of the Member system. The formal introduction 

of functional ministerial organization in 1954 finally broke up the
JF

old unitary organization into several ostensibly equal ministries, 

thereby up-grading the status of the specialist and technical departs- 

ments through their ministerial organizations and reducing the Admins 

istratlon to the status of simply one department among many others in 

the complex structure of a modern state.

The development of powerful ministerial organizations after 

1954 is most vividly illustrated by the growth of the critically im

portant Ministry of Finance and Development. Fiscal policy and budge-r,-

tary matters were originally handled within the Secretariat, where a 

- Financial Secretary, in consultation with the Chief Secretary, 

cised detailed control
exer^^

over the budgets of the individual departments '-

and prepared the annual estimates for presentation to the Legislative 
Council. Once appropriations had been made, the departments tr-were

responsible to the Department of the Accpuntant General for their ex-

penditures. This system proved increasingly difficult after 1949 when 

the Secretary of State devolved final powers of approval for the annual
estimates of revenue and expenditure to the Legislative Council and 

• the bureaucracy'became technically responsible 

f ihancial. matters

v*'■

to the legislature on 

After a disastrous debate on the 1952 budget,-.Mltchel-l
-O.

; ; shifted'Eraest Vasey,

‘ for Health and Local Government
the second unofficial member appointed, from Member 

to the finance portfolio, hoping to mute

siife
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the fires of political conflict by.placing financial matters in tb
77 Vasey's position in the government was. 

ambiguous: although not a civil se^^vant, he “^s held in high esteem ‘

r p4s
sib

S.S.r?;
hands of a local European.

:S;-> -

by ■'officials he worked with for his administrative skill and. financial

4-:astuteness, while his liberal views on racial and political issues 

deprived him of any real support among the settlers. 

rested almost soley upbn the status*and“power of the organization he 

headed and he'had a vested interest in the fullest and fastest develpp- 

. ment of a ministerial system in which the Ministry of Finance would 

occupy a pivotal position. -

Vasey moved on two levels to create a powerful organization. 

First, he physically removed the Financial Section from the Secre

tariat to the offices of the revenue and accounting departments placed 

under his control and consciously began to build a Treasury staffed 

1 with professional financial- officers:

His position

S'

BP

s-

Is

■r:v

My first objective was to try and bring as fer as 
one possibly could an atmosphere into -the Treasury 
that people would go into the Treasury and would make

and stop the transfer into

A

Treasury a career, 
the Treasury of people who were not trained.' Indeed, 
when I took over ... one of the things I said to the . 
Colonial Office was to ask that no man should be trans— 
ferred out of the Treasury for a' period of time without 

- my consent. 79

• • •
4P

i
I

Vasey was largely successful in this area, aftracting‘'a .cadre of able 

officials dedicated ta specialization in financial affairs whb shared

his vlKre on the role of the Treasury and were eager to join what they
80■ believed to be a progressive and increasingly powerful organization. 

By 1957 17 of the 18 top officials of the Treasury were specialists

-l;-

-.

Iappointed directly from outside of Kenya, while only one, a jimlor As-

4:
b,'

■■ a
V:j
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M eistant Secretary was a member of the Kenya Administration on temppr- 
81

In addition, Vasey moved to improve the technicalary secondment.

expertise of the Treasury by placingt.the head of the East African 

Statistical Department in charge of a new economic research division.

'*■ His second goal was extension of the policy areas over which 

the Treasury had formal control to include economic development. Vasey 

pressed for the abolition of the Development and Reconstruction Agency 

■ on the grounds that as a civil service body its control of development 

• funds cut across the responsibilities of the emerging ministries.

S'';;-:'

r.' •-

DAKA was disolved in 1952 and the Treasury assumed control of develop

ment financing. With the formal introduction of ministerial 

meat in 1954, the Treasury became the Kinistry of Finance and Develop-

govern-

ment and Vasey became chairman of the Development Committee of the

Council of Ministers, "thereby,bringing the Treasury properly into the ' ' 

.field of economic', planning". When the large grants from the British 

" exchequer required to fight the Emergency threatened to bring metro

politan control over Kenya’s finances, Vasey began a series of regular 

personal visits to London where, because he 

.■ servant and '.'was riot afraid to be rude
was hot a career civil —

83
to people ,

metropolitan agreement to a separation of Emergency-related funds from

he was able to get

/
the regular budget of the colony and safely retain control of the latter 

. in the ministry.

At the same time, Vasey and his senior officials'moved to 

, : r^Ponspility.^ a

is^riai expenditures and superintendence 

the ministry free

account-ing-of min- 

of future estimates, leaving 

to.confine its attention tp basic issues of economic
.VvA:-"

- it--

'i,-ii
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and fiscal policy. To effect this they.pressed for the adoption in 

1955 of the British exchequer and audit system under which the Perman

ent Secretary in each ministry became the accounting officer respon- 

sible for the expenditure of the ministry's appropriations.®^ The' 

Treasury determined the amount available for the total budget and 

entered into cabinet-level discussions on the division of this amount 

among the various ministries, leaving it up to the latter to determine 

how its total appropriation would be divided among various departments.

■ The Ministry of Finance and Development also became one of the most■

vigorous advocates of collective cabinet responsibility to the legis-r- 

lature in the preparation of budget§ry^ estimates and of individual 

ministerial responsibility for expenditure to the legislature through 

a Public Accounts Committee. The former would Insure the public 

support of politician ministers for a budgetary process in which the 

Treasury would play'a dominating role, while the latter would shift ■ -

an unwanted burden onto the shoulders of individual ministries.

The introduction of ministerial government completed the 

transofmation of the role of the Chief Secretary. The abolition of 

the DARA and the vesting of responsibility for development .policy in 

the Ministry for Finance and Development and the Development Committee 
of the Council of Minister/^removed the Chief Secretary from, his princl-

war. Directpal area of policy responsibility since the end of the

.control of the development process was finally taken out of the hands

.:^°?_*^^^..^^SiRistra.tion and divided ^up among various functional

to one CkleF'Secretafy ; . -

Although he was one of the Govemqr’s advisers, r;i. 
often than not the Governor ... would discuss matters

ministries.

more ..
.l:. 'H.. ,

'^1
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with his ministers over certain particular things and 
the Chief Secretary perhaps was not.told ^bout this 
... he would not know what was going on in a particu
lar sphere. 85 •

By 1955 the Chief Secretary retained 'direct executive control only 

. over the Secretariat, by this point divided up in the Office of the 

Chief Secretary, the Cabinet Office, and the Establishments Division, 

and the. Departments of Information and Immigration.

la:i . . .

(!■*

The principal role of the Chief Secretary came to&revolve 

around the internal politics of ministerial government.

m.
S-‘

He was. given

"those portfolios which were too hot, politically speaking, to go to -

M
'les

i , 86unofficial ministers”, and served as Leader of Government Business 

In the Legislative Council where he expressed the Government's position
90

, on behalf of the increasingly heterogeneous Council of Ministers. Much 

of his time outside of LegCo was spent in arbitrating disputes be

tween various ministries and between the field and th^ central govem- 

Given the widely varying interests and perspectives of the 

civil'servant and politician ministers in the Kenya government.

Council of Ministers had its problems in achieving- internal unity and 

collective action, especially with regard to "getting the ministers 

to have a cabinet approach to any problem".

the pabinet, particularly the administrators, expected the Council of

• -v

'neht.
t
; ■ the5

I-''-'

m
it-: ■ The civil servants in

gffi / ' .Cv.

Ministers to be a. means of achieving at least a public front of politi

cal unity and inter-racial■cooperation.
r-s
II There was a tendency, however,
& for the politician ministers to advertise their- achievements and policiesI::

teRiiis of the goal's and interests ;of their 

stituencies and publicly blame their

II particular racial con-

problems on the other ministers.I:--
S0U

/.i « 0 '

m
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This was particularly true with regard to the Ministry of Finance 

and Development wh^n ministers would periodically announce new pro

grams or policies entailing additional expenditures without having 

obtained Treasury approval. The Council of Ministers and the Treasury 

-then found themselves in the embarrassing situation of either accept- ^ 

ing the independent, action of the minister, and, thus compromising . 

collective cabinet action, or disavowing his actions and running the. 

risk of his resignation and a crisis in the delicately balanced 

• cabinet structure.

/

89

While the functional system resulted in the decline of the 

Administration's influence as an organization within the government, 

it nevertheless permitted several individual administrators to rise

to positions of substantial power and influence within the various 

ministries. The .growing number of administrative officers special- 

. izing in secretariat work in Nairobi welcomed the Introduction of ’ 

ministerial government and the consequent increase in the number of

The number of admin- ' 

in Nairobi . 

senior posts) by 1957

• "v

■ C
high status and salary positions open to them, 

istratlve positions in the various ministry headquarters 

cllmbe^ to. 87 (54 assistant secretar-ies and 33

as each ministry acquired its own central administration headed by a 
Permanent Under Secretary^^

Although the monopoly of senior posts by 

embers of the Administration was broken, with departmental and techni

cal officers filling 28 of the 87 administrative posts in the various
.”!^3;?s^:lilE:rs!^er^eM^hld^lj5^adniinistrators.,J26-^ofe^om^had. 

risen, from the

.'.r

ranks of the Kenya Administration while 33 had been 
directly appointed tb the Secretariat from posts outside the colony.

■■r
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High ranking administrators in the ministries often found that they 

could exert considerable influence over politician ministers vAo 

frequently had little knowledge and e^xperience in the subjects under 

their control: -;V:-—

You know- you felt you could probably 'con' him, that's 
not the right word, but you could probably get things 
done more readily through a political minister and get 
them on the move than you would under the old system.91

During the late 195.0's and early 60's when the number of politician 

ministers increased, and esp.ecially when Africans replaced both. Euro

pean civil servants and settlers, administrators were dubious of-both' 

their abilities and intentions and tended , to see their own role as 

taming' the ambitious politician and seeing that he "did not go off 

the .rails" in his desire to change things.

' . field the ministerial.system. further narrowed the

V-,

- t

- I'

scope of the authprity of the Provincial Administration as depart- 

iental officers found themselves primarily,responsible 

command leading to one-or another minister in Nairobi.

to a line of

The politic

ian minister, in particular, resented District or Provincial Commis

sioners giving orders to 'their' field staff and they provided the

powerful support in any conflicts with the Provincial Ad

ministration. Much to th^ chagrin and annoyance of field administrators, 

conflicts with departmental officers were quickly referred'up the line 

in various ministries to be settled at the top level in Nairobi. 

core, the establishment of independent lines of communication between 

... the ministries and their field staffs begun under the member system

rapidly completed. While the Provincial and District Commissioners 

were formally supposed to be incorporated in the

Further-

, . -was'
y':

communications netwo‘rk

■ >
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of each ministry so that they could be kept informed of the activities 

of the various agencies operating in their areas, the ministries in 

practice increasingly by-passed the Provincial Administration and 

dealt directly with their specialists in the field.' ' ' . ■

Th.e most serious conseqbence of the increasingly independ- ' 

ent operation of the ministries was the acceleration of the declining

During the late 1950's the 

Chief Secretary received several complaints from Provincial Commis-r.

. sioners that they could no longer keep track of government activities, 

in their provinces, while a settler politician.who held a number of ” 

ministerial posts found that the P.C.s "tended ... to regard one as 

an enemy in the camp" and reported that "on one or two . occasions I 

have know Provincial Cbmmissiohers to quite openly state that they 

would not have the Minister for Agriculture Interfering in their 

province".

. r'

-V;.

status of the Provincial Commissioners,

•The Provincial Commissioners found it increasingly difficult

■ for. them to play their traditional role of intermediaries between the • 

, field administration and the central government. They now,found 

that they had to deal separately with almost a dozen different min-S
I

Istries, many, of them headed-by political ministers-who neither knew 

nor cared very much aboqt' the 'understandings' that were supposed to 

govern the relations between administrators and other officials, or

accorded mpch priority to the Provincial Administration's view on 

Iwlicy-T Issues. The burden of fending off the Interference of Other
. *3 ■ .

sorting out their conflicts with the Provincial Admin

istration fell primarily bn the shoulders of the Chief Native Commissioner

■I

t- ^ minis-tries or
. . 'i

j

s
.t
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In his executive capacity as Minister for African Affairs, 

field administrators attempted so far as possible to ignore the

In the

numerous and often conflicting directives of the various ministries 

and, in the traditional 

• pushed around too much from on hlgh".^^

ig;

manner, "do what was required, without being 

-When other ministries were

. felt to be "making nonsense", of the P.C.s and the Minister for Afri-
96can Affairs would "get over^^it be devious means".. Such involvement

in bureaucratic politics, however, indicated the distance the Pro

vincial Administration had travelled 

his castle'.

}:

since the^days of 'the King in 

The initiative in the formation of policy, 

larly in the areas of political and eocnoi^c development,, had def-
particu-

initively shifted to other hands

V. African Politics and Constitutional Grises: 
Decision to Withdraw The Metropolitan

The cfisis generated by the Emergency also brought sigriifi-

„ cant changes in the socio-economic policies of the Kenya, goyernment

that led to a refocus of its approach to African development and the '

many of the changes demanded by .the KAU before Octobe^, 

Early, in 1'954 the Government adopted a new plan for African 

the so-called Swynnerton Plan,^^

implementation'of 

1952..

agricultural development, 

rapid growth of 

.. -the provision of

based on the
commercial agriculture through land consolidation.ial

secure .individual titles,' the establishment of agri

cultural credit facilities. the improvement of farming methods. and
,V the introduction of a wide range^ pf cash

crops, including those 

Despite administrative and 

falling commodity prices, this de-

pre-
/>-.ytously restricted to European farmers.

V tdttnical difficulties, as well as

&

''7
.s';-
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velopment program is estimated to have led to a doubling of the aver-
I

age cash income of African farmers between 1955 and 1962,. 

areas concerted efforts were finally made to stablize the African 

labor force and encourage the permanent urban residence of African • 

workers and their families through substantial increases in real 

wages, the encouragement of rising levels of skill and productivity7“ 

and the provision of increased social services and housing. A start 

. was thus finally made in coordinating urban and rural development 

■ policies and ending-the vicious circle that .trapped many. Africans.

In addition, much of the outward manifestation of racial dlscrlmin-

98
In urban

ation was done away with and formal racial barriers in the civil 

service were dropped. Increased facilities were also provided for 

African education, especially on the secondary and higher education

; 'levels. Including the establishment in Nairobi of a Royal Technical 

College that'rapidly-advanced towards university college status.

In part these changes were involved in the government's 

effort to deal with the Emergency by gaining increased African sup-

port-, especially from non-Kikuyu, and answering some of the metro-

politan criticism that accused it was not doing enough for the African 

and was; pursuing only a policy of repression, 

not seen or depicted as reversals of previous positions, but rather 

as being in continuity with, and essentially accelerated extensions 

of the development programs that had been actively carried out since 

1945,^Neverthelessi they also reflect the declining influence of both 

;^^®^®W-and;central Administration .c - ' 

ation of development policy and the progressive abandonment of the con-

...
The new policies were

-r-:;

on the formulation and' Implement-

!v.'

—
Ar-
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"W
servative caution and preoccupation with the protection of the in

tegrity of tribal society characteristic of administrative officers.
{

In a sense, the orientation of policy had moved in a full circle 

back to the confident liberalism of the beginnings of British rule- 

fifty years before with an emphasis on economic individualism and 

competitive capitalism. This emerged clearly in the Report of the 

East Africa Royal Commission, published-in 1955, which provided the 

intellectual underpinnings -for subsequent development policy in Ke;nya 

• and was often described as 'bathed in purerailk of Adam Smith'. The 

-report advocated the abandonment of protective policies towards 

African societies and the rapid incorporation of’ the Africans into 

a. free-market economy based on commercial agriculture and the develop

ment of secondary industry for the local market.

■■

It was also

symptomatic of the growing influence of a metropolitan-centered per

spective on colonial affairs.

The impact of these policies 

of social change and incorporation into the

was to accelerate the processes

monetary economy of Afri- 

as deeply affected as the Kikuyu.can-societies hitherto not The

process was also promoted by Emergency measures, such as Operation 

- Anvil; which removed much of the Kikuyu labor force from 

and settled areas and led
the towns

t^
their replacement by Africans from other

As in.the experiencetribes, particularly the Luo, Luhya and Kamba.^®° 

of the Kikuyu, this widening Involvement

- •' •7

in the monetary economy-and

■ exposure-to social Change stimulated a growing political*consciousness
. - ln,p^ base of

support for the revival of African politics 

This political consciousness was also spurred once
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iipi
J again by some of the government's own development programs.

Nyanza> for example, efforts tp enforce land consolidation through 

closer .administration stimulated widespread rural

In

unrest in the
mid-SO’s among Luo who saw the policy as mainly working towards the 

advantage of the colonial elite, of chiefs and

'

their clans and event

ually forced the Provincial Administration 

Impose it.
to abandon its efforts to

101
Finally, while the government tried carefully to

separate development, programs from the Emergency and spread them 

• through other tribes, so that Africans would not see them' as the
consequence of the crisis, many Africans nevertheless were increasing

ly aware of the improvement in their ,conditions, that followed 

the Emergency-«id this stimulated them to 

Thus in 1955

-J upon 

make Increasing demands.
a police In&mer reported that 

a baraza with the • Governor;

a man told a crowd after
vv.'.; ■.:!

“rcLSnup early days,... have
to cause more trouble with the Europeans 

until they would tire with us and to understand that
sSiiner rStrangers in this country. 102

v*-.

are

However, for alm;ist three years after the start of the Emer.^

with the exception ofgency virtually all African political activity,

the effectively coopted appointed members of the Legislative Council,

— Adminls tratlon .

■ survive were
: PW^lstered Trade linlona.

Was
The only independent African 

unions in the Kenya Federation 

later renamed the Kenya Federation of Labour,

S .
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which had been carefully set up to secure official recognition after 

the failure of the East African Trade Union Congress, 

unions were hard hit by the Emergency which saw a considerable portion 

of the Kikuyu leadership swept into detention and left some of the' 

lndi\H.dual unions without any officers to carry-on their affairs.

KFL survived, however, with the support of the British TUC and the 

ICFTU which provided not only resources'‘and training for union of

ficials , but also valuable metropolitan and international' platforms

ta

The African

The

■ for publicizing African views and lobbying support with the Kenya 

government and the Colonial Office.
1:^

103 The removal of the Kikuyu 

.union-officials made room for the rise, of a new leadership headed
'■r

aby Tom Mboya, a young Luo sanitary inspector for the Nairobi City 

Council. While the KFL carefully cooperated with the government in 

the development of- regular labor .relations machinery and officially 

adopted a non-political stance, Mboya himself pointed

*: •

out that the

81%.^c®s brought to the unions in the .absence-of any African p.oliti- 51
.■-i

cal organizations could only have been ignored at the price of "the 

death of trade unions", and under his leadership the KEL protested to 

the government:.over Emergency policies, including detention without

screening practices and conditions

in the detention
/

camps, and indicated its disapproval of the Lyttelton
104

■ Constitution. In Februa^, 1956 the government finally moved against

. the KFL and threatened if with Suppres.sion if it did not end its politl- 

' : cal activities The-organization was saved by. the intervention of the 
British TUC which sent its head. Sir Vincent Tewson., to Nairobi to deal st;-'.

with the Kenya Government, but its subsequent activities were consider- 5:

:S.

m
r
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ably circvunscribed. is

In inid-1955 the Administration permitted the formation of 

African political associations on the.district level. Iftile the 

cautious policy sought to avoid the challenge of another national 

garilzation such as' the KAU through a more sophisticated form of divide 

and rule, African political activity began nonetheless to revive and 

spread, especially in the'areas outside of Central Province, 

year a.formula was also worked out for the election of African

EI.- . :

or- . I-
&

In that

repre

sentatives to the Legislative Council on the basis of a restricted
p'

franchise on the basis of qualifications of age, education, property 

__ and occupation, with up to three votes for more 'qualified' voters.

Kikuyu, Embu,. amd Meru were also required to obtain a loyalty certifi

cate from the local District Commissioner.

3:

After several delays voters 

were registered-at the end of 1956 and the elections were' finally held '

fin 1957. Six of the eight appointed members of the Legislative Council 

seats and -wfere replaced by a 

politicians led by Mboya, who captured the Nairobi

new generation of non-Kikuyu 

seat, and Oglnga

Odinga, who won the Nyanza seat on the wave of rural discontent

- - - - T-\ -> .•E

P
£

ifover
S'

government land policy. The Luo 

urban and rural dimensions of African politics.

now assumed leadership of both the

As a result of vari-
/

ations in the issuance of registration certificates by 

Commissioners, the Kikuyu 

. the Centr^_Provlnce

the-District

were unrepresented in the Legislative Council, 

seat going to a Meru, Bernard Mate.^®^ The entry

a crucial watershed in Kenyan politics and

th government officials and settlers 

support for militant politics:

f
of the•elected members 

. dhatt^ed -some of the illusions-of both 

Eaboi^ the limited African

&was
■!:■■■■■ ..

As one settler

mi-
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member of LegCo eloquently put it, "Iften-thSi elected members 

was exactly like looking through a dark visor at a furnace and then

came it

lifting the visor and ..looking .straighe into the furnace where 

the flames and thoughts and emotions of the Africans leaping up". 

Under the leadership of Odinga and Mboya the African

you saw
106

representatives

took the initiative in defining the central issue of political coh- 

flict for the next three years, namely whether Kenya would come to

a multi-racial or an African go„yernment. They 

expected to gain little by working through the Legislative Council, 

which they regarded simply as a useful forum for attacking the

Independence under

govern-

-ment and the settlers and gaining publicity for their views, and moved 

existing multi-racial arrangements inoperable.

They Immediately rejected the' Lyttelton Constitution, 

the ministerial portfolio that would have symbolized their 

of official policy, and demanded fifteen

107

refused to accept

acceptance 

more African representatives 

members-of the other races,-.them a maj.ority_.o.ver_ the elected 

thereby creating a constitutional crisis 

by the intervention of..the metropolitan authorities.

The Secretary of State, Alan Lennox-Boyd,‘arrived in Kenya 

in October, 1957 to gain the

that could only be resolved

agreement of.the three racial communities 

to new constitutional proposals worked out in consultation ^ith the 

Governor and senior administrative officers.

/

The Africans demanded ■

■ a programmatic statement of the objectives of 

® bus ride we 

aes'tiiation7-f or-unless 

agree as to the route.

British policy: "If it 

are invited-to join, let us have in clear terms the

we are agreed on this we shall certainly

They did not get-It, however. The Lennox-Boyd

not

3t

7
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constitution provided for an increase in African representation in 

the Legislative Council to 14, giving-them parity with the settlers, 

and a second ministerial portfolio. In addition, 12 special seats, 

four for each of the major racial groups, were to be elected by the 

other members of the LegCo. The new arrangements also called for a 

ten year halt in constitutional changes. The authorities in London 

and Kenya still sought to find a multi-racial formula that would hold

off militant African nationalism and preserve the dominant position 

■ of the European in the colony. 109. The Africans, however, increasingly , ' 

held the Initiative, and "realized their advantage in provoking yet

another crisis. The six additional African representatives elected 

in March, 1958 joined the others in rejecting the new constitution
!

and vilifying the moderate Africans who came forward to accept the 

special seats and one of the ministerial portfolios. Odinga also 

reinvoked Kenyatta's name , and image as a national leader amid, the 

shocked outrage of the officials and settlers in the council. At 

the end of 1958 the African members collectively waited out during the 

Governor's speech, to the Legislative Council and shortly after began

a complete.boycott of the council's proceedings. Emergency regulations 

were still in force and some administrative harassment of African 
political activity ensued in early 1959, but the Kenya Administration

was no longer in a position to exercise control over the pace of ’ 

political change. In the spring.the Africans formed 

with the Aslan LegCo.'~representatives and
a joint delegation

one disident European member, 
l;y-„Gooke,_which-travelled to London andsecured Lennox-Boyd’s agrees

nent to a new constitutional conference. This was immediately followed
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by the emergence of a new multi-racial party, the New Kenya Group, 

led by Michael Blundell and organized around the bulk of European 

elected members and all of the special members of the LegCo.

Africans suspected and accused the NKG of being promoted behind the ' 

scenes by the Colonial Office to provide a justification for the 

tinuation of a multi-racial constitution.

•ibr;.
The

con-

110 T'-

■:

At the same time, however, Import'ant changes were taking^ 

place in the orientation of the British government toward colonial 

affairs in general and Kenya in particular that would have a critical 

impact on the pace of political change, 

the metropolitan authorities still adhered to a policy.of grandualism 

and believed that colonial rule would yet last for a considerable time; 

Lennox-Boyd agreed with the East African governors at a conference

As late as January, 1959
i •

rV':-

'h

held that month at Chequers, that Tapganyika might achieve independence 

by 1970, with Uganda following after, while Kenya would likelysoon

._^;not move tp independence until after 1975.^^^ 

taking place, a serious reevaluation of colonial affairs was being 

made by Prime Minister MacMillan and elements of the left wing of the 

Conservative. Party.,-notably Ian McLeod, in the light of the debacle

Even while this was

of the Suez intervention of 1956, the obvious decline in Britain's 

position as a world
/

power, and the increasing external pressures for

decolonization from both the U.S. and the rapidly growing bloc of

- non-Western nations.
- - 7- - - 7'-

- ing intetnai challenges

The choice in the colonies, in the face of mount-

tothe colonial authorities, increasingly ap- 

g .- peared^to^begthe unpalatable one at 'shoot or get oiit' The first

alternative was both morally unacceptable and probably Incapable of

:v.

-b
• ■ .liJ'.
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being justified to metropolitan and international opinion, as well 

as beyond the resources of Britain to ^us tain on a prolonged and 

'massive scale.. Wiese second thqughts-were strongly reinforced by 

the revelation in Britain in mid-1959 of the Hola camp scandal. in- 

Kenya and shortly afterward the publication of the Devlin report on 

the Emergency in Nyasaland which spoke of the colony having become 

'a police state'.

that would likely be involved if Britain attempted to sustain colonial 

control by force and led to stormy debates in Parliament that deeply / 

embarrassed the government. Metropolitan interests were not of para- 

. .-.mount importance and the costs of sustaining control of the remaining 

colonies increasingly appeared to exceed any possible benefits. The

turning point for British policy was the general election of October,
-•»: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■

1959 which returned MacMillan with, a clear mandate and strengthened '■ 

the Tory left wing. McLeod asked for and received the colonial port

folio, and,.with MacMillan's apparent approval, abandoned the gradual

ist approach to decolonization in favor of a policy of the quickest 

^ possible withdrawal from Africa.

The-changes in policy were crystallized’ in the Kenya con- 

opened at Lancaster House in London as 

MacMillan was touring Africa with his message of the 'winds of change' .
- - i ■

the Lancaster House conference symbolized'the shift in the initiative 

■ with all . of ’the members of the Legislative Council

to London to meet the metropolitan authorities on their home 

- . policy had been formulated on the highest levels and

the .Secretary of State negotiated directly with the European, Asian,

. 113 These incidents revealed the type of measures

I

.i.v;
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and African leaders. ^ The new Governor, Sir Patrick Renison, and 

senior officials of the Kenya government had not been
liv

previously con
sulted on the new pplicy.^^^ and were “ho longer main parties in the i

I
discussions, serving rather as couriers for the Secretary of State to 

the various facial groups; At the outset of the conference McLeod

made the long-awaited statement of goals by unambiguously indicating 

that Kenya would advance to 

The remainder of the conference focused

I
independence under African majority rule.

fii
oh securing African and. Euro-^ 

pean agreement to a constitutional framework for the transition period - 

that would continue to give the’settlers some political role. The

Europeans came away from the conferenee believing that 

period would last ten years and give them enough time 

alize some degree of multi-racial participation.

Lancaster House marked -the effective end of colonial 

/ through direct political control in Kenya, ‘i^hat ensued over the next 

: four years until the colony.became

the transition. . •i

I
to institution^-

rule

an independent state in December, 
1963 was a ^complex period of transition in which the various partici

pants in the political process came

ii

i
5=

to assume different roles and

perspectives and new issues became salient. The -chief concern of the

■ “!E’'°P°^^‘'^'^^“thorlties was to find a means of transferring power to

an African government, while blunting the more radical fires of nation

alism, and widening African .access to the

/

economy without halting econo-
growth or destroying valuable metropolitan interests. Changes of 

government and constitutional conferences followed in rapid succession<
: ^African"nati(^l

political leaders themselves
permitted, but the African

now split, with the Luo and Kikuyu farming

i
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the Kenya, ffrican National Union and the politicians from smaller 

tribes fearing domination by the Luo and Kikuyu joining together in 

the Kenya African pemocratic Union under Ronald Ngala. KANU won a

resounding Victory in the 1961 general election, the first fought on 

a common electoral roll, but refused to form 

was released.
a government until Kenyatta 

A minority government formed by KADU in coalition with

Blundell's New Kenya Group spurred a revival of hopes that 

racial government could bring the country to independence 

settlers and smaller tribes protected through a complicated federal 

arrangement of regions with significant 

of.the central government.

a.multi-

th the

powers outside of the scope 

These efforts -proved ultimately futile in

the face of KANU’s electoral streng^i and the insistence of the Luo 

and Kikuyu leadership strong centralized government. Kenyattaon a

was released from prison in August, 1961,- quickly assuming the leader

ship of KANU. By April, 1962 Kenyatta led KAdJU into a national coalir-

tion. government with KADU, and fourteen months later, after another 

resounding KANU electoral victory, he was Prime Minister leading 

Kenya to internal self-government and then independence. 116
During

the same period-soclo-econom^ic policy provided Increasing 

White Highlands for Africans
access to

from the densely packed re-

elite into collaboration 

while providing for the basic 
structures.^^^

/

serves and began the cooptation of the African 

with metropolitan economic interests, 

preservation of the existing socio-economic

Lancaster House and the ensuing acceleration of tjie process

was a stunning and unexpected shock for Europeans 
in Kenya, both settlers and officials. When'-Michael Blundell returned
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from the conference he had a bag with thirty pieces of silver thrown 

at his feet. The impact of the changes was especially severe on the 

Provincial Administration. Field officers saw the conference as "the 

end of everything" and felt that "the passes had been.sold" behind'

During 1960 and 61 Provincial Commissioners and other118
their backs.

senior administrators toured the^ districts encouraging their men and 

assuring them that most of them would be needed even after independence, 

but the morale of the organization collapsed nonetheless. The con

gruence of organizational and personal interests that had given the 

Provincial Administration much of its strength and cohesion disap- 

peared. The organization clearly had no. ifuture and administrators 

were increasingly preoccupied with ensuring one for themselves. During 

the next few years a substantial and "perhaps disproportionate amount 

of time" in the Kenya Treasury was spent in working out arrangements

\ -

for pensions' and cash payments for loss of career for administrators ' 

and other government officials. 119 Furthermore, after the unchallenged 

dictatorial powers of the Emergency, administrators found they had to

spend the next few years dealing with African politicians, many of 

- them previously, hated'antagonists, not only as equals, but also as 

.superiors in tbe ministries or as their "own prospective successors.

It was a difficult transition for many of them to make. In mid-1960, 

almost defiantly, senior administrators, several of them veterans of 

■ . the ^ergency and earlier conflicts with the KAU,

Renison to respond to African pressures for the release of.Kenyatta

denouncing him as '‘a'leader to darkness and death",, and : 

issued the official report on-Hau Mau, acts Which intensified racial

influenced Governor

:'K
>
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?;
tensions and inflamed the fears of the European community.

The last mission for the Administration was to maintain 

short-term order during the transition perlbd and prepare what was

seen as the essential-structures of control for. the new independent- 
. . 120

■-f

b'-;-

With the Ministry of African Affairs having disappeared 

from the government in response to African resentment over the paternal-

state. ■' A

f

si

ism it implied, the Provincial Administration was once more restored to 

a unitary line of command through the Chief Secretary to the Govembr ,
i:

and a new circular was issued restoring its control over the activities 

of other government departments in the field. At the same time,

an independent, secret channel of communications was established be- -

tween the permanent secretaries in the ministries., the Chief Secretary, 

the Governor and the Colonial Office 

transition process in British hands.

to keep .ultimate control of the 

A belated start was finally 

made in training Africans to assume posts in the Administration and

¥

;.-the first regular- African District Officers 

In 1962-63 the
were appointed in .mid-1960.

pace of Africanization began to accelerate as increasing 

numbers of administrative posts in the field and in the central govem- 

The process reached its 

Immediately^efore and after independence, and by 

British administrators had left the

ment were turned over to African officers, 

peak in,the months 

the end of 1964 almost all of the 

service. A few stayed on in Kenya to retire or accept jobs in business. 

..^® :g?,eat majority left the country, a few of the. most able being trans-

in the dwindlingto ,sproe of the few-remaining administrative posts

the Empire, while most of the rest returned to Britain to 
either retire on' pension or take Up a variety ef jobs in business and

■ C

-■ v<.‘ -..
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The last collective expression of the organization, the 

Kenya Administration Club, meets periodically in London for dinner 

evenings of nostalgic reminiscence

government 'v
i

and

vi-.
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CHAPTER NINE 490.:Si

COLONIAL KENYA IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVEt'

The central focus of this study has been upon the character .

: Atoinlstfatioh as the key^to the explanation of the

character of colonialism in Kenya ~ not as a single factor explan

ation,., but in terms of the complex interplay of Internal organizational 

characteristics with external political pressures and wider forces of 

socio-economic change. As a result of its pivotal position in 

ministrative state, the Kenya Administration both reflected 

the nature of,'the colonial political and social

an ad- 

and shaped 

system, and its re

actions to patterns of conflict and change had critical implications 

for the entire colony.

presence of the settler community led to the penetration 

.of the central administration by settler.Interests and, at- the same

tine, reinforced the basic characteristics of the 

istrative syst^.in the field oiy:slde of settler-dominated 

Kenya Administration thus displayed with partic.ular 

ing center-periphery cleavage between the Secretariat 

ial Administration; the effective

prefectoral admin-

areas. The

vividness a grow-

and the Provinc-

concentration of wide discretion

ary powers-relating to the African population in the hands of field 
administrators;

the African and hostility towards 

■from the central

an authoritarian and paternalistic protectiveness toward 

all outside interference, whether

government or the settlers; an identification of the 
interests of the African with the organizational interests of the Pro- 

ylncl^^AdministratiOHj a fragmented policy process marked by
a short—

^run focus and em^asis: on method oler substance; and a strong resistance 

to change and extreme difficulty in dealing'with critical decisions
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within a static and rigid organizational system.
ff:"';:'

A pervasive duality.ran throughout the social, economic, and 

political spheres of.colonial Kenya and formed the foundation for the 

gradual emergence of a modus-vlvendl during the inter-war years in . 

which the worlds of the African and’ the immigrant communities were 

treated as separate watertight compartments. The settler-dominated 

political system at the. center generated a stalemate in which the

settlers acquired control over policy relating to; their Immediate s_<^o-. .

economic interests while the colonial authorities blocked their efforts „. 

to achieve formal self-rule. In the African districts, after the labor 

crisis and the declaration of th^'paramountcy of native interests' in 

the early 1920's effectively removed the Provincial Axiministration from 

the direct ser’vicing of settler economic needs and formally excluded 

the settlers from in-vblvement in native administration, field admin-

;;

i:

B;
i-
:■

i

5-

Istrators pulled away from the fractious political conflicts at the 

center and jealously guarded their control over the indigenous popu

lation.

I-
iS
fThe cost of this dual political system was high; the Kenya

y

Administration was Incapable of making critical decisions on major issues

se

li:'

of policy, and if drifted into a short-run opportunism that reinforced 

its internal tendencies towards fragmented, ad hoc incrementalism.

The sudden onset of rapid economic growth during the Second 

World War and its continuity after 1945, as well as the active commit-

. “st't of the metropolitan authorities and the Kenya Government to the

- development, made the dual political system Increasingly

untenable.. Rapid economic growth led to the-Increasing mobilization of 

Africans, especially the Kikuyu, into the settler dominated monetary

.B;
f

li•-i'C’

1-

I?
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economy and subjected them to both relative and absolute deprivations. 

These new grievances, overlaid on existing ones relating to the alien

ation of land to- the settlers arid population pressure in the reserves,

, reinforced by government efforts to enforce unpopular policies.of 

agrarian and social 'development', generated a rising level of con

flict over® systemic issues and led to unprecedented demands upon the 

Administration for critical decisions reorienting the goals and in

stitutional structures of the colony. The Administration found itself ■ 

simultaneously facing external and internal crises from the political „ 

demands of the African population and a threat to its status and 

■ ;:thority from the growth of the technical-departments and the eme|rgence 

of functional ministries within the government.

Istration continued to be tied by its web of commitments to the

au-

The central admin-

settlers and preoccupied with the management of the increasingly 

plex bureaucratic machine.

com-

The Provincial Administration was left on • 

its oOTi, without'effective leadership from the central authorities, 

to confront the political crisis and responded by attempting to create 

the pre-1939 st^us quo of relatively unchallenged control over the 

African population through a policy of 'closer administration' and

through the increasing h^assment and repression of African political 

organizations, notably the Kenya African Union.

The declaration of the state of emergency in October, 1952

is best understood not as a response to a rebellion, but as a pre

emptive strike by the colonial authorities against a suspected con-

' : that in reality was neither as coherent nor as far

advanced, and was much more limited iri its •objectives and resources,

'JJ
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than administrators believed. For this reason organized-Kikuyu re

sistance did not emerge until some five months after the declaration 

of the emergency and the occupation of the Kikuyu homeland by 

ity forces. kTiat is especially striking is that the 

of repression emerged contrary to the initial

.

■ -

secur-

escalating course

intentions of admin

istrative officers, and the Emergency itself involved far 

violence than they anticipated, 

the Emergency was an effort to 

• and corrupt political element that stood in the 

of its progressive and benevolent 

. yani, welfare.

greater ■ 

For the Provincial Administration

remove an’intransigent, irrespbhsible,

way of the realization -

poU'cles for African development

l^hat we confront in Kenya is-thus not a melodrama, 

with a clash between the forces of good and evil, 

volving an intensely dedicated body of 

with Kikuyu politicians became

but a tragedy in-

9®° ‘^““P^'.omise

a dereliction of their duty to the 'real*
African.- ‘crisis of the Emergency finally broke the stalemate of 

the political system and resulted in a series of critical decisions on
political and socio-economic policy in the colony, 

appeared to- have restored the status and
At first these

power of the Administration, 

during the 1950's pro

system in Kenya.

especially in field, but subsequent decisions• V'":'

gressively undermined and th^ destroyed the colonial

Decolonization began in ^nya with a series of political 

reforms-between 1954 and 1958 that

I

emerged more as a response to exist- 

putline.future development. Sever
ing circumstances than as efforts to 

thqless,^these reforms reflected
an increasing willingness of the metro

politan .authorities to ignore the traditional conventions guiding re-rf:'

lationships with colonial governments and iptervene directly that was

f
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Iprompted by the growing metropolitan economic stake in Kenya and 

the expenditure of British funds, estimated at 35-50 h million, for 

the Emergency. Metropolitan interests became of paramount importance, 

and the London authorities increasingly ignored^ the local vested 

colonial interests of both the Administration and the settlers. By 

the late 1950's the political initiative had shifted to the resur

gent African politicians and the metropolitan authorities. At the 

Lancaster House Conference in early 1960 the British' governmehf'negb- 

tiated directly with the Africans and finally made a programmatic 

commitment to the Independence of Kenya under an African majority ■

■ government. The Administration and the settlers 

to feel abandoned and 'stabbed in thejback'.

.

PI,

I
«•. -

IfKp.

Si
!

were, shunted aside

To return to the issue posed at the beginning of this study, 

how unique is Kenya? Were the internal structures and processes of 

the Kenya' Administration and the external socio-economic and political 

context atypical, and did they combine to create

.

an Idiosyncratic course 

of events,' or did 'they express underlying continuities derived from

the operation of more general variables. Specifically, what general

izations and relevant theoretical insights 

- study ..with regard to such

li
are suggested by this case 

impotent issues as the character of colonial 

administration, the general nature of imperialism, and the process of

decolonization. .In order to Investigate possible 

questions, we can examine Kenya in comparison to administration.in 

ptker colonies both of Britain and other European powers, Given the 

P?“9ity of data on many colonial systems, as'wej.1 .as the general lack ' 

: of strictly comparable studies of colonial administrative and political

answers to these

■— .

p....

i:'
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processes, this attempt at synchronic analysis is, at best, partial 

and the conclusions necessarily tentative.

I, Colonialism, Imperialism-and Decolonization’

The comparative study of colonial administration in Africa 

has been preoccupied with showing the differences between the systems 

of the various European.powers' and mired in. the description of formal 

institutions and legal powers. Many of the perceived differences are 

based more upon national stereo-types than systematic empirical re

search. Much of this analysis also shows an apparent self-serving 

element, especially among British scholars who never tire of asserting 

that British colonial rule was more just and more humane, less au- . 

thdritarian and brutal, and prepared Africans for independence better 

than any other colonial power. The result has been the generation 

and perpetuation of images of colonial administration divorced both ' -

from reality and from any sophisticated understanding of bureaucratic 

structures and processes.^ Many of these images begin by taking at 

face value the debates over colonial policy objectives and methods in 

the metropole and af the highest -levels of the colonial systems.. As 

Kiwanuka p^pints out;

Few scholars have addressed themselves 
between what was said and what actually happened. Fewer 
yet have recognized the fact that the British colonial 

, . system came to be associated with the philosophy hot so
™uch because the British applied more indirect rule but 

■ - because^they talked about it more than the others
Similarly the French were associated more with the policy

..of assimilation because they talked about it more, 2

any underlying similarities which may have 

: A cursor^r glance shows that all of the colonial systems in .

to the difference
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Africa were based on prefectoral field administration. If the theor

etical analysis of bureaucratic organizations has any value, we should 

find basic similarities in the.operation Sf these prefectoral systems.

-Mhe.-study of British colonial administration has been be

devilled by a 'BQTth of indirect rule', and it is in relation to 

myth that Kenya, where indirect rule was never officially applied, 

appears at first to be atypical of British colonies in Africa. The.

myth is based upon the selection of one particular colony. Northern
. ■ ■ 3 r ■ . .

Nigeria., as a paradigm for the analysis of all British administration 

in Africa. This has been the result of not only the long shadow of 

■ ■ Lord-Lugard and his disciples, and the metropolitan authorities' general

encouragement of the adoption of the principle of indirect rule in 

most colonies; but also of the British preoAcupation and fascination

with centralized African kingdoms and their confusion over and 

hostilitytowards the decentralized systems that did not conform to 
, Western stereotypes.^ The Northern Nigeria system, however, was not 

even fully replicated in the other regions of Nigeria,^ an^. was applied 

only partially and Inconsistently in other colonies.

British admihistratlon, after positing the mythical ideal, 

spend , considerable time explaining the local deviations and variations

even

Most analyses of

have to

/

and this inhibits focusing on what the local system actually was.

; Several facts stand out against the myth of indirect 
Apth'oi^e points

rule. First, as

out, centralized traditional political systems are

probably ."deviations from the . more typical of the political
conditions in tropical Mrica at'the Ume of-European penetration

norm ..

are
the non-centralized systems".^ These deceikralized systems were the
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ones in which indirect rule was applied with difficulty, if at all. 

Second, even where centralized indigenous systems were found, they 

were substantially changed by their incorporation as 'native author

ities' into the colonial system. Few local administrations fully 
understood^ the indigenous systems and much of it was left out and

ignored, while new roles were added and the authority and status of 

. many existing roles were transformed^^ Third, if indirect rule is 

strictly interpreted as a situation in which the British administrator

served essentially in an advisory role in relation to the native 
<r

thorities, it was not consistently-applied, even in Northern Nigeria. 

■'As one of Lugard’s lieutenants put it, after removing the emir-of 

Katsina: . .. . . .

au--

Whether we wish to be. so or not .we are the rulers. We. 
must either be above or below the rank and file....
The Protectorate has its laws and ordinances, 
functions have long been, far in excess of mere Resi-^ 
dential .Advisors ... a native can no more understand 

• - idea ,of joint rule by Emirs aiid Residents than he
can understand the doctrine of the trinity. 7

. If, However, we define indirect rule more broadly as the use 

of indigenous institutions and authorities in colonial administrative

and our

systems with the official delegation to them of certain administrative 

and judicial functions, then^the difference between indirect and direct 

rule is simply a matter of degree. As one anthropologist pointed out: 

indirect rule is rarely in toto different from direct rule — indeed

it is very often true that 

i . .48;'direct'
any one system of goverment may be regarded 

'indirect' according to the point of view adopted."® 

tills point, indirect rule becomes an assumption rather

central underlying fact appears to be that all

or At

than a description

, 4
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colonial administrations in.Africa, given their chronic shortage of 

money and personnel, required and found African collaborators and sub

ordinates to extend their effective controT. Where these subordinates 

could not-be identifi^ in ..the indigenous society, they were created. 

Whatever the vague formulas or policies of the authorities in the 

metropole or the colonial capital, the administrative systems in the 

field were formulated by the administrative officers on the spot in 

relationship to local exigencies and the over-riding requirement of., 

control. "Whether a chief was hereditary or appointed, whether he 

was under a British or French regime, he owed his position to the ap

proval of the colonial power, and he retained that position only as 

.long as the colonial regime believed he was playing the role assigned 
to him'."^ However they may have depicted the local system to the 

central authorities, local administrdtors controlled African officials, 

treating them as spokesmen for local opinion or subordinate agents of 

-the government according to the expediency of the situation at hand.

S

I

?

;

In Tanganyika, for ^ample, indirect rule was introduced by Sir Donald 

Cameron in 1925. ii

His District Officers, however, were skeptical of the 

system, and-behind an outward facade of 'native authoritiesV, the .reality 

was D.O. domination and control.^®

i:

In light of the realities of power in the colonial context

processes of prefectoral systems, it is indirect rule 

on the model of Northern Nigeria, that turns out to be idiosyncratic. 

^e^Kenya system.is actually

and the internal

more typical of the basic character of 

British colonial administration, in India as^s-ell as Africa, which 

government by District Commissioner, Distritt Officer, Collector, or

was
---V
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whatever other title was given to the principal field agents of the 

The internal processes of these prefectoral systems 

were essentially the same. All of them were characterized by the ex—

administration.

ercise of wide personal discretion by field officers and the cleavage ‘ 

between the field and the Secretariat.^^ There was a similar emphasis 

on in-service training and on techniques of administration over the
12

substance of policy. Policy was fragmented and- showed wide variations 

from locality to locality as administrators concentrated on their pet

projects and fads. The administrative systems as a whole shared a

short-run focus, a vagueness of long-term objectives, and a basic 

rigidity and resistance to change. 13 ,
Field officers shared an Intense

paternalistic protectiveness towards the 'real' peasant or tribesman 

.in the villages and were.hostile 

by educated natives or white settlers.
to any outside interference,- especially

In Tanganyika where the local 

settler community was far smaller and exercised much less politic 1
Influence than in Kenya, administrators "had

titude" towards them, and "by instinct and profession administrators 

stood with the Africans".

at best an ambivalent at-

In the end, however, the basic similarities of 

colonial administration 

__ tendency of most studies

British

ar^not very surprising, once we get past the 

to exaggerate the idiosyncracies of each 

colony or, for that matter, each actoinistrative officer, 

from relatively homogeneous socio-economic and educational backgrounds 

, -_and placed in essentially similar organizational

Men drawn

structures will tend
to act in generally similar ways. This after ail 

result the metropolitan authorities hoped would
was precisely the

. j
emerge from their careful

-r
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.and highly selective rectuitment process.

British and French colonial administration, meanwhile, 

conventionally viewed as cbhstitutihg two totally different political 

universes.

are

15
Once again, however, the reality appears to be 

dlfferpt from the stereotype. Comparing the results of this study

very

of Kenya with William Cohen's study of the French colonial service in 

West and Central Africa, find that the experiences and internal 

processes of French and British colonial admlnistfation 

similar, but also in many instances practically identical, 

llarity is all the more striking because the systems 

dependently and largely in ignorance of each other, and suggests the

we

are'not only

This Sim- '

were formed in-
.. y

... existence of strong underlying continuities in the colonial admin- 

.. Istrative process. . ,

In French Africa, as in Kenya, the higher authorities in_ 

the colonial capitals and the metropole had difficulties with casually

recruited early administrators who were often uneducated, ignorant and

incompetent, as well as brutal to the African population, negligent of 

their duties,. and insubordinate to their superiors. In France colonial
. administrators had a very low popular image, which persisted well into

J

the twentieth century, of ;(eing the dregs of metropolitan society.

The metropolitan authorities, responded .with a variety of means of re-

cruitment and training of administrators, finally settling in 1912 on 

selective recruitment combined with 

the EcoleColoniale, (which eventuaily gained the 

grande ecoles as the Ecole Nationale de ia 
emphasis

rigorous professional training at

status of one of the

France d'Outre-Mer), This, 

on formal training stands in contrast with British practice, and
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reflects both a less unified elite culture, which made selective 

cruitment more difficult, and the French belief in the value of in

tensive and highly legalistic training for administrators. Neverthe

less, .experienced: admiiristrators in the colonies often denigrated the 

'impractical' and 'theoretical' education of the Ecole and, just

re-

r’;

as

their British counterparts, emphasized the importance of in-service 

training for new cadets k18
By the inter-war years the 'buccaneers V of ■ :

i-

the early days had been largely replaced by'mdre educated’, reiiabie, 

and competent officials. While the range of socio-economic backgrounds 

represented in the recruitment of these administrators was much wider

■■I

I

• than that of British colonial administration, including men from 

, worker and peasant backgrounds rarely _if ever represented in such br-:^ 

ganizations as the Kenya Administration, .French colonial officials _ 

were nevertheless of preponderantly upper-middle class origin, 

over, similar to the British, French administrators were largely drawn 

from the administrative and professional middle class

Sf

More- .

s
rather than from

among the conmercial and industrial bourgeoisie, 

in 1929 the fathers of 72 percent of the cadets entering the ^ole 

Colohiale were

yAccording to Cohen,

in the liberal professions or high' administration in the 

civil.service, while only 1.5 percent were business managers and 14 

percent rentiers or small businessmen. In 1936, under the Popular 

percent of the cadets came from worker backgrounds, 

came

Front government, 14 

hut 51. percent still 
:fesslbhs.,^®;

from the high administration and .liberal pro-

. While highly centralized in formal'"structure, French colonial 

" was'just as highly decentralized in practice' as that of
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the British, and this decentralization worked on the same two basic 

levels. Ministers and ministry officials in Paris had little influence 

on policy or direct control oyer .what wenr"on in the colonies. The

colonial portfolio had little prestige and ministers changed so fre

quently that they had little time or motivation to learn much about 

colonial affairs and leave their mark on policy 1 

Inspectors, embodying that method of checking on officials so despised 

by the British, was far too small and thinly spread to .’provide the 

metropolitan authorities with detailed infoMiation about events in all 

of the various colonies or enhance their effectiW control.

The Corps of Colonial

General

. policy, was made by the Governor-Generals of the two colonial federations 

rather than Paris,, but even' they lacked knowledge of and control 

events in the individual colonies.

over

Furthermore, in each colony the 

Governor could exercise little direct control over most of the admin

istrators in the field. As in British colonies, the internal logic 

-of the prefectoral system and ^temal ecological conditions left

effective discretion in the hands of the Commandants 

the bush.
de Cercle in

The British D.C. as 'the King in his castle’ found his 

counterpart in.the French Commandant as 'le roi de.la broussfe’. French 

. field atolnistrators ruled autocratically, with little outside inter-
/

ference, and exercised their authority'over a wide range of government 

functions with the assistance of few technical officers. Their per

spective tended to be short-run with an emphasis on the techniques of 

control, and.the concepts of bush-administration 

^ to that of the

lienl noted that "the higher administrationSnust

appear to have been 

For example. General Gal- 

depend upon the good

British.

.M .
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sense and Initiative of territorial commanders who are in direct con

tact with the local population", and Van Vollenhoven, the celebrated 

, Governor General■of West Africai declared that "only one's presence.

The circular is zero".^personal contact-, counts.

Furthermore, contrary to the popular image, French colonial

administration lacked a basic doctrine and long-term policy, 

concepts of 'assimilation‘.or 'association* were not effectively trans

lated into coherent doctrine or explicit policy.

The

.'V

Charles Regisman—

set, the director of political affairs'in the ministry of the colonies,

declared in the 1920's:

It ±8 abundantly clear that France has no colonial 
program, and in maintaining this negative attitude, 
she is faithful to a tradition. She has no program 
and has never had one. 22

.Despite the wide discretion of field officers, French colonial admin

istration during the int’ef-war decades was rigid-and stagnant. "The 

totality of powers that the administrators had'arrogated to themselves

meant that any change in the colonial system could occur only through 

their activities. The Corps in the interwar period, however, maintained 

a form of stability that easily led to stagnation.■

These basic continuities in organizational processes 
predicted by the theoretical analysis 

Nevertheless, the real contrasts between French and British colonial 

rule may have derived from cultural differences in the values.

are

of prefectoral administration.

attitudes,

and general ethos of administrators which resulted in essential dlffer-

ences in-rthe driehtations and outputs of structurally similar systems. " 

/thus French administrators may very well have been more autocratic 

British counterparts, and this might reflect deep-

■JTO
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5
seated cultural differences in'attitudes towards the use of force in

•;7

However, the numerous often murderous punitive expedi

tions by which British rule was established in Kenya and the intense 

violence and atrocities of the Emergencr indicate that the difference 

is’no.:more than one of . degree.

government.
■il

--•,s -

Moreover, Kiwanuka notes that the land, 

labor, and educational policies of the colonial powers were essentially 

similar, particularly in their effects on the subject populations.^^

a

ft

■?

Finally, just as British administrators, whatever lip service they 

_ paid to the ideal of indirect rule and letting the African ?develop 

on his own lines ’, moved towards' the exercise of direct control and 

^judged African society by British values and standards; so did French 

• . administrators tend to reject 'assimilation' for the policy of 'associa

tion' with an increasing reliance on the chiefs, whether traditional 

or appointed, and an emphasis on the preservation of the integrity of 

tribal society.

look, especially among field officers.

Analysis of the attitudes and values of field administrators 

suggests that colonial administration was in reality a European atavism; 

. 3“ attempt to create in the African context a modern idealized version

.•r
■'V

w

. t- : : ■ .

t':

All of this suggests important continuities in out-

of traditional aristocratic authority in a stable, hierarchically 
ordered society. Colonial rifle 5

can only be termed a middle class 

phenomenon if, we focus exclusively on the social origins of adminis

trators.'^^
There is an unfortunate tendency to over-estimate the dom

inance, of bourgeois values and culture in European society and neglect 

,-more traditional orientations, es- 

the years of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century

continuing: vitality of earlier 
I : pecially in

sill
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that were the crucial formative period of colonial regimes. Further

more, we also tend to see bureaucracy as largely a product of bour

geois liberal society and Ignore, .as. Wolin reminds us, the substantial
. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . -V'' 27

conservative, contribution to bureaucratic thought and'^'practice; -

contribution which finds its most concrete expression in prefectorai* 

administration. When we look at the orientation of colonial admin

istrators expressed in their attitudes, their motivations for a colonial 

career, and even their language of administration^ we confront an es- 

■ sentlally traditional and conservative world view-and an aspiration 

to aristocratic power.

a.

The values of aristocratic conservatism and an authoritarian 

; paternalism were strongly evident in British cbloniai administration 

both in Asia and Africa.

. ✓ •

Heussler aptly depicts the situation of the 

British administrator when he notes that "year in and year out they' 

lived the lives of little kings in an epoch when their home-based
28brothers had exchanged kingship for bourgeois democracy", 

something of a surprise, however, to find that when we look closely we 

find similar attitudes among the ostensibly more egalitarian, republi

can and bourgeois French, especially the desire for^an aristocratic, 

almost feudal, authority. Huber^ Deschamps, a distinguished'adminis

trator and ah active socialist wrote:

It is

We leave France to become kings, 
will be revolutions.

And soon because there 
we shall be the only kings on earth. 

And not do-nothing kings either, but artists at our job, 
enlightened despots organizing our kingdoms according to 
maturely reflected plans. 29

Colonial administration also expressed a deep-seated European 

ambivalence towards non-Westem cultures; abreaction of attraction and
■ -
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repulsion that found its mirror image in a similar ambivalence towards 

European society and culture. As Mannoni has pointed out, the Euro

pean colonial was a man in flight "from a' world in which others 

to be respected .. because he cannot accept men as they are" and
have

his rejection of the European world "was combined with an urge to dom

inate". In the early days, colonial, administration tended 

rootless, marginal men from European societies in the midst i

to attract

of a major
socio-economic and political transformation. By the inter-war years,

• when administrative recruibnent was more carefully controlled and 

administrative organizations firmly established, colonial adminlstra- 

._..tion attracted the discontented sons of the upper-middle class.

: French and British administrators tended "to be men whi) fled from the
Both

limiting and repressive aspects of bourgeois industrial 

the stultifying prospect of
society, from 

a career in an office in London or Paks,
or worse, some provincial city.

- by the lure of the exotic and the
They were attracted to the colonies 

promise of a free and heroic life 

could exercise enormous power andof will and action, in which they 

reshape a part of the world. 32

Colonial rule thus created a white ruling caste in rural 

Africa. -While the British tended to romanticize the supposed 'organic
community' of traditional African society more than the French, field 

officers of both nations moved away
in practice from the vague princi- 

or 'assimilation' to sharepies of 'indirect rule' 

emphasized their
a common ground that

power and control and African dependence.
%y acted to defend traditional'soi^ety they 

position, they had established for themselv^

own
When

were also defending the 

The defence ofin it
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Itraditional society increased in proportion to the extent to which 

administrators found their power and status challenged either by 

white settlers or by African political associations led by educated,

urban-based politicians. The stagnation,and rigidity characteristic
■V

of colonial administrative organizations derived not only 'from organ

izational factors, but also from the fact that for the field officers 3

administration was an end in itself. The emphasis on the methods and 

techniques of administration, carefully recorded and ,passed dcjwh in 

the conventional wisdom of the organization, indicates the 

which the exercise of control and the domination of the African

..'.v

extent to

popu-

-elation were the principal satisfactions-administrators derived from
?- . S;

their job. From this caine the Intensity with which the administrator 

defended 'his district' and 'his people] against any outside inter

ference. Change was something that was to,come slowly, flirough small 

incremental improvements, with the ultimate goals of self-government

- or assimilation always projected into a distant future well beyond 

the career of serving officers, 

tended to grossly underestimate the

S'

French and British officials alike

scope, rate, and consequences of

.social change in Africa and were taken by surprise by the pace of 

events after 1945. Heussler^ comment on Tanganyika can be taken as

a summary of events throughout French and British Africa:

i.. what was planned did not happen and what happened 
was not foreseen until it was too late for the planners 
to do much about it., 33

... polonial administrative systems were also particularly weak 

r ^ Intellectually and the level of understanding

temal forces, of change and their relationship to organizational opera-
of ex-
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atlons was low. Administrative officers were generally neither un

educated nor particularly stupid, but the constraints of their organ-

izational situation and ethos-largely deprived them of the motivation, 

skills, and information necessary for a 

of their socio-economic and political environment.

reflective understandingmore

They tended to be

confused and angered when post-1945 economic development, which they ' 

assumed must Improve the lot of the Africans and make them contented,

actually stimulated a rising level of conflict. The impact of admin- -

Istrators on development programs tended to be confused, inconsistent.

and often contradictory; as when the Kenya Administration contemplated 

“pdshing 'excess' population out of the Klkuyii 

absorbtive capacity of altemaltlve

reserves without con^ .. - r:
sources of employm,ent

or the existing deprivations of African conditions in the urban 

The response of colonial administrations to African deprivations and
areas•

grievances was also frequently marked by what Eric Wolf has described 

as "a particular kind of structurally Induced stupidity. the kind,of

stupidity which ascribes to the people themselves resppnsiblity 

evils to which they are subject".

for the

This can be seen, on the one hand. 
In Kenya when administrators' tended to blame 'Mau Mau' on the Inability 

of theKlkuyu to adjust to the ̂ trains of modernization, and, on the 
other hand, in the more general tendency of colonial administrations

to view conflict and unrest 

duping the ignorant
as something created by African politicians

masses.

If the foregoing analysis is valid, it suggests that Ipiper- 

lalism and colonialism are quite different, albeit-lihked, phenomena, 

inperialism is the relationship between a mkropole and a dependency; a
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series of asymmetrical linkages established and maintained for the 

perceived economic and political interests of the metropole. As long 

as the expected benefits of profits, resources, and strategic advant

age are obtained, imperialism requires no necessary interest in 

direct control over the intei^Jal affairs of the dependency. Colonial

ism, however, is a complex of ties created within a colony between 

European colonials, both administrators and settlers, and the indigen-

or

■T,

ous population that ensures for the European' ah exalted- political, 

social and economic status in a racially based system of stratifi

cation. While the relationships of imperialism are large scale, distant, 

. ■■and impersonal; the relationships of colonialism-tend 

immediate, and reaffirmed daily.
to be personal. 

The,imperial interests of the metro-

§•

pole and the local colonial Interests are^ not identical and may . in 

fact be in conflict. Emmanuel has pointed out that "the most dif

ficult struggles of the imperialist countries since the ’18th 

-had not been with the natives in their colonies but with their

century

own

It-was the colonies of settlement in North America, 

Southern Africa, and the Pacific that were the most assertive of their

1'^
.. 35 I?settlers".

i:':

own economic and p’olitical interests against the metropole and acted 

to end,, forcefully or peaceful^,the relationship of imperial depend*ence. 

White settler populations in Africa have frequently been in Conflict not
fi':

only with the local administration, but also the metropolitan authorit

ies and the major metropolitan corporate interests active in the local
36 &

- We, have seen also how administrators In Kenya distrusted

economic individualism and feared the impact of modern industrial society 
bn the African.'

-■

fi',

Indeed, the presence of the administrator was generally

s
■■0;;

._ _ _ . . . .

i
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regarded by authorities in both the metropole and the colony, as well
«»

as by humanitarian groups and anti-imperialists, as a bulwark against 

the worst abuses-and exploitation by both local settlers and metro

politan corporate interests The difference between colonialism and
' ■ ■ ^ . . . y. , ■

imperialism is revealed most clearly. in the ironic situations where 

we find the local colonials, administrators and'settlers, in"an anti-

- • •

. capitalist and anti-imperialist position against the metropole.

_ This view of colonialism and imperialism suggests 

interpretation of the process of decolonization.

a new.

From the time control 

- of the colonies was assured until the outbreak of the Second World

War,-Britain and France largely ignored their African possessions.

ipvestment in the colonies prior to 1945, with the exception . 

of isolated pockets of valuable mineral 

. . Except when major crises

38resources, was miniscule. , 

or a juicy scahdal erupted, metropolitan

centers of economic and,political power, as well as the general public, 

hadlittle Interest in colonial affairs. The domestic groups inter

ested in the colonies were active and vocal, but were largely not of 

national political or economic Importance.

for tight metropolitaii’ control over the local Colonial regimes and little 

felt need„for explicit policy staging basic objectives and priorities.

The Second World War, however, demonstrated the strategic value of 

colonial resources and stimulated economic growth that attracted an 

increasing flow of metropolitan investment after 1945.

in the colonies began to increase just as the local colonial 

administrations faced their most serious challenge.

The escalating conflicts that emefged in African colonies in

There was little reason

. ■

Thus metropolitan

"'"■ft
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the 1945-60 period pitted a mobilized and politically conscious 

ment of the African population against the local colonial regime.

The metropolitan authorities were-^at first'^only indirectly involved in

seg-

these conflicta, but as they were increasingly called upon to inter

vene and find solutions for the local combatants 

Itlative increasingly moved into their hands.

the political in- 

In French as in British 

■ colonies the rise of African nationalism was correlated with increas

ing metropolitan intervention and control over local colonial aamih-
•IQ

istrations. During the 1950's the Interests of the metropole and 

the vested interests of settlers and administrators in the colonies 

- -began to increasingly diverge. Galtung has pointed out that imperial- • 

ism involves asymmetrical, but mutually^ beneficial, ties between

centers of economic and political power in the metropole and similar 

centers in the dependency, 

ators.

<<!>
Imperialism thus requires local collabor-

40 - '
For France and Britain the costs of using their own colonial

agents in this role began to be Increasingly high.

ever, primarily benefitted the colonials themselves and its

Colonialism, how-s

continued

support by the metropole in conditions of increasing political disorder 

and violence threatened the 

The prpcess of decolonization

very existence of metropolitan interests..

^hus began when the costs of maintaining 

direct colonial rule became unacceptable in the eyes of the metropoli

tan authorities,^^
and involved a turning away from the administrators 

and settlers towards finding a modus vivendi with their African antagon-
&. .

-Accommodation With the African politicians was virtually im- 

possible for administrators and settlers for whom colonialism was a way
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of life. For metropolitan authorities, however, it made little dif

ference who the local collaborators were as long as they provided the

basic conditions .of stability and order conducive to the expansion and
. ... 42

increasing profit of metropolitan interests. We have seen that in

Kenya,African politicians had contacts in Britain from the late 1920'-s,

and they generally found the metropolitan authorities fairer and more
-S'

The Emergency itself repre-43'
receptive than the Kenya Administration, 

sented an attempt of. the clandestine organization among the Rikuyu to

• generate a jSrisls that would force the intervention of the London au

thorities. They succeeded, but the British government initially de- 

.. .xided to support the Kenya Government. ..The shift away from the admin

istrators and settlers towards direct negotiations with the Africans 

for the relenquishing of formal political control appears to have 

occurred in both Britain and France approximately during the period 

1955-60, with the Suez crisis of 1956, DfeGaulIe*s'accession to power 

-■ in 1958,-and the British general election of 1959 as important water

sheds .

Decolonization was" not a planned process of gradual with

drawal and preparation for self-government, unless we consider ad hoc

improvisation under pressure and after-the-fact rationalization as
/

evidence of planning. The political reforms of the first post-war 

decade were Intended to deal immediately with the growing conflicts 

within the colonies, and if they looked fonvard to independence at all 

it was still in a distant and indeterminate future. Metropolitan policy 

, . : oh the co.lohles was initialiy uncertain. The administrators and settlers 

in the colonies and their metropolitan allies continued for some time to

♦r-

(?■
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have considerable emotional and political influence, and colonial

affairs became a major issue of metropolitan political controversy 
during the 1950's.^^ By the end of the decade, however, the advant

ages of an..expedient end to direct colonial control seem to have be

come increasingly apparent to policy-making circles in both France 

and Britain. During the previous decade and a half expanding metro- 

politan investments in the colonies and colonial development policies

had shaped the tax structures, marketing arrangements, monetary systems, 

• Infrastructure Investments, and Industrial and extractive sectors of 

the colonies to the advantage of the metropole,^^

. closely to it them ever before.

and tied them more.

To continue to support the mainten

ance of colonial control involved the choice of the first of the 

options of 'shoot or get out’, and would certainly have jeopardized

two

.....metropolitan interests. Withdrawal from formal political control, 

meanwhile, -offered at least the possibility of maintaining valuable

socio-economic ties. '

Under metropolitan influence, policy towards the African 

nationalist politicians and their organizations began to shift from 

suppression to a combination of formal and informal cooptation. When

the decision to withdraw was finally made explicit, the European powers 

' left as
/

soon as they could find and negotiate an agreement with an 

African leadership group that appeared to be strong enough and enjoy

government in the terri-sufficlent popular support to maintain stable

Local administrations had little choice but to obey or, 

. in Algeria, plot futile rebellion when
as

the unequivocal directives finally 

came from the metropole. The settlers, were, ultimately politically and

»>
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economically expendible. Sir Michael Blundell, the Kenya settler 

leader, became aware of-the prevailing winds in Britain when a young

Tory M.P. told him "5'Jhat.do I care about the f.,.ing settlers, let . 

them bloody well look after themself,es", add he came away from a 

meeting with Iain Macleod suspecting that "perhaps after all.our 

future was to be decided not so much for our own good, as I had im

agined, but for that of Great Britain'!. A few months later at the 

Lancaster House Conference, he "came to the conclusion that the Afri

cans knew from the Colonial Office that they were batting on a- wicket 
specially prepared for them".^^

>■

Rupert Emerson has expressed hfs concern over the fact that:

The sudden end of colonialism should indicate a striking 
change in the power relationships. Such a change there 
has undoubtedly been in various respects, and yet it is 
no torious that the gap between .the; .advanced and the back
ward has continued to widen rather than contract. 48 ■. . . .

This apppent paradox is resolved, however, when-, in the light of the ' .

^analysis of colonialism and imperialism presented here, we understand

decolonization simply as the end of colonialism in Africa and not

essarily the end of imperialism. Decolonization represented the

sertion of metropolitan over local colonial interests, in collaboration

. . . ✓ -

nec-

as-

with an emergent indigenous elite, and involved the 

than the withdrawal of metropol!itan

preservation rather 

influence and investment. Avail

able aggregate evidence indicates that the economic, cultural, mlUt-

ary, and political dependence of African states on the metropoles has 

generally continued, if not increased,

■ ^ ^®' i^<i®pendence.

in the years after theirostens- 

This suggests that imperialism continues to be 

a matter of great consequence for. African development, but that is a 

question that falls beyond the scope of the present study.

49 .
-.I-- ' •
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Studies. vol. 3, no. 2, 1970, page 300. , . ■ -
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N. Raphael!, Readings in Comparative Public Administration. Allyn-and 

. Bacon, Boston, 1967, pages 279-80. _
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7. Sir Richmond Palmer, 9 November, 1908; quoted in Robert 
Heussler, "British Rule in Africa" in P. Gifford and W.R. Louis, France 
and Britain in Africa._ _ _ _ _ _  Yale University Press, New Haven, 1971, page 581.
This point was also noted in KGL, Lord Hailey, "Native Administration and 
African Political Development", 1941, especially pages 34-35.

8. Apthorpe, loc.cit.. page 272.

9. Klwanuka, loc.cit.. page 301.

10. Robert Heussler, Brit/sh Tanganyika; An Essay and Docu
ments on District Administration. Duke University Press, Durham, 1971, 
pages 51-54, 58. '

_ 11. Ibid., pages 6, 15, 26, 42-45, Philip,Woodruff (pseud, for
thilip Mason) The Men Who Ruled India. Vol. II; The Guard-»«"° (first 

in 1954) Schpcken Books, New York, 1964, pages 90, 94-95,

■. ' -12. Woodruff, Op.cit., pages 79-91, He-goes pn to point out
- of the difficulties during the transition period of the 1920's

and 30 s was the emphasis of officials in the field on the technique of 
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"Everyone was trained to this technique. It 
was the right technique for the local situation.... 
But tactical lessons could not be applied to 
strategy without modification and when the issues 
wfere much_ bigger, when the Secretary of State and 

.. the Viceroy took the place of District Officer or 
City K&gistrate, the technique could not be ap
plied in quite the same way.... •>

But many of the district officers, the super
intendents of police and the battalion commanders 
expected their government to behave as they them- 
selves.:would have behaved in a local situation." 
(page 246) -

13. Thus Lqrd Hailey's judgment of Tanganyika in 1942: ' 
"the progress of the territory as far as native affairs are concerned 
seems to have come to a standstill. Improvements continue to be made 
in the machinery, but as a whole, the machine does not seem to move 
forward" (quoted in Ralph Austen, Northwest Tanzania Under German and 

.British .Rule, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1968, pages 214-215)7 
See also Heussler, Op.cit pages 37, 39, and Woodruff,Op.cit. .pages 165, 208.

14. Heussler, Op.cit.. pages' 33-34.
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Hoover Institution Press, Stanford, 1971.
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18. Ibid.. page 121.

15,

16,
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19. Ibid_ _ _  pages 90-92. By the .1930's colonial administrators
were basically similar in education and social background to the higher 
civil service in metropolitan France (page 104).

20. Ibid.. pages 59-65, 71, 79.
/

I6Id., pages 65,67 (emphasis added)

22. Quoted in Ibid.. page 60.

23. Ibid.. page 120.

21.

24. Kiwanuka, loc.cit.. pages 298-99, 301, 304-09.

25. Cohen, 0£;;Ci^, pages 71-72, 140-41, 179.
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27. Sheldon Violin, Politics and Vision, Little, Brown & Co., 
Boston, 1960, especially the discussions of organization and community, 
pages 357-414. :V

28. -Heussler, "British Rule ..." loc.cit., page 578.

29. Quoted in Cohen, Op.clt.. page 106.
-i-

30. This ambivalence in European cultural history is bril
liantly analysed in Henri Baudet, Paradise on Earth; Some Thoughts on 
European Images of Non-European Man. Yale University Press,. New Haven, }!■

1965.
I

31... 0* Mannonl, Prospero\and Caliban; The Psychology of 
Colonization (first published in 1950) Praeger, New York, 1964, page 108.

32. W.B. Cohen, "The Lure of Empire: Why Frenchman Entered 
the Colonial Service", Journal of Contemporary History, vol. 4. no. 1, 
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page 66.
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35. Arghiri Emmanuel, "White Settler Colonialism and the Myth
of Investment Imperialism", New Left Review, no. 73, May-June, 1972, 
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I36. Ibid.. pages 38-43.

37. J.A. Hobson, for example, noted:

"The contact with white races'cannot be avoided, and 
it is more perilous and more injurious in proportion 
as it lacks governmental sanction and control. The 

..most gigantic modem experiment in private adventure 
slowly yielded its full tale of horrors^in the Congo 
Free State, while tl^ handing over of large regions 
in^Afrlca to the virtually unchecked government of 
Chartered Companies has exposed everwhere the dangers 
of contact based on private commercialism" (Imperialism 
(first published in 1902) University of Michigan Press,
Ann Arbor, 1965, page 231). -
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Theory of Imperialism. Longman, London, 1972, pages 117-142. Robinson, 
however, sees decolonization as the end.pf col-laboration rather than 
a shift from one-group of collaborators to another.

41 i Harold and Margaret Sprout, "The Dilemma of Rising Demands 
and Insufficient Resources". World Politics. vol. 20, noi 4, 1968. -

42. For example, Emmanuel notes that when Patrice Lumumba 
was imprisoned by Belgian ai^horities in the Congo in 1958, it was 
major Belgian corporate 'and^inancial interests which came to his as
sistance. (loc.cit., page 41-i) In Kenya, Kenyatta had become the devil 
incarnate to both settlers and administrators, but the metropolitan au
thorities had ho such psychological constraints to prevent their ordering 
his release in 1961 and shortly after placing him in the cabinet, in 
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For the impact on British politics see David Goldsworthy, 
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an institutional framework for them to operate in was, of course, a by 
no means easy task in the face of internal ethnic and ideological 
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lesson in the perils of too rapid withdrawal. - Independence settlements 
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were launched “into the world. Emmanuel suggests that one reason for the 
rapidity of the withdrawal of the Metropolitan powers was a desire to under
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rfforts failed in Algeria and the Congo, but succeeded in Southern Rhodesia, 
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